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SYMPOSIUM: LEAKERS, WHISTLEBLOWERS 

& TRAITORS: AN EVOLVING PARADIGM 

Symposium Review: Leakers, Whistleblowers 
& Traitors 

Zachar) Rozen* 

The recent string of high-profile classified infonnation leaks has exposed a 
shortco1ning in the law's ability to distinguish readily between traitors who 
unjustly divulge classified materiaL and whistleblowers \\ ho bring to light 
information that was unreasonably veiled from the public domain. Both govern
ment officials and the public are sharply divided over the legiti1nacy of these 
leaks. Their legal ambiguity 1nakes future unsanctioned leaks more probable. 
Recently, mass data storage. the digitalization of information. and the sheer size 
of the modem national security apparatus have made it far easier for govern
ment employees to share classified information without appropriate authoriza
tion. At the same time. many procedural and legal shortcomings interfere with 
the ability of whistleblowers to bring wasteful or criminal activity to the 
public ·s attention, and to ensure they receive adequate protection against 
retribution. 

The Journal of National Security Law & Policy~- second annual symposium 
was a timely discussion of whistleblowers. leakers. and the possible emergence 
of a new paradigm of whistleblowers. While traditional whistleblowers have 
revealed corruption or flagrantly illegal activity acco1nplished under the guise of 
official secrecy, recent leaks have been characterized by their indiscriminating 
volume and legal ambiguity. Through the participation of the media, they have 
brought questionable policies, previously hidden beneath a web of classification 
markers, to the public's attention. However. many of these leaks have not 
exposed blatant illegality but rather controversial policies. The public's recep
tion has been mixed. Some view these leakers as heroes, while others have 
suggested that they undermine the democratic process and constitute a one-man 
veto over constitutionally enacted policies. These leaks have complicated for
eign relations and compromised vital national security programs, but they also 
have created the political momentum to enact change. This publication exam
ines the tension between whistleblowers. the media, and national security 
interests. 

w-e were fortunate to have an excellent array of current and former senior 
government officials from the Intelligence Community (IC) and the Department 

* Co-Senior Syrnposmrn Editor. Journal of National Security Lall' & Policy. 2013-2014: George
town University Law Center. Class of 201--l. © 20 I 5. Zachary Rozen. 
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of J u-.tice, a \\ ell as leading national eL urit) and whistleblowe1: experts from 
· · · h 1· Cor1or .. s ·1nd non-profits attend our acaden11a. prt\ ate pracuce. t e n1e< 1a. .::, t:s • ' , . 

· · r11· l" • f ,ner Director ot the National annual ymposwm. Admiral \\ 1 1am tut cm~1n. rn . 
Se urit) gen ) ( , ), and Dcput) and ding Director of th~ Central lnte!li-
gence AgenC) ( I ). ga\ e a poignant kc) note addre~~ cnt1tkd_ Al~znag~ng 
Set ret . Four pan li-.ts u>rltributed articks to this sympo~1um publl~at1on. tur
lher ad\ andrH! the discourse about \\ histlcblo,, ers and national ~ec unty leaks. 

The ) mp >:ium began '" ith a discussion of the curn.:nt legal framework that 
protects \\ hi tleblowcr and enables the government to pre, cnt and prosecute 
the unauthorized di -.emination of classified information. The opening con\ cr~a
tion, moderated bv Geore:etown University Law Center Professor of Law Laura 
Donohue, highligi1ted sh--ortcomings in the legal and administrative fran1cwork 
for both prosecuting lcakers of classified information and protecting whistleblow
ers. 1 ational Security Advisor to the Democratic Leader Nancy Pelosi. Wyndec 
Parker, J1::icu:-.:-.eJ whistleblower protection measure:-. from the peP,pective of her 
previuus po~ition in the Office of the General Counsel at the CIA. Parker also 
discussed some of the reforms that were currently being con~idered before 
Congress. GcorgetO\\ n Uni\ ersity Law Center Professor of La,\ Mart) Leder
man provided a criminal law context for the discussion. Professor Lederman 
abo di~sected the E':)ptonage Act and examined shortcomings in the Act that 
limited its effectivene'->s. Syracuse University College of Law Associate Profes
sor of Law Nathan Sales contributed an analy5is of the issue in the context of 
contract law. Professor Sales po~ited that most restriction~ on the publication of 
classified information are prosecuted based on contractual provisions that forbid 
the re1ea~e of classified information in consideration for employment in the IC. 
He concluded that ultimately the contractual limitations are insufficient: ho~ -
ever. the Supreme Court has suggested that it would lil-·ely uphold prior restraint 
re trictions on free speech even absent a contractual agreement barring such a 
disclosure. The Executive Director for IC Whistleblower and Source Protection. 
Dan Meyer. provided an excellent perspective as both an investigator of whistle
blower repri al claims in the IC. and as a fonner ~ histleblower himself. Meyer 
shared his unique experiences regarding how whistleblower protection laws are 
actually implemented and the legal complications whistleblowers often encounter. 

In this s1 rnpo ·ium issue. Meyer·s article. co-authored by Deloitte consultant 
David Berenhaum. builds on the discussions of the first panel by pre~enting a 
thorough analysi of~ histlcblower statutes and executive orders. The pair also 
identifies the shortcomings in whistleblower protection laws and re1!ulations 
that fail to adequately account for the unique cl1allcnges facing whistl~blowers 
in the IC. 1eyer and Berenbaum are critical of Congress and the Supreme Cou11. 

which they hclicve have failed to sufficiently estahlish sound whistleblower
pr?tecti~n la~ . This. they claim. has resulted in the whistlcblower-protcction i~~uc 
bcmg pnmanly relegated to executive action. 

Profe or Sa!e~_· article Con the Low Deter Leak.\? suggests that neither 
contract nor cnmmal law provides an adcquat~ deterrence against classified 
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information leaks. He recommends that the IC instead focus on technology
based, preemptive solutions that would make leaking prohibitively costly and 
difficult. 

The second panel, moderated by Boston College Law School Professor 
Mary-Rose Papandrea, discussed the 1nedia 's role in facilitating whistleblowers 
and leakers of classified information. The panel included Abbe Lowell, who was 
a defense counsel for two employees of the American Israel Public Affairs 
Committee charged with passing classified information to foreign governments 
and the media in 2004. Lowell discussed the circumstances in which the 
publication of classified information by reporters might fall under the Espionage 
Act, and when the First Amendment provides an affirmative defense to journal
ists who publish classified information. Gabriel Schoenfeld, a Senior Fellow at 
the Hudson Institute, responded that journalists share re~ponsibility for any 
damage to national security that results from legal publications of classified 
material. Schoenfeld also shared several requirements that he believed 1nust be 
met to qualify someone as a legitimate whistleblower, including ( 1) identifying 
genuine wrongdoing, (2) not imposing an undue burden on national security, (3) 
using the least drastic means of disclosure. and (4) not using anonymity. 
Schoenfeld argued that NSA leaker Edward Snowden 1nerely disclosed policies 
he disagreed with, which did not qualify him as a whistleblower, but instead a 
usurper of the democratic process. Jesselyn Radack of the Government Account
ability Project, argued that current definitions of whistleblowen, were under
inclusive and failed to include many individuals she deemed to be legitimate 
whistleblowers. Barton Gellman, a journalist with The Washington Post and 
Ti,ne Magazine as well as a contact of Edward Snowden, expressed his view 
that journalists have a responsibility, diametrically opposed to the government's 
interest, to selectively disclose c1assified information that they believe is in the 
public interest. Public governance, he argued, is occasionally at odds with 
national security. 

Our final panel addressed the legitimacy of the recent wave of leaks and 
considered whether the United States was facing a new paradigm of leaking. 
Georgetown University Law Center Professor of Law David Cole sparred with 
NSA Inspector General (IG) George Ellard over whether Edward Snowden had 
viable alternatives to shed light on the controversial programs he exposed. 
Ellard claimed he was the person Snowden should have approached to reveal 
the controversial programs he ultimately leaked to the press. Ellard believed he 
could have provided Snowden the proper context and legal justifications for the 
programs that he disagreed with, and barring that, he could have given Snowden 
a sympathetic audience with members of the House and Senate Intelligence 
Committees. Professor Cole countered that leakers were a necessary check on 
the government and that the most controversial progran1s Snowden exposed 
never would have been part of the public discourse had he not gone to the 
media. Interestingly, Ellard conceded that the domestic meta-data program 
Snowden revealed probably should have been public knowledge. American 
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Ci\ ii L1be111e Union la,,\ er Alex Abdo di cussed the need to publish Foreign 
Intelligence Suneillan e C mn opinions to reduce the gap_ in kno~ledge be
t\\ een \\ hat the public i a,, are of and \\ hat the go, ernment 1s autho_n~ed to ?o. 

bdo al o cited th i sue of (l\ er-classification as a tool to keep 1ntormat1on 
e rel that should be in the public domain. Former Assistant Attorney General 

for ariona] .. ecu1il\ Kenndh \Vainstein countered that claims of O\er-
✓ 

eta ifi ·ation are e ·aggcrateJ, and that the national security apparatus was 
ubject to far too much O\ ersight for senior officiab to ma k misconduct or 

blunder through o, er-dassification. \Vainstein abo discussed the role of prosecu
torial discretion as a tool to protect whistleblo\\ ers whose activities n1ay trigger 
liability under the E pionagt: Act. 

Profc or Cole\ article 71ze Three leakers and Wizar to do About Them 
attempts to distinguish bet,\ een legitimate \\ hi...,tleblowers and crin1inal leakers 
b) e\ ::tluating the scope of the leak, the harm to the government and its agents, 
the gain to society from the revelations, and any alternative course of action that 
ma) have been a\ ailable. He concludes that Snowden 's leaks were ultimately 
justified because, even if they did not reveal criminality, the An1erican people 
descn cd to be informed about a massive domestic e~pionage progra1n. 

Ellard\ piece focuses on the "long-tern1 and irreversible negative impact" of 
Snowden·-., leaks. He draws a comparison to Robert Hanssen 's leaks, which at 
the time of their disclosure \\ ere considered to be the worst intelligence disaster 
in U.S. history. In drawing this comparison, Ellard determines that Snowden's 
kak \\ ere much less judicious, and their public disclosure, in contrast to 
Hanssen · private release to Soviet intelligence, makes the Snowden leaks far 
more reckless and damaging. 

Although this publication provides some clarity to the muddled distinction 
between whistleblowers and those who maliciously leak classified information, 
the lav. remains ill-prepared to address the new paradigm of leakers. Concise 
standard~ houl<l readily differentiate between legitimate whistleblowers who 

'-' 

risk th~ir careers, and sometimes more, to reveal illegality, and actors who 
betray the public\ trust by disclosing policies they 1.,ubjectively find offensive. 
One l)pe_ i a necessary afeguard of democracy, while the other usurps the 
democratic process and provides anyone privy to nonpublic information with a 
one-man \eto. 



A New Paradigm of Leaking 

Alex Abdo, David Cole, George Ellard, Kenneth Wainstein, 
and Stephen I. Yladeck* 

This panel featured a discussion surrounding whether or not episodes like the 
Edward Snowden affair suggest that the U.S. gow:rnmenr is experiencing a 
"New Age" of leaks and, if so, rhe u·ays in which the act of leaking classified 
information has changed. In addition, in lighr of rhe debate surrounding the 
constitutionality of rhe NSA s surveillance progra,mi under section 215 of rhe 
USA PATRIOT Act and section 702 of FJSA as added by the FISA Amendment.\ 
Act of 2008, the panelists discussed ways in which rhose who H'ork for the 
government legally may express their concerns wcthout resorting to leaks. 

Introduction: I would like to introduce the third panel that we ha\ e Joining us 
this afternoon, which is going to be discussing a new paradigm of leaking. 
Among our panelists we have Mr. Alex Abdo, who has been a ~taff attorney 
with the ACLU National Security Project. He has also been involved in 
litigation of cases concerning the Patriot Act, Foreign Intelligence Surveillance 
Act, International Emergency Economic Powers Act and the treatment of 
detainees in Guantanamo Bay, Afghanistan, Iraq and the Navy Brig in South 
Carolina. We also have Professor David Cole, who is a professor of law here at 
Georgetown University. He specializes in constitutional law, national security 
law and criminal justice. Professor Cole has litigated many significant constitu
tional cases in front of the Supreme Court and has been called one of the 
country's great legal voices of civil liberties today and a one-man com1nittee of 
correspondence in the tradition of patriot Sam Adams hi1nself. We also have Dr. 
George Ellard, who is the Inspector General of the U.S. National Security 
Agency. He served as counsel in the congressional inquiry into the terrorist 
attacks of September 11 and was responsible for drafting classified and public 
reports that recommended transformational changes in the structure of intelli
gence and law enforcement communities today. We also have Kenneth Wain
stein, who is the chair of Cadwalader's Business Fraud Group. Mr. Wainstein 
previously served as the First Assistant Attorney General for national security at 
the Department of Justice under President George W. Bush. And finally, we 
have Professor Stephen Vladeck, who will be moderating this final panel. 
Professor Vladeck is a professor of law and associate dean at American Univer
sity Washington College of Law and is nationally recognized for his expertise in 
constitutional law and the role of federal courts in the war on terrorism and was 
part of the legal team that successfully challenged the Bush administration's use 

* What follows is an edited transcript of a panel entitled "A New Paradigm of Leakmg:· held as part 
of the Journal of National Security Law & Policy's February 25, 2014 symposium on "Leakers. 
Whistleblowers and Traitors: An Evolving Paradigm:· 

5 
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of militaf) uibunal at Guantanamo Ba) in Cuba. Soi~ this panel_ today we ~re 
going to be e ploring the extent to ,, hich a ne\\ paradigm of leaking does exist 

and how the la\\ toda) ma) adapt LO account for that. . . 
tephen ladeck: Thank )OU! The title of our panel 1s A Ne_w Parad~~m of 

Leaking. I think there is a missing que tion mark. because o_ne of ~he q~1est1ons I 
hope \\e·u tart \\ith i whetht::r. in L.1 t. tht::re iJ a new paradigm ot leaking - that 
i tu sa}. h:l\ e th~ national securi t) leaks of the past several years. the leaks by 
Bradle\ / helsea ~1anning. the leak b~ Edward Sno,\den. ha\'e they really been 
differe;u in kmd from ~ational security leaks of the past, or is it mostly a 
difference in degree? If it i a difference in kind. \\ hat does that mean. what 
should that tell us ~oing forward? Indeed. as "e ·re trying to figure out where 
ltt\\ and polic~ holtld e~d up \\ ith regard to national security leaks, understand
in£! ,, hat's new and different about the latest de,elopments. is a fairly in1portant 
pi;cc of the conversation. So with that I'm going to ask George to start us off by 
posing a , e1y general question to him. Is this a new paradigm of leaking, at least 
from your perspective from the NSA? 

George Ellard: Thank you, Ste\ e. I have been with the National Security 
Agt:ncy for almost seven years, this is the first time I have spoken in a public 
forum. and 1 mu t si.l) I approach this with a lot of fear and tre1nbling over the 
possibility that I might disclose, inadvertently, classified information - because 
that could have dramatic consequences. Since the initial leaks by Mr. Snowden. 
the director of national intelligence, the director of the National Security 

gency, and many other highly placed people within the U.S. intelligence 
community have asserted that Mr. Snowden has done long term and irreversible, 
nt:gative impact to our national security. They asserted that he has damaged the 
intelligence community's ability to keep our country safe, that he has put the 
Ii ves of mericans at risk. and that he has helped terrorists who<;e aim is to kill 
u . I do not think that these assertions are hyperbolic. And I would like to start 
out by first giving you some idea of what Mr. Snowden has done. and then 
compare him to another - I hesitate to call Snowden a spy - but another person 
who indeed was a spy about whom I happen to know something. Several years 
ago I read an article in Der SpieRel. the Gem1ctn equivalent to Time magazine or 
Newsweek. and the article reported that the NSA was able to. so to speak. tap 
into the communications of senior Al Qaeda leadership including Osarna Bin 
Laden. 

1 
The article went on to explain that these terrorist<; believe that if an 

e-mai I \\. ere not sent. the NSA \\. ould not be able to catch it. So Osa,na Bin 
Laden, according to Spiegel. would type up his instructions to his agents and 
save the message file - the message - in the draft folder. His agents knew his 
password - 0 ama·s password - and they would go into his account. look in the 
drdft folder. respond a well, and save the draft. Nary an e-mail was sent. And 
as a consequence of, according to Spiegel, our ability to tap into Osama's 

I flan I loyng ,111cl ( ,corg Mac;ulo. NSA .\111, r•i/1011, ,•: F(/\ ,·,<lropi,inR 011 America. DF.R SPII.GEL. May 
15. 200) 
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account, we were able to thwart several dangerous terrorist plots. Now I'm not 
going to comment on the accuracy of the Spiegel report. but I can tell you one 
thing: if the NSA were able to tap into the corn1nunications of senior Taliban or 
Bin Laden associates the day before the Spiegel repoI1 was issued. we could not 
do it the day after. Our adversaries are very sophisticated. particularly in the lT 
realm. They do not live in caves in Afghanistan, and they read Spiegel and the 
New York Times and Washington PoJt and the Guardian. I think - at least to the 
degree I can explain it today in this open forum - that Mr. Snowden has done 
two kindli of harm. First of all, he has revealed particular weapons that our 
intelligence community had been using to protect our security. Once they are 
made public, we lose them. Secondly, he's revealed a great deal of stuff, a great 
deal of information about NSA's current strategic posture and how it intended to 
proceed in the future. All of that is lost. In deciding whether Snowden and 
Private Manning are exhibits of a new paradigm of leaking. I would like to 
briefly contrast and compare Mr. Snowden - I know very little about Private 
Manning - with another person who leaked an incredible amount of classified 
information: then-supervisory special agent Robert Hanssen of the FBI. A 
presidential commission declared that Hanssen had perpetrated. and I quote, 
probably the worst intelligence disa~ter in U.S. history. In the sentencing 
memorandu1n, federal prosecutors described Hanssen 's crimes as surprisingly 
evil and almost beyond comprehension.2 Hanssen had a career of over 23 years 
during which he gave. first of all to Soviet and then later to Russian elements. 
just reams of infonnation and dozens of computer diskettes, containing, accord
ing to the presidential commission, national security information of incalculable 
value. I'll give you an example. Hanssen compromised a plan that the U.S. had 
developed to protect its military and political command in the event of a first 
strike by the Soviet Union, and he did that at a tin1e when key elements within 
the Soviet oligarchy were advocating a first strike against the United States 
fearing that America would take advantage of the then-crumbling Communist 
empire to launch its own preemptive strike. So Hanssen stands, I thought until 
last year, alone in the damage that he has done to our country and to our 
national security. And Hanssen and Snowden were alike in that they both used 
really well-honed IT abilities to steal and disclose classified information vital to 
our national security. But I think the comparison ends there. and I think perhaps 
that Snowden and Private Manning really do exhibit, or are exemplars of, a new 
paradig1n. Hanssen's motives were venal. for cash perhaps, or perhaps there 
were psychological: a desire to play in a very, very dangerous game that is 
therefore very, very exciting. At the end of his career Hanssen had almost 30 
years in intelligence and counter-intelligence. He knew exactly what was of 
value to his spy handlers and he was very specific in choosing documents to 
steal. He knew how to control his handlers better than they knew how to control 

2. COMMISSION FOR THE R EVIEW OF FBI SECLRin PROGR~Ms (Mar.31.2002). amilab!e at http://fas .org/ 
irp/agency/doj/tbi/websterreport.hrml. 
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him. Snow den. in contrast, \\ as manic in his thie\ Cf). which \.\ as exponentially 
· H · H · · t t·t· \\ as· ·,n ·1 -.e11se finite whereas Snowden lar~er than an:-.sen s. anssen s s u . . , ..-. • • , 

i ;pen-ended as his agents decide dail~ \\ hich docun1enb t~ discl?se_. _Snowden 
has no background in intcltigencc and is likely unaware ot the significance of 
the documents he ~tole. In contrast to Hanssen, Snowden 's apparent confidence 
that he could conlloi others \\ ho \\ ~re interested in tho~e documents for 
\\ hate\ er rea~ons is to me astonishing na"i\1e, ignorant and egotistical. In sun1, if 
tht:re i a nC\\ paradigm in Sno\.\ den's treachery - and for that matte~ P~·ivate 
Manning·::, - it is of young. inexperienced, unknowledgeable people cla11n1ng to 
act out ~f noble intentions. making -, weeping collections of material vital ro the 
national security and tran~terring pos ession of that rnaterial to other parties 
who control its distribution. 

SY: So I guess it begs the question, because in de~cribing the damage caused 
by the disclosures, I'm reminded obviously of the Chicago Tribune episode 
from World War II. And the front-page story about how we won the battle of 
Mid\.vay becau~e we had broken the Japanese naval codes, which appeared in 
the Chicago Trihune that, fortunately, the Japanese Navy apparently didn't 
read. 

1 
And I guess what strikes me about the analogy ... it seerns to me there 

have long been incredibly damaging international security disclosures about the 
communication intelligence capabilities of the United States. Is it the naivete of 
the leaker that is different in the current cases? Is it the volume of data we're 
talking about with regard to the Chicago Tribune episode? We're talking about 
one ')pecific item which was one specific intelligence capability, although a 
pretty big one at that. Aren't things different today? If so, are they different in a 
way that requires different reactions? 

Ken Wainstein: That's a good question. First I just want to say I think 
George's articulation of that position is one of the best I've ever heard. You 
really captured, I think. the danger that the Snowdens of the world present to 
national security. In terms of what's different about the Snowden/Manning leaks 
and what we've had in the past, they are different in a variety of ways. Whether 
there is a new paradigm or not, I think these are just sort of examp]es of 
different dimensions of the same problem. You take a look at the Chicago 
Tribune leak and that's sort of the iconic leak that people like myself trot out 
whenever we go in front of Congress to justify the fact that we have laws that 
make leaking illegal - because it's such a great example. Here we have this 
incredible advantage in the war against the Japanese, i.e., we've broken their 
'.nilitary code, and that fact gets leaked, and if the Japanese had picked up on it. 
1t could have resulted in the additional deaths of literally hundreds of thousands 
if not millions of people if they had taken different defensive measures and 
possibly made us invade Japan. So. it's a great way of showing the implications 

3. St e <,ahric l S1.:hoentcld. flu\ rh,, New York T11nes Violated the t. \/Jinn 
1

n A .
1 

') C . 
M ar. I , 2006 ~- < ,..,e c ·, OMMtNT-\RY. 
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of these leaks and, therefore, justifying the need to prosecute leakers - that the 
danger is real, it's not just fanciful. And sometimes that's a problem. People say. 
well, gosh this leak happened - and we· ve heard this a lot over the last year: this 
leak happened, but the sky didn't fall, we haven ·r been struck by a terrorist 
attack, we haven't been invaded, an ICBM hasn't hit the Capitol. That is 
because it is hard to see what the darnage is, and that's why I think George ·s 
articulation is very good because that damage is real. In the background the 
intelligence community, the military is trying to account for it. Ifs reaL in terms 
of the damage to our readiness and the damage to our ability to protect 
ourselves. But I think, in terms of at least seeing somethmg different about the 
WikiLeaks, Snowden leaks and things we've had in the past. one is obviously 
the volume. Two, it's the intention, which is what George is pointing out. With 
WikiLeaks, you had [] a whole operation set up and designed to reveal secrets. 
That raised an issue that you don't see so much in the Snowden situation. That 
raised the question of, okay, do we prosecute WikiLeaks? And that raised the 
legal issue of prosecuting the recipients of leaked materials, i.e. Manning's 
material, as opposed to the leaker, which is what made that issue so interesting 
from the legal and constitutional perspective because, if you are going to 
prosecute the recipient, i.e., WikiLeaks, then why not prosecute the Ne\,V York 
Times the next time it discloses classified information because they are basically 
on a par? The Snowden leaks similarly show a methodical effort to expose 
things for the point of exposing them, for whatever idealistic motives. But that's 
very different from what we had with Hanssen. My concern is. given these two 
situations happening within a couple of years and the fact that there is some 
element of sympathy out there for them - and, in fact. some have jumped to 
lionizing Snowden - that's problematic. I think that if people see that folks can 
unilaterally decide that they are going to leak information they disagree with 
and violate their oath, then I think our national security system doesn't work. 
The oath that we make as government employees doesn ·t work. And we end up 
with a much handicapped national security operation. That is why I think it is 
important, to the extent we are able to bring Snowden to justice, that we do so. 

SV: So Alex, Ken mentioned differences with regard to volume and with 
regard to intention, certainly with regard to WikiLeaks, perhaps also with regard 
to Snowden. Do you think that's a fair basis for distinguishing recent events 
from historical ones? How do you approach this question? 

Alex Abdo: I think technology certainly may have changed the equation from 
the government perspective, but I think it's important to ask the antecedent 
question which is: how is it that leaks on this scale were possible? And I think 
the only answer to that question is because secrecy has also taken form in that 
scale. We now live in a world in which there is more classified information than 
there is unclassified information, and that is an extraordinary state of affairs. 
And it's not just the kind of secrecy that I think has traditionally been kept 
secret - when you are talking about intelligent sources and methods, which is 
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tradnionall) ecre , relating to intelligence operation· - but it ·s the sort of 
- · bl. d"' · t 1d·1ng a oap between what the ecn.:C) that create a gap 111 pu IL un e1 s ai • o . . 

go, emment i a ·tuall) doing and tJ1e , er) ba~,i understanding the public h~s 
about the authorit) that the go, er nmem pos esscs. And tha: gap can be extrao~dt
naril) corro i, e t > a dt:moc, aC): it can undermint: trust 111 go, ernn1ent, which 
ha been one con,equenc of the public realization of exactly what has been 
taking place o, er the last ) ear. last ten ) cars. And I thin~ _that lev~l of secrecy 
per 1 ts. at lea t v. hen it comes to sun eillance. for tv. o fairly obv 1ous rea~ons. 
One i because sun eillancc is now possible on such an extraordinary scale that 
the S\ stem of secrec, has ballooned in a sense~ and the other i~ that, in rnany .,, ., . . 
,, a, , it's far easier to keep that information secret. For one tlung, there ts a 
sm;Uer footprint for these go, ernment operation~ given the use of technology 
to, , ou know. automate certain proces es or have one person do something 
\\ h~reas ) ou might ha, e needed a group of 20 to do it in years pa~t. And the 
other, it is far easier to detect leakers. Now that, ob, iously, for the government 
was no consolation for Edward Snowden, but in the future, if Professor Sales' 
recommendations are taken, will be the case. In my mind, the new paradigm is 
not that leakers have changed so much but that the government can actually 
exercise e\ er more powerful authority and keep that ever expanding authority 
mor~ a Ii\ el y secret. And that poses a real challenge to democracy - to our 
democra~) - to tigure out how to draw the line when the public should be 
brought into the con, ersation. And I think one quick related observation is 
that ... I came out of the first panel thinking to myself that the whistle blower 
protection law as they exist in this country now serYe primarily one purpose, 
which i. to allow low level individuals to make sure that senior individuals are 
aware of what's going on. essentially to make sure that the executive and the 
Congress more or less understand what's going on, so that if there is something 
illegal going on. everybody knows about it and can decide whether they want to 
approve of it. And I don't think that's a sufficient scope to think of whistle 
blov. ing. [ think Snowden 's biggest revelation was not that the NSA is collect
ing a record of virtually every phone ca11 every day or that the NSA has 
ubverted our best protection to cybcr attack - namely encryption - or that the 
SA canned C\ ery text message or e-mail going into and out of the country for 

uspiciou key words. I think the biggest revelation is that the compromise that 
the intelligence agencies made in the 70's to agree to oversight but keep that 
over ight largely secret ha~ broken down. Our system of check~ and balances 
ha~ broken down. ft' not enough to leave to the executive the decision about 
what information should be public in deciding questions of public policy. There 
are certain question that the puhlic needs to be a part of, and I think that\ in 
part a technological l,;hangc. We now live in an era in which pervasive surveil
lance i~ pos iblc, and we need to ask questions and answer que~tions in a public 
way about v. hether we will tolerate that fonn of sun eillance, that extent of 
surve1llance, and I think those hasic questions have to be debated publicly. 
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SV: Someone should write a blog post about the breakdown of the 1978 
accommodation.4 So David, Alex's point was an artful framing of a question I 
want to ask all of the panelists, but I want to start with David. If technology is 
responsible in both directions for both the increase in secrecy and the increase 
in the ability of individual government employees to actually disclose far larger 
volumes of information that 1night have been true in the past, does that sugge t 
that this is just a race to the botto1n - that no matter what happens in the next six 
months, we are going to continue to see both an increase in secrecy and 
therefore an increase in instances and incidents of high profile national security 
leaks by future Snowdens? 

David Cole: I think so. I agree with Alex. The digital age has increased the 
capabilities on both sides of the aisle. It's increased the capabilities of leakers: 
no could have photocopied 1.7 million documents and still been ali \ e to release 
them when he was finished. It's also increased the ability of the goverrnnent to 
identify leakers. They caught the guy who leaked the story about the insider on 
the al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula bomb-making team pretty quickly once 
they got the phone data that they sought, so I think it's increased it on both sides 
of the aisle.5 I also think the global reach of digital technology has increased the 
sort of risks on both sides of the aisle, so the government has now - becau~e 
digital knows no boundaries - the governn1ent has the ability to gather up 
massive amounts of information that it never before could have imagined 
around the world. And it gets push-back when it does it to us, but it doesn't get 
much push-back from us when we do it to them. But at the san1e time, the 
leakers of the world can disclose stuff to entities and individuals that are beyond 
our control - the Guardian newspaper or WikiLeaks or Julian Assange. There 
are leaks every single day in the United States, and we read about them on the 
front page of the Washington Post and the New York Times and for the most part 
we rely on the kind of discretion and judgment of newspapers to make decisions 
about how to tell people what's going on that people deserve to know, while at 
the same time protecting the secrets that need to be protected. And that's 
obviously a very hard call, but it's clearly not a call the government makes 
correctly every time. It's clearly not a call that newspapers make correctly every 
time. It's not a call that leakers make correctly every time. It's not a call that 
anyone could make correctly all the time, but that's the call that continues to 
need to be made. But, why should Julian Assange and WikiLeaks care? Why 
should the Guardian? The Guardian might care more than WilciLeaks and 
Julian Assange, but not necessarily. And so I do think that the stakes are higher 
on all sides, but I'm not sure that it really changes the paradigm because I think 
that, at the end of the day, the reality is that there is always going to be secrecy, 

4. See Steve Vladeck. Does Espionage Pom Make Us Stronger?. lusT SECUR1n. Jan. 23. 2014. 
http://justsecurity.org/6049/espionage-porn-stronger/. 

5. John Hudson, The Leak that Triggered the AP Phone Probe Scandal. FOREIGN Po u c Y. May 14. 
2013. 
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there alwa) has been secrec: .. md ~ ecrecy has alwa) s be.e~ useful. for .both good 
end and bad ends and that \\ ill ah, ay s be true. And 1t s also 1ne.v1table that 
kei lathe O\ ersight \\ ill be minimal to ineffective. that co~rt ove~s1~ht at. least 
th:b far has been \ iituall) nonexistent, the exel'uti\e oversight or insight .Is not 
particularly satisfaLtory either. and so at the end of the d.ay ':~o are we going to 
rel) on 10 keep some kind of check in place•) And I think Its the worst of.all 
possible \\Odds but it's the best ot all pos~ible worlds. We have no a1.t~rnat1ve 
but to reh on some \\ ays on leakers to keep government hone~t. And Jt s not a 
great sys(em. but I honestly don't think there i~ a ~y~tem out there: we've tried 
lots of sy tems. George listed all the harm~ that [J he believed Snowden caused. 
\ e could have a debate about that. but J' m not sure that's really the focus of 
this panel. And if it is, Ste\ e will direct us there, but you also have to look at the 
benefits. So before Snowden leaked the existence of the 215 program, 15 judges 
had said it wa'> okay. the executive branch had determined it was okay, two 
presidents ha\e ~aid it's fine. go right ahead, Congress had - to the extent it was 
aware of it - not done anything about it, and then as soon as it gets disclosed 
everybody i~ recon~idering it. The President is rolling it back. A federal court 
has declared it unconstitutional, an oversight board has said it was illegal 
because It was a blatant violation of the statute under which it was imposed, the 
per on who drafted that statute says it was a blatant violation of the statute he 
drafted, Jim Sensenbrenner, right, but that's the shift that happened. And it only 
happened because of that leak, it only happened because of that leak, it only 
happened because of that leak. So I think you can't focus only on the down side 
of leaks. The up side of leaks is that they keep us a democracy in which we the 
people have something to say in how our government is acting against us and 
against others. 

SY: That raises a question that I'd love to put to the whole panel but to 
George and Ken first, which is the "public value'' question, because I think one 
possible way of thinking about distinguishing between, for example, Snowden's 
disclosure of the 215 program and the Chicago Tribune's disclosure that we 
broke the Japanese naval code, is that, whether or not one agrees with Judge 
Leon that the 215 program is constitutional, there are certainly reasonable 
disagreements about the legality of the 2 I 5 program. In contrast, I don't think 
there would have been reasonable disagreements in 1942 about the legality of 
the attempts by the U.S. Naval Intelligence Service to break Japanese naval 
codes. T don ·t think anyone would have disagreed that that was so, but then the 
question i who makes that calL and so David'~ point about the media is worth 
underscoring: before the proliferation of the Internet usually it was the editorial 
boards of major newspapers that were deciding on what to print and when. I 
su pcct the government was not always happy with how they chose to exercise 
that discretion, but at least they knew there was someone making that decision. 
We know. for example. with regard to the TSP - the Terrorist Surveillance 
Program - that the New York Times and the Washington Po\·t held that story for 
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upwards of a year even once they had information confirn1ing its existence.6 My 
question for George and Ken is this: is the new paradigm problem simply that 
whatever we might have thought about the status quo in a world where it was up 
to newspaper editors. now it's up to anyone with access to the internet? And if 
so, does that underscore Alex and David's point about how it's technology on 
both sides of the coin - technology with regard to the proliferation of secrecy 
and technology with regard to the easier ability to disseminate? 

GE: Many matters have been raised in the last ten minutes about which I 
would like to comment. I'll try to come back to your question. as complicated 
as it was. I agree that there should be public discussion, public debate about 
such things like the 215 program - that is, the bulk meta-data program. But 
Snowden was the wrong way to do it. The losses that I spoke about in my initial 
presentation were not the result of some whacko bureaucrat wanting to classify 
everything and anything. If I were able to speak more specifically about these 
particular documents, I think you would agree with me, yes. there is absolutely 
good reason that they should be classified at the highest levels. I'm also 
concerned about the fact that there has been no public discussion in that. I see 
this as a failure of our political leadership. I could point you to a recently 
declassified opinion by Judge Eagan of FISC - the Foreign Intelligence Surveil
lance Court - in which she asserts that each member of Congress knew or had 
the opportunity to know that Section 215 was being in1plemented under this 
court's order, and she describes the order. So she has a finding that each member 
of Congress knew or should have known or could have known.7 Now that 
should have led to some sort of discussion. The fact that it did not is certainly 
not the blaine of the intelligence community. 

SV: Do you want to say something about technology and the discretion of 
editorial boards versus anyone with access to a blog? 

GE: Oh, I see what you mean. By the way, I want to plug Mr. Schoenfeld's 
book, Necessary Secrets. You will get the historical background to just about 
everything, every historical allusion we made today in a very compellingly 
written piece.8 I'm going to pass on that for the moment. 

SV: Ken, let me put the question to you slightly more pointedly. Isn't there a 
difference between someone like Manning. who disclosed basically indiscrimi
nately large caches of documents to WikiLeaks, maybe a handful of which 
could easily have satisfied some definition of public concern, but many of which 
arguably didn't, as compared to some of this known disclosures where folks 
may disagree on the means of the disclosure but not the utility of having this 

6. See Barton Gelman & Laura Poitras. U.S., British intelligence mining datafrom nine U.S. Internet 
companies in broad secret program. WASH. PosT, June 7. 2013. 

7. In re Application of the Federal Bureau of Investigation for an Order Requiring the Production of 
Tangible Things From [REDACTED], No. BR 13-109 (PISA Ct. Aug. 29. 2013). amilable at 
http://www. u scourts.gov /uscourts/courts/fisc/br 13-09-pri mary-order. pdf. 

8. GABRIEL SCHOENFELD, NECESSARY SECRETS: NATIONAL SECURITY. THE MEDIA, AND THE RULE OF LA\\' 

(2010). 
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public di cu ion. A a pro~c:cutoi is there a different 1nentality looking at those 

tv. o a e ? . 
K\V: This ooe, to the exerci e of pro~ecutorial discretio_n as to whether. to 

b · h 
O 

1d other ,, ho \\ orkcd in this field will know \\ hat I m nng t e e ca e , a1 ~ 

talki~ig t1bout. 1 mean. i r) ou tak a look al the J usticc Depa_nrnent 's record, you 
knov. people aying the k) is falling becau e the Justtce Departm_ent l_u1s 
bn ught, \i\11ate\ er, half dozen ca~es O\ tr the last six years. but I \:Ouk! imagine_ 
\ ou can oo in toda) 's newspapers and find a leak in ... a hand I ul of leaks of 
~las::-ifitd 

0

infonnation in the new~papers today, all of\\ hich could be prosecuted 
under the Federal E pionage Act. And the fact that the Justice Department has 
brought o fe,\ cases O\er the )Car~. I think. b important. It's important in terms 
of m~a~uring the impact of leak prosecutions on free press and our democracy. 
And the fact that the Espionage Act is unbelievably broad and can allow the 
Justice Department to prosecute cases all the time. prosecute both leakers as 
well as the pres~ - the pre. s can be prosecuted for having recei \ ed and pub
lished the leaked information - the fact is they are very selective about the cases 
that the) bring. The)' ve ne\ er prosecuted a reporter. The closest they got was 
the AIPAC case which ... once again. when I talk about the recipient of a leak ... 
they prosecuted the recipient of a leak in that case. not a reporter. But ~omeone 
who stood in the same position as a reporter, and that case ended up being 
dismi~sed on legal and constitutional grounds. But they have ne\'er prosecuted a 
reporter, and I don't think it's ever going to happen in my lifeti1ne, at least not 
under the typical leak scenario. There are also very selecti\·e about the leak 
cases they bring, and that is because there is a very strict protocol in place. 
You've got to go all the way up to the Attorney General to get approval for 
ubpoena . . to get approval to prosecute the cases, and one of the things you will 

get, obviously. is the intent - the motivation - of the leaker. So Robert Hanssen 
i a pretty obvious one. His motivation was completely Yenal. self-glorifying. 
wanted money. all of that. Nobody has any sympathy for that guy. But there are 
true v.histle blowers who you know are releasing information because they 
think it indicates that there is something wrong. Sometimes they are doing that 
because it stoke their ego. sometimes they are doing it because people ju~t - by 
nature - people like to be in the know and show they are in the know and sort of 
get a 1eporter to feed their ego by giving that person information. I don"t have 
any sympathy for that, but there are a lot of people who h1ve mixed motives. 
but some are con1pletely pure. They just want to disclose something thev think 
i wrong. And the Justice Department look~ at that. and that is some~hin; that is 
on the mitigating side of the balance when you decide whether o/ not to 
prosec~te_s_mnebody. But under the law, under the statute, it doesn't absolve you 
from l1ab1ltt). And two. as a practical matter. it can't. As soon as the oovern-

e 
ment, ay ~o long a~ you are pure of heart and you arc trying to fix things up in 
agen~y XY/ then v.e're going to give you a pass ... well. there goes your 
clas~1hcat1on ~ystem, there goes your national security confidentiality. So they 
don t get ,1 pa~s. But to answer what was u very simple question. yeah. that is 
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something that is looked at very carefully. I think you· ve seen that in a number 
of the leaks that haven't been prosecuted over the last ten years. 

SV: Let me ask a variation on this question. The title of the panel is a ··New 
Paradigm of Leaking." ls there n1aybe a new paradigm of leak prosecutions? 
And that part of what we're 5eeing is not ju~t more front-page headlines about 
leaks but also more aggressive government efforts? Now Ken. you 1nentioned 
the steps - the administrative steps - that have to be undertaken before these 
cases happen, but it'5 objectively true. as I think Charlie Savage has reported in 
detail, that of the nine prosecutions of national security leaks in American 
history, six have been during this administration.9 I'm not good at n1ath. but that 
strikes me as a lot. So, is it maybe that we don' t have a new paradigm of 
leaking? Or whether or not we have a new paradigm of leaking, we have a new 
paradigm of more aggressive prosecutions of leaking, and is that ~on1ething we 
should be worried about or should we have faith in the internal processes Ken 
ref erred to? 

AA: I think that's a great question. And I think - rm not sure if it was you, 
Steve, or Dave who had recently suggested that the change is really in the 
ability to detect leakers - it gives the government more options in terms of who 
to prosecute. So I don't know if the numbers actually indicate anything. To me, 
one of the differences is in the rhetoric that sunounds leaking. There seems to 
be this n1entality of treating the leaking of classified infonnation as though it's a 
strict liability offense. And the problem with doing that is that you don't account 
for, you don't account for two things: one is you don't account for the fact that 
there is massive over-classification in our system. And so while leaking can 
sometimes cause harm that outweighs the public benefit, ~o too can over
classification. And there is no accountability for over-classification, even when 
over-classification can be every bit as corrosive to our democracy by keeping 
out of the public domain questions that should rightly be answered by the 
public. So I think that's one of the problems. And the other is that there's no 
explicit analysis when it comes to prosecutions of this question. of the balance 
of the public interest versus the damage done by the leaking. And that's, in part, 
because the Espionage Act does not allow for it, there isn ·t the ability to make 
the case that the public interest, in knowing this infonnation, outweighs the 
harm to the public. And I think under that sort of legal regime you would see 
someone like Edward Snowden in the United States accepting prosecution and 
making his case that the leaks advance the public interest more than they harm 
the county. But that's not the system that we live in. We live in a system where 
you can quickly find yourself getting 35 years even though you might not have 
had the same motive as someone like Hanson. You live in a system in which 
prosecutors, and indeed Dr. Ellard, in comparing Snowden to a classic spy, fail 

9. Charlie Savage, For U.S. Inquiries on Leaks. a D(fficult Road to Prosecution. N.Y. TIMES, June 9. 
2012; see also Stephen I. Vladeck. Prosecuting Leakers Under U.S. Law. in WHJSTLEBt O\\.FRS, LEAKS, 

AND THE MEDIA: THE FIRST AMENDMENT AND NATIONAL SECUR!n 29 (Paul Rosenzweig et al., eds. 2014 ). 
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to dt~linguish bet\\ een clas:-;ic spie:-; and those who leak in the public _intereSt 
That" s n;t to a, that tho e \\ ho leak in the public interest sho~ld be_ immune 
trom prosccutio;1. h just means that there shouh.l _be ~onsideratlon ot. the f~~t 
that the leak is not classic espionage. It's not leakrng JUSt to the Russians, It s 
not leaking just to one ~ith ersary. That\ the type ~f leak that causes pretty clear 
harm. v. hen \\ I.? al I knov. ma) be the SA doesn t want u~ to all know, but at 
least th· extent of the disclosure" ,.._ a matter of public record, you know, and 
ma\ be more coming from reporters. But at lea!'lt so far what has cmne out has 
co1;1, out b\ one m;~ms onlv. through the reporters after they have the govern
ment make ~their case to the~m. And 1 think that's a better world to live in than 
one in which all leaker~ are treated one and the ~arne because then you 
discourage that sort of discriminating leak. 

SY: David? 
DC: I think I largely agree with Ken that the prosecutors have exercised a 

great deal of discretion in going after leakers given the plethora of leaks that we 
see on a weekly basis and the fact that there've been nine prosecutions in the 
history of the country. 1 also don't think the fact that there have been 1nore 
under this administration than under all prior administrations means that Barack 
Obama ~omehow is less sympathetic to a free press than Richard Nixon. That is 
not a plausible explanation. I think a much more plausible explanation is that 
technology has made it easier to actually identify leakers. It used to be very hard 
to do so, but now ifs a lot easier. But even when the prosecution acts, I think 
quite re~ponsibly, they get attacked by the press. Demand for AP call records is 
an example. Here's a case where you've got a completely unforgiveable leak: 
we have an informant or an insider in a bomb-making operation in al Qaeda in 
the Arabian peninsula. What possible interest is there, good is there, in leaking 
that'! None. And it's leaked, and it's reported by the AP. And so it's investigated. 
And they don't go right to the press. They don't say. "Tell us who was the 
leaker." They interview over 500 possible leakers. They spend 8 months trying 
to identify the old fashioned way - who's the leaker? - without success. Then 
they request by subpoena, call records for a certain number of davs from the ., 
bureaus that were involved in reporting the story. That's all: call records. And 
within a month. the perpetrator, who also was a child pornography perpetrator, 
FBI agent. ha~ pied guilty.

10 
And it seems to me that was a responsible response 

to an irresponsible leak. And even there the press, you know, came down very 
hard on the administration - "you' re going over the line" - and the administra
tion responded by i~suing new guidelines that give even more, pay even more 
~espect to pre~s f~e~d~m. So I th~~k there's a long history of respect for press 
trcedoms, I thmk 1t s fought for diligently and sometimes over-diligently by the 
P:ess. ?ut that's an important check, and that's, I think, part of what creates the 
d1scret10n that we actually see, because we have a problem of massive criminal
ity going on in Washington every day. We have a Jaw that is extraordinarily 

Ill. Clrnrhe:: Savage. l'nmu·r 1-!U Agew to /J/eod C,w/tv in Preu Leak. N.Y. TIMES (Sept. 23, 2013). 
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broad and could be used against any of these individuals. And you ha\ e nine 
cases in the history of the United States? I think that says sornething about the 
commitment to free press value::-i that all. that virtually every adrninislration has 
held to one degree or another. And when they haven't, the press ha\e come 
down hard on them, and the last thmg you want to do is have the press against 
you, and so in that sense that part of the system works. 

SY: So it seems like part of what's going on might be that there is some 
cultural determination of ... I n1ean you w~ed the tenn "responsible leak versus 
irresponsible leak," but that begs the question, who decides when a leak is 
responsible versus irresponsible? I suspect that George doesn't think the answer 
is Edward Snowden, but if it\ not Snowden, then who is it? Me? 

GE: Alex is right in distinguishing Snowden from Hanssen in that Snowden 
did not leak simply to one of our adversaries~ the problem is that he leaked to all 
of them. Now, there is an established process. I know David Cole doesn't find 
too much solace in this. Snowden could have come to 1ne. In fact. he would 
have been given some protections - to the Inspector General ·s office. is what I 
mean - and we get, I'd say on the average, a thousand complaints a year on our 
hotline system, and we see to those. Now David says, ·'Oh, what would the IG 
do?'' He'd tell Snowden, '·Hey listen, 15 federal judges have certified this 
program as okay." There's a couple more now since David published his article 
in New York Review of Books 11

• but we have surprising success in resolving 
the complaints that are brought to us. Snowden is absolutely ignorant about the 
material that he was interpreting; he didn't know what he was reading, as can be 
seen in his assertion that NSA analysts, all NSA analysts, can tap the telephone 
calls of all Americans, including Obarr1a's. Simply not true. Now, I would also 
have an independent obligation to assess the constitutionality of that law. 
Perhaps it's the case that we could have shown. we could have explained to Mr. 
Snowden his misperceptions, his lack of understanding of what we do. If not. I 
would have 1nade the Senate and House Intelligence Committees open to him. 
Given the reaction, I think somewhat fame by some members of that committee, 
I think he would have found a welcoming audience. Whether he would be, in 
the end, satisfied, I don't know. But allowing people who have taken an oath to 
protect the Constitution, to protect these national security interests, simply to 
violate or break that oath to me is unacceptable. 

DC: Because George makes these statements, then we have, then it goes to 
Ken, and then you, and then Alex, and I feel like, what's the point in me 
responding to George? So - just so we don't lose the thought - the law that 
George refers to which allows a person in, a member of the Intelligence 
Committee. would Snowden actually have been considered a member of the 
Intelligence Committee? I don't know, he's a contractor, but let's assume he 
was. All it gives him the right to do is to go to George and say, "You know. I 

11. David Cole. The Three Leakers and What to Do About Them. N.Y. REVJEV. OF BOOKS, Feb. 6. 
2014, http://www.nybooks.com/contributors/david-cole-2/. 
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· d I'd 1·k t pre "'nt it to" - who') - to the found ome abu i\e authont). an 1 'e o st: . · . 
· II G ha alr0 adv ·aid the Intelh 0 ence Intelligence Com1n1ttee~. \\ e . a eorge s c ., · 0 

.... i • • h ., Th· t' · wh)1 Ron Wyden asked omnuttee~ had been told about t111s. ng t. _d • s . .· ?" 

Jame Clapp r. '·Are )OU connecting data on n11ll1ons of Ame11c~~~ • Now. 

l j Cl , . , d ·· ' > •• \\ hen he knew the an~wer was "Yes. 1s another \\ l) amt:s ctppe I S.11 , ( , _ 

que tion. But Ron \Vyden kne\\ - the lntdligcnce Committee ~new - the p~ob-
lem \\as Ron\ \den ~ouldn't turn around and say to the Amencan people, Do 
) ou knO\\ \\ ha; the go, ernment is doing"! The)· re collecting data on every 
phone call ) ou make.'' He couldn't do that. So -

V: He couldn ·r go to the floor of the Senate and be protected by the Speech 

and Debate Clau~e? 
DC: I don't think so. In theory. nrnybe. but the whole premise of the 

Intelligence Committee getting access to this infornrntion is that you don't tum 
around and turn it over to the American people. So all the whistle-blowing - the 
national ~ecurity whistle-blo\\. er protection law - allows you to do is tell the 
Intelligence Committee. It does not allow you to tell people - the party - that 

"-' 

needed to krH)\\ what was going on here. which is u~. the American public. 
That's what Edward Snowden wanted to do. l think he was appropriate in 
telling the American public. and no one ebe had done it. George hadn't done it 
despite his independent constitutional reviews. the courts hadn't done it despite 
their independent review~. the Executive Branch hadn ·1 done it. Congress 
hadn't done it. somebody has to do it. George says it's impo11ant we have a 
debate about thi~. and yet there couldn't have been a debate without a leak. So 
is it a crime'? Yes. It's certainly a crime to violate your oath and disclose secrets. 
I don't think anyone on the face of this panel. much less this room would say 
it's not a crime. But the question isn't whether it's a crime, it's how do you 
balance the costs ver"ius the benefits in the context of those crimes. and that's 
what a]I whistle-blower situations are: that people violated a rule, but, allegedly, 
to a greater good. And the dispute is the extent to which, you know. where that's 
happened and where it hasn't. 

SY: I was going to tell my favorite House Intelligence Committee anecdote. I 
had the plea ure of testifying before the Committee in October and I got to hear 
Chairman Rogern actually say on the record that. basically. he observed that no 
one had complained in IO ycarc;; about the 215 program and said that must mean 
thal everything was going well. And I had the temerity to interrupt him and ask, 
''\Vho would have been complaining?" to which he responded, "Well obviously 
your privac1 · not violated if you don't know about it." If that's the chair of the 
llouse l ntelligence Committee. is it pnssible that there ·s somethin (l to David ·s 
point that the current oversight regime wasn't adequate? Not f~ fraud and 
abu e. hut for situation when you have individual government employees who 
really clo helie:e that prog~am:"I they're involved in or progrmns they're privy to 
that arc authonzcd at the highest levels arc nevertheless unlawful? 

GE: I don ·1 know the answer lo the problem, and it certainly is a problem. I 
revert hack t11 Judge Eagan's opinion in which she said that every member of 
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Congress knew or could have known about this program. I reiterate - the way 
this came into the public was absolutely disastrous for our national security. I 
can't tell you what the proper way of doing this is, but I know the way it 
happened was very bad. 

SY: But that's the question though, right? Because George, I took you to say 
earlier that we should be having a public discussion about the 215 program. And 
I guess that begs the question, if you agree that we should be having this 
discussion, and you believe. as I think you' ,e quite eloquently explained why. 
Snowden wasn't the right person to catalyze that discussion. is the answer really 
that it should have been individual members of Congress who might have been 
able to find out about it, maybe, if they had gone to a SCIF? And who would 
have, then, not have thought that they could talk about it to anybody else? Or is 
there some other mechanism for having the public discussion? It sounds like 
you think it\ an appropriate discussion to be having, just not because of 
Snowden. 

DC: And, it never would have happened without Snowden. It just wouldn ·1 

have happened. Ron Wyden couldn't have been more concerned about it. but 
he, obviously, did not feel that he could disclose it. He wouldn't have asked 
James Clapper that question. He asked that question because he wanted Jan1es 
Clapper to disclose it; and James Clapper, who should have said, "I can't 
confirm or deny," instead chose to commit perjury and lie to the American 
public in order to keep it secret. 12 When you've got high-level government 
officials lying to the American public under oath in order to keep a program 
secret, presumably because they understand that once it becomes public it will 
become a major public controversy, then, I think you really have a serious 
problem. And I agree with George. Deputizing lone-wolf individuals to make 
their own decisions about when it's appropriate or inappropriate to disclose 
classified information - violate their oath - that's a bad way of solving the 
problem. But I haven' t heard a better way. 

AA: You know, if you believe that there should be whistle-blowing in our 
democracy, then you likely believe that the method should not be just the 
indiscriminate disclosure of information directly to the public. And so, you 
probably think that there should be an intermediate step, the availability of 
going to the JG, the availability of going to the intelligence committees. and 
ultimately, maybe going to reporters who then vet the information with the 
government to make determinations. So, I think that's, in tem1s of a mode of 
whistle-blowing. that's probably, you know. the ideal mode. Now, I think most 
people who criticize Snowden just fundamentally disagree about whether most 
of this information should be kept secret. And the problem with that is that 

12. Aaron Blake, Sen. \1/).·den: Clapper did11 't gi1•e 'straight answer· 011 NSA programs, WASH. PosT. 
June 11, 2013; see also Letter from James R. Clapper. Dir. Nafl Intelligence. to Sen. Dianne Feinstein. 
Chair of Sen. Select Comm. on Intelligence (June 21. 2013 ). http://fas.org/irp/news/20 I 3/07 /dni
error.pdf ("[M)y response was clearly erroneous - for~ hich I apologize."). 
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there' no altenrnti\ e proposed. nd the problem with that is it's equally 
untenable. If) ou think Sno\\ den houldn 't be the sole person deciding, equally 
untenable i that the executi \ e should be the only branch of government 
leciding. and that uuation restilts in effccti\el) handing to th~ executive ,tl~e 

ke) to determine \\ hat shou Id he sc cn~t a,_1d what shoul~n- t. An~·-- th~l _ s 
e\ idenced b) the fa l that \\e t1eat dassificat10n as though 1t 1s t~e ~ftec~1"_e 
dete1n1incr ~f \\ hat should be puhliL· and \\ hat shoulJ not be when._ in tact. it is 
realh an internal document management s) tcm for the execut_1 \ e and not 
som: thing that's meant to decide the broader democratic question of what 

hould be public and \\hat houldn't be public. . . 
SV: So. Alex is rn~king the case for an independent special advocate m the 

Fl A court. But. Ken. I \\ ant to gi \ e ) ou a chance to jump in. 
K \V: To clarif) a couple things. One. Da\ id said that the reason, and 

don't ... I \\ asn ·t in ~O\ t:rnment over the last few years. but that the reason 
\\h) executi\es \'.Oull~1·t want to acknowledge the existence of this program is 
the\ knC\\ it \\ ould result in the controversy that we· re going through today. I 
do~·t think thats true. I think the reason why the1 didn't want to disclose is 
becau:-,e it's a national security operation - its effectivenc-,s would be com
plctel) ompromi~ed if our adversanes knew about it. And I think that's 
important to remember. I get it, that people can't keep secrets in government 
just to a, oid embarn1\sment. or just to aYoid going through the difficulty of a 
contro\crsy. I would have loved to have used the classification systen1 to just 
a\ oid embarrassing things or screw-ups on my watch. but you can ·t do that, 
~Llright? And we get that. And tho<,e occasions when the government does that, 
hame on the goYernment. shame on the employees who do it. But just take a 

look at \\ hat this program is. Let's just assmne it's a program that's effective. 
The question i . how do you give notice to the Americ~n people about this 
particular program? The interesting thing here i~ that. you know, the legal issue 
is. gee, did the term ··relevance .. apply to all this metadata. and did that justify 
the collection and then review of that data? All very interesting issues. And it 
would have been great if the FISA court could have considered that issue. 
written it opinion. redacted out the specifics about the targets of this surveil
lance. and then put that legal opinion out for the American people to chew on. 
Then people wouldn't have been so surprised when this came out. And maybe 
that \\ ould have helped to instill confidence and receive legitimacy in the eyes 
ol the American public and Congress. But the problem is. and I was making this 
point yesterday with another group. how do you do that? How? This program. 
the efiectivenes of this program. is based on its secrecy. If our adversaries 
know that we have compiled al1 this mctadata; and then. when we get telephone 
call . we put it in this datahase: <tnd then. we can do link analysis and find out 
who peoples· associates arc. they're going to reali,c. "Ooo. I gotta be careful 
about using that mode of communication bccau!-.c the government mioht then 
find ~ut that L pe1~on over in, you know. Karachi, am talking to so;eone in 
Prn\ 1dence. Rhude island. So I'm not going to use that phone.'' That's going to 
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undermine the effectiveness of that program. So. how do you discuss the 
program - the legality of it - without compromising the one thing that's going 
to protect its effectiveness, i.e. its existence? That doesn't apply to every 
government program. There are a lot of programs where you could talk about it 
in a sanitized way, allow 1nore out there, and not. you know, and not compro
mise it. But, I think it does highlight how we should have more transparency, is 
great in concept, but sometimes is not terribly achievable. That being said. let 
me just go onto the next point, which is, we have the discussions, you hear the 
pushback on prosecuting leakers with, .. there's too 1nuch classification in the 
government." No question about that, and that's for a host of reasons. If~ a host 
of operational reasons, very human reasons. It's easier to classify, and avoid 
1naking a mistake and getting in trouble, than to try to parse through and try to 
decide what should be classified and what shouldn't. And. there's a whole 
culture of over-classification. I see my friends fron1 the Public Interest Declassi
fication Board over there, and that's a very important issue. But it is a distinct 
issue from whether you prosecute or whether you sanction leaks of damaging 
classified information that's going to hurt the American public. And I think 
that's what George has said. 

DC: Okay. So, first of all, l think there's a question as to whether or not 215 
is compromised, or, as George said, lost, because it's been disclosed. If that 
were the case, then the government wouldn't be fighting to keep it going. The 
government would have just given it up. But, well now, Edward Snowden has 
disclosed it. We can save those hundreds of millions of dollars and all the 
electrical problems we have with the Utah facility. because we don't need to 
keep any of this information anymore, because it's not useful. Well, that's not 
the response they have. So, has it been made somewhat less useful? Quite 
possibly. But, then, you have to ask yourself, well, what are the terrorists - if 
you're a terrorist, what do you think? You look at the U.S. law on the books, 
and you know that the U.S. can monitor your every movement, your every 
communication, your every electronic communication if you 're a foreign terror
ist. They can monitor it all. You look at the laws, and, even if you' re here in the 
United States, they can do it if they have reason to believe you're an agent of a 
foreign power or a terrorist. You don't know what they know about you; and, 
so, you have to assume that your calls are being monitored, that your communi
cations are being surveilled, etc. So, the fact that now you know that my calls 
are, also, being kept record of, I'm not sure that that radically changes the 
effectiveness of the program. That's one. Two, I'm not sure that the program has 
been very effective. According to the government, it stopped ... it's led to one 
terrorist prosecution, and that's not even a prosecution of an actual terrorist act, 
but a material support case. 13 But, at the end of the day, even assuming that it 

l 3. See PRIVACY AND CrVlL LIBERTIES OVERSIGHT BOARD. REPORT ON THE T ELEPHONE R ECORDS PROGRAM 

CONDUCTED UNDER SECTION 215 OF THE USA PATRIOT ACT. 11 (Jan. 23. 2014). available at http:// 
www.pclob.gov/SiteAssets/Pages/defaultlPCLOB-Report-on-the-Telephone-Records-Program.pdf. 
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\\ ould ha\ e been more effecti, e if it'. kept ~e1...ret from the A_iner~can people, 
then \ ou ha, e to 1n-1ke the bottom line question - is it appropr_iate in _a democ
ra ·for the go, er nm ·nt 10 b, collecting data on t, er) Amen can without the 

men an people c, en knO\\ ing about it? I think the answer t~> that has to ~e 
.. no:· o, ) ou ha\ e 1) pa) the co-.l in terms of effccti\t.!ness of the program m 

order to pre er, e d\: mocr.tc . . . 
\: I \\ ant to tr) le peratel) co c::xtriLate us from the 215 d1scuss1on. because 

I su pect that minds are made up ()ll this pand about 215. 1_'he real que~tion,. I 
thmk. \\ as alluded to before: Then: \\ a a grand compromise that the rntelh
oence comn1unit, and Conere and the L0Urts entered into in the 1970s. which 
e • .... . 
b that the justification for having these program') in ~ecret was going to be that 
tht;;re \\ ou]d be meanin~ful o, ersi~ht and accountabilit). not transparency - to 
u e Ken· term - but ce;tainly che~k and balance<.,. and that that oversight and 
accountnbilit) ,, ould comt' through the PISA court and the intelligence commit
tee . lf there "a reason to belie, e that that compromise has eroded. that the 
o, er:-.ioht committees and the FISA court arc not actual Iy playing the role that 

.:: 
wa initi .. tll) intended in the 70s, what e\t.!f)0nc think.~ of individual disclo~ures, 
does that at ka~t suggest that it's v. orth having a public conversation about the 
inlrastructurc of over..,ight'! About how we might better create. better empower, 
people? George. lik.e you. in your position in the · SA. in~pectors general. 
O\ er ight committees. FISA courts. to ensure that the reasonable opposition 
po ition h heard. is repre ... ented. and, perhaps every once in a while, prevails? 
That. to me. is the real question going forward. which i - forget 215, forget 
702. forget Snowden - is the real conversation we should be having about the 
tructure of secret oversight and accountability? 

GE: The NSA i.., the most heavily regulated industry in the world. I report 
twice a year to the Congress. very extensive reports. I report quarterly to the 
pre ident':-. Intelligence O,ersight Board. The NSA. a~ an agency. has similar 
reporting obligations. We report to the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court. 
we are under the strict oversight of my organization. and of the Department of 
Ju tice. \\'e are continuously monitored. audited. by the Department of Justice. 
There 1s not dearth of oversight over the NSA. I think the problem and the 
rea on \\ e hould have a debate on the matters that you raise, i~ that we have 
lo t the confidence of the American people. That is. the American people, by 
and large. he] 1eve that we are doing something that we are not. So. I would vote 
lor a dehate on this. I would also, though, ask as a precedent to that debate, that 
\\e expl.1in uur elves better. and that we explain the oversight system that cx.ists. 

SV: I don't thmk anyone disputes the ,·alum.? of oversight to which you and 
)OLir colleague~ are subjected. 1y question is whether. in light of what we·ve 
lc .. m1cd over the la t ei~~t month,. reasonable people could question the efficacy 
~f the O\ ers1ght. An?· If so - I guess the point isn't to suggc~t 111orc oversight 
Jor the sake nJ havmg more over ight. The point is, if there are reasonable 
~ro.und~ for disagreement nhout the efficacy of existing oversight mechanisms. 
1~11 t that a conversation the SA should also be involved in_ figuring out how 
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to have more effective oversight as well. if there are large chunks of the 
American people who don't believe that the oversight's effective? 

GE: Yes and no. I don 't think there have been any real questions raised about 
the efficacy of the oversight. Nobody I know is asserting, for instance that the 
NSA intentionally violated the law. Some people are saying that the law violates 
the Constitution. But, we abided precisely by the contours of the law. I suspect 
that the crisis is, however, a broad swath of people in this roorn don't believe 
that. So, again I say, yes, let's debate oversight, but I would like to see the 
relevant authorities made clear to the American people what the existing level 
of oversight is. 

SY: Ken? 
KW: If I could just sort of talce a quick stroke of perspective on this. Keep in 

mind, the 1970s, they call it "the grand bargain T' 
SY: Whatever you want to call it. 
KW: Some kind of bargain that was struck after the Church committee 

hearings were sort of - there was an expose of a lot of really egregious abuses 
about the intelligence community. They've sort of brought intelligence opera
tions kind of under the law. So, you had laws limiting what the intelligence 
community could do; the most important one, of course, the Foreign Intelli
gence Surveillance Act of 1978. The intelligence committees got set up to 
conduct regular oversight and have complete access and get reports to then1 
from the intelligence community about what was going on or any major events. 
You, also mention[ed] the FISA court oversight: you mentioned Congressional 
oversight; and don't forget what George represents, which is executive branch 
oversight, which, I could tell you, I've been on the receiving end of executive 
branch oversight. Actually, people dismiss it because it's the executive branch 
overseeing itself, but it's real, especially when it comes from [the] inspector 
general, who is very independent in the way it operates. So, the idea was, you 
set up these three different components of oversight, and that's going to keep 
the intelligence community within the bounds, and not have a recurrence of 
what we had that got exposed in the Church committee hearings. I think the 
system's actually worked pretty well - I think that the problem is that ifs hard 
to think about a workable option. The notion here, especially when it comes to 
congressional oversight, is that they'll have full access to everything~ and they 
do, really, pretty much have access to everything. In terms of Snowden things, 
as far as I know, the intelligence committees were given access to all this. The 
question is, okay. what can they do about it? Obviously, if a majority of 
the members of Congress decide that they don't like the way the government, 
the executive branch and the FISA court. have interpreted the definition of 
"relevance" in 215 and use it to do this metadata collection, they can revise - they 
can write, they can pass a new law. That's a pretty big hurdle. Ifs that 
fundamental question: okay, they can only do so much, but they can do a lot, 
because they can make your life miserable as an executive branch official if 
they don't like what you're doing. But. there's also that fundamental 
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que uon _ ho\\ do the) take the next kp and a_ctuall) ~a~s a law_ to reign in, 
\\hat the\ di aoree \\ ith? That's the prl)blem, I thmk. l think the m~1n upshot of 
thi \\ h~le thing i that there i a lack of public co~fi_dence 1n ~h~t the 
intelligence communit)' doing. Some of that i really_ u~tair._ Some _of 1t 1s that 
the oo\ ernment. and thb 1s O\ er the last ouple adm1111strat1on~. did not do a 
good enough job tr) ing to gt:t a, much of this ou~ to the public and to t~e 
Conon.~ , a it could and ~hould h~ne: hut it's \\Orth It to prepare c\'erybody tor 
the kind of thing that are being done in the name of national secudt). But that 
debate should fo u~ on concr~te, practical things. For instance, the idea of 
having an ad\ ocate in the FISA L:ourt; somebody who will express the o~her ~ide 
ut the equmion before the FISA judges. Steve and I have debated this. and I 
think it can be a ~ood idea if it's designed the right \\a). It could also handicap ..... 
the operations. the FISA operations, but ma) be that's your next question. 

AA: I think to respond to \\ hat Dr. Ellard -.aid or to pick up on that. i~ that the 
oversight mechanisms h;.l\e failed, is that every branch of government has 
dramaticall) changed course in the light of day. 

K\V: I'd like hJ hear you say exactiy what the course changes have been. 
AA: Yeah. ~url!. l thrnk DtniJ ~tarted to do the laundry list of that earlier. But, 

you'\ I.! -...een the cxecuti\ e branch is. no\\< ~aying that the 215 program should 
ha\ e been public to begin with. Director Clapper has ~aid that~ the President has 
said that. 14 The debate ha~ made that stronger. Agencies within the executive 
branch are, now, considering how to roll back the bulk collection 
program - maybe to end it in ib current form. The judges that have heard 
ad\.ersarial argument about whether the program is lawful have not split on that 
que tion. 15 

\.\ hich is an extraordinarily important question going forward and 
one. you know. that there is reasonable debate on. And Congress itself has now 
con idered over two dozen different reform measures, many of which would 
significantly roll back some of the - what Congress members viewed as - the 
greate t exces es of SA surveillance over the la5t 10 year . So, I think that's 
the best proof that the oversight mechanism\ have failed. And. the question is. 
how do you fix that? And I think Dr. Ellard is absolutely correct that the fix is to 
regain puhlic tru t. I think that the way the NSA can regain public trust is to 
narro\\ the gap between what the public generally understands the NSA to be 
doing ~md \\ hat the SA is actually doing. And. the bigge~t source of mistrust 
was the [1ct that the NSA had, in secret, answered an extra0rdinarily important 
question without any public input. And that question i~, are we as a society 
going to accept the hulk collection of information about everyday A1nericans? 
Thaf an extraordinarily important question •hat should have been debated 
puhl1cly. And had it been debated publicly, I think there wouldn't ha\C been the 

14 S(;(' e g, Spencer \ckcrmnn. US mrelli1.:c11re r hit•/: NSA should hare hu,11 more npcn about data 
colleuion. Tm C, RrnA Och 18. 2014J, h11p://ww\\.,thcgu.1rdian.com/world/2014/fch/18/us-intelltgcnce
ch1ef n".i open hulk phone collccuon 

l5 See e '• Klayman v Obama. 957 I Supp 2d I, 32 (D.D.C. 2013) ("[ B ]ulk telephony mctadata 
collcct1on ,incl analy\t\ ,1lrnost certainly due<., vinl:11c a rcasonahk expectation of privacy."'). 
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kind of reaction that we saw. And. so, the question is. how do you narrow that 
gap? One way is for the intelligence community. the intelligence agencies, 
unilaterally to decide that certain information in a democracy simply should be 
public. When FISA was enacted in 1978, for exan1ple, one could have rnade an 
argument along the same lines that Ken n1ade a n1ornent ago. that disclosing the 
existence of that law or the fact that there was surveillance constrained in a 
particular way. would have reduced the effectiveness of the law. That 1naybe 
FISA itself as a law should be secret; the KGB would have had less of an idea 
about what the NSA was doing if it didn't know the protocol for sun eillance 
under FISA. But in democracy we reject that level of secrecy. So. I think there 
needs to be some recognition that, simply because something could be classified 
doesn't mean that it should be secret in a de1nocracy. And. I think. bulk 
collection is the easiest area in which to see that. There are other ways, also, of 
narrowing that gap: you could do things like a public advocate. But. I think all 
of those solutions are geared toward getting someone outside of the executive 
involved in the decision of what should be public and what should not be public 
in a democracy. And, if you've learned anything over the last IO years. it is that 
the intelligence committees alone are probably not enough to draw that line: and 
that the FISC, at least in non-adversarial settings, is not enough to draw that 
line. I have some reservations about whether a public advocate could alone do 
that if the proceedings are kept secret. In my mind, the solution involves having 
at least one of those foundational constitutional and legal questions decided in 
public, in public courts, not in secret .courts, while keeping secret appropriate 
intelligence sources and methods: but. at least allowing the public insight into 
the big questions. the important ones, that we all have a stake in. 

DC: I want to agree again with Ken. I think that the compromise, and the 
internal oversight the kind of secret oversight, did work to respond to the 
abuses that were disclosed by the Church committee. One of the things that you 
see when you look at the now-disclosed FISC opinions is that, where the NSA 
did screw up in kind of abusing law and violating the terms of the orders under 
which they were supposed to be proceedings. they were called to account for it; 
and judges called them to account for it. So those kinds of abuses, I think, can 
be caught by the sort of entirely internal oversight. But, I think what this 
episode has taught us is that what that can't catch, is this broader question of 
what would the public accept? I mean to me, that's really the question here. 
And, I would predict that if the President doesn't end 215, Congress will, in 
some significant way, cut it back. Because I don't think the public will accept 
this: and that message was nowhere heard. It wasn't heard in the executive 
branch: it wasn't heard in courts; it wasn't heard in Congress. It got nowhere. 
Now it's become, probably, the single most important debate about privacy that 
has occurred in all of our lifetimes. And, so. what that indicates is that, you' re 
not going to fix this program by tinkering with internal security, internal 
oversight. I agree that we should have an independent advocate in the FISC and 
that that would be important, but I agree with Alex, it's not sufficient. At the end 
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of lh day. what\ critical i public scrutin) in a dernocra~y: _and that's what I 
think thi epi ode ha mo 1 demon-..tratcd. Somebod) said m the I 950s that 

· ·k · t ., p"r 11 '\ t'ron1 the 0 overnment and \\hat iemo racy requtres to \\01 1-.. 1.1n.s uC L_ o 

pr 1, a \ tor rhe c.:itizenf) I think that. in \ ery significant Wi.l) s. we had re\ e_rsed 
that 111· lht= t.:nite i ~talC-... \\ here the g()\ crnrnent demanded transparency fron1 
u . but m i kd on pri\ ,1 , for it elf. nd th .. tt' just no \Va) to run a democracy. 

\ :George.do )OU \\~;nt to v.eigh in before \\c turn to audience quest~on~? 
GE: . ure. Tht: _ I - progrdm - the bulk metadata - is done_ under Sect1?n 215 

>f the Cnited catt ldw. The Patriot Act. Congress reauthorized the Patnot Act 
ome fi \ e year or o ago. le,l\ ing 215 in it. The statute is clean in it~ wor.ds. 
gain. I hare Judge Eagan' exasperation ,, hen I hear that the SA w,b dom~ 

ornL'thing undt:1"1.~o, er. 'A't:. \\ ere doing something undercover - under cover of 
the la\\. 

SV: A \ ou an st'c. ,, e' \ e reached a consensu\ on the panel [laughter]. at ., 

lea t about the difficult) of Ill) question. So. no,,. it's ) our turn. 
Question: ~ly question is for Mr. Ellard. I believe you said Snowden could 

ha, e onk' to me. 
GE: He could ha\c. 
Quc-..tion: nd. I \\ as looking at your \\eb site. It says. "What to expect after 

submitting a hotline Cl)mplaint." and it says, .. We cannot provide any inforrna
tion regarding actions that have been taken on any al1egation reported to our 
office.' ' 16 So. in truth, your office could have really sat on Mr. Snowden\ 
di~ ·lo~ures and not provided him with any follow-up. And. to me. it sounds like 
from ,., hat ,, ,h pretty unwavering support for the metadata program, that your 
office v.ould not have investigated the legality of that. And. I'm wondering if 
) ou could conunent on if that would have been the result if he had come to you, 
and if your website is wrong? 

GE: We would ha\e in,e~tigated the program. We would have investigated 
hi allegations. We do that all the time. Could yon repeat that phrase? 

Que~tion: Sure. it's on the .. Ho\\l to submit a hotline complaint. We cannot 
provide information regarding actions that have been taken on any allegation 
reported to our office:· 17 

GE: I think that the person who wrote that and I didn't. had in mind 
employment aclion . That is if. for example. you ~ubmit a reprisal complaint 
asserting that ) ou uttered some protected words, there's fraud over there, or 
sc mcthing like that. and, then, your supervisor took an action against you. that 
we would protect you from that. But, if we take action against another em-

16 St t O[fi< { oj th,• hn11cr tn, (;e11erol ( 0/G) /lot/i11c, NSA.l,O\, https://w\\ w.nsa.go\/ahout/oig/ 
1 hothn html 111e quott.:d ma1crml ,1bovc no longer appears on the "eh,ite umkr the "Whal to 

f xpc l \ft ·r Subm11tmg a I lothnc C (1mpl,11n1:· lm,lead. the" eh,ite, \\ hich "as la~l modified on Apr. 1. 
2014. o;,(.itc \)though \\C try 1° p1ov1de co111plaina11ts \\1th information regardin1! the outcome of our 
in 1um lu ... to J)rJ\a on em,;,. we arc unnhlc.: lo [)IO\ idc 1nfrnm,llion regarding personnel aclion(s) 
taken. ,t an} as a r ult of a compl,11111 .. 

I /I 
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ployee, or if the agency's HR department takes action, we can't disc1ose what 
that action is. I think that's what the person who wrote those words meant. 

Question: But you would follow up with the whistle-blower to talk about 
what investigations your office was taking? 

GE: Well, we would certainly disclose the fact of an investigation. V•/e 
typically disclose to the complainant the results of the investigation. 

Question: Thanks to everyone for a really, really interesting discussion. My 
question is, what can be done to improve Congress ·s oversight of intelligence 
programs? We have internal executive branch review that is fairly 
robust - reasonable minds could differ about how robust it is - but there are 
oversight mechanisms, including lawyers saying "no'' to the FBI: lawyers 
saying "no" to the NSA. The FISA court itself doesn't say "no'' that often, but it 
says "not yet, go back give us some more information, justify what you· re 
proposing before we approve it." But, one area where I think the sy~tem is 
pretty clearly broken down is on the legislative front. The congressional re
sponse is to write a sternly-worded letter and just file it away in a drawer until 
the story later breaks, or to refuse to attend classified briefings n1ade available 
about the programs. Why is it not in Congress's interest to do robust oversight 
in a way that it is for the FISA court and for internal executive branch organs, 
and what can be done to incentivize Congress to do its job? 

GE: I disagree with the premise that congressional oversight now is not 
robust. Obviously, you've never been a witness in a closed hearing of the Senate 
Select Intelligence Committee and been questioned by Senator Feinstein, or any 
of the others - it is quite robust. For example, I received a letter, perhaps four 
months ago, and eight members of the Senate judiciary comrnittee called upon 
1ne to do a complete review of Section 215 of the Patriot Act and 702 of FISA. 
And, I am devoting four members of my staff, full-time, for 16 months to 
respond to that request. The congressional oversight of the intelligence commu
nity is robust. 

SY: So there is a proposal by our mutual friend, Orin Kerr, who teaches at 
GW, that in the context of laws, uniquely those laws that are uniquely subject to 
secret oversight, that Congress should adopt a categorical rule of leni ty. 18 That 
the way to protect against a disconnect between the government's understanding 
of the program and the public's understanding of the program is to prevent the 
government from taking advantage of ambiguities in statutes in the intelligence 
context. I think that's worth thinking about. I actually think there's a very big 
difference in that regard between 215 and 702 programs. I think there's rela
tively more clarity from 702 what Congress was authorizing, not with regard to 
technological capabilities, of course, but with regard to the actual nature of the 
program. But that's one structural proposal: that Congress impose upon itself 
drafting rules that actually make it sort of, that account for the difficulties, what 

I 8. See Orin Kerr, A Rule of Lenity for National Security Sun·eillance Law. 100 V ~- L. RE\. 1513 
(2014). 
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e, ef\ one thinks of the ruhu tne:ss nf the O\ ersight, of having to conduct such 
O\ er~iQhl entireh in secret. It· an interesting idea worth debating. in my view. 

A~ I think th ... ac'd be a rcall! interesting iJea. in part. because I think the area 
in \\ hich O\ ersight i~ most imp >rtant and most lacking is not t~e general 
business of th N " . but the areas in \\ hich the sun·eillance operations seem
ing!) outpl3y either the la\\ nr tht: latest technological developr:nent in a w~y 
th .. ll "ouid make some son of, '\ ou kno\\. broader-based democratic accountabil
il\ me .. min~ful. o. I think at ·least for those types of deci~ions. decisions like 
b~tlk c:olle\.:~tion. deci ions about \\ hether, you know, at what stage the Fourth 
Amendment injury happens - \\·hen the NSA collects the infonnation or when it 
later re\ ie\\ s the inforn1ation - those sort of questions should be debated n1ore 
broadly both v. ithin Congre~.., and in the public. But even if you 're not on board 
\\ ith public O\ ersight of that type of que~tion. I think you could be on board 
with broader congre~'lional over'light. Right now, it\ very difficult if you' re not 
on an intelligence committee to review this inforn1ation notwithstanding Judge 
Eagan ·s di')cuss1on. Yer) few members of Congress out~ide of the intelligence 
committees actually kne\\ about 215, and, to the extent they did know about it, 
they kne\.\ about it from a letter that didn't provide any legal analysis, in part 
becaw .. e the first legal opinion written by the FISC on 215 came in August 20 13, 
several months after the Snowden disclosures. There wasn' t a legal opinion for 
anyone to read for the first seven years of operation of the program, you know, 
another con\equence of the public disclosure, and the FISC saw fit to justify the 
program for the first time. 

Question: As was mentioned. there is a debate here whether the law comports 
with the Constitution. When you take your oath of office. civilian or military, to 
serve in the United States government, the oath is to defend the Constitution. In 
the case of Little against Barreme.19 a Naval officer was told even an order from 
the president may not be legal if it violates the Constitution. In fact, Little was 
held per onally. personally responsible; and he obeyed an order from the 
president that he thought would have been legal - the Court ruled no. So, what 
is your responsibility under your oath if you believe this law is the law, but the 
law i-; not constitutional. What are you supposed to do? 

GE: ff I thought the law was not constitutional. I would resign. 
SY: l wil I say that's the first time, in at least my 1 O years in this profession, 

that rve ever gotten a question about the case of the Flying Fish. Is resignation 
sufficient? Would resignation send the right signal? 

DC. Resignation without any explanation would leave the program under 
wraps. ':'1e would kno\\< that George Ellard has gone on to ~ome other job. We 
\voulcln t know why George EHard had gone on to another job. It doesn't really 
respond to the problem. It responds to the problem from George Ellard's 

19. Set I 1ttlc ,. B.1rremc. (1 l .S. 17(1 ( J 804 J 
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perspective, but it doesn't respond to the problem from the perspective of the 
nation as a whole. 

GE: I spoke a little too quickly, then. There are instances of inspectors 
general concluding that certain programs were illegal or unconstitutional. In 
each of those instances, I think those people acted nobly. 

DC: Point made. 
Question: My question is about proxy rnonitoring, either inspector generals 

or the HPSCI and SSCI oversight. 
SY: Can you explain what proxy monitoring is? 
Question: Proxy monitoring is when the inspector general is acting on behalf 

of the public, or the HPSCI and SSCI is acting on behalf of the public. So. 
there's some oversight other than by the public that the HPSCI and SSCL and 
the inspecton, general are acting in proxy for the public to act on their behalf. 
So, my question is, it seems like there is a really huge disconnect between what 
people in the community think the efficiency and effectiveness of the IG or the 
HPSCI or SSCI is, versus what the public ·s perception of what the oversight is. 
So, if there is robust oversight, what can the government do to better get that 
information out to the public that yes, there is robust oversight by the HPSCL 
and the SSCI, and the inspectors general. ls there a way that the government 
could do a better job of touting the successes of the HPSCI and SSCI. and 
touting the success of the Whistle-Blower Protection Acts, and the IG? Nor
mally, the public gets its information through the media. And, for ill or for good, 
the media has a dog in the fight if the public thinks that the Whistle Blower 
Protection Act and the IG and the HPSCI and SSCI are doing a valiant job that 
may impact their ability to get certain information. So what can the government 
do to go directly to the public to let the public know that the oversight is robust 
and that there is correct oversight, and to maybe talk about the successes more? 

GE: I'm not completely prepared to answer all the many questions that have 
been raised today. Last year, Senators Grassley and Leahy - the chairman and 
ranking men1ber of the judiciary committee - wrote me a letter saying, "Tell us, 
in an unclassified form, unclassified response, how many intentional violations 
there had been of NSA authorities in the last 10 years." I answered the letter. I 
told them there had been 12; described to the extent I could in an unclassified 
document the circumstances around that. Again. I can't answer your questions, 
but when a demand was made on us by an appropriate authority to disclose 
information, we did. And that is frequent, though in a classified setting. Con
stantly, rm asked by the committees to show me this report that report. I send 
down to them, semi-annually I believe, perhaps quarterly, a catalog of our 
oversight efforts, typically in the form of written reports. And, I frequently get 
responses from them, '"Show us this .. , or, "Come down and tell us about that.·· I 
think your question. though, goes to the public. The public has a right to know 
this. 

Question: Can the government do a better job touting the successes of 
oversight? 
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GE: Ye . l, m not prepared right al chi moment to make suggestions as to 

h 1\\ Lhat can be done. . 
: I think one of the le son "e n ed to take from this Snowden disclosure 

1 that the fact of O\ er ight has not been enough for the public· That the_ fact that 
the 1.., ·ompl) rng "ith hl\\ that ha, e bern sccretl) inte1_-preted m secret 
leg,il opinion gcnerall) prdt) \\~II. ,, ith tht: excepLion of hand~uls of t~ousands 
of \ aolatmns ) ear-to-) ear. i not enough. That thl!re are ccnarn questions that 
the public \ c1nts ans\\ered in a different manner rather than ~hroug~ St,;Cret l~gal 
inteq,n.:tat1ons [hat arc kept from the public. That form ol o:1ers1ght, I_ thmk, 

1 11 ·1 one that \\ t: ·, e heard much of an alternati\ e for. much ot a sugge..,t1on tor 
ho,, it o 1. urs other than through -.,omcone like Edward Snowden. And l don't 
think c1n\ one on the ACL side of the debate nO\\. and I won't lump David in 
v. ith the. ACL . I don't think anyone takes lightly tl,e fact that it's probably a 
precarious position to ha\t: on!) singlt: indi\ iduab decide what should be secret 
and \\ hat houldn 't be secret in a democracv. But. if, ~qually untenable to have 
one branch of g<.n ernment decide or c \ en all three in \ecrct decide what should 
be t:cret \\ hen thert.: are fundarn~ntal questions in a democracy that should be 
public .. nd atb\\ ering that question is very. very difficult. I think whistle
blo\\ ers often scr\'e a pre~sure-\ ,11\ e function: they release pressure in situations 
\\ here there is 1h1~ extraordinary gap. And so to my mind. it's much easier to 
talk about hO\\ the ~SA could pre\Jent that type of gap from coming into 
c~istence, so as to create the incentive for someone like Snowden to do what he 
did than it is to actually de-.,cribe affirmatively the situation1., in which you would 
dCtept \\ hi tie-blowers. Because. I suspect. that most intelligence agency senior 
officials v. ould say they never want whistle-blowers. they only want internal 
disclosure . I uspect that most members of the public ~ ould say that. in some 
circum~tances, they ~ ould accept whistle-blowing~ and that resolution is diffi
cult for lhe go\ernment. The single thing they can. and should, do is reduce the 
incentive. And the way to do that is to reduce the gap in knowledge and 
fundamental understanding of what the law~ permit. 

K\V: I think \\C arc in agreement on this. but the reason I pushed back on 
Alex earlier i, because one of the narratives is that this shows that oversight is 
hrokt;n. I clon·1 think it necessarily docs. And. calling on from what George ha. 
aid, I think what this shows is the limits of oversight, especially congressional 

over ight. There i) ju t a categot') where congressional oversight is based on a 
reprc\entative demncracy. the idea that we rcpre~ent your people. You' re talking 
about proxy monitoring - the people elect repre~entatives. ~ome of whom get on 
the intelligence committees and, then. get access to this information. and they're 
to make the decisions on behalf of the people about these secret prograrns. And, 
v.hcn you're talking about a legal issue of this magnitude being vested in the 
~ands of a uhsct < f Congress without a puhlic debate for very good classifica
t1on rea on , it , <1ises the issue. So, I think we sec that this is the example of a 
broken sy~tem. l think it's 1ust :m exampk of the in'1crent limits of a system 
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where you need secrecy, but you're expecting Congress to uphold the responsi
bility, that in some ways, can't really be fully acco1nplished. 

DC: And, I agree with that. And that's why I opened my remarks by saying 
that in some ways leakers are a terrible answer to the problem, but they're the 
only answer we have to the problen1. lf Edward Snowden hadn't raised this 
issue, it would not be on the table, and the United States and the world at large 
would not be having the most important debate about privacy and technology 
that has occurred in our lifetime~. And it's not about whether the internal 
oversight was sufficient or not, or whether George Ellard is doing a good 
enough job in his web site in explaining to American people what it is. The 
American people don't follow whether it's HPSCL SSCI, or the FISC. You start 
talking about that and their eyes are going to glaze over. What they care about is 
the bottom line, which is that the government was collecting data on every 
phone call of every American without ever even asking them whether that was 
permissible. 

Question: One can't help but wonder whether the term ··congressional over
sight" wasn't deliberately chosen for its ambiguity. So, Mr. Ellard correctly 
observed that an intelligence progran1 can be destroyed by being disclosed, 
unlike most classified secrets, which don't necessarily destroy the systen1. What 
are the effects of Snowden's disclosure have been, as has been pointed out to 
force terrorists to change their methods? Without getting into some weird 
conspiracy that Snowden was on a secret assignment from Clapper. won't the 
inefficiencies that will cost the1n to be unable to use cell phones have a great 
move? What is a patriot to do when one has the kinds of information Snowden 
had, and sees how the systen1 deceives the American people and the Congress 
about what's going on? Is it more patriotic to not act? Where doe5 one ·s duty 
lie, and how does one assess that? 

SV: Thanks. Last question, please. 
Question: We're talking a lot about congressional oversight but Congress has 

oversight, and that's supposed to be the people. We elect them. We change who 
we vote for each time based on the decisions they have 1nade. But if we can't 
evaluate the decisions they' re making in terms of secrecy. how do we maintain 
the oversight of Congress that is supposed to be the final check in the system of 
checks and balances? 

DC: Well. what would a patriot do? One thing Edward Snowden has said, I 
believe. is you had a pretty good life out there in Hawaii, getting paid quite 
well, living in the nation's paradise. free to hang out with whoever he wanted to, 
to go wherever he wanted. People say, "Oh, he's egomaniacal, monon1aniacal. 
traitor'' etc., but he was troubled enough by what he saw that he took steps that 
have basically led to his facing either a very long prison sentence or banish1nent 
from the country that he acted on behalf of. in his view, and living in seclusion. 
That's not an easy choice for anyone to make. I think we belittle that choice 
when we just condenm him. I don't know that he deserves lionization, but I do 
think it takes a kind of courage to put your life at risk for something you believe 
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in. an<l he did. And people dbagree \\ ith him about that. but that's not an easy 
thin2 to do. I dun 't kno,\ \\ hat I \\ ould do. I imagine that I would have followed 
the la\\ . I \\ Cntld n >t ha,c disclosed. I would ha\e tried to fight within the 
\stern. Bul. if I \\as Ed\\ard Srn.w,dL'n. no one would listen to me. I think what 

o·ne has to do is one has to measurL' the costs, measure the benefits, act in a 
dis rirninating \\ a> \\ hich discloses only that which i~ nece~sar) to disclose 
\\ ithout disck>sing thing that are unnecessary and put people'~ lives at risk; 
pursuL' ,litL'n1ati, es if they exist. Herc. I don't think reali">tic alternatives really 
exist \\ hen the crime \\ as not that so1neone was stealing money fron1 the NSA 
coffer . but that the American people were kept out of this debate entirely; and 
the \\ orld at large kept out of the debate. When that was the cri1ne, there wasn't 
really any alternative \\ ithin. and so most people 'would just go along, take the 
pay. li \ c a comfortable life. and, ) ou know, that would be the end of it. But he 
took the risk. And. he is paying for the risk right now. I don't know how it will 
end up. but I think in some sen~e we rely on people to take those risks; and the 
fact that there are some people who will take those risks, contributes to the 
checks that are ncce')sary to ensure that secrecy is not abused. 

SV: Docs an)one want to tackle the "Congre~s" question? 
GE: Well. I have to apologiLe to the person who asked the last question 

becau~e the next to last question put me over the edge. I re1nember hearing 
')Omething about a request for me to explain how terrorists are adapting to these 
re\elations and asking me to co1nment on the NSA and the government deceiv
ing the American people. I think I've said what I'm going to say for today. It's 
been a pleasure. Thank you. 

SY: Thank you to our last panel for a spirited conversation. 
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"Resolved, That it is the duty of all persons in the sen·ice of the United States, 
as 1rvell as all other the inhabitants thereof: to give the earliest information ro 
Congress or other proper authority of any rnisconduct, frauds or misdemean
ors committed by any officers or persons in the sen1ice of rhese ~tares. which 
may come to their knowledge. " 1 

On July 30, 1778, the Continental Congress enacted the first American 
whistleblowing legis]ation to respond to prisoner abuse allegations against the 
United States Navy. This enactment from the hearth of a new commonwealth 
began a legislative tradition of transparency and candor that endured, in fits and 
starts, to the post-Watergate era and has informed the current American govern
ing elite's political consciousness. Two hundred and thirty-five years later. 
Inspector General Irvin Charles McCullough III created the Intelligence Commu
nity Whistleblowing & Source Protection (ICW &SP) directorate - an office 
dedicated specifically to Intelligence Community (IC or Intelligence Commu
nity) whistleblowing.2 But the origin of each act differed. The 2013 initiative 
was from the Executive branch - not the United States Congress. 

The "wasp" in this article's title refers to the acronym for the Intelligence 
Community's new whistleblowing program: the Intelligence Community Whistle-
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Kramnick on the occasion of his retirement from coaching three generations of scholars on ''inside 
basebaJI." The views presented in this article are those of the authors alone. and are not to be attributed 
to either the inspector general of the Intelligence Community or the United States Director of National 
Intelligence. © 2015. Dan Meyer and David Berenbaum. 

1. JouRNAL OF THE CONTINENTAL CONGRESS VOL. 11 732 (1778). 
2. ICW&SP operations are divided into three categories: ( I) disclosures & appeaJs (including de 

novo investigations); (2) outreach to promote whistleblowing: and (3) training to increase awareness of 
and responsiveness to allegations of reprisal against whistle blowers. ICW &SP went "operational" on 
September 15, 2013. ICW &SP's plan of operations is based on previous work in this area by the U.S. 
Department of Defense Inspector General (DoDIG), and the inspectors general of the National Security 
Agency and the Defense Intelligence Agency between 2004 and 2010. 
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blo\\ ing , Source Protection directorate. The Exe uti\ e branch regulatory 
, cuon cre<1ting IC\\ , SP o curred a the U nitcd States Suprerne ~ourt w~s 
kclm1ng to hear United Stare, L ~rerling' \\ hilc simultaneously granting a ~nt 

ol ce111oran m Rob£ 11 J. 1acL<:an \. D< p 'r of Homeland Securiry.
4 

The choice 
to hem one c, e O\ t::I another could be for 1\:asons compktdy unrelated to the 
arc of chdngt:: 1mp.1ctmg \\ hi,tkblo\\ ing la\\ since the early l 990~. Or the 
·up1eme Co ... urt deci ion could be quite ddiberate. In passing on the Sterling 
i ue in R1\e11 '- l nite.d rates. the Court delayed resolULion of First A1nendment 
amb1gu1tie remdtning dt the close of tht:: \Vatergate era ·s ··open government .. 
mo\ ·ment. For Intelligence Communit) whistleblo\\ ing. the Risen issue was 
not the rc:poncr·s propo~ed First Amendment testimonial privilege. but ralher 
the pro~pe t thi pri\ ilege \\ ould enable a source to claim a public intere'lt in 
1naking an unauthorized di closure. 

B\ cho bin~ to hear NlacLean and deciding whether regulations prohibiting . ..... 

unauthori1ed di closure of cla sifi~d information out\\eigh a federal external ._ 

whi~tkblo\\cr protection ht\\, the Court is perhaps reinforcing the principle that 
the m ·dia ha~ no grc ater First Amt:ndment rights than ordinary citizens. This 
\ ould fol Inv. the tn.:nd of emphasizing intenwl over the external disclosures so 
prt?\ ah::1H in the 1970s and early 1980s. And a decision against Maclean will 
further tip A1ncrican whistleblo\\ ing tO\\ ard internal agency di~closures and the 
con1.:01 clant reliance on Congre~sional oversight. 6 One such program recent} y 
e tablished to promote internal disclosures is ICW &SP's Intelligence Cornmu
nit) \\ histleblowing program. 

Is ucs ad\anccd in Sterling, Risen, and Maclean mark a division in modern 
whhtleblo\\ er la\\. The~e ca"e-., delineate an intellectual distance 7 between 

:1 724F3d482HthCir 2013).cert.tlenicd 8'2L1SL\V 3530(U.S.Jur:c2.2014)(No 13-1009) 
4 714 F.3d 1301 (Fed. Cir. 2013). 1crr. granted 82 L S.l W. 3470 <LS ~lay 19. 2014) (No. 

I ~-894) 
c; 2 US I \\ 3530 (U.S. June 2. 2014) (No. 13-1009). 
6. Such .1 dcc1-,1on will not altt.:r the fundamental distance between Beltway professionals of those 

supponme an F.xecume bran~h-centercd Federal µo,ernment (hasicall~. the American Tones) and 
lho,e upporung a lcg1sla1ure-ccntcrcd gmcrnmcnt ('s1111ilarly. the American Whigs) 5ee Peter M. 

h::me. Clu rm Dt tru1ce The Rule of /.,aw. and I'll \idrntwl fllfluencl' in 1hc Adm111is1ratl\e Stare. 83 
hiR1 H \I I Rr" 679. h91-693 ( 2014 ). In a small subset of whistlchlowcr cases. this distinction is 
p.iramount m that tl trigger~ con t1tutional ,cp:1ration of pcrn er, concerns. These arc also the cases that 
garner puh~•~ • ttcnt1on d1sproportinnatc to their numbers N.B. A<:. this article was being edited for 
pre-..<,. the C o~rt found tor Mr. \l.1cLean. cmplo) ing a technical dist111ction between a ' law· and a ·rntc 
or regulnuon 1 h1~. of cour-.,~, 1_ p~ec1sl'I) ,, ha! the Court would do under a paladin theory of Federal 
dc4.:1s1011 making. dra\a,,mg di_ tmc11un bCt\\CCn the work of the SO\ ereign in-lcgislaturi::. and others 
opcratm under the c,mcrc1gn s delegated authority . • ~ee Dep"t Homeland Sec v. Maclean. No 11-894 
hpop at 7-11 cl S Ian. 21. 2015). - · 

~"'~the u e __ of the word '·h~wth"' in the opening paragraph of thi, law review article. the use 
of the tem1 d1.-..tance 111 tlw, lav. rcv1C\\ ,1rticlc i-. \Cr) specific. The authors nt thi la\\ rc,·ic\\ article 
u the pat, ti term to note the rclat1onsh1p of an i,sue to the juridical 11,mcirl, ot . 1·. · d 

uhcnwt ulum A 'h I.. I , . . <.:' .11111\c. H r,o an 
. can 1 ,., t 1c center of 1.iwf 111 ,1uthnnty a sovereign rn its rcprcsentatl\ e The run 

>f th·ll O\! r I n c, \Hll I uhemarnlum .iflt:r the distance of which. the smereign cannot exercise its 
aulllont\ A claun of .,uth ,ri1y ,.., Jim \clirfln. \.\ hen fill /\c/1u1n cxi::ecds g11hemac 11/11111. a sovereign faces 
a" an.Ii To rdt:r am lf h \\ 1th law, th sovereign clc\ates ";}{J/oc/111 within a />alarine. · 
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opposing camps in the debate over how and when information can flow to the 
People sovereign under the American constitutional order. Lawful whist]eblow
ers and unlawful leakers alike must navigate this distance as they decide how to 
pass information. This article analyLes the national secmiry policy challenge in 
protecting Intelligence Community whistleblowers while simultaneously rnain
taining fidelity to the opacity required to execute the Federal intelligence and 
counterintelligence mission. It is the need for secrecy that creates the intellec
tual distance between the sovereign's need for information regarding the perfor
mance of the Federal intelhgence and counterintelligence mission and the 
ability to conduct that mission. To borrow from the medieval principles dis
cussed later, the Intelligence Community is, accordingly, one large juridical 
marchland. 

To analyze the national security policy challenge in protecting Intelligence 
Co1nmunity whistleblowers while simultaneously maintaining fidelity to the 
Federal intelligence and counterintelligence mission. we will first review 
ICW &SP's concept of operations, in Section I. We then present in Section II an 
analytic lens - in the form of a paladin theory of Federal decision mak
ing - which aids in understanding why the Legislative and Executive branches 
chose a presidential policy directive in 2012 as the vehicle of reform in creating 
a system of Intelligence Comn1unity whistleblowing. Section III then explores 
the context in which this Federal decision n1aking occurred. In Sections IV and 
V, we apply the paladin theory of Federal decision making to the creation of an 
Intelligence Con11nunity whistleblowing program. Through all these sections, 
one theme is paramount: the limits of decision making are transcendent. As 
decision makers face limits imposed by the conditions that frame a given 
problem, they will treat different issues the same through time, based on the 
utility available in executing the decision. Where the sovereign has limited 
executive utility, a paladin8 is elevated to resolve the problem. 

This area's academic literature does not fall neatly into a box entitled 
''Intelligence Community whistleblowing." Advocates for various interests view 
the issues from different locales. The Intelligence Community employee's act of 
passing information - lawfully or unlawfully - cuts across several disciplinary 
areas (constitutional law, criminal law, employment law, administrative law, 
etc.), making comparison difficult. The bulk of the writing focuses on First 
Amendment law. For example, Amitai Etzioni writes on the balancing of 
national security policy and freedom of the press, applying a communitarian 
model to protect the public's right to know and the press's right to publish.9 

8. The Middle French word paladin names the one turned to for a solution to a problem. derived 
from the "Italian paladi110. from Old French palatin. from the Medieval Latin palatinus. courtier. from 
the Late Latin word for imperial official." See Paladin Definition, MERRIAM-WEBSTER D1CTJONAR). 
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/paladin. See also BLACK's LA\.V 01CT10NARY 423 (4th ed. 
1951) (defining "County Palatine"). 

9. Amitai Etzioni. A Liberal Communitarian Approach ro Sernrity Limitations on the Freedom of the 
Press, 22 WM. & MARY BCLL RTs. J. 1141 (2014) [hereinafter Etzioni]. See also Yochai Benkler, 
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E · · d 3 , u 1·no the press ll) mo\ e be) ond Congressional disclosure. tz1orn a vo~ Lt:~ s ~ --- . ,o 
takin£! \\ rungdoin1! dire ·th to the People as so\ creign through the free press. 
Curr;nt Ja\\ --20\ e~ine th~ Jnt(?lligencc Community Joe..., not permit such leak

ing. The) m:~ntain a ~-~publican. rather thnn popular. ~O\.erei~nt) approach. in 
v. hich the People arc on!) suvcrcign in Coni.:re.,s. This raises the perhaps 
unLomfl nahle realization that a disclosure of \\ rongdoing could advance up 
throu~h the Exe uti \ c branch and c\ en through the hal b of Congress. and not 
lead t~ a correct inn of the problem. Whistleblowing is obligatory for Executi\ e 

branch emplo1 ces: acting on whistleblo\v1ng i:-; not. 
Similar!). fv1ar1 -Rose Papandrea "s Leaker Trairor iVhistlehlowcr Spy: Na

rional Security LeakJ and rhe Firsr Amendmenr' 1 abo approache~ Intelligence 
Community whistleblowing from a First Amendn1ent perspective. She wants the 
Fir ·t Amendment to support a distinction between Jeakers in the public interest 
and employ·ees enuallino- in e~pionaoe Such a reading of the law would require ce:e e· ,.._, 

a sub tantial widening of Pickering \'. Board uf Education 12 and its progeny, 
including Garcetri v. Ceballos. 11 It is the intelJectual distance between the 

---
Pa pan Jrea and Yladeck theses presented in Papandrea 's article that the Intelli-
gence Community whi..,tleblowing program bridges. The Garcetti distinction 
between whistleblowers as "citizens" or ··e1nployees·, i:-. in many ways predi
cated on the growth and maturation of internal whistleblowing programs in 
providing a ~afe-haven for employees required to blow the whistle. 14 

Like Pickering and Garcetti, Risen and MacLean are not only cases presented 
to the United States Supreme Court for resolution: they are also public indica
tors. or tracers. delineating an area of Federal decision making in which the 
sovereign exerts limited utility. In a constitutional order placing sovereignty in a 
People represented in Congress. any Federal mission requiring secrecy wi11 
underscore the limited executive utility of transparent and candid processes. In 
these situations. delegation becomes a means of overcoming limited utility. 
ICW &SP's mission, delegated from the President to the United States Director 
of National Intelligence (ODNI or Director) and from him to the Intelligence 
Community Inspector General. is to support the Intelligence Community Inspec-

Notimw/ S'l'rnnr-... Wl1111/eh/011·er Protection in an lndefimte Slate <1 E111ergencv. 8 HAR\. I . & Pot·, 
RFV. ~45 (2014). 

I 0. S'et1 Etz1oni. \llf'm note 9. al 1179-1180. 

11 ~tary-Ro,e Papandrea. Leaker Traitor Whi,;t/eblower Spy: Nmiona/ Securm f £'a/..\ and thr f int 
\nwndmen,. 94 B.U.1. RF-v. 449 (2014) [hereinafter Papandrea]. 

12 J'J I l .S 563 r 1968). 
13 547 I .S. 410 <2006). 

14 Compor, Papandrcn. wpm note 11. at S26-"'7 1,·irh St"rh,,11 J Vl·ide .,. r·1 1· · ◄ d 
• • - • ' '- '- , , C "-· IC :. \fJ/0/1(1£:(' II( I WI 

Vwimu,/ ~r'c unt:, W/u<;f/, hlo~, in~ A/tr•r Gorcet1i. 57 A:1.1. L. L Rr \. I 531. 1535 ( 200X) I hereinafter 
Vl:rdcck I I he IC f WJ\ 111 p,1r1,e11lar provides a sate haven for wh,stlchlo\\crs ,vhnse di-.,clo,urcs <,lraddle 
the _

1
irderly 1,;ond11c1 nl I cg,'-lar,vc ,ind hccn11 1,c hranch relation, \'ec i.:en<•ra/" Richard Mobcrl 

H l11rileh/n11' 1 
<111(/ tlu Oh,11J1t1 f'rr·,lf/1'/I<) · I Ji,, Notional Sccuritr f)tl<'llllllo J 6 E p R - & E p. _Y, 

J. Sf (2012). • M IS, 'MP. OI \ 
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tor General Forurn 15 with programs that promote whistleblowing as an internal 
function. The goal, in part, is to protect the employees, contractors. and other 
sources contributing to IG investigations, audits, evaluations and reviews of 
fraud, waste, and abuse. ICW &SP's creation was the next step in building out 
the Intelligence Community whistleblowing program President Obaina created 
on October 10, 2012 with the signing of Presidential Policy Directi\ e No. 19 
(PPD-19), Protecting Whistleb/01-vers with Access to Classified Information. 

As ICW &SP organized, the ODNI also issued Intelligence Community Direc
tive 120, Intelligence Community WhistleblOl-ver Protection (ICD 120). This 
directive implemented PPD-19 and reiterated Executive Order I 2674 ·s tenet: 
wlzistleblowing is not merely a discretionary option: it is nor a "nice ro have." 
Indeed, the ODNI has emphasized that "[p ]ersonnel serving in the IC have a 
responsibility to report such violations through Protected Disclosures.'' 16 

Signed on March 20, 2014, ICD 120 was a response to President Obama 's 
whistleblowing initiatives during the second half of his first term in office. 
PPD-l 9's build-out as an IC-wide concern was a deliberate action, discussed 
and assessed by the Intelligence Community Inspector General and members of 
the senior leadership in the Office of the Director of National Intelligence, led 
by the fourth Director of National Intelligence, James R. Clapper. The President 
signed the policy directive midpassage between two of the most hotly debated 
information releases during the Southwest Asian wars: those enabled by 
WikiLeaks on February 18, 2010 and those published by the Guardian on June 
5, 2013. In this environment, the Intelligence Com1nunity returned to deconflict
ing the difficult and twined national security priorities of fostering lawful 
whistleblowing and protecting sources, while simultaneously executing the 
United States' intelligence and counter-intelligence missions. 

I. rcw &SP' s CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS 

In its first full year of operation (FY 2014), ICW&SP executed twenty-eight 
outreach events, conducted seventeen training sessions, processed three reports 

15. The IC IG Forum is a mechanism for (I) informing Forum members of common-interest work, 
(2) sharing information, (3) circulating best practices. and (4) assisting with access to employees. 
employees of contract personnel. records. audits. reviews. documents. recommendations, or other 
materials that may involve or be of assistance to more than one of the member IGs. See 50 U.S.C. 
§ 3033(h)(2). 

16. OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR OF NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE. INTELLIGE:-.CE COMMUNrn DTRECTIVE 120. 
lNTELLIGE'\/CE COM\IUNtTY WHtSTLEBLOWER PROTECTION, <j[ D. l.b (March 20, 2014), al'ai!able at http:// 
fas.org/irp/dni/icd/icd-120.pdf [hereinafter ICD 120]. As we have noted. intelligence community v. histle
blowing is not an especially robust journal-writing beat. There is a need for greater writing in this area. 
See generally Moberly, supra note 14: Michael P. Scharf & Colin T. McLaughlin. On Terrorism and 
Wlzistleblowing. 38 CASE W. RES. J. INT'L L. 567 (2007); Mika C. Morse, Honor or Betrayal? The 
Ethics of Go\•ernment Lawyer-Whistleblowers. 23 GEO. J. LEGAL ETHICS 421 (2010). National security 
whistleblowing is covered in more depth, somewhat. See, e.g .. Papandrea. supra note 11: David E. 
Pozen. The leaky Leviatha11: Why the Governme11t Condemns and Condones UnlaH:ful Disclosures of 
Infom1ation, 127 HARV. L. REv. 512 (2013). 
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of urgent concern to Congre . assi ced \\ ith fi\ e Title 50 reports of wrongdo
mg. do keted four request fur PPD-19 re\ iew. and referred fou~ reprisal 
o~nplamt to local in pe ·tor general. This acti\ it) \\ as LOndu~·ted p~ior to the 

roll ut of communit)-\l, ide training on the Intelligence Community whistleblow
ing program -11,uning that \\ ill begin tht culture dwnge nec~ss,~ry to make. the 
a ceptt;d nussion of \\ hi 1.,tkblo,\ ing into a mission that 1s m~egrate~ into 
do ·tnne. ~ duct11ne matun:s and is dis eminated. the k\el of lntell1gcnce 
c-,01nmun1t) \\ hi ti blO\l, ing hould according I) rise . 

... mce Risen and ~1ucLeon are public indicators - or tracers showing u~ an 
area of Federal deci ion makine \\ here the sovereign exerts limited popular 
utilit\ for the nt:eds of secrecy - ;he standard treatises articulating the normative 
con ~nsu on the scope of national ecurity la\\ abo reYeal that \\ histleblowing 
is an area ot indecision within the Intelligence Community. Consider, for 
example. one caseh )OK defining the bounds of this area of law: National 
Securif) LaH' b) Professor Stephen Dycus et alia. 17 Part IX of this treatise is 
where one \\ ould expect tu find a substantive discussion of Intelligence Con11nu
ni ty whisLleblowing. Chapter forty-two. Restrainin~ Unauthori-;.ed Disclosures 
on Natiunal Security Information. would perhaps. under an intellectual rubric in 
which the Federal mission of whistleblowing was not only accepted but pro
moted, be followed by a chapter forty-three entitled Promoting Lcni'.ful Disclo
.,ures throu~h the lnTelli~ence Community Whistleh/owin(? Program. Instead. 
this treatise, v. hich provides a normative standard within the field of national 
sccurit) la\\, has a chapter forty-three entitled Restraint~ on Publication of 
National Securit_v lnformation. 18 By encouraging awareness, ICW&SP should 
hopefull} mitigate th1-... lack of information and encourage Intelligence Commu
nit) w histlcblowing in the process. 

\\'histleblower - or source - protection 19 in the IC is not the same as protec
tion of an employee\ civil liberties or First Amendment rights to speech and 
as embl). Whi tleblow ing is the lawful communication of wrongdoing to one 
who can correct the wrongdoing. Such whistleblowing has been required of all 
Executi\ e branch employees - including tho<;e within what would become the 
statutorily-defined Intel ligence Community - since 1989. Wrongdoing, in tum. 
doe not include analytical or policy di~putes. There can be a tendency for an 
unstudied confusion of the two differing tradition<;. one rooted in civil liberties 

. 17 Sr&PHE" D, ~. ARTIILR I. Br·R1'1 Y, W11 r 1\\1 C. BANKS & PF.Tl R R.\\f N-H A1':Sl·N. Nf\TJONAI 
l Rrr, I AV. C Lh ed 20 I I ) 

18 Id at 1229-79 

Ir, 1-irst Amend111en1 prntcc1ion1,, ,, hilc , alued. arc distinct from whistkhlnwc1 protection,. Even 

'' hen d1c;clo urcs are lawfully m,1dc by non-JC employees , ia the media. thl' them, is that the media is 
mcrcl} a conduit to some entity v. hich may co1 reel the wrongdoing. like Cnngrcs~ When you remove 
the media ,1s n rec1p1cn1 of the disclosure a ihc Pres,· d•--111 h ,, •1<ln•' ,,·1,1 PPD 19 th I · · , " , .... u " , - • c rc<,u ting <,ystcm 1s 
v. holly internal Su I XF c 01 rn I Jf I Hf PR1 s11>r "'1'1, P1u s11>1 !ll I J \t p()1 1c, DIR! c nvi/PPD- 19. PROTECT· 

INl, Wm Tl l I >WI RS WI 111 \er l lCI ( I ~SSII II I> hH>RMAllO'l (()ct ] () "() 11) ·t / / h // 
• , - - . ll\'lll Cl J C al ttp: 

\W, v. v. huclu use •ov/c:,Jtcs/dcf.iuh/11 lc-,/11nugcl1>J)d- I <J l)d f I hcrci n-tl t··r Pl>I) 191 It · f 
• , " - • 1 s a s y-,tcm o 

protecting ourccs cc;-, •nt1,tl to 111,111llt1111111g 111tc111,d control.., within thc f~xccutive hranch. 
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and the other in internal management controls and. in extreme cases. Congressio
nal oversight. 

IC whistleblower protection mostly seeks to protect sources reporting the 
internal corruption that all Federal en1ployees have been required to report 
under Executive Order 12674.20 Much of this reporting involves simple Execu
tive branch management issues such as time and attendance abuse. gross waste. 
mismanagement, and workplace violence. The di\closures that receive the most 
attention, however, are usually those that trigger constitutional concerns under 
the separation of powers doctrine, including the constitutional sub-doctrine of 
executive privilege. It is when the whistleblower prov ides the information 
Congress needs in order to perforn1 the legislature ·s role in representing '"the 
sovereign" that tension is usually most evident. 21 At the core of the IC \Vhistle
blowing process is the sovereign's "need to know" as that need is sati~fied 
through the normal working relations between the Legislative and Executive 
branches.22 As such, this national security priority can very quickly draw an 
employee out of the close, safe confines of their cubicle and into a nasty fight at 
very high levels. 

The failure to adequately provide for the accepted Federal mission of whistle
blowing in the normative language of national security law and policy. for 
instance, reinforces the confusion regarding whistleblowing within the Intelli
gence Community in a manner similar to the confusion generated by the 
national and Beltway media's use of the word "whistleblower.'' The lack of 
attention to semantic uses. demonstrated by the failure to distingmsh and 
discriminate between. say. ·'leaking" and whistleblowing. has led IC employees 
to think whistleblower protection either protects or fails to protect those reprised 

20. Exec. Order No. 12,674.54 Fed. Reg. 15,159 (April 12, 1989). pt. I.§ I0I(k). amended by Exec. 
Order No. 12.731, 55 Fed. Reg. 42.547 (Oct. 17. 1990) [hereinafter Exec. Order No. 12.674]. 

21. The more routine disclm,ures of everyday workplace wrongdoing may not raise general tension 
because they are largely not visible outside the agency. Inspectors general, for in tance. do not 
automatically release their reports regarding senior officials and flag officers due to Freedom of 
Information and Privacy Act concerns. See 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(7). 

22. There are three other areas of law that overlap with the whistleblower protection. First. if a 
whistleblower seeks information to prove that he or she has suffered retaliation. Executive branch 
officials may deny the request under an application of the Privacy Act and/or Freedom of Information 
Act. Over-application of these statutes can have the perverse effect of denying the public examples of 
their government officials acting appropriately to prote1:t whistleblowers and disciplining management 
officials for engaging in reprisals after a whistleblowing incident. Second. the laws and regulations 
governing the detection and assessment of Insider Threats hold the potential to trigger unauthorized 
disclosur~ investigations. Third. given the centrality of agency law departments to the legal sufficiency 
review of whistleblower repnsal findings. the decentralized nature of Federal attorney professional 
responsibility can lead to an imbalance in the relations between client and attorney as wh1stleblower 
investigations unfold. For an assertion of sovereignt) in the "need to know" debate. see Intelligence 
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1999, Pub. L. No. 105-272. § 701. 112 Stat. 2.396, 2413 (1998) 
(finding that "Congress, as a co-equal branch of Go\ ernment. is empO\-\ered by the Constitution to 
serve as a check on the Executive branch: in that capacity. it has a 'need to knov,' of allegations of 
wrongdoing within the executive branch. including allegations; of wrongdoing in the Intelligence 
Community.''). 
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again t after a '·politicization·· of the intelligence and \ounterintel~igen~e mis~ 
ion. ··Politi ization .. lies \\ ithin the realm of analytic and pohcy_ disputes_ 

betv. e n E ecutl\ e branch emplo) ee . nal) tic and polic) dis~utes. 10 and of 
them eh e cannot generate prote ted communications, that ts. disclosures . 
.. \Vrongdoing.'' a in a \ 1olation uf ht,\ , rule. or regulation. generates protected 

. . ., ' commu111Lallons. 
The promotion of v. histleblowing a, an accepted Federal mission engaging 

all upen i ors. managers. and employees enable. the Federal bur~aucracy to 
curt,iil dom ~tk. internal corruption. Understanding this statement 15 not easy 
for the n.1tional ecurity professionals who came of age being taught that all 
lntellioence Comnnmit\ whistleblowino was unlawful. By signing PDD-19. 

~ . e 

President Obama reaffirmed the federal whistleblowing n1ission first established 
b) Pre ident George H.\V. Bush on April 12, 1989.1

4 
The corruption to be 

reported b the \ Cl) corruption that can undo the excellent work of our Armed 
Sen ices and Intelligence Community as:-iets ~afeguarding the Republic against 
foreign enemies abroad. 25 The threat is 360 degrees. created by all enemies 
foreign and domestic.20 An IC en1plo}ec or contractor rnay make a lawful 
disclosure through a variety of venues. IG hotline~ or personal meetings with IG 
offk1ab afford the \.\ hi~tlt?blower statutory protection from reprisal after making 
such disclosures pur..,uant to the Inspector General Act of 1978 and the National 
Se~urity Act of 1948. as amended. and the Intelligence Community Whistle
blower Protection Act of 1998, as amended. 27 Similarly, other compliance 
office have the authority and/or responsibility to receive specialized disclo-

23 Compare Margo Schlanger, /11telligence Legahsm and the National Secunty Agency's Civil 

L1ber11es Gap, 6 H ARV. NAT. SEC. J. 112 (2015) (ad\·ocating policy options v. hich limit the exercise of 
actions penm s1ble at la\\ in order to m1t1gate privacy and civil liberties risks and costs); Richard 
~torgan, Lari}\ Obama: The f.1mtemo/o~\' of lntelligcncc htformat1011 and Legal Eridence, 22 S. CAL 

b'ThRDISC. L.J 303 (2013) (presenting the general concern with polit1c1zat10n of intelligence informa
tion). and Robert BeJesky, The SSC/ fm·est1gat1011 of 1hc Iraq Wa, Part I Politici:attnn of Intell,gence, 
40 S.U L. REV 243 r 2012) (same)) (two articles presenting the general concern with politicization of 
mtelli~ence information) u11h lajor William E. Brown. Wl11srlch/owcr Protection for MiliWJ) Mem

ben. DA P~M 27-50-427 AR-.1Y LAW. ')8 (2008) (presenting the general outline of a protected 
commumcat1on as relating to ··wrongdoing") 

24. Exec. Order No. _12,674. wpra note 20. at pt. L § IO I (k) ("Employees shall disclose ~ astc. 
fraud. abu e, and corrupuon to appropriate ,1uthonties.") (emphasis added). 

25. In doing this. 11 1s important to understand v. hether the word ·•v. histlehlowcr'' is being used in the 
\Cm.1cular or legal sen e. For the purposes of conducting investigations, ''whtstlchlowcr" is a legal term 
of 111 It relate to lm,ful dtsclnsu;es as \\ell a.- a specific process for bringing certain classified and 
unclas<"o1ficd mnttcrs to the attention of those who may correct the wrongdoing. "Whistlcblowmg" does 
not include po1tc7. d1sputc1, ~vcr ~~ograms or activities. In contrast. ,mlm,Jul communications arc not 

wh1 tl~blowmg, they are l_caks 1_11 the v~~acular and may subject the leaker to criminal prosecu
tions c1-.1I penal11es. and c1dmm1strat1vc 01 c1pl1naf) actions. 

26 The Hon?rnhlc lames R. ( lnppcr, Dm:ctor of National Intelligence. Remarks at the AFCEN 
INSA auonal Sccunt) .mcl lntclhgencc Summit (Sept 18.2014 ). 

27. Se, 5 L: S.< App 1 §§ 7!cJ. 8H (2012)· <iO U S C *·~ 1 1 
35I7(cl)(5)(A). 35l7(c)(3)(B) (2012) ' . '· · · :'I • O 3(g)(3)(B), 3033(k)(5)(A). 
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sures, like violations of equal employment laws or civil liberties and privacy 
laws.28 

IL A PALADIN THEOR'\ OF FEDERAL DECISION MAKING 

The concept of operations detailed above is best understood through a 
particular leadership and management lens. Since 1991. whistleblowing has 
been an Executive branch mission required by the Executive Office of the 
President through Executive Order 12674. While the legislative mandates of 
Congress are central to American governance, even without specific Congressio
nal requirements, Executive branch employees are required to report corruption 
through actions under the President's constitutional authority. Once a Federal 
employee reports corruption, however, the nature of protection attached to 
whistleblowing varies greatly across the Executive branch. Both Congress and 
the President have provided for protection piecen1eal, reacting to events in fits 
and starts. It is the status of the employee that determines the scope of 
protection, not the act of reporting corruption itself. The legislative landscape 
protecting whistleblowers is not a homogenous plain; it is a varied glacial 
landscape replete with cirques, cols, horns, tarns, and hanging valleys. 

This law review article sketches the unique circumstances framing the report
ing of corruption within the Intelligence Community. The authors come to the 
topic with extensive experience and a unique perspective. They are both adher
ents to a paladin theory of American governance: the understanding that even as 
a society progresses, fundamental and immutable limitations on human decision 
making detem1ine core aspects of governing systems. The ambit of what we 
may govern may exceed discrete institutions' capacity to make and execute the 
decisions necessary to govern, 29 leaving specific relationships transcendent, 
constant in time - relationships which form a distinct decision-making game 
space. Federal decision making generally evinces such broad concepts - guber
naculum and jurisdictio - which shape an information game space rooted in 
historical practices.30 Gubernaculum is the reach of the executive's authority, 

28. For example, the ODNI's Civil Liberties and Privacy Office (CLPO) has the responsibility to 
investigate privacy and civil liberties complaints within ODNI as well as to refer complaints relating to 
other IC elements to their IGs. 

29. A nation-state's juiidical center is its legal '·hearth": an area (physical or imellecrual) furthest 
from the hearth and least-ordered from the center would be the "march." Professor Stephen I. Vladeck 
has written a thoughtful piece on the challenges of ordering Intelligence Community whistleblowing 
from the hearth. See Vladeck. supra note 14. But some cases straddle both hearth and march. See Jane 
Mayer, The Secret Sharer: Is Thomas Drake an Enemy of the Stace?, THE NEw YORKER. May 23, 2011 
(discussing both hearth-directed Article III judicial filings as well as an administrative, inspector 
general-led investigation in what this article would label "march decision making"). 

30. See Alfredo Gallego Anabitarte. Administracion y Jueces: Guberati\'O y Comensciso, in FEST
SCHRlFT FUR KARL LOEWENSTEIN: AUS ANLASS SEINES ACHTZlGSTEN GEBURTSTAGES 1-49 (Henry Steele 
Commager ed .. 1971) (describing Professor Mcllwain's 1949 articulation of Henn de Bracton's 
distinction between the two medieval concepts): CHARLES HOWARD MclLWAIN, CoNSTITUTIONALISM, 
ANCIENT -\ND MODERN (rev. ed. 1947) [hereinafter MclLWArN]. See also Jesselyn Radack, A Legal 
Defense of Russell Tice, the Whistleblower Who Re,·ealed the President's Authori;arion of NSA 's 
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what we lawyer used to call the run of the King' Writ. Jurisdi~tio,is ~e reach 
of the overeign or polity' law, regardless of w~et~er th~ king s n~er can 
execute the writ. Where the law exi ts and the King s Wnt cannot nde: the 
Queen or King establishes a paladin to either execut.e the law or m,ake it d~ 
no\ o. In the Middle Age . thi could be a geographical .const~ct, sue~ as a 
--march" or ··pale," or a political reality. a in the creation of a palat1ne or 
regulu to accommodate a powerful intere t. Effectively, when the Queen or 
King cannot order society, he or he attempt. to create and then leash a 

urrogate. ' 1 
• 

Hi torical metaphors create intellectual marshes. But the use ?f h~sto~ a 
metaphor saturates the tradition of constitutional government, which 1s dnven 
by a keptical and Hnot unrelievedly dark view of human na~ure and by the 
unfashionable idea that history contains lessons for statesmen. "

1
- And when you 

Warrantless Domesr,c W,retappmg, F1NDLAW.C0M (Jan. 27, 2006). http://writ.news.tindlaw.com/ 
commentary/20060127 _radack.html; Dan Meyer & Everett Volk, "W" jor Wur wuf Wedge? Envimmnen
tal Enforr:ement and rhe Sacrifice of American Securit, - Natwnal and Endronmellfal to Complete 
the Emergence ofa Ne» .. Beltwti)'' Governing Elite. 25 W. New ENG. L. R1-v. 41. 71. (2003) 
(hereinafter Meyer & Volk]. The 9/11 attacks provided a decision moment regarding the end of what 
had been a very indecisive decade in the crafting of the American national security narrative. 1991 to 
2001. ·'Environmental security" had been the narrative on the rise. It was soon eclipsed following the 
attack See general" RITA FLOYD. SECURITY AND THE ENVIRONME."-'T. SECURITISATI0N THF.ORY AND U.S. 
ENVIRONMENTAL SECURm POLICY 134, 140-45 (2010). 

31. Hearth-to-march decisions are not confined to national security law. "Change" drives reform in 
any area of law. sometimes moving decision making from a forum of lower discretion to one of higher 
discretion - from law to regulation to fiat - essentially from hearth to march. Sports law is one such 
area marked by recent change. The change wa,; the increasing commoditization of athletes. See 
general/\, Virginia A. Fitt, The NCAA'.,; Lost Cause and the Legal Ease of Redefining Amateurism, 59 
DUKE L J. 555. 573 (2009) (citing Deborah E. Klein & William Buckley Briggs. Proposition 48 and the 
Burmess of Intercollegiate Athletics: Potential Antitrust Ram(fications Under the Sherman Act. 67 
DENV. U. L REV. 301 (1990)). 

32 Rolf H. Weber & Shawn Gunnarson. A Constitutional Solution for Internet Governance, 14 
CoLUM. Sn & TECH. L. REV. I. 52 n.264 (2013)(citing THUCYDIDES. THE LANDMARK THUCYDIDES bk. I. 
16 (Robert B. Stra ler ed. & Richard Crawley trans .• 1996); Livy, THE HISTORY oF RoME 3-4 (Valerie 
M. Warrior ed .. 2006)): Lord Bolingbroke. Letters on the Study and Use of History, in HISTORICAL 
WRmNos 61-62 (Isaac Kramnick ed .. 1972): and Thomas Jefferson, Letter to John Norvell (June 14. 
1807). reprmted m Jf.FFERSON: WRITINGS 1176 (Merill D. Peterson ed .• 1984)), With this string of 
c1tat1ons above. Weber and Gunnarson present a cautionary flag regarding the use of history in 
contemporary dec1s1on making. But in history. one can find the distance between hearth and march 
reflected nor only in physical distance translated into the law but also in political distance translated 
into philosophy Dunng England's Augustan age. Lord Bolingbroke's 'Country party' was contrasted 
with the Westminster-center hearth and its ·court party·. American Whigs and Tories need not find their 
roots m 'country' and ·court' to be influenced by similar human relationships transcendent through 
time See general/~ I AAC KRAMNICK, REPUBLICANISM AND BuURGEOIS RADICAi ISM: Poi ITICAI IDEOI 0GY IN 
J ATI: El<rITTEENTH-CENTlRY ENC,1 AND AND AMERICA ( 1990); ISAAC- KRAMNIC-K. BOI INGBR0KE AND HIS 
CIRu f · THE PoLm s Of' 0STAIC,IA IN nu AGE OF WA1 POLE ( 1992): Perez Zagonn. The' Court and the 
Cmmtn · A Note on Po/111ca/ Termmolog) in the Earlier Sew'nteemh Cemurv. 77 ENG. HIST. REV. 306 
( Apnl 1962) In Bolmghroke~s paradigm. the impulse to delegate or to assume delegation may not be a 
matter of dec1S1on making utility. but rather of avoiding authority itself. Set' also JAMl·S C. Scorr. THF 
ART or Ne T BEIN<, Govr R:'lll D: AN ANAR<. HIS I HISTORY or UPLAND S<,trrHtAST ASIA (20 I 0). Compare 
GRAHAM R >RB. Tm Dis ov1R, Of FRANU A H1sTOR1CA1 Gi:ouR\PHY (2008) (noting the t· t' t 

f II d .. 1..: h'· rac 10us na ure 
o a ege rrenc society prior 10 the 20th century). 
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recognize that medieval jurisprudence was, in part, an attempt to address the 
differing status of decision makers, there are constants that inform even Federal 
constitutional decision making in the twenty-first century. The prudent Federal 
actor understanding his or her environment through game theory can use 
concepts such as gubernaculum and jurisdictio to understand the choices pre
sented by a particular instrument of authority, such as Executive Order 12674.31 

In the American system, the People are sovereign (gubernaculum, read: Queen 
or King) and that sovereignty vests in Congress assembled. The President 
executes the will of the sovereign Uurisdictio ). as it is articulated in law passed 
by the Congress, which oversights the Executive branch to ensure that the will 
of the sovereign is executed.34 Within the ambit of the law, the President 
may - at her or his discretion - issue executive orders or presidential policy 
directives to arrange the affairs of the Executive branch. 

Principles of jurisprudence are transcendent. They exist in tin1e for the 
decision maker with the facts in hand, but they are through time in that the 
challenges, for which the principles are developed, that decision makers face 
can be remarkably similar. The juridical principles of jurisdictio and gubernacu
lum used to order a medieval physical space can be iikewise used to order a 
post-modern intellectual space showing the same aspects of, say, a medieval 
march. The salient characteristics of the n1edieval n1arches abolished by the 
statute 27 Hen. VIII. c. 26 lay in the fact that they were boundaries and limits 
between adjacent sovereigns. 35 In these spaces, a sovereign 1nay have de Jure 

33. By understanding both the scope and strength of gubemaculwn and jurisdicrio. the prudent 
Federal whistleblower works through the resulting statues. enabled by directives implemented via 
instructions and policies. lo overcome the "strategy of conflict" created b1 whiscleblowing. For the 
application of game theory to the mutual. anticipatory engagement between supervi')ors. managers and 
employees in this environment. see THOMAS SCHELLING. THE STRATEG't OF CONFLICT ( 1960). In understand
ing each other's options under the rules regulating intelligence Community whiscleblowing. supen i
sors. managers. and employees can anticipate the effect of their actions and proceed accordingly. 
allowing the underlying mission of the Federal office to continue while the disclosure moves forward. 

34. One constitutional touchstone requires listening to a speaker·s use of the word .. sovereign": is 
lhe institution to which the speaker is attributing sovereignty truly sovereign under American law? 
Compare Mike Allen, Bush s Choices Defy Talk of Conciliation; Cabinet Is Dh•erse but Not Poli1icall_v. 
WASH. PosT, Jan. I. 200 I ('" [T]he country deserves governance and if you don't assert the so, ereignty 
and legitimacy of your administration from the outset. you undermine your ability to achieve your goals 
later.'") ~dth Hearing to Consider the Nominations of' Gen. Paul J. Selva, USAF. for Reappointmen1 to 
the Grade of General and to he Commander, U.S. Transportation Command: and VADM Michael S. 
Rogers, USN. to be Admiral and Director, Na11onal Sec unty Agency/Chief Central Securif) Sen'ices/ 
Commander. U.S. Cyber Command Before the S. Comm. on Anned Seri•.. 113th Cong. 13 (2014) 
(statement of Vice Admiral Michael S. Rogers. United States Navy) ("Sir. I believe that one of my 
challenge.;; as the director, if confirmed, is how do we engage the American people. and by extension. 
their representatives. in a dialogue in which they have a level of comfort as to what we are doing and 
why. It is no insignificant challenge for those of us with an intelligence background. to be honest."). 
Admiral Rogers' statement at his NSA director confirmation hearing reflects a quintessentiall1 Amen
can, people-centric model of sovereign{; vested in the Congress, as representative of the people. 
whereas the former statement is a very European. individual-centric model of sovereignty vested in a 
person, such as a president or monarch. 

35. Compare BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 1119 (4th ed. 1951) (defining "Marches .. ). with id. (defining 
"Marchers"). 
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. 1 fi O \ er to do the sarne. The pov. er lo run hi or her ,, nt. but not r. e aero P \ 
. • 1 d I fi .1 1-e,tlit)' create~ a game space mismatch bet, cen de 1u1e potentw an < e ac O ' . 

f d. · t t b 0 addressed on their own unique to the march. a et o con n1on t 1at mu, c;; • • 

16 
terms. • h. h 

The ,ame pnn ·iple of jurisprudence infunn intellecfltlll ~paces. m \\ 1~ a 
so, reign ma\ hd\c de Jure pov~er lO run their collective wnt. but not de Jac:0 

power ~o do ~he sam . The A,nerican people a1 c :-;u\ ereign and represented 10 

Con~rcs . But the same so, erei!!n · need fnr st:LrCL) in order to e~ecute the 
Federal mtelli6ence and counterintdligenLe missions makes the de_ Jure p~wer 
to recei, e information regarding go, t!mment operations problematic. De .~acto 
exercise uf this po,,e1 is limited. hence the metaphorical ech? of a n1ed1ev~I 
march. \Vithin thi A1nerican constitutional game space. tour JUXtapo .... ed van
ables generally clffeLl the applic~Hion of gu/Jenwculwn and jurisdictio to Intelli
gence Comn1unit\ \\ histleblo,\ ine:: on the one side. opacit) and prudence. on 
~ - ~ 

the other tri.lnsparenc1 an<l can<lur. 
Federal decision makers in the Intelligence Community apply these four 

characteristic" of del:ision making. whether explicitly or implicitly. every day. 
Th · c characteristic, are also the values that frame the game space of Federal 
\\ histleblo\\ ing aero""' the board. including outside the Intelligence Co1111nu
nity.37 \Vhcn IC supcn 1'-.ors. managers. and employees find, for operational 
rea or1,. that prudence and opacity are essential for succes~. you are in an area 
of deL1:--1on mak.mg marked by high discretion and great secrecy. In the other 

36 The author-; borrow the tem1 ··game space" from the technology field to delineate the mission of 
Federnl dec1 10n making from tht.' em 1ronmen1 in \\h1ch those deci~ions are made. See generally 
ER'lif<;T ADl'\MS & JnR1s DuR\t.\Ns, GA'-11 MECHANics· AoYANCrD 0-\ME D1s1G\: 2i0-31 (2012) The 
four-,anable paladin model for F~deral decision making 0\\e<; inspiration. in part. to Profe<;sor 
ldleman'c; '"-emmul piece, Sco!t C. ldleman. A Prudential Theory oj Judh ia/ Candor. 73 TEX. L. REV. 

1307. 1396 q7 ( I qcr) In it. Professor !Jleman cites tv. n Federal deci,ion 111akers on the importance of 
narratl\e formation and conceptunli1ation to profes .... on definition Ste ul; Richard A. Posner. The 
lJed111e of /...(m m un A111u11011w11\ /Jncipli11<': /962 /9R7. 100 HAR\. L. RE'-' 761. 766-67 ( 1987) 
(argumg that a decline in polHical con,cn,us. the pre, alcnce of di,cipline ... that are .. complementa1y" to 
l<1w. and .i • collapse" m I.myers· faith in their ahility 10 ,ol\c major problems in the legal system have 
led to a decline in "tanh in lav. 's ,1utonomy as a discipline .. ). See alw Andrev. C. Barrett. Deregulatinr!, 
the e ond Republt . 47 FE1>. CoM~1. L.J. 165. 170 n.19 ( 1994) (noting with some concern that "la ]s the 
leg ti .1cc1dcrny no lnnl!cr promotes a common, unified prof cssional language, less Intellectual com it\ 
ma) e:-.1,t bctv.een future law)en..") lhcrcinattcr Barrett]. Richard A. Posner. The Material Bmis ~f 
lim'lpnulrn e. 69 l!liD. I .J I. 26-10 ( 1993) (conceptual111ng and charting the transformation of law and 
the legal prote, .. 1on b) reference to cartel theory ;ind the history of medieval craft guilds). The 
lntcllrgcnce Commumt) ha 1h ov. n narr.iti-..c forms, v. hic:h arc central to the prolcssional definition of 
11self C >ne _challenge m building out an l~telli~cnce Community v. hi:-.tlehlov. ing program 1, 10 dccon
f11ct the IC " internal ccunty and countcnntell1gcnce cultur\.' v. ith a coequal narrath c that 110, ... n:quires 
the protection of I,mful v.h1,1lehlowers . .Sec ~c•11aol"· Koen Ycrmi•'r & J).- 111· ·I ~1 ,,. 5· if .. .. t: ,~ arg\)CS\. tclfrs o 
1oe re. 011111tmdu 11011 45 BRrr. J. H1sT & ct ISl 1,t1 n '>v j,..,()11) (,··,1·111 • , 1- h ~1 A· D • 

• •· J
7 

•- 0 '-- ..... g llae aron ennis, 
Seen c and H 1e11 r re\ IHI d from poht1c, 10 h, 1tor1<"a! 1>r(I( tire• 1111</ /) 1 .,. s K < ( "· Ill • E( RI l'Y A'.'-II> NOW( £ DGI-
!'KOI Tl >S (Judith Kcppv ed. 1'>99)) ·r he 1mp.1c1 of in-;titution,tl ignorance is studied through 
A notolo ) Sec A< NOT 1 <>GY: 1 ur 1AKtNG AM) UNMAK1-.;c, rn Ic~:-,;oR-,~c 1 ( Rohen Proctor & Londa 

S<..:hrchrnger d, , 2008) 
37 Sec c11era/l I t I f I Ill R ('()~<, R, ~, AHC'U Sr KV RI 3 ,.., ts , :r S 

• - - , A IONAL I Cl RIT'r WHJSTI 1·81 OW-
fRc; (2005 ). m mlablt.: at hllp //v. ww f,1~ nrfJ/sgp/u s/narscc/R 1., u I s.pdf. · · · 
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direction, the need for transparency and candor is often indicative of areas of 
decision making marked by a need for 1nany actors to have access to high levels 
of information.18 The free market is one such forum. For the IC. matters relating 
to external credibility with oversight authorities would fall into this category. 
Law, American and/or international, b required as a substructure to the game 
spaces created by the interaction of value characteristics, such as opacity. 
prudence, transparency, and candor. And it is through the law - statutory or 
case - that the four values are applied. Both the game spaces of the free market 
and intelligence collecting and analysis. as extremes, are marked by paladin 
decision making, in which gubernaculum is weak and yet jurisdictio remains. 
Both have marches that lie beyond the exercise of the law. Away from these 
extremes, a hearty mix of all four characteristics n1arks the n1ore grounded areas 
of decision making.39 Think real property law, tax law, insurance lav., or the 
Uniform Commercial Code as such a Juridical hearth.40 There may also be 

38. Perhaps counterintuitively. the Cold War law-defined narrali\e aniculating Amem:an national 
security gave greater discretion to the President in order to limit the unpredicrabi1rry imparted by 
Congressional decision-making. Normally. one would associate greater discreuon with lugher levels of 
unpredictability. For a description of the narrative process. see ALtL Rana. Who Decides 011 Security?. 
44 CONN. L. REv. 1417, 1487 (2012) (citing DA\ ID C-\MPBFI L, WRlrll\/G SECURITY: UNJrED SnTI.::s FoREIG~ 

POLICY AND THE POLITICS OF IDE-.NTITY ( 1998)) See also Barren. rnpra note 36. al 174. 
39. Mr. Meyer first advanced what he would later identify as the paladtn theory of Federal decision 

making while clerking for the FCC's commissioner Andrew C. Barrett some twenty years ago, during 
the run-up to the Telecommumcations Act of 1996. Pub.L. 104-104. 110 Stat. 56 (1996). The question 
then was whether the FCC had developed into its O\.\ n semi-autonomous. dec1s ion-makmg self. See 
Barrett, supra note 36. at 168-169 ( .. But this alleged juridical flight from regulation 1s decel\ mg. 
Indeed. the time has come for American institutions co address the question ol whether the Commis
sion, and its peers, have evolved into complex decision-making bodies not unlike Article III courts."): 
see also id. at 171 ("Born of a legal regime based in delegation of powers (to independent agencies). 
and evincing broad. general mandates (in the form of legislative standards). the Communications Act of 
1934 was emergency legislation rescuing a c;;ector of the American econom) from general market 
failure."). Pales, or palatmes - effectively decision-making marches - are born of some institutional 
failure. whether market. political. or m capacity. leading to a variance in the relative ambits of 
gubernacu/um andjurisdictio. 

40. Compare Ethan Yale, Taxing Market Discoum on Distressed Debt, 32 VA. TAX REV. 703 (2013) 
(Professor Yale writes at the hearth, dealing with the interaction of statutory and common law principles 
in an area of law - taxation - where the majority of Federal decision makers administering the law are 
firm in their commitment to as little discretion as possible. and greater levels of certainty so as to not 
disturb the expectations of the taxing. or the taxed. as they order their affairs) with Kenneth A. 
Klukowski. Severability Doctrine: Hmv Much of a Statute Should Federal Courts Jnmlidate ?. 16 TEX. 
Rev. L. & Pol. L (2011) (citing Alfred Hayes, Jr., Partial U11constlfutio11ality with Special Reference 10 

the Corporation Tax. 11 CoLUM. L. REv. 120. 141 (I 911) (discussing how in tax law. Article III courts 
have played the critical role in defining the ambit of taxation. crafting opinions w h1ch have cu nailed 
discretior and thereby limiting the decision-making march): see also Richard R.W. Brooks & Carol M. 
Rose. SAVING THE NEIGHBORHOOD: RACIALLY REsTRICTIVE CovE~.\NTS. LA\\. \1'D SOCIAL NORMS (2013) 
(Professor Brooks' study examimng change real property, one area of law that had been kno\.\ n for 
certainty and that required change to meet changing social nonns). For another hearth-to-march 
example, banking regulation underwent profound changes after I 982. See generally Peter D. Wimmer. 
Are the Floodgates Now Open for the "Business of Banking .. after NatiansBank of North Carolina. 
NA. v. Variable Annuity Life Insurance Co. (VALIC). 15 ST. LOUIS U. Pus. L. REV. 505 (1996) (citing 
Professor Edward Symons, Jr., The "Business of Banking" in Histoncal Perspective. SI GEO. WASH. L. 
REV. 676 ( 1983)). Pay close attention to how the Supreme Court chose among se\ era! theories 111 
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. . 1 ·h or "beyond the Pale." This ituation \\ here act of~• O\ ere1gn a1 e u tra-1narc • _ - . . . 
d fi d b a wnt of ereg1 fac1as. A "ould be in the realm of outla\\ r) a e ne ) · . . 

1 muLh-misu eel \\ ord. the concept has com~ to be s) nonymous wi th simp ~ 
criminal beha\ ior. B) definition. hov, e\ er. it connotes bemg "beyond the law. 

· h Tl ·, concept cuts throu 0 h any '-' heth •r admini ter ·d at a hL'arth or tn a ~narc • :'s --1 i • 
0 

number of area of la\\. including international rdatllms. . 
d ··d · · " b th th '<.>rtst M·ix Weber extends tn (,ubenw ·u/w11. tcnne om111at1011 Y c c · " , _ . 

both term~ of time and place to that point al \\ hich there is a "pro_babihty that a 
cummand \\ith a gi\en specific content will be obeyed by a g1:en _gr~up of 
pt;r on .'' ]t i defined by the pO\\ er relationships allowing an mst1tut1on to 

l . . h 4? c mm a ng t to go\ern. - .. 
Institutional characteristic change over time, and e\ en between dec1s1ons, 

indi'v idual decision makers may emphasize one characteristic over another in a 
different manner than thev had in an earlier but ,imilar manner. Opacity, for 
instance. \\ hich dri\ es th~ need for secrecy. varie~ as national security condi
tions change. During the Cold War, near-complete scientific secrecy marked 
Russo-American relations. Today. China and the United States do develop some 
technologies togethcr. '0 

The theoretical background above. while a little dense, is essential to under-..., 

standing the unique nature of Intelligence Community whistleblow1ng. The de 

deciding the ca~e. This 1-; the federal dec1s1on making that mo\es t\sues from march to hearth and \ ice 
versa. For an earh example of hearth-to-march dec1s1on making. see Barrett. supru note 36, at 168 
(''The Court foredose<l the judic1ary's last substantive ties to what was once a judicial power - eco
nomic regulation.··, 

41. See Eliana I. KaliHetakis. Are Nuclear Weapons Above rhe Law? A Look at the /111emational 
Criminal Court and the Prohibited Weapom Cate~ory. 15 EMORr INT'L L RE\. 683. 729 n.223 (2001) 
(cnrng Jonathon Grnnoft, Nuclear ii{'apons-. Etlun, Morals, and Law. 20JO BYU L. REv. 1413, 1433 
(2000) and Stephen J. Hadley. Debate Policv Co11sidera110ns 111 Using Nuclear Weapons. 8 DUKE 

J. Co~11~ & IITT'L L. 23. 24-25 ( 1997)). See also Toby S. Goldbach. Book Re\ 1ew. Theory and Practice 
of Harmom::.arum. 41 I:,rr°L J. LEGAL hFo 222. 226 n 9 (2013) (citing Toby Goldbach, Benjamin Brake 
& Peter Katzenstean. The ,Ht1\'eme11t of US Criminal and Admini.\·trarh·e Low: Processes of Transp/ant-
111g mu/ liwnlatmg. 20 J~o. J. Gr OR \L l.1 GAL Sn n. 141 (2013)) (discussing how law moves between 
0\Cre1gn Jun d1ct1ons). 

42. See IAX WEBER. EroNol\lY ANO SnnF.TY ')1 (Guenther Roth & Claus Wittich eds .. Ephraim 
l I choft et al. trnn • 1978) : H!e also Norman Uphoff. Dnr111~wsl11118 Po\\ e,; Autlwnr, & Legitunacy: 
7akmg Wax Hebe, m His \ford IJ\ U\i11g Rew11rce-E\clw11ge Analysis. 22 Pm n r 295 . .302 ( 1989). 
The,e const11llt1on.tl principles arc hroadly compatible with the economist ·s and common law lawyer's 
concepts of pnncipal and agent. Agency law is rooted m the ecclesiastic critique of Roman law. which 
generally lacked the conLept of agency. The civil. statist traditions - practJCcd by modem Ro
mt1n'- look 10 ~cntral planning, direct regulation. ~ommand and control. etc as tools substituting for a 
march ~led1eval and even Rena1s ance societ) struggled with d1..,tancc in a manner that classical 
anuqmt) did not. So_ the ame canon_ laws creating delegation in the We<,t and giving persuasive 
precedent to the Kings ,11torneys ordering the march also probahly informed the common Ja~ judges 
crafting ngency law to cmpo\\Cr the early Renaissance aristocracy and merchants in their commercial 
practrcc 

> l1 Joel B l.1sen. Chma ·\ <i,u lift'< h f'm~ra,11\ and UST R lm·t,,1,~mim1, 11 SusTAINABt I DEv. L. & 
Jo ' 3. 7 n 143 (~OJ I) (citing Hugh Gt1~tcn,on. Se, rcn. Authnr.,!,ip and Vue/ear Weapons Scientists, 
111 SIC RI u NO KN~'-"t f.l>GF Pi<<>L11 r r1r,N 57. 6<) ( Judith Reppy ed .. 1999) (discussing the "intense 
ccreuvenc.s of the S 1\ ,ct state")) 
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facto delegation of function (arguably. constitutional powers are shared while 
the functions are unique) that occun-ed in the ordering of Intelligence Commu
nity whistleblowing is more than mere administrative routine or sirnple social 
choice. It was a concession to functionalism predicated on the unique nature of 
the IC, a nature do1ninated by a system of secrecy.44 Whistleblowing is candid 
and transparent; the Intelligence Community is pn1dent and opaque. For these 
two Executive branch missions to coexist, they must be coordinated in a manner 
perhaps new and unique to the IC. At the heart of this coordination is the 
reconciliation of many governance functions, including oversight (both depart
mental and Congressional), counterintelligence security. and the whistleblowing 
itself. 

III. CONTEXT FOR FEDERAL DECISION MAKING 

The role of whistleblowers repeatedly has become an issue of public focus in 
recent years. In the aftermath of the first serious foreign attack on North 
American soi] since the War of 1812, the Congressionally empanelled 9/1 l 
Commission acknowledged public disclosure as "democracy's best oversight 
mechanism."45 And Time even selected two whistleblowers as the Persons of 
the Year in 2002,46 highlighting FBI Special Agent Coleen Rowley's disclosure 
of intelligence failures leading up to 9/ 11. In so doing, it exemplified the 
heightened awareness and scrutiny of government intelligence programs in the 

44. But see Barrett. supra note 36. at l 75 (citing ALFRED C. AMAN. JR. & WtLLIAM T. MAYTON. 
ADMINISTRATIVE L ,w 31 ( 1993 ). which aniculates the conventional wisdom underl1 ing administrative 
delegation of powers as a choice between a primary social choice or a matter of administrame routine). 
See also id. at 177-78 ("When Henry Bruere. Director of the Bureau of Municipal Research, City of 
New York, reviewed that municipality's initial foray into regulation, he noted that independent agencies 
were the cautious solution to a problem attracting more crazed arguments for state ownership. Reform 
was cautious, deliberative and thoughtful") (citing Henry Bruere. Public Utilities in Neu· York, 31 ANN 
AMER. ACAD. PoL. & Soc. Set 535, 535 ( 1908): Bringham Daniels, Agency as Principal. 48 GA. L. REV 
335, 339, n.14(2014) (citing Alan Brinkley. The Challenge to Deliberatil•e. 111 NEw FEDERA.J.IST PAPLRs: 
EssAYS IN DEFENSE OF THE CONSTITUTION 23. 25 ( 1997). which discusses how bureaucracies can act as a 
buffer between popular will and public action): THEODORE J. LO\\ 1. THE E~D OF LJBERALISM 92-94 (2d ed. 
1979) (criticizing Congress for broad delegations): DAVID SCHOENBROD. PowER V.ITHOL'T RESPO'\/SJBtLITY: 
How CONGRESS ABUSES THE PEOPLE THROUGH DELEGATION 99-106. 135-52 ( 1993) (discussing how 
Congress secures political power through broad delegations): Terry M. Moe. The Politics of Bureau
cratic Structure. in CAN THE GOVERNMENT Go\ERN': 267. 327-29 (John E. Chubb & Paul E. Peterson 
eds .. 1989) (discussing how presidential and Congressional control of agencies can sometimes conflict. 
and speculating "that the current administrati\-e tangle may actually get v.orse over time"): Theodore J 
Lowi. T,m Roads to Serfdom: Liberalism Conservatism and Administrattre Power. 36 AM. U. L. RE\.. 
295. 296 ( 1987) ("[T]he delegation of broad and undefined discretionary power from the legislature to 
the executive branch deranges virtually all constitutional relationships and prevents attainment of the 
constitutional goals of limitation on power. substantive calculability. and procedural calculabilit1. "). 

45. PROJECT ON GOVERNMENT OVERSIGHT. HOMELAND AND NATIO'-iAL SECL'RIT'r WHJSTLEBLOWER PROTEC
TIONS: THE UNFINISHED AGENDA (2005). available at http://www.pogo.org/our-v. ork/reports/2005/wi-wp-
20060428.html [hereinafter PROJECT ON GovERNME'IT 0\. ERSIGHT]. 

46. Richard Lacayo & Amanda Ripley. Persons of the Year 2002: The Whistleblowers. T1~1E. Dec. 
30, 2002. 
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pres and public e1 e.47 In 2009 and 2012, protracted pub_lic di~c~ssions on 
the di ti net ion bet\\ een \\ histleblo\\ ing and leaking began after W1k1Leaks and 
Guardian b()th released information regarding the national security policy and 
oper .. 1tions of the U nitcd States.4 

The po t-9/l 1 Ftderal game spaL·e \\ ns ideally suited for the emergence of 
\\ histlebl \\ ers ,, ithin tht nation's i ntdl igence agencies. But protections for 
p ·ople like 'pecial Agent Ro\\ le) \\ ho mat.le lntelJigence Community disclo
sun~s \\ an d prior to 20 J 2. Senator Charles Grassley testified, ''Since Septen1ber 
11th. go,crnment agencies ha,e placed a greater emphasi~ on secrecy and 
restricted information for security rea~on~." focusing le~~ on protecting whistle
blo,, c rs.44 Here \\ e see e, idence of governing in~titutions making paladin 
choices bet\\ een transparency and opacity, prudence and candor. Such an 
insular focus can encourage reprisal against whistleblowers. Between the 9/11 
attacks in 200 J and the 1s~uance of a report in 2005. the nun1ber of whistleblow
ers seeking protection from retaliation Jumped by nearly fifty percent1 spiking 
specifically for those reporting national 1.,ecunty concerns. ·w Condoning retalia
tion negati vel} impacts government accountability by discouraging whistleblow
ers. Emplo1 ee\ rnost often fail to make disclosures because they either believe 
no change \\ ill occur or they fear retaliation.51 Disapproval of whistleblowers 
and a corresponding lack of oversight afflict the intelligence agencies dispropor
tionately due to porou~ legal protections and a premium on secrecy. The 
issuance of Executive branch regulations PPD 19 and ICD 120 sought to 
remedy th1s management failure. 

IV. THE lNTELUGENCE COMMUNITY AS PALATINE OR MARCH 

Thus far. we reviewed ICW &SP's concept of operations in Section I. We then 
articulated i_n. Section. II an analytic lens - in the form of a paladin theory of 
Federal dec1s10n making - which explains why the Legislative and Executive 
branche<:; chose a delegated decision-making structure when creating the Intelli
gence Community whistleblowing program. Section III provided a transitional 

➔7 Id 

48. In general. "nght to know" First Amendment theories have teete d · h b I · 
I 08(l re rn t e a a nee since the 

-,, ~- \mencan Jtir1spmdcnce could ha\e developed these doctr • , · I f 
h h I • mes aggres51ve y a ter the Watergate 

era (w 1c inc ucJc.., the Church Comrrnttce\ highlighting of lntell" c · · - · 
I · • II b igence ommunity c1v1l nghts and orc1gn 111tc 1gcnce .1 use J. But that did not happen. Even the 1 ·t- t· 

1 
- , • 

1 b , , 1 iga ion over ames Risen s sourcing 
recent y ctore the l!.S. Supreme Court and denied certiorari merel , ·k d h h - · 
privilege rooted in our Fir t Amendment freedom of the pre-.s .not l ) as cl . \\ et er JOumahsts have a 

., · 0 rcvea sources when those sources .ire unucr cnm11wl prnsecullon fl was not reviewing whcth • · · - ' 
bl er sources contactino J·ournalists ha pu 1c interest privilege \i.hen d1sclo in!! unla'" fully S . 

11 
· e - ve a 

R , 1 ~ · ee gene,a ' Rosanna A C·1vanagh J 
, e11 s- t11ga111_m: \ Tt11w11i: Pomt {or Pre~, t, re<'dom, Nr ,,, E • F ·_. · < • ames 

2 · "' -~GI \:-.JD ·1Rs I A~n-NoMr NT c (F b 3 014). http·//ncfm,t.1rncndmcn1 org/jamc'--rtscn,-litigalion 
1 

. . OAL. e · • 
., ,,. • urning-point-press freedoms/ 
... 

1J. r 01111•ore PRt JF-n o~ (iovr l<'-MI NT Ovr RSI< ,n - . " - · 
fluckgumnd Joumoll\t5 Smm C\ fllul rh, f'ni·,/, ('//, ', ~up,~

7 
note 45, willi William E. Lee, Deep 

- • . • ·- , l'll11.111g, .1 AM. u L R ' 145 () s(I PK< JH o~ fiCJVFl{NMI :'IJf Ovr RSl(tf!f. \/1/11"(1 llOIL' ..is 'I., . . l.v. 3 (2008). 
5 J ~II /tf • ' ,l ·1 • 
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review of the context in which this Federal decision making occurred. Now in 
Sections IV and V, we apply the paladin theory of Federal decision 1naking to 
the creation of an Intelligence Co1n1nunity whistleblowing program. 

The law formerly provided few whistleblower protections to employees 
within the Intelligence Community. While the Executive branch transgressions 
of public trust in the l 950~. 1960s. and 1970s produced general legislative 
whistleblower reform through the Civil Service Reforn152 and Inspector General 
Acts of 1978,53 the Military Whistleblower Protection Act of J 988.54 the 
Whistleblower Protection Act of 1989,55 and the Intelligence Con1n1unity Whistle
blower Protection Act of 1998, 56 none of these statutes provided a general. 
all-purpose whistleblowing program for the IC. And while s01netimes ground
breaking, the protections afforded the Intelligence Community prior to October 
2012 were often not exercised, or exercised in the truest paladin tradition, that 
is, when enforcement was in the interest of those entrusted with ordering the 
local game space within the agencies rather than in the interest of balancing 
transparency and opacity, prudence and candor. Employees generally depend 
largely on statutes for protection from reprisal, but Congress chose not to enact 
separate and effective rules for intelligence agencies.57 

52. Civil Sen ice Reform Act of 1978. Pub. L. No. 95-454. ch. 71. 92 Stat. 1111 ( 1978) (codified at 5 
U.S.C. §§ 7101-7106, 7111-7123. 7131-7135). 

53. Inspector General Act of 1978, Pub. L. No. 95--+52, 92 Stat. 1 IOI ( 1978) (codified at 5 U S.C. 
App. 3). 

54. Whistleblower Protection Act of 1989, Pub. L. No. 101-12, 103 Stat 16 (1989) (codified as 
amended al 5 U.S.C. * 230 I et seq.). See 5 U.S.C. § 2302. in particular. and Title S's associated 
whistleblowing case law. which are used to the furthest extent possible to conduce renews pursuant to 
PPD-19 and ICD-120. 

55. Military Whistleblower Protection Act of 1988, 10 U.S.C. § 1034 (2012). 
56 Intelligence Community Whistleblower Protection Act of 1998. Pub. L. o. I 05-272. tit. 7. 112 

Stat. 2413 (1998) (codified at 5 U.S.C. App. 3 § 8H). But note. "ld]espite its title, the ICWPA does not 
provide statutory protection from reprisal for ~ histleblowing for employees of the intelligence commu
nity." National Sernrity Whi'itleblowers in the post-Sepremher 111" Era: Losr in a Labyrinrh and Facing 
Suhtle Retaliminn: Hearing Before the H. Subcomm. on National Security, Emerging Threats, and 
lmenwtional Rt'lations of the H. Comm. 011 GO\•'t. Refonn, 109th Cong. 391-92 (2006) (statement of 
Thomas F. Gimble. Acting Inspector General. Office of the Inspector General, U.S. Dep't. of Def.), 
amt/able at http://www.fas.org/irp/congress/2006_hr/02I406gimble.pdf. It wa,; the failure of this stat
ute (or misnomer) that created the general mischief that required the signing of PPD-19 and ICD 120. 

57. Denied substantive statutory protection, intelligence community employees have nonetheless 
had acces~ to a series of internal regulations. which at least on their face provide some degree of 
protection. Since 2005. the Office of the Inspector Gereral. U.S. Department of Defense has used IG 
Act sections 7(a) and (c), as well as 8(h). to provide discretionary civilian whistleblower protection by 
internal policy memorandum. Indeed. an often overlooked provision is the whistleblower protection 
available through the DoD·s intelligence oversight process and its Procedures I 4 and 15. which have 
been in effect since 1982 and would have provided, in part. a process for Edward Snowden had he 
contacted the assistant to the secretary of defense for intelligence oversight (ATSD VO) with his NSA 
surveillance concerns. See U'1DER SEc'y OF DEF. FOR POLICY. DoD 5240.1-R, DEPA.RTMENT OF DEFENSE 
PROCEDLRES GovERNI\IG THE ACTIV (TIES OF DoD INTELLIGENCE COMPONE","TS THAT AFFECT U'\ITED ST.1.TES 
PERSONS Cj[ C 14.2.3.2 ( 1982) ("Ensure that no adverse action is taken against any employee because the 
employ reports activities pursuant to Procedure 15") [hereinafter DoD 5240.1-R]. Signed seven years 
before the Whistleblower Protection Act of 1989, this is one of the older regulations proVIding federal 
employee and contractor protection. Exisience of the protection has ne, er been m question. Effecti\'e-
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. Swruror_, and ReRtiluto,~v Regime 

1 he une\ en ndture of f·e<leral \\ histkblO\\ er proteL tions is not a miSta~e of 
Congre 1011al decision making. The , ar: ing statute have been ad_opted_ piece
meal in re pon e to , er) real concerns about peL i fk ·as~s: cases m \\ htch ~he 
tatu, of the cmpl }ee or contractor hds \ aried. The Wh1stleblower Protection 
ct (\\ PA) pro\ 1 l~s rem dies fllr n::prisal again t ci, ilian Federal employee~_ 

paid \\ ith Congre sionall) appropriati.::d fund , but it exempts emplo} e~~ of 
mtelligence and counterintelligence agencit:~. These employees may _make disclo
sures through the Intelligence Community Whistlcblower Protection Act (IC
\ PA). \\ hich pro, ide no direct protection from reprisal.

5
~ The IC\VPA ~ a'.-, 

designed to pro\ ide an a\ enue to transmit classified complaints to the appropri
ate Congrcs il)nal O\ ersight committee. thereby protecting the cla"sified infonna
tton from unauthorized disclosure. In fact. the ICWPA C\ en has a provision 
allo\ ing Cl emplo) ees to report complaint-.. of an "urgent concern., to the CIA 
inspector general in accordance with the ln5pector General Act of I 978. as 
amended . .5 U.S.C.A. App. 3 Section 8H(C) or the CIA Act, as amended, 50 
U.S.C. . : 3517 (d)t5 ). 

CIA employees and the employees of other Intelligence Community Ele-
menb ma) alsL) report an "urgent concern·· to the IC JG under its Title 50 
statutory procedures, which are akin to the ICWPA. 50 U.S.C.A § 3303 (k)(5). 
This pro\ ides CIA employee" with an option to report "urgent concerns" to 
,mother IG with authority to receive the complaint - an IG more removed from 
management influence due to the IC IG ·s direct report status to the Director of 

ational Intelligence - rather than the Director. Central Intelligence Agency. 
Whether the complaint of "urgent concern" is received by the CIA IG or the IC 
IG. the CIA employee must follo~ the statutory procedures in order to make a 
lav. fol di clo ure to the Congressional oversight committees.59 The ICWPA was 
designed to provide an avenue to transmit classified complaints to the appropri
ate Congre siomtl O\ ersight committee. thereby protecting the cla~sified informa-

11e'i ib, 1ously needs to be .is,es cd \ ia duly authori1L·d o, crsight procedures. Nonetheless rules have 
been on the buol-.:c; mce ,11 least the Reagan administration Internal systems gained heighten pnorit\ 
after the l S. uprcme Court'<; decision 111 Ganetr1 l'. Ce/Jal/0.1. 547 U.S. 410 (2006). in which th~ 
Court ITIO\ed .mav from the .. l'ickenng halancc·• \\ hen assc-.s111g the First Amendment rights of public 
ernplo)Ccs 

58 But the In pector General Act of 1978. Puh. I . No. 95-452. 92 Stat. 11 0 t. and the ;\ational 
ccunty Act of 1947. Pub. L. No. 80-253. 61 Stal. 495 ( 1947) do provide reprisal protections for those 

111111 throu h the IC\ PA or tts Title 50 eqtm alent. when that disc lo ure is through •1 prc,idenually 
1ppomted. Sen,tte-confirmcd I PASC) ,tatutory inspector gen,•ral. 

59 Making .in unla\1,,ful d1sclm,urc place one in a state of out la\\ r). hcyond the protection of the 
hm" ,rnd re 1il.it1011<. pro1ec11ng whistleblowcr .... This would he "hcyond the Pale .. 01 march. For a 
re cnt ~,tnuon of de Bracton s Kuhemarn/11111 and juri,diction dis\.usscd infra note 31. sec Larry Cata 
B 1ckcr /1(111\111ll1rmal Corpn,atw,n' 01mwrd I ,pn•,1i"11 "f fnll'wd Sc/f-Coll\tlfllfion: The Enforce
me,11 of ll11mr111 R1c:lm IJ\ \pph, Int. 20 hD. I. n1(>BA1 l 1<,,1 s, 1 n. 805 (2013) (citing Larry Cala 
Ba~kcr l<ei{\lllC: l.lm r,mrn111u 11 r /..,£/H and the Rule of l.lrn' 111 Governance Sv.Hem, 26 PE-....N ST 
1-. 1 l R1 5_ 1. 522 (2008)J. Compan i\h:)'CI & Vnlk. \1/f'ra note 30. with R~lth Wc,dgcwood, The 
l 11u1tr1111 ( art r of I te 11me Pmie,. 25 YA1 f J bn'1 L. 310. 313 n.16 (2000). 
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tion from unautho1ized disclosure. 
As the ICWPA is not an IC whistleblower protection act. the Intelligence 

community relies prin1arily on internal mechanisms - na1nely PPD-J 9. ICD 
120, the External Review Panel (ERP),60 and the local agency implernenting 
regulations - to protect its employees serving as sources. The failure of Washing
ton professionals, in general, to understand the external context i1npacting the 
ICWPA led to a decade's delay in providing general whistle blower protection in 
the Intelligence Community.61 Making a disclosure is the first step in gaining 
protection. Individuals within the Intelligence Community. whether they are 
government employees or contractors, can make reports of fraud, waste. abuse, 
and violations of law through their managetnent chains. all the way up to the 
head of an IC element, to their respective IG, and to the IC IG. 

These disclosures may be internal or external. As disclosures must be lawful. 
external disclosures need to be to a lawful receiver of the disclosure. such as 
Congress. If an IC employee wishes to report an ''urgent concern" to Congress, 
he or she may do so through either the IC element's IG or through the IC IG 
under the ICWPA and related statutes, as mentioned above. These reports to the 
IG are also ''protected disclosures," which means that employees and contrac
tors are protected from reprisal actions for n1aking such disclosures. Moreover. 
the IGs have a responsibility to report directly to Congress any instances of 
management officials refusing to cooperate with an IG review of such a matter 
that has been reported to the IGs. These provisions ensure that IC employees 
and contractors have a protected avenue to make reports of alleged wrongdoing 
to Congress without compromising sensitive and classified information or 
fearing retaliatory actions. 62 

1. WPA and the Intelligence Exception 

The Whistleblower Protection Act, codified in part at 5 U.S.C. §§ 1211-22. 
generally protects non-Intelligence Community appropriated. Federal civilian 
employees who make disclosures and then face retaliatory actions by their 
superiors. Employees must make a protected disclosure under 5 U.S.C. 
§ 2302(b)(8) in order to receive protection. Under this provision, otherwise
authorized managers may not ·'take or fail to take, or threaten to take or fail to 
take" personnel actions against employees or applicants because of any covered 

60. INSPECTOR GENERAL OF THE INTELLIGENCE COM\.1UNITY. IC 10 EXTER\/AL R.Ev1E¥- PANEL. PROCEDt.;RES 
PURSUANT TO PRESIDENTIAL POLICY DIRECTIVE - 19 (20 l 3) [hereinafter IC IG EXTERNAL RE\ rEw PANEL]. 

61. Sec generally WILLIAM D. POPKIN. MATERIALS O'\/ LEGISLATIO:'.: POLITICAL LANGLAGE AND THE 
POLITICAL PROCESS 248-337 (5th ed. 2009) (discussing external context in the sense of statutory purpose 
and how it influences the meaning of a statute). 

62. See Intelligence Community WhistlebJower Protection Act of 1998 §§ 701-702, 5 U.S.C. App. 3 
§ 8H: 50 U.S.C. § 3517 (for CIA employees and contractors): 50 U.S.C. ~ 3033 (for the intelligence 
community at large). In addition to ICWPA and disclosures to statutory inspectors general. employees 
and contractors making disclosures of questionable act1\ ities under the intelli2:ence O\ er-,ight reou\a-

- ._ '- e, 

tions (such as Department of Defense Procedures 14 & 15. which are contained in DoD 5240.1-R, 
supra note 57) also qualify as having made a "protected disclosure ... 
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di closurc.63 Co\ert'd di~closures include disclosing information that the indi
vidual .. reasnnabh belie\es e\ idences lanyJ violation of any law, rule, or 
regulation, r gr~~ mismanagement. a gross \\ aste of funds, ,an .~~use of 
auth >rit\, or d substantial and specific danger to public health or satety. 

ln order for the disclosures to b~ co\ crcd under Title 5, they must relate 
information .. n ll specificall) prohibited by law and ... not specifical1y required 
b, Executi\ c: ordL·r to be kept secrt'C in the interest of national defense or the 
c~ndu r of foreign affairs:· or else the individual must convey the information 

~ · 65 
to the Special Counsel. the Inspector General. or a designated en1ployee. As 
long as the disclosure folb outside this category of privileged information, it can 
be made to anyone. \\hereas formerly the employee had to convey the matter to 
someone outside her chJin of command or the nature of the disclosure had to 
fall outside her \\ ork dulle~f'<, This re~tricti" e requirement was removed by the 
Whistleblov. er Protection Enhancement Act of 2012. 6 ., 

Title 5 doe.., not protect Intdhgence Community whistleblowers. But the 
regulator) protecuons pro\ ided to Intelligence Community cinployees incorpo
rate Title 5 standards by reference.68 Accordingly, Intelligence Comrnunity 
whistleblo\\er protection is not pursuant to Title 5, but rather miITors Title 5 to 
the furthe~t extent possible. In general under Title 5, if a supervisor takes a 
prohibited per~onnel action against an employee for the latter's perceived 
protected J1sc]o..,ure, the whistleblower can seek corrective action. The Office of 
Special Counsel (OSC) can investigate and the Merit Systems Protection Board 
(MSPB) can order corrective action.69 which must include attorney's fees and 
may include ··back pay and related benefits, medical costs incurred, travel 
expenses. and any other reasonable and foreseeable consequential changes."70 

The MSPB can also order a stay of any pending personnel action, 71 or can 
enforce disciplinary action against the retaliating ~upervisor. 72 The Court of 
Appeals for the Federal Circuit can review MSPB decisions.7-1 PPD-19 and ICD 
120 provide institutions parallel to the OSC and MSPB to review IC whistleblow
ing complaints. 

PPD~ 19 a_nd TCD 120 do not rely on the OSC and the MSPB to provide the 
t:bov~ tunct1o~s. but rath~r ~1s~ the system of inspectors general to provide a 
tunct1ondl eqt11\ alent. So 1t 1s 1mportant to remember that the general Federal 

6l S U.S.C. § 2302tb)(8J. 
64 Id. 
65. Id 

6f) See Huffman\. Ofr1cc lif Pers. Mgmt .. 263 F.3d 1341 (Fed. Cir. 200I ). 
67 Wh,sllcblov.er Pro1ec11nn Enhancement Act of 2012. Puh l N 111 I 9t' 

Slat 1465, 1466 (20121 ~ 1 0 · -- ,. § IOl{b)(2)(C). 126 

68. Se1• PPU 19. w1J10 note 19. at 2 
69 51 .s r ~§ 1214, 1221(.d 
7U Id al § 1221 (g) 

71 Id .it§ 1221(1,;J 
72 Id. at§ 12 I 5(b) 
71. fd .it§ 7701 
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whistleblower protections statutes do not aid the Intelligence Community employ
ees of specified federal agencies conducting foreign intelligence/counterintelli
gence operations, because those agencies are exempted from statutory Title 5 
protection. The WPA, for instance, does not apply to 

the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Central Intelligence Agency, the 
Defense Intelligence Agency, the National Imagery and Mapping Agency, the 
National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency, the National Security Agency, and, 
as determined by the President, any Executive agency or unit thereof the 
principal function of which is the conduct of foreign intelligence or counterin
telligence activities.74 

2. Executive Branch Regulations 

Civilian employees of agencies exempted from Title 5 do not receive the 
WPA protections afforded other civilian whistleblowers, but they may use the 
ICWPA, its Title 50 equivalent,75 the Inspector General Act, and departmental 
directives maintained to in1plement PPD-19 and ICD 120. The ICWPA and its 
Title 50 equivalent require employees within the intelligence com1nunity to 
follow a particular process for disclosure that is 1nore constrained than disclo
sures under the WPA. Neither the ICWPA nor its Title 50 equivalent provides 
direct protection from reprisal. The Intelligence Community instead relies on 
internal n1echanisms to protect its e1nployees and leaves this area of Executive 
branch decision making n1arked by high administrative discretion. The Inspec
tor General Act permits IGs to investigate alleged whistleblower retaliation and 
make findings. But to gain corrective action - as remedy for the whistleblower 
and discipline against the reprisor - IGs must forward findings to officials who 
may act, and oversight authorities must follow up on the referral to ensure 
action is taken. 

Before the signing of PPD-19 and ICD 120, the Inspector General Act of 
1978, the Central Intelligence Act of 1952, and the National Security Act of 
1946, all as amended, provided some whistleblower protection to the Intelli
gence Community. According to the Inspector General Act and similar provi
sions in the other statutes, a manager may not take action "against any employee 
as a reprisal for making a complaint or disclosing information to the IG."76 The 
Inspector General Act further states: 

[The IG] may receive and investigate complaints or information from an 
employee of the establishment concerning the possible existence of an activity 
constituting a violation of lff'w, rules, or regulations, or mismanagement, gross 

74. Id. at§ 2302(a)(2)(B)(ii). 
75. 50 U.S.C. § 3033(k)(5)(A). 
76. 5 U.S.C. App. 3 § 7(c). 
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· b · I and p"cific danger to the 
1, a Le of fund . abu5t of authonn or a ~u tantia s t: .... 

public health and afety. 

Gt\ en that a 111.mager cannot I etaliate agdinst an employee for disclos_ing 
mlon11at1on t , the IG. the IG can irl\ c tigate a corn plaint that alleges repnsal 
be ·au e 11 , 101,ttes that ltn, and the manager has abu.sed his or her authority. 
De pile thi, broad authorit) to m, estigatt: \\ hi.stleblowcr reprisals, ~t _provides 
no mecharn~m for enforcing protection of the ,, histlchlowers or p~ov1d~ng them 
a c lITecti,e remed). much like th~ IC\VPA. Effectiveness. theretore, 1s l~ft to 
the pro e of IG report o, er ight b) department heads or Congressional 

comm1uce~ of juri diction. 
Prior to PPD 19. IG had di cretionary authority to investigate reprisals . 

.. tatutonh confim1ed IG are authorized .. to make such investigations and 
reports r;lating to the administration nf the programs and operations of the 
applicable e tabli hment as an::. in the judgment of the Inspector General. 
necessan or desirah1t::·79 But if the IG finds that an investigation is not ., 

··neces dI) or desirable." the ig.nor~d non-IC complainant was. and still is. left 
without reLourse under this pro, ision. The DoDIG established the Directorate, 
Civilian Reprisal Irn estigations in 2004 to give priority to .. [ c Jases originating 
in the intelligence community."iso But CRI ceased operations in the spring of 
2011. nd despite this priority. e\'en CRI could decline to investigate a case in 
the lntdligence Connnunity. Other Executive branch departments with fewer 
Intelligence Community personnel did not contain a directorate devoted specifi
call) to inve, tigating intelligence community reprisals. 

In deciding whether to investigate. an JG may be mindful of her relationship 
\\ ith the Executive branch department she oversees. the relationship with the 
President who nominated her. or indeed. the Senate who confirmed her. Under 
the JG Act and its lntelligence Community equivalents. a statutory Office of the 
In pector General is independent of "management." that is. of Executive branch 
department leadership within the department the lG sen es. I Gs are not, as 
zealous members of senior leadership sometimes mistakenly believe. "indepen
dent" of all management. including the Congress. All three institutions weigh 
heavily on an IG ancl her :-;taff when vexing cases are under review for intake. 
The Prt:: ident appoinb the JG. but the office is created within the Executive 

7 Id at 7 a I mpha':,r-; added) 
78. A c,srng cftcctn c.:ncss rcqu I res omc thought ,, i th resp•·ct to th • riict .· . 1 I d 1, ,. c I IC'- ue\ l' ope or a 

\\ h1 tkhlm\l~g pro ram See A J Brov. n. D. Mc)cr. C. \\ heeler & Ja..,011 Zuckerman. \\ hwleblm,·er 
\ ,pporl Ill I I'< 1 tu e lou 1rd\ 011 lmegrurecl RcH arch Model 1•11 l "n . W 

• , I KN \I IOI', \I IIIS 11 l·Hl OWING 
RI r ROI lh~noo K ( A J Brov.n Dtt\ id I c,, i-., R1cl1'1rd Moh•'rly i.>, \\'' \f d k kh 

• ' , .. lx. 1m van c L'rl o,e eds J()l4) 
.S al o Mai Jon than B B IJ lntcl11gcncc C'ommunlt'- \\ h1stlehlnw"r" an I() · · '

1 
R. -r · 

• J '- , l pponunllres or e1ornr 
\\ 11) and f I< v. t, B Iler Pr ll ct Secrets and Prc!.cn c Ci\ 11 I ihert ·1 ., 1 J • I ( "l() I 1 , • 

c . unc ), ... ...) (unpuhlished MA 
th ,1-... auonal Int lh en l nl\cr ... 11,) Ion hie w11h the autho,) · · · 

79 c; l S C pp l Ci 1 2) 
80 1 rnornndum 101 C 1\-11!,111 t1nd M1lll.11) < )I f1ce15, 'llld l·mpl . , \ · .. 

I ( • I ' oyccs I ss1gned lo the Olhce of the 
11<;pector 1C11 ·r, of th I> p.inm nl of D tcn-..c ( I 1n 7 'J{}()5) ( f I · h 

' • - 0 11 1 e \\1t author). 
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branch department overseen by the IG.81 The IG must report to the head of the 
department and is subject to general supervision. although the department head 
generally cannot prevent or prohibit an IG investigation. 82 The IG n1aintains a 
relationship with its corresponding department. ~ hich 1nay indirectly exert an 
influence on investigations, but the IG ulti1nately has freedorn to investigate 
what she chooses when there is a very specific tasking from Congress, usually 
in legislation. 

The IG's authority to investigate adheres only to the statutorily created IG. It 
does not extend to discretionary IGs created by indi\idual depart1nent heads 
such as the Secretary of the Army. The Inspector General Act e~tablishes an IG 
for each major non-Intelligence Community department in the Executi\e branch. 
including one each for the DoD and DOJ. In 2010, refom1s to Title 50 created 
the fitst overarching Inspector General for the Intelligence Cmnn1unity, who 
answers to the United States Director of National Intelligence and Congressio
nal committees of jurisdiction. 

3. Security Clearances 

Managers could formerly evade 1nany whistleblower protection laws by 
denying or revoking security clearances. Employees still cannot appeal the 
merits of security clearance decisions to the MSPB or other courts.81 Courts can 
only review procedural protections of a security clearance decision,84 but may 
not consider the substantive basis for the decision. To provide for substantive 
review, for instance, the DoDIG took positive steps to investigate security 
clearance decisions as early as 2004; but like all IG investigations, they are 
internal to the department and rely on oversight processes at the department or 
Congressional level for enforcement. 85 

Given the central nature of security clearances for Intelligence Community 
employment, supervisors and managers could formerly terminate employees 
indirectly through security actions. This unchecked tool for Executive branch 
officials was an easy way to retaliate against employees. as one source described: 

Taking away an employee's security clearance has become the weapon of 
choice for wrongdoers who retaliate. When a security clearance is revoked. 

81. 5 U.S.C. App. 3 §§ 2-3. 
82. See id. at § 3. Heads of department do ha\'e what 1s called "Section 8 .. authority to bar an 

inspector general from acting on a particular matter. This is used sparingly and. in some agencies, not at 
all. See 5 U.S.C. App. § 8tb)(2). Given that these provisions typically require reporting to Congressio
nal oversight authorities. use of Section 8 can raise a red flag to the Hill that a department head may 
require additional oversight. 

83. See Dep't of the Navy v. Egan, 48..J. U.S. 518 (1988): see also Hesse,. Dep't of State. 217 F.3d 
1372. 1377 (Fed. Cir. '.:WOO) (applying the Egan principle to a civilian whistlebtower reprisal case). 

84. See. e.g.. Cheney v. DOJ, 4 79 F.3d 1343, 1352 (Fed. Cir. 2007) (holdmg that procedural 
requirements were not met because plaintiff was not gi\en sufficient reasons for his suspension to be 
able to respond). 

85. PROJECT ON GOVERNMENT OVERSIGHT, rnpra note 45 at 11. 
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the employee I effectively fired. ince they are u~ble to do :cir ~ob or 
pursue other job opportunitie in their area of expemse. Curren Y, ~ ~m
ployee i unable to appeal to an independent body to challenge the retahation 
and internal hearing are Kafkaesque. Among the practice we have ~n 
made aware of in recent years: whi tleblowers are not told the charges agmn t 
them. they are not allowed to di pute those charge • or they are prevented 
from presenting their case before internal panel which decide. 

86 

V. FROM WASTE TO PALATI E: GRANTI G PROTECTIO TO INTELLIGENCE 

AGENCY WHJSTLEBLOWERS 

A the Wbi tleblower Protection Enforcement Act was debated during the 
111 m and 112m Congresse , there was a perception in some quarters that the 
Intelligence Community lacked infonned oversight because community employ
ee were unwilling to disclose corruption. The then statutory and regulatory 
schema provided piecemeal protection for employees who faced retaliation for 
making disclo ure . Few employees could understand, for instance, that Proce
dure 14 and 15 provided a mean for protection. Even when the pieces were 
put together, the network of diluted laws usually left an employee without 
effective protection, although the framework for protection existed. Courts 
would imply di mi an employee's reprisal claim against an intelligence 
agency, and the IG could give the employee no remedy. 

A. The Legislation History of the JJ(Jh Congress 

In the 11 ()lh Congre s, each house of Congress passed a bill to refonn 
whi tleblower protection law. 87 Both bills allowed Article III courts to review 
security clearance decisions, pennitted employees to disclose sen itive informa
tion to Congre s, forbade the President from retroactively exempting an agency 
from the WPA, and limited the reach of secrecy agreements. The first run of 
what would become the Whistleblower Protection Enhancement Act (WPEA), 88 

passed in the House of Representatives, outlined a procedure for employees to 
seek a remedy for whistleblower reprisal complaints and included access to the 
courts, hould the IG not act. The Federal Employee Protection of Disclosures 
Act (FEPDA),

89 
passed in the Senate, lacked the comprehensive review mecha

ni m, but required agencies to infonn employees of how to make proper 
disclo ures. 

86 Na11onal Security Whutleblowers in the post-September I I'" Era: Lost in a Labvrinth and 
Facing Subtle Retaliation: Hearing Before the H. Subcomm. on National Securin~ Emergi~g 11,reats, 
and lnterna~1onal Rela~,om of the H. Comm. on Gov't. Reform. 109th Cong. (2006) (statement of Beth 
Daley. Semor Investigator. ProJect on Gov't Oversight). available at http://www.fas.org/irp/ 
congrcss/2006 hr/whistle.html. 

87 ~ bill was passed and 1gned by the president in the I 12th Congress. namely the Whistleblower 
Protection Enhancement Act of 2012. See Etzioni. supra note 9. at 1179-1180. 

88 Wtnstleblower Protection Enhancement Act of 2007. H.R. 985. I 10th Cong. (2007). 
89 Federal Employee Protection of Di~losure.~ Act. S. 274. I 10th Cong. (2007). 
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1. Shared Provisions of the WPEA and FEPDA 

Under either bill, employees in the Intelligence Community would have 
gained protection from abusive, security-action decisions taken in retaliation for 
making disclosures, thereby closing one of the most problematic statutory 
lacuna in the rubric's schema. The bills accon1plished this by explicitly includ
ing security clearance decisions in the description of prohibited reprisals.90 The 
FEPDA also checked judicial review of security clearances by barring the courts 
from reversing the government's security clearance detem1inations. But it pennit
ted other corrective action to compensate.91 Otherwise. under this new construc
tion, Article III courts would have been able to review security clearance 
determinations the same way that they currently address direct terminations and 
other personnel actions. 

Further, in the 110th Congress, employees would have gained the right to 
lawfully and directly disclose sensitive information outside of the agency. 
Employees would have been able to disclose not only to their respective !Gs 
and authorized Executive officials. but also to authorized mernbers of Con
gress.92 Under the bills, authorized members of Congress in most instances 
consisted of members of the intelligence committees.93 Under the 110th Con
gress's WPEA, an employee could disclose information that she reasonably 
believes evidences a "violation of any law, nde, or regulation: or gross misman
agement, a gross waste of funds. an abuse of authority, or a substantial and 
specific danger to public health or safety."94 In the case of the FEPDA, the 
employee's evidence had to be more specific, but it could also fall into an 
additional category of "a false statement to Congress on an issue of material 
fact."95 These provisions would allow for direct disclosures to Congress and 
match closely to the types of disclosures covered by the WPA. 

The bills also would have clarified how the President determines agencies of 
the Intelligence Community for purposes of exemption from the WPA. Follow
ing MSPB litigation earlier in the decade, bureaucratic efforts to clarify this 
process had languished. The President or his delegate can determine, after a 
reprisal has occurred, that an agency's primary function is conducting intelli
gence activities, and that the agency may be exempt for that reprisal. This 
retroactive determination exempts the agency from the regular federal whistle
blower protection provided by the WPA. even though the employee could not 
know that the agency was exempt when she made the disclosure. This became 
even more problematic after 9/11, when ''intelligence activities" were being 
placed in agencies that historically had a limited relationship to the Intelligence 

90. H.R. 985 § IO(a): S. 274 § l(e)( I). 
91. S. 274, § l(e)(3). 
92. H.R. 985 § lO(a): S. 274 § I (b)(3). 
93. H.R. 985 § lO(a): S. 274 § 1 (b)(3). 
94. H.R. 985 § lO(a). 
95. S. 274 § l(b)(3). 
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I P ·dent \.\ ould have had to make Commumt\. Under the prop bed la\, s. t 1e rest 
~ d l)() 

thi dc.:termination b fore the alleged reprisal occurre • . 
C Jllrh hfl\ e upheld st:crecy or nondisclosure agree1nents_ betwe_en_ agencies 

and federal employees. but the proposed 110th Congre..,.., \ reforms It~11ted _these 
agreements \\ here the) L'Onflictcd \\ ith the right tl) make _re~ponsible d~sclo
sures. 1 he nc\\ la\, s \\ <)lild h~n e bann~d agencies from creating total nondisclo
sure agreements. required that such agreements contain pro\ J"iiO~b allowing_ for 
n.: ponsibk di lusures, and construed. agreements to 

9

~;110~ for _respo1:s1ble 
disclosure:-i e\ en it absent from the 'A ntten agreement. Responsible disclo
sures \\ ere those that 'A ere permitted b) the whistleblower statutes, and nondis
closure agreements \vould not infnnge upon the 1ights pro\ ided in those statutes. 
1n short. this Iegislati\e proposal provided protection of the whistleblower's 
right to disclose: a right that was curtailed when Art1cle III courts read the 

'-JS enforcing secrecy agreements as ab~olute. 

2. \\'PEA: Granting CoITective Action and Court Access 

The l l Qth Congre~" \ WPEA offered to protect employeec; in the Intelligence 
Communit) by setting up a process to re\ iew repri\ab against them.99 The 
lcgislati\. e proposal returned, in a variety of fonns, in the 111 th and 112111 

Congre-.,-.,es. The 111 ih Congress's Whistleblower Protection Enhancement Act 
of 2009. S. 372. was again authored by Senator Daniel K. Akaka (D-HI). passed 
b) unanimou" Senate consent on December 10. 20 l O and unanimous House 
ccmsent on December 22, 2010. but was not enacted before the end of the 111 th 

Congress\ second session. As the vote was without objection, no record exists 
of individual votes. A'::, S.7-t-3, this legislation was reintroduced in the I 12th 

Congress and eventually signed on November 27, 2012 - exempting the Intelli
gence Community - as the Whistleblower Protection Enhancement Act of 
2012. '

00 
The regulatory combination of PPD-19 and ICD 120 has now replaced 

those legislative initiatives with an Executive branch - centric solution. But it is 
u~eful to recall - should PPD-19 and ICD 120 ultimately fail to deliver a system 
of Intelligence community whistleblowing - the state of Congressional reform 
during the scs~ions prior to Pre~ident Obama 's signing of PPD-19. 

Under the now-ahandoned legi~lation, once an Intelligence Community em
ployee ma<l_e a complaint of rcpri~al to an IG, that office was required to review 
the cnmpla111t and the agency head was required to make a determination. 101 

Once a ~ubstantiated finding was made, the head of the agency was required to 

96 HR 985 § 6. S. 274. § l(f) 
97 II R. 985 §S.S. 274 §§ llk)(l). l(c1(2)(C). 

98 Su: I nircd States\ 1.irchctt,. 466 f·.2d I ~09 (4th C'ir. 1972). 
99 HI< 985 I0(,1) 

100 \\h, tlcblo~ r f-'rnt 11011 r nl \ 
(2012) wiccn1<.:nt J <.:I of 2012. Puh. L. No. 112-199, 126 Stat. 1465 

101 II R. 985 § 10 1) 
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grant corrective action or issue an order denying relief to the employee. 102 If the 
head of the agency did not make a determination within 180 days. or else deny 
relief, the employee could have the complaint reviewed by an Article III 
court. 103 There the agency would have to openly defend its 1nanagers. unless 
successful in claiming the state secrets privilege. 104 If the agency invoked the 
state secrets privilege. however, two major consequences ensued under the 
reform legislation. First, the agency was required to issue a report to Con
gress. 105 Second, if the IG found ··substantial confinnation." the court would 
rule in favor of the employee, although the bill did not define .. substantial 
confinnation." 100 These procedures still started with internal in\ estigations. 

3. Opposition to the Legislation 

In the 110th Congress, each bill passed overwhelmingly in respective cham
bers. JO? Congress was then required to write a co1npromise bill to pas<:. through 
both houses 108 that would have required a careful balancing of interesb to retain 
their strongest measures without losing votes. Despite strong bipartisan support 
for the legislation, Congress was acting under a veto threat from the Bush 
administration directed at both the WPEA and the FEPDA, stating "[iJf H.R. 
985 were presented to the President, his senior advisors would recommend that 
he veto the bill." I09 This was an offshoot of the gridlock facing WPA reform 
after the Huffman 110 case in 2001. For what would become a decade-plus 
impasse, attempts to reforn1 the WPA would begin in each successive Congress 
and then fail in the waning weeks of each Congress. 

The Executive branch has asserted that permitting employees to make sensi
tive disclosures directly to Congress creates a grave and unconstitutional 111 risk 

102. Id. 
103. Id. 
10-+. Id. 
105. Id. 
I 06. Id. 
107. Government Accountability Project. Senate Approves Whisrleblower Protection Legislation 

(Dec. 18. '.WO?), al'Gilable at http://yubanet.com/usa/Senate_Approves_ Whistleblower_Protection_ 
Legislati_71072_printer.php [hereinafter Government Accountability Project]. 

108. See id. 
J 09. OFFICE OF MGMT. & BUDGET, EXEC. OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT. STATEMENT OF ADMl"IISTRI\TIH 

POLICY. H.R. 985 - WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTION ENHAl\CEMENT ACT OF 2007 (2007), amilable at http:// 
www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/omb/legislati ve/sap/110-1 /hr985sap-h.pdf [hereinafter State
ment of Administrative Policy]; see also Letter from Michael B. Mukasey, Attorney General. to Nancy 
Pelosi, Speaker. House of Representatives (Dec. 17. 2007). amilable at http://~ww.justice.gov/arch1ve/ 
ola/views-letters/110-1/12- l 7-mukasey-re-s274-fed-employee-act.pdf [hereinafter Mukasey ]. 

110. Huffman v. Office of Pers. Mgmt.. 263 F.3d 1341 (Fed. Cir. 200 I). superseded by <;tatute. 
Whistleblower Protection Enhancement Act of 2012. Pub. L. ·o. 112-199. § 10l(b)(2)(C). 126 Stat. 
1465. 1466 (2012) (now desuetude following enactment of the WPEA). See also SISSEL.\ BoK. SECRETS: 
0N THE ETHICS OF CONCEALMENT AND REVELATIO!',; ( 1983). 

111. Attorney General Mukasey relies heavily on Egan in declaring both disclosures to Congress 
and judicial review of security clearances unconstitutional. See Mukasey. supra note I 09. Egan itself 
states the proposition, however, that courts are reluctant to intrude upon the authority of the Executive 
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to national securit\. According to Attorne) General Mukasey, only an ?fficial 
actin2 on the authorit\ of Lhe President should deterrnine when to disclose 
eta sihed information. 11 2 lntcllie.ence emplo1ees surreptitiously deciding when 
to disclose Exc:cucive brand1 a;cana violates this principle. This issue is not 
about individual emplo:-, ec prefrrerh.:c. but rather one triggerin~. separatio? of 
pO\\er ·011Lern:-; bet,,eu1 Executive control over arcana il,zperu and Leg1sla
ti,e prcrugathe in gaining information as the agent of the Sovereign under the 
U.S. Constitution. 113 Limiting the scope of secrecy agreement~ poses the same 
prl)bh::ms by permitting di closure of classified information. 114 

In a similar manner, the Executive branch posited that the President must 
control security clearance determinat1on5 as an exercise of his discretion in 
protecting national security. B1 re\ ie\.\. ing security clearances and providing 
relief to plaintiffs based 011 them through the WPEA reform legislation, the 
courts would therefore encroach on the President\ power to protect certain 
information. 115 These judicial rev1e'As could thereby unconstitutionally' 16 under
mine the Pre\idenfs authority over ~ecurity clearances. 

Finally. the Executive branch oppo5ed WPEA provisions giving intelligence 
employees acces5 to the court system. These employees could then get two 
rulings on the 5ame claim becauS,e judges can hear claims already denied by the 
IG. Also, by finding in an employee's favor when the government invokes the 
state -,ecrets privilege, judges would ''require the agency to choose between 
protecting national 5ecurity information in court or conceding lawsuits." 117 The 
Executive branch found this choice unacceptable and so opposed the WPEA 
provision permitting courts to take this action in some circumstances. 118 These 
Executive branch concerns were part of the friction impeding legislative reform 
between 200 l and 2011, especially after 9/11. 

Faced v. ith this check, Congress had three choices. First. the 11 oth, 11 Jth, and 
11 ~

th 
Congresses could have rounded the new act's language until the black 

letter was acceptable to the Executive branch. But given the number of reform 
pr_ovisions generati,!g concerns among both Bush and Obama national security 
elites, accommodat1on may well have undone the reform consensus within the 
Legislative branch. Second. Congress could have waited for a new administra
tion and h~ped it woul~ take a different stance on these issues. This is always a 
Lough ch Hee. as the former breadth of national security policy divergence 

m nai,onal ecurtt) ,1ffa1rs "[u lnlcss Conercss has specifically provided lh · " h. C' 
I · h " PE \ ~ 0 erw1se. w 1ch ongress has 

< one tn l e n ~t and I·EPDA. Egan, 484 U.S. at 510 IL should t h d h · · .'. , 
I . · · a so e nnre t at E~a11 1s hm,ted to t 1c rcstnl.: t!On on Artrc lc 1r1 courts: It does not restrict inspector I h . • • · 

cxc1.:ut,ve hrnnch · s genera · w osc of tices are part of the 
11 2 Muk,1~cy, ,upro note 1()9. 
l l J. Set ul 
l l I ~-< <' u I. 
11 S \ I(• ,d 

11 6. S, e llR 985, 11p,ono11.; 88 

l 17 St.rtc m c 111 of Adn11111 str,11, " c Pol rcy. wp, a note I 0'J. 
11 8 Su ,d 
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between Democratic and Republican circles has narrowed significantly since 
9/11. The final approach - passing a veto-proof bill - raised the legislative bar 
exceedingly high. It also required deft maneu"ering to avoid the hold senators 
may place on bills. If the Senate and House of Representative~ could have 
agreed to a strong compromise bill without up~etting the reformists, such 
approach would have been feasible. The House of Representatives did in fact 
pass the WPEA with a veto-proof majority, and the Senate passed the FEPDA 
by unanimous consent. 119 But those were not the final conferenced and recon
ciled bills. 

In summary, the Whistle blower Protection Enhancement Act in the 110th and 
l l l th Congresses would have provided whistleblower protection to Intelligence 
Community employees and contractors. As early as 2007, provisions were 
included to cover the revocation and suspension of security clearances when 
done in retaliation. The Executive branch opposed the legislation on the grounds 
that employees disclosing classified information to Congress without authoriza
tion jeopardize national security and impede the President's coordination func
tion. Also of concern was the perceived threat the legislation posed to the 
assertion of the state secrets privilege at trial as wel1 as the integrity of the 
security clearance decision-making process as an Executive branch function. 120 

4. Resulting Protections for IC Whistleblowers 

The l 10th, 111 th and 112th Congresses did not pass whistleblower reform 
legislation to protect sources within the Intelligence Community. 121 Mid
passage during the 111 th Congress, the reformists came close to passing a 
reconciled bill until a hold was placed on the Senate bill. In the spring of 2011, 
work began on an executive branch solution to the impasse, which through 
several drafts became PPD-19, after it was signed on October 20, 2012. This 
occurred just before Congress passed a WPEA without the bill's Title 2, the 
Intelligence Community whistleblower reform legislation. 

l I 9. See Government Accountability Project. supra note 107. 
120. See. e.g., Papandrea. supra note 11, at 494-496 (citing OFFICE OF MGMT. & BUDGET, EXEC. 

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT, STATEMENT OF ADMINlSTRATIVE POLICY. H.R. 985 - WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTION 
ENHANCEMENT ACT OF 2007 (2007)). 

121. Once a sovereign concedes being "of two minds" and unable to act, the resulting march creates 
a system of privileges and immunities that must be tightly regulated to preserve sovereignty at the 
hearth. See Thomas H. Burrell. A Story of Privileges and Immunities: From Medieval Concept to the 
Colonies and United Stares Constitution. 34 CAMPBELL L. REv. 7. 59 n.292 (201 I) (citing NICHOLAS P. 
CANNY, THE ELIZABETHAN CONQUEST OF IRELAND: A PATTERN ESTABLISHED 1565-1576 49-52 (1976)). It is 
worth comparing this piece with Michael J. Glennon, National Security and Double Government. 5 
HARV. NAT.L SEC. J. 1 (2014). In the European colonial expansion. the English common law was 
combined with royal prerogative - jurisdictio and gubernaculum coincident - in an act of violence 
against societies opposing the expansion. See, e.g .. Ezekiel Rediker. Courts of Appeal and Colonialism 
in the British Caribbean: A Case for the Caribbean Court of Justice. 35 M1cH. J. lNTL'L 213 (2013). To 
be sure, the violence is not necessarily irreversible. See Hefin Rees. Awakening the Welsh Dragon: Will 
the Creation of the National Assembly for Wales Make a Significant Difference to the Constitutional 
Arrangements between England and Wales, 23 SUFFOLK TRANSNAT.L L. REV. 459 (2000). 
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PPD- l 9' provisions can be ummarized as f ol!ow : Once a_ protected disclo-
. . d d PPD-19 i.2- the pre idential directive provides an avenue to ure 1 ma e un er , · h IC 

. • h d' I ure PPD- l 9 reqmres eac protect the whi tleblower making t e 1sc os • 

agency toe tabli h: 

(I) pohc1es and procedure prohibiting retaliation against employees who 

make protected di clo ures. 
-and-

(2) policies and procedures for these claims to be reviewed by the. agenc(s 
IG. who will make a recommendation to the agency head on appropnate rehef 

if retahation is proven. 

To the fulle t extent po ible. PPD-19 requires these IC agency policies and 
procedures to mirror those of the Whistleblower Protection Act (5 U.S.C. 
§ 2302(b)(8)). The requirements of PPD-19 arc currently being implemented. 
The late t milestone was the Director of National Intelligence's issuance of ICD 
120 on March 20. 2014. Eighteen months after the President's signing of 
PPD-19. the 113th Congress began the process of codifying PPD- I 9. In doing 
so. Congress narrowed the scope of PPD-19 by setting, via statute, the eviden
tiary tandard for assessing a reprisor's actions at the lower ··preponderance" 
level. PPD-19 itself provided for Title 5 standards to "'the furthest extent 
pos. ible," permitting the use of the higher '"clear and convincing" standard. 123 

If an employee has exhausted his or her remedies under the PPD-19 agency 
process. he or she may seek review by the External Review Panel, a body of 
three inspectors general chaired by the IC IG. The IC IG may make a recommen
dation to the agency head for appropriate action or may exercise de novo 
inve tigative jurisdiction o-ver the matter appealed. 124 

Structurally, PPD-19 is divided into two core functional parts: Section A 
(providing whistleblower protection for IC members) and Section B (providing 
whi tleblower protection for all Federal security clearance applicants and hold
er ). The tandards for assessing reprisal under Section A are provided by the 
President' citation to Title 5 of the United States Code. In contrast, Section B 
cite imply to Executive Order 12968. Access to Classified Information (Aug. 
4. 1995), which does not have a whistleblower protection clause providing 
tandard . PPD-19 Section B simply does not have a standard by which an 

investi~ator ca~ conduct an inv_estigation. Accordingly, the IC JG applies by 
extension the Title 5 standards, mcluding associated case law. cited in PPD-19 
Section A. All PPD-19 investigations pursuant to Sections A and B are thereby 

122 PPD 19 generally doe~ not .tpply to the FBI. which follows a d'ft, · • 
PPD 19 t 19 1 crent statutorv regime. See 

. mpm no c • 

123 Intclhgcncc Authonzatton Act of 2014. Puh. I . No. 11 ~-126 § 60,(h 
(2014) (codified at 50 l SC § B41 l · · ... ). 128 Stat. 1390. 1416 

124 See PPD 19, mpra note 19, at pt. C 
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held to similar standards. 125 The general standards cited in Section B are 
outlined at Executive Order 12968 and require eligibility and access to classified 
information to be "clearly consistent with the interests of national security.·· 126 

Whistleblowing pursuant to PPD-19 is a component of the national security 
interest. 

PPD-19 also prohibits agencies from taking an action to re\ oke or den) an 
employee's eligibility for access to classified information (i.e .. the employee's 
security clearance) in retaliation for making a protected disclosure. The relevant 
executive orders implernenting the eligibility ~ystem (E.O. 11968 for govern
ment employees) already include due process procedures for suspension and 
revocation of access to classified information. In addition to these due process 
procedures, PPD-19 requires all agencies to develop a re\ iew process that 
allows employees to appeal an action affecting eligibility for access to classified 
information if they allege that such action was made in retaliation for making a 
protected disclosure. As part of this additional review proces-;, PPD-19 also 
requires a review by the agency's inspector general to detennine whether 
PPD-19 has been violated and if so, to make recommendations for the agency to 
reconsider the employee's access to classified information. Employees who 
claim retaliations affecting security clearances may also take advantage of the 
external IO panel review discussed above. 127 

Contractors are not covered by the Whistleblower Protection Act of 1989, as 
amended, or Part A of PPD-19. However, the Intelligence Com1nunity Whistle
blower Protection Act (ICWPA) of l 998 applies to IC contractors. providing 
them with a protected avenue for making reports of urgent concern to Congres
sional comn1ittees without compromising sensitive and classified informa
tion. 128 The ICWPA does not. however, provide protection for the discloser. 

125. See UNDER SEc'y OF DEF., U.S. DEP'T OF DEF.. DTM 13-008. DoD lMPLEME~HTION OF PRESIDEN
TIAL PoucY DrRECTl\ E 19 (2013). There is one statutorily-detern1ined difference between the two 
PPD-19 secuons. A and B. Through the Intelligence Authorization Act of 201-L Congress set the 
standard of proof in Section B investigation as by a preponderance of the evidence. Intelligence 
Authorization Act of 2014 § 602(b). 

126. See Exec. Order No. 12,968, 60 Fed. Reg. 40.245 (Aug. 2. 1995) pt. 3.1.(b)-{d). For example. 
reporting of corruption within the federal government is required by Exec. Order No. 12.674, 54 Fed. 
Reg. 15,159 (Apr. 12. 1989). President Bush signed Executive Order 12674 on April 12, 1989 and 
Executive Order 12731 on October 17, 1990. Executive Order 12731 restated Executive Order 12674 
and incorporated certain modifications. The nev. executive branch-wide standards of conduct regula
tion. the Standards of Ethical Conducr for Employees of the ExecuTi\·e Branch. became effective m 
1993 and was codified in 5 C.F.R. pt. 2635. Where there are allegations that the national security 
interest has been compromised by reprisal against a source, Title 5 standards are applied to ascertain 
whether those reporting corruption are being reprised against for their reporting. 

127. See PPD-19. supra note 19. at pt. B. 
128. For the narrower category of disclosures that relate to intelligence o, ersight wrongdoing, a 

longer pedigree controls. With respect to employees and contractors concerned about the legalit)- of the 
National Security Agency's warrantless electronic monitoring acti\ ities between I 982 and the present, 
the NSA IG would have been a good first point of disclosure. The NSA IG ha1, v.ell-developed hotline 
procedures and whistleblower protection directives. If a complainant found the SA IG unre. ponsive, 
she or he could then contact the assistant to the secretary of defense for intelligence oversight (ATSD 
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Protecnon would ha, e to be pro, ided, if a, ailable under the circumstances, by 

another de\ ice uch a the Inspector General Act of I 978. as amended. 
Executive Order IO 65. "hich e tablishe~ the Industrial Security Clearance 

Program, include the due proce. requirement for the revocation of access to 
cla~~ified infonuation for contractors, including providing the contractors with 
the nght 10 a due process hearing. Part B of PPD-19 may also provide additional 
protection for contractor who claim retaliation. The Executive branch is 
e\ aluatmg the cope of that protection a they implement the requirements of 
PPD-19, which i currently in its implementation phase. Agencies are required 
to certify their compham:e with the PPD to the DNI. who will review the 

certification and inform the President of compliance. 
So the following tatutory and policy provisions provide protections for IC 

whistleblower.: the Inspector General Act of I 978. as amended. allows Depart
ment of Defen e intelligence component employees to report allegations of 
violation of law . rule . or regulations, or mismanagement, gross waste of 
fund , abuse of authority, or a substantial and specific danger to the public 
health and safety to their respecti\e IC element IG or the Department of 
Defense IG; 12

" for employees of the Central Intelligence Agency, the CIA 
inspector general can accept disclosures. complaints, or information from any 
person concerning the existence of an activity within the CIA constituting a 
violation of laws. rules, or regulations, or mismanagen1ent. gross waste of 
funds, abuse of authority, or a substantial and specific danger to the public 

l/O) ~ complainant contacting the ATSD l/O. would then find that the ATSD VO may inquire or 
ime ugate. but more often than not finds the level of oversight that can most efficiently investigate the 
allegauons. Th, could \ery well be a local JG. such as NSA's, or an IG more remote from the 
allegation So. if a complainant were to go to the ATSO 1/0 and a!lege reprisal that the ATSD l/0 felt 
could not be rnvestrgated h~• the local_ IG. he or she could send the reprisal allegations to an JG not 
confl1ctt::d. uch as the Det~~se Hotlm:. See OFFICE OF l!'1:SPF.CTOR GENERAL. OEP"T. OF DEF.. http:// 
~wv. dochg.m1l/hotlrnc/cluss1tiedcomplamt.html. Once received as an intake. this higher-level review in 
lieu of a local re\ IC\\ would tirst consult DoO 5,40 1-R m11rc1 note 57 Th t · · . - ... • . . . ese regu at1ons contam a 
pr0\ 1s1on for d1 clo ure cal led Procedure 15 which states th·11 "[e jach J h 11 . , emp oyee s a report any 
que uonable acuvny to the General Counsel or Inspector General •or the D o · 11· •' o mte 1gence component 
concerned or to the General Counsel DoD or ATSO(IO) .. 0<.>0 514() 1 R 
11 c 3 · · · ... • - . supra note 57. at 
1 15. I I Once o d1,;dosure rs made under Procedure I" the I · 
C 3 

,., • - • emp oyee 1s protected. Id at 1 
14 2 - ( fhe He.ids ot DoD Components that constitute or conta'in o D · 11· h II I 1 · • 0 mte 1gence components 
a e n ure that no ad\erse action 1s taken against ·my employee beca th 1 "' .. · , use e emp oyee reports 

acllVllrc pursuant to Procedure I". ). The last critical piece is wheth" •• I .. , · 
D O 5240 R 

er emp ovee ,or the purpose of 
o 1- mdudes contractors. This is the detinitional question that h · b h · · 

throughout much of 2013 and 2014, and the answer is m plain t. t h' h das een eav1ly debated 
I b 

. ex • "' 1c ehnes employee as "[al 
pc~nn crnp ovcd ) assigned to, or acting for an agency within the intclli en. , · • · • 
contrnctol"i and per ons otherwise acting at the direction of such ·m a " ~ ce community. mcludmg 
1mmediatch. DoD 5240.1 R \\ ac, signed by Att , G I ' .. gency. Id at If DLJ. I. I 0. Effective 

., orncy cncra W11lnm Fr· ·h S . h d 
Dden,e Ca par Willard Weinberger on December 7 198.., h, .'b . c_nc : mtt_ an Secretary of 

• ~. t ere y g1\:mg lllt"ll • 
contractor Y.h1 tleblower rcpn al provisions ·iv 1-, 1•1hlc t h . . c igcnce community • ' • or I cir protcc11on h, d' I · • . 
gen c mer I ht m,1llcr ,uch as alleged electronic \tJrv . 11 w en 1sc osmg on mtelh-

c, ancc on U S ""r!-.o . d h . 
act1v1t1c Thcr 1r., ,llv. ay a pl.ice for as!>c;ssmg dfccrn t'II<'\ 8 , ... · r. ns ,m ot er questionable 

129 Su ') L S ( App J § 8G llw, includes ca h ' ut 'HHl'II( (' is not open to debate. 
c im,pct:tor general ~ th D , . 

A ency (DIA I th nuonal ( ,cosp,iti,il lntclltgcncc Agcnc I NGA or e_ e,ense Intelligence 
Office ( RO). nd the at, n 11 Sccunty Agency ( SA) Y ), the National Reconnaissance 
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health and safety; 130 and the National Security Act of 1947, 131 as an1ended. 
allows the IC IG to receive disclosures. con1plaints, or information from any 
person concerning the existence of an acti\ ity within the authorities and respon
sibilities of the Director of National Intelligence constituting a violation of laws. 
rules, or regulations, or rnismanage1nent, gross waste of funds. abuse of author
ity, or a substantial and specific danger to the public health and safety. Further, 
this statute prohibits reprisal actions taken against employees n1aking Lhese 
kinds of disclosures to the IC IG. who may investigate any reprisal allegation in 
addition to the initial disclosure that the employee made. 

The IC IG Forum members also may receive cornplaints from IC employees 
and contractors who wish to report "urgent concerns" to Congress. This allows 
whistleblowers an avenue to report classified complaint~ to the Congressional 
intelligence committees for action. And again. these disclosures are protected. 
and reprisal actions stemming fron1 such disclosures are prohibited. 112 Though 
it should be noted, the Federal Acquisition Streamlining Act of 1994, 133 as 
implemented by the Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR). fonnerly provided 
whistleblower protection to contractor employees for "all Government 
contracts." 134 That overarching protection has been curtailed and replaced by 
rnore narrowly focused systems of protection. 

In general, IGs may receive reprisal complaints "relating to a substantial 
violation of law related to a contract (including the competition for or negotia
tion of a contract)." Note that the sole basis for protection is far more limited 
than the basis for reprisal protection under the National Security Act above, as 
this protective statute is available to IC contractors who disclose matters related 
and limited to only the contract under which they are working. 135 However. the 
IC IG may receive complaints from ''any person,'' not just IC employees, 
regarding any violation of law, not just those violations relating to the contract. 

130. See 50 U.S.C. § 3517 (e)(3). 
131. See id. at § 3033 (g)(3). 
132. See 5 U.S.C. § 8H. which is commonly referred to as the Intelligence Community Whistle

blower Protection Act of 1998 (TCWPA) and covers DIA, NGA. NRO. and NSA employees and 
contractors. 50 U.S.C. § 35 l 7(d)(5)(A), which is part of the Central Intelligence Agency Act of 1949. 
covers CIA employees and contractors. The IC IG statute. 50 U.S.C. § 3033. is mirrored after the 
ICWPA. The ICWPA, which does not provide intelligence community whistleblower protection. would 
probably have been better entitled ... the protection of disclosure<; to Congress Act." For emplo)ees 
disclosing to the Congressional intelligence committees under these acts. protection 1s provided under 
the broader whistleblower protection provisions outlined in the respective IG acts stated above. 

133. Federal Acquisition Streamlining Act of 1994. Pub. L. No. l 03-355. l 08 Stat. 3243 (1994 ). 
134. Whistleblower Protection,; for Contractor Employees. 48 C.F.R. § 3.902 ( J 989). This section. 

previously entitled ''Applicability." was removed in 2009. 
J 35. At present, there is a whistleblower protection pilot program as mandated by section 828. 

entitled "Pilot Program for Enhancement of Contractor Employee Whistleblower Protections." It ~ as 
passed as part the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) for Fiscal Year (FY) 2013. See Pub. L. 
No. 112-239. § 828. 126 Stat. 1632. 1837 (2013) (Pub. L. 112-239. enacted Janual) 2. 2013). Paragraph 
(a) of section 828 adds to title 4 I a new section 4 712 that contains the elements of the pilot program, 
which is in effect through January 1, 2017. Id. Under the pilot program, and under lO U.S.C. § 2409, 
another whistleblower protection program, these protections exclude IC contractor employees. 
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The IC 1G stdtute prohibits reprisal actions agajnst anyone making such dis~Io
sure~ to the IC JG. which allO\\ s for another n1ore broadly scoped repnsal 
prot ·cLion for IC LOntractors. 116 The Federal Acquisitions Regulation was 
amended in September 201.1. staling that the regulation's whist]eblower prot~c
tion~ no longer impkrncnted the F SA provisions in 10 USC § 2409 (affecting 
DoD. SA. and the Cnast Guard). These protections were to be implemented 
m the FAR :-.upplements is'.'-.ued by those agencies (e.g., at DoD, the DFARS ). 137 

nd final!). PPD-19 en ures that IC ernployees and individuals eligible for 
acces~ to clas.sitied 1nforn1ation can effectively report fraud. waste. and abuse 
\\ hile protecting classified information, without fear of retaliation for making 
:-.uch report . This protection allows employees to make protected disclosures, 
regardless of category. to management officials, agency directors. and agency 
inspector~ general. PPD-19 prohibit') repri::,a] actions in the form of personnel 
actions (Section A) or c.,ecurity clearance decisions (Section B) against IC 
emplo) ee~ \\. ho make ')LJCh di..,closure~. which in turn establishes an overarching 
sy~tem of IC wh1~tleblower protection through an executive order. 138 

Further, PPD-19 require~ an IG review of any reprisal allegation that violates 
PPD-19. f nitial IG reviews are completed by agency I Gs, who are also n1embers 
of the IC IG Forum. If employees have exhau~ted their agency review process, 
including the IG re\ iew process, then they 1nay appeal to the External Review 
Panel, led by the IC IG, for an appellate review. Hearing of an appeal or a de 
110vo investigation in response to an appeal is discretionary on the part of the IC 
IG. For IC contractors, reprisal protections are granted under Section B of 
PPD-19 and only for the limited purposes of reviewing alleged reprisal through 
security clearance decision making. Prior to and in response to PPD-19, IC 
elements maintained local whistleblower protection regulations, which are now 
certified under the PPD-19 process. 139 

Accordingly. this patchwork of statutory and policy protections creates a 
system depe~d~nt on th~ skills. talents. and authority of the many inspectors 
general prov1dmg over_s1ght to the Inte1Iigence Community. These inspectors 
general may ~ake fi_ndmgs and recommend corrective action. But they cannot 
order corrective action. In order for a wronged whistleblower to receive a 

136. See 50 u.s.c. § J<rn (g)<l). 

l3i. 48 C._FR * 1.9()(J <2011) ("This suhpart implements three different statutor
1 

whistleblowcr 
programs. Thi-. subp~rt doe'.\ not 1rnplcment IO U.S C. 2409, which is applicable on! to D 

O 
NASA 

,ind the Cu3sl Guard '). Y O • , 

138. Since I 982. smm:cs to defense intellioence community mtel\·igen-, · 
1 

(f/O · • 
d . e cc m ers1g 11 ) 111vest1ga-

urms nn rcv1ev. s have had protection under Procedures J 4 & 15 f th 
1 

· · . 
f orc1g11 lntcil1gencc Surveillan<.:e Act of 1978 as amended Th - to -~ regLII at10~~ implementing the 

• < • e erm cmp oyccs under th·s t h · been read to include contractor since at least 2004. Accordinnl ti , . . . 1· ac as 
be c Y- 1c,e 111vcst1gal1on" \\Ould probably now muted 1hrnugh the Dcpartrnen1 of f'cfcnsc Off1c,, 0 1· 111 

l G 
.... c nspcctor 1cneral and · d d the prov1c;;1on nt PPD J 9 , rev1ewe un er 

I 31
) SCH'r .ii IC elements .ilrc.idy had whistlchlowcr polici ~ th t · 

employees ,ind c11ntractor~ Pf'IJ J 9 enhanced those c~,•, 
1
• cs 

1 
'.~ pr

1
o, •ded ~epnsal protections for IC 

,, s 111!.! po 1c1cs w creating 'f h"b' · on rep, ,~al ,1c11on tor nrnkmg prolcctcd disclnstirc• . 
11 

-. . a urn orm pro 1 1t1on 
·' <1s ,.,c as rcqumng IG · -,1lleg~111onc; an review of repnsal 
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remedy or for a wrongful responsible management official to be disciplined, the 
agency head (or her designee) that has personnel authority over both whistle
blower and reprisor must take action. 140 

The President's decision to incorporate Title 5 by reference in PPD-19 
permits use of Title S's case law in the conduct of whistleblower reprisal 
investigations. Accordingly, this allows for use of critical doctrines such as 
those of "perceived whistleblowers," "constructive knowledge:' and the three
part test for whether the agency would have taken the action absent the 
disclosure. The critical dbtinction to understand when assisting IC whistleblow
ers is that, unlike non-IC whistleblowers, the status of the employee or contrac
tor is not the lead determinant in how to apply the law. Once you know you 
have an IC employee or contractor, what matters is really the venue of the 
disclosure, which the Legislature and the Executive branch have made the n1ost 
important 1netric in classifying a case. 141 

Once the local agency review has been exhausted, the co1nplainant may file 
for appeal to the ERP under PPD-19. The IC IG's acceptance of the appeal is 
discretionary. 

In reviewing the appeal, the ERP will apply general acceptable standards of 
review to the reprisal allegations including, but not li1nited to '"(i) Title 5, and 
applicable case law, in so far as possible; (ii) Counci l of Inspectors General on 
Integrity and Efficiency, Quality Standards for Jn,·estigarions (20 I l ), [ and] (iii) 
Directives, instructions and other regulations of the originating agency." 141 

Once the appeal is filed. the ICW &SP directorate wi11 process the appeal. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This article explored the interaction of law and geography as those disciplines 
are employed traditionally to order the world around us. The application of law 
to geography is what is known to law students as "real property," and it is a 
subject that a small minority of lawyers proceed to make their life's work. It is 
an easy construct to understand. But the application of geography to law is a far 
harder concept to internalize. As the received English common law and later 
Royal administrative law were developing in both the Middle Ages and the 
Renaissance. the application of geography to law was perhaps more intuitive to 
a power elite living closer to the land than the modern federal bureaucrat. 
Concepts such as gubernaculum andjurisdictio, and the idea of the King's Writ 
running or not running, made sense to a people who found distance to be a 
challenge. Such concepts formed core tenets of medieval constitutional law. 

140. Critics of an inspectors general-centric system of disclosure and reprisal investigation have 
cited conflict of interest as a major concern. See. e.g .. Vladeck, supra note 14. 

141. There has been a fair amount of confusion regarding the protection of IC contractors. Given the 
limits of the laws provided. IC contractors (and those disclosing on FISA matters m particular) have 
had substantially the same protections as non-contractors since 1982. "Existence" of the protections 
really cannot be debated but "effectiveness" is always a useful issue to reviev... 

142. IC IG EXTERNAL REVIEV.. PANEL, supra note 60. at pt. 7(A). 
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And thoug_h our !!lobalized polit) collapse~ diswnce \\ ith technologies the 
medie, al juri t \\ ould ha, e found to be ,, itchL raft, there is ~ good Jr?~~ent th~~ 
ome asp ct of e, t:n modern go, enu~nce ins ti II the e~1:11 va_lcnt ~t- ?1~t~~1~e 

e, en a that chardcteristic is mitigated m our da). Clas 1hcat1on of mto, m,llion 
1 one u h ch, racteristi ·. The need 01 dc"-irL' to classify. and thereby promote 
a pects of pruden ·t;; and opa ·it) to achie, e a Ft>deral mis io~1, place-; .. dista_nc~ .. 
beL\\l!Cn the American G\ t>reign and those agents execut111g the sovereign , 

intelhgen e and counterintelligence missions. 
0 ~ 

Ha, inf! re, iev.ed IC\\ &SP's concept of operation. in Section I. we then 
rucul<tt;d 111 ection II a paladin theory of Federal decision making. noting that 

,, hen a scl\ creign '~ jun\dictio extt!nds be) ond lhe reach of the sovereign ·s 
utilit), or abilit1 to act. delegation is required to bridge the distance bet\\ een 
juri.\dicrio and gubenwculu111. That gap is an intellectual 1nan.:hland. one deter
mined by conditions unique to the particular nature of that Federal mission. For 
the lnlelligt.:nce Community. it is secrecy and the nature of the clandestine and 
co,ert components of the intelligence and counterintelligence missions that 
reate the march for the coequal mission of whistleblowing. Section III pro

vided a transitional review of the context in which Federal (.icCi\ion makin2 <--

reg a rd in g \\ histleblowing has occurred. In Sections IV and V, \\le presented the 
record for Congre-..-..\ limited actions on behalf of whistleblowing in the Intelli
gence Community. fini ... hing v. ith the observation that the 114111 Congre-..s began 
the proce\-.. of codifying the march action that was PPD-19. 

Through all of thi~ discussion we have u~ed principles providing the founda
tion of e\ eryday dcci~ion making in the Republic's capital. These i.lre a set of 
principles formed after. quite literally. centuries ot European. European colo
nial. and American experience with the delegation of power from a sovereign to 
the agents of that sovereign. Where the run of the so\ t?reign ·.., will reflected in 
law i weak. the shared juridical tradition underlying decision making inside the 
Belt\\ ay provides for palatine ~ystems of decision mah.mg. Under the paladin 
theory of Federal decision making. weak. guhenzaculum leads to delega
tion - delegation which then. in the field of whistleblowing. leads to specific 
choice between opacity and transparency. prudence and candor. 

Thi-.; is c cntially what occurred after failure of legislative reform during the 
I J I 

th 
Congress in the fa) I of 2010. The Executive branch created, a( the 

President's di crclion, a system of regulation in what we could call a deci,hm
moking march. '

41 
larch systems are highly prudentiaL and not O\ crly transpar-

143 ~~~ 81 \ •::s L\\\ Drc-rr()N \R\ 1118-19 (41h ed. 1951) (v\1nc1y of rntrics folltrn in!! ·· farc:h''): id 
at 1264 { J alatmc ) One must be careful to limit the metaphor. We ,ire 1101 infcrcino th II the Pre"'ident 
h.is been granted royal authorrty· wh tt w, 1, 1• I · . e 

, ' " .ire "" ing ts t 1at 111 ,1rr,1s gm rmtng acti\ it\ whrrc the 
trn~Hiorrnl working, 01 l,m ,IIC prohlc111a1ic (-.11d1 as l111clligcncc cnlkctinn and anal\ ~i,,. modern 
Jurisprudence relic<; on forms 5rnular to mcd1cv,tl decision rnakmg). :\larches arc not fixeti. area, of lav .. 

and cconomi~,; long o;tahlc nnd ~UhJCCI to hrnr1h- l1kc regulatory conttols can. due to tcchnolo )ical 

•~n~\ollt1~1, bt:comc \\.ondcrf1ill) i111,1.1hlc, lo,1cr cntreprcncur ... hip. :rnd expand the national welfar/ See 
n rcw B.irrctt Shift111x T mmdmwm !11e l<C'~ulotum "{"ldccn11111111111ccl(ioll\ in <Ill t·m rf Clumgc. 
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ent. They are opaque and not always noted for their candor. In their creation, 
decision-making marches by necessity trigger concerns with sovereignty and 
who holds that status in any constitutional system. 144 

As we have noted, the intelligence co1nmunity e1nployec is required to blow 
the whistle under Executive Order 12674, Principles of Ethical Conduct for 
Government Officers and Employee:,, (Apr. 12. 1989). 145 The order is obligatory 
and has been in effect since 1989. In the Principles of Professional EthicJ for 
the Intelligence Community, ·'speaking truth to power'' 146 is specifically delin
eated as a basic principle of the Intelligence Community. PDD-19. Protecting 
Whistleblowers i,,vith Access to Classified Information (Oct. I 0. 2012). estab
lishes a framework for those whistleblowers speaking truth to power to effec
tively report waste, fraud, and abuse while simultaneously protecting classified 
information. All Intelligence Community employees are co, ered under both 
PPD-19's Section A (reprisal through adverse actions) and Section B (reprisal 
through any action affecting access to classified information). Contractors to the 
Intelligence Community are not covered under Section A. but do haYe Section B 
coverage. 147 This was the case on October 1 0. 2012. and that contractor 
protection was restated by the Director of National Intelligence in ICD 120. 
Intelligence Community Whistlebloi-t'er Protection (March 20.2014). 148 

The President adopted the policies and procedures used to adjudicate alleged 
violations of section (b)(8) of Title 5 ·'to the furthest extent possible." Accord
ingly, whistleblowing needs to be the disclosure of wrongdoing and not a policy 
dispute or an analytic dispute. And it needs to be made via some recipient 
capable of correcting the wrongdoing. Co1nmunication can be to an inspector 
general, an intelligence oversight official, a general counsel ·s office, a security 
office, or other entity. It can also be to Congressional c01nmittees of jurisdiction 
through the Intelligence Community Whistleblower Protection Act. The IC IO 
Hotline is available to facilitate this process. 

46 FED. Co~r.vt. L.J. 39 (1993). Cornell University"s Professor Theodore J. Lowi coined the term 
"legiscide" to capture Congress's ill-disciplined delegation function; courts can do likewise. in a form 
of .. juriscide." When both the Legislative and Judicial branches do this on the same subject matter and 
in deference to the Executive branch. you are likely to find the great chance of creating a decision
making march under the paladin theory. That is essentially what happened with the signing of PPD-19. 
See Barrett. supra note 36. at 171 n.22. The impact of creating a march. disconnected or remote from 
the juridical heruth. becomes clear when a march decision maker's exercise of discretion conflicts with 
a decision from the hearth itself. See Holly Doremus. Scie111ific and Poli1ical /111egrity in Em'ironmenra/ 
Policy. 86 TEx. L. REv. 160 I. 1603-09 (2008) (summarizing the failed Klammath biological opinion 
whistleblowing complaint). 

144. See Barrett. supra note 36. at 177 ("Where do Schecter and Che,•ron end? They end where 
questions of popular will begin.''). 

145. Exec Order No. 12,674. supra note 20. at pt. I.§ J0l(k). 
146. AMERICAN FRIENDS SERVICE COM:\.11TTEE, SPEAK TRCTH TO PO\I.ER: A QLAKER SEARCH FOR ALTERNA

TIVES TO VIOLENCE ( 1955). 
147. PPD-19. supra note 19. at pt. B (citing Exec. Order No. 12.968. 60 Fed. Reg. 40,245 (Aug. 2. 

1995), which defines employees as including contractors at pt. 1. ~ I. I (e)). 

148. ICD 120. supra note 16. at <JI F. l.b.( l ). 
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0 
a the Risen•49 c·t e lip from \ isibilit~, anJ thos~ seeking to expand t~e 

JOunrnh t' pn\ alege look tor a nev. 'd e to ad\ ~1~ce their _cause. the ~o~~t \\ 111 

undertak . m the \1cLt an appeal: "0 march dec1s1on making. An expansion of 
the journali 1' prh aleg be) one! its 1972 ~unbil \\ ould have been a n10\'~ of 
\\ hi"itleblo\\er la\, from ma1ch to hearth. placing cases back at the American 
common 'Al.'.ar nter in 11ick Ill u1uns. Instead, the Supreme Court se~n1s to 
be t.1krng up the more.:: limited question of\\ ht.:ther - following t~e- dcleg~t101~ of 
ndti mal ecunt) \\ histleblo\\ ing issues to Executi\ e branch ofhctab with high 
le\ el of discretion - complainanls should have access to fora such as the U.S. 
Office of ~peci.tl Coun el. \\ hich make deci...,1ons ultimately appcalablc to t~e 
-.ourt. If the upreme Court deL·ides against Special Agent McLean. they wtll 
ha, e pcrhap~ recognized that national security concerns O\ er transparency, 
opacit). prudence. and candor require such matters to be decided under a 
paladin thcor) of Federal decision making. 

\\ hat are tht: irnpl icatiuns of the...,e potential decisions? Stepping back from 
the sometimes-discordant Belt\\ H) dialogue over whistlcblowing. achieving a 
balance between the flow of information regarding wrongdoing within the 
Fed ·ral go\ ernment and the ~ecrecy necessar) to execute the intelligence and 
counterintdligcnce missions is important for more than operational reasons. 
Unlike an) other act of ~elf-go\emance, whistlebJowing triggers visceral and 
ra\\ emotion within some members of the power eJite. The phrase "power 
elite .. make~ many Americans uncomfortable: we do not want to recognize that 
it exbb or io study ih characteristic. and culture. Rc<:iearch comn1on and 
prevalent in the I 950s. 1960s. and 1970s lost its rele\ ance once the Baby 
Boomers came to power. It was almost as if. once the Baby Boomers came of 
age. there was agreement that an elite no longer existed to be studied. 

Whiscleblowing exposes the lie in that thinking. Disclosing bares the actions 
of the elite from v. it hin and forces correction. in many cases. frorn within. This 
creates no small amount of internal tension. But when a decision is made by an 
in icier to escalate and move without. the elite will respond in spades. And how 
you define H ithin and without delineates your constitutional ideology. If you 
make. for in tancc. an inspector general the ''other" to be opposed. you are 
taking a po ition on your accountability within the American system of gover
nance. Make the Congress '·the other" to be opposed. and you are making a 
~taternenl about your relationship to the American sovereign. It takes a fair 
amount of training and discipline to form a profe~sional governing cadre 
reserved enough_ to_ w_eather a whistleblowing incident without seeking reprisal 
as a means to d1sc1_rlmc the allegedly disloyal employee. The Federal govern
ment has yet lo achieve uch a level of discipline and training. and many federal 

13 l~i09~24 f 3d 482 (4th Cir 2013). cur dt'11ied, 82 U.S.L.W. ~SJO (U.S. June 2. 2014) (No. 

150 714 J 3d 1'01 <I ed Ctr 201,). cert ~ra11recl, 82 U.S.L.W. 3470 (U.S. May 19. 2014) (No. 
I 3- 94) 
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officials even reject the necessity of doing so. This state of professionalism 
(or lack thereof) inside the Beltway creates "distance:· too. 

To help explain these modem equivalents of medieval "distance" in contempo
rary American governance, the authors developed and applied a paladin theory 
as they worked through whistleblower case~ within the Executive branch. The 
paladin theory of Federal deci!->ion 1naking draws on Professor Mcilwain's 
characterization of Henri de Bracton 's work. In Federal No. 84, Alexander 
Hamilton worked from principles not unlike those Professor Mcllwain resur
rected 151 in 1947 from the works of the medieval jurist: 

It i"i improper - say the objector1;, - to confer such large powers, as are pro
posed, upon the national government, because the seat of that go, ernment 
must of necessity be too remore from man} of the States to admit of a proper 
knowledge on the part of the constituent, of the conducr of The rt:!presenwri,·e 
body. This ts confined to the citizens on the spot. They must therefore depend 
on the information of intelligent men, in whom they confide: and ho" mu~t 
these men obtain their information? Evidently from the complexion of public 
measures, from the public prints, from correspondences with their representa
tives, and with other persons who reside at rhe place o_f their deliberarion~. 152 

Here in the Federalist is Bracton and Mcllwain's in1mutable concern with 
geography and decision making. 153 and the solution Ha1nilton relies upon is 
whistleblotl'ing. Federalist No. 84 was published in three articles during the 
summer of 1788, as New York debated adopting the Federal Constitution 
( 1789). The first American statute promoting whistleblowing wa5 signed a 
decade before; the first American intelligence agency had been in operation for 
thirteen years. Thus, the interaction of law and geography has been present in 
American decision making from the beginning. 

151. See MclLWAIN. supra note 30. 
152. THE FEDERALIST No. 84 (Alexander Hamilton) (emphasis added). In this text "the representative 

body" is the hearth: "many of the States" would be the march. Compare THE FEDERALIST No. J 4 (James 
Madison) (defining the hearth by stating "[a]s the natural limit of a democracy is that distance from the 
central point which will just permit the most remote citizens to assemble ... so the natural limit of a 
republic is that distance from the centre which will barely allow the representatives to meet ... "), with 
THE FEDERALIST No. 17 (Alexander Hamilton) (defining the march by stating. "[i]t is a known fact in 
human nature. that its affections are commonly weak in proportion to the distance or diffusivenes<; of 
the object."). Compare GRAHAM ROBB. THE DISCOVERY OF MIDDLE EARTH: MAPPI"-G THE LOST WORLD OF 
THE CELTS (20 I 3) (purporting to have located the French and dedvati\ e British centres based on an 
application of the Ptolemaic system of klimata). Robb attempts to extend the system to Ireland. But it 
may be that a cultural marchland - a barrier preventing such an extension - separated the three 
societies. An Irish centre is, however, explored in MICHAEL DAMES. lRELA\D: A SACRED JotJR:S:E"I (2000). 

153. Paladin decision ma.king is not, in an age of instant technological communication. as much a 
factor of geography as it is a function of capacit'I'. La-w, for the most part. is memory from the hearth. 
Because we remember and we are just \\e decide cases similarly but not ident1call1. The bureaucracy 
seems to possess greater discretion than 1s permitted at the hearth in order to address ne'w and 
unforeseen circumstances which memory can hinder. This is the nature of march decision making It 
can also be a source of whim or violence. See Ryan Calo. Code, Nudge or Notice. 99 JO\\'A L RE\. 773. 
797 (2014) (citing Robert M. Cover, Violence and the Word, 95 YALE L.J. 1601 ( 1986)). 
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Prior to the si1:mirH! of the Declaration of Independence ( 1776), the Continen
tal Congress cr;ated ... the Committee of CoITespondence in 1775, three years 
before i( enacted the first \\ histleblo\\ ing legislation for the An1erican confedera
tion. The committee \\ as to gain. in pan. the aid of foreign intelligence assets, 
including the sharing of information ahout British colonial policy. At the start of 
the h )stilities. the committee seized and combed n1ail for vital intelligence 
1nfonnation. RenameJ the Committee of Secret Correspondence, and later the 
Commiuee of Foreign Affairs. it even employed trusted sympathizers in Britain 
to fo1..:d merican leaders intelli!!ence information. After establishing protocol .__ 

for obtaining information. the committee established a network of couriers to 
disperse information to battlefield commanders and key government officials. 
All this leadership came from a legi~lature. 

Two hundred and thirty-eight years later. Congress was poised to enact a 
Whistleblovv er Protection Enhancement Act, sweeping in its scope and depth. 
The reform initiative in the 110th Congress was truly historic. But there was no 
legislative refonn. The popular will was not sufficient to support reform. And 
even under those proposed laws, problems would have persisted in protecting 
Intelligence Community employees from retaliation. The WPEA and FEPDA 
did not fully accomplish the goal of closing lacuna within the patchwork of 
regulations and laws providing Intelligence Community whistleblower protec
tion while respecting the interests of Executive power and national security. 
There was a disconnect between the need for whistleblower protection and the 
~ ill to ~o protect. Distance grew between the American sovereign and a 
problem needing to be resolved. Thus, in an act of march decision making the 
President executed. ' 



Can Technology Prevent Leaks? 

Nathan Alexander Sales* 

The past decade has witnessed an unprecedented explosion in leak prosecu
tions. Since 2005, the government has charged leakers with violating the 
Espionage Act of 1917 - which makes it a crin1e for govermnent employees to 
reveal national defense information to persons not entitled to receive it 1 

- ten 
times, including no fewer than nine prosecutions since President Oban1a took 
office in 2009. This prosecutorial surge stands in sharp contrast to the two 
Espionage Act cases brought in three quarters of a century after Congress 
enacted that World War I-era statute. Yet this dramatic jump in prosecutions 
does not appear to have corresponded with a comparably dran1atic decline in the 
nmnber of leaks that have occurred or in their severity. Government officials at 
all levels continue to reveal highly classified information routinely. from the 
senior administration officials who disclosed President Oba1na 's personal role in 
selecting targets for drone strikes to low-level employees like Bradley (now 
Chelsea) Manning and Edward Snowden who exfiltrated huge troves of diplo
matic, military, and intelligence documents. "[L]eaking classified infonnation 
occurs so regularly in Washington" that it has become "a routine method of 
communication about government. "2 

Why? Part of the answer, I think, is that criminal prohibitions on leaking are 
fairly modest deterrents, especially for ideologically 1notivated leakers who 
seek to disclose large tranches of classified documents. The law attempts to 
deter undesirable conduct through con1mands backed by threats of punishment; 
the greater the magnitude of the sanctions, and the greater the probability those 
sanctions will be imposed, the Jess likely it is that people will commit the 
proscribed offense. But that fainiliar framework has its limits when it comes to 
leaks. The penaltie<;; for government employees who reveal classified informa
tion to outsiders are relatively modest, and the fraction of leaks that have 
resulted in legal liability over the years is so slight that the threat of punishment 
is hardly credible. In economic terms, the expected penalty for leaking is 
vanishingly small - too small. in many instances, to deter. 

This essay, which is based on remarks presented at a symposium hosted by 
the Georgetown Center on National Security and the Law on February 25, 2014, 
seeks to stimulate thought about alternative, non-legal ways of preventing leaks. 

* Associate Professor of Law. Syracuse University College of Law. Special thanks for helpful 
comments from Derek Bambauer. Laura Donohue. Mary-Rose Papandrea. David Pozen. Peter Shane. 
Peter Swire. and Steve Vladeck.. © 2015. Nathan Alexander Sales. 

1. 18 U.S.C. § 793(d) (2012). 

2. William E. Lee. Deep Background: Journalists. Sources, and the Perils of Leaking, 57 AM. U. L. 
REV. 1453. 1467 (2008): see also David Pozen. The Leah Lel'iathan: Whv the Goremment Condemns . . 

and Condones Unlaaful Disclosures of !,~formation. 127 HAR\t. L. RE\. 512. 528-30 (2013) (describing 
prevalence of leaks). 
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Its claim is that, in addition tu the Lhreat of legal liability. auth0rities sh~uld 
make greater use of technological measures that block leak~ from happening. 

· .... · • 1· · ,11 •e>•td\ usin o technolo0 y to protect The mtell I eenu! commu1Ut) 1s. o cou1 se, ., r c., ~ · c o . 

classified i~ftfflllaLi\rn. but additional safeguards and more elaborate \ er~ion~ ?f 
exisLing ones mi~ht bt:ar fruit. For instance. computer ~)'~tern~ ~hou]d be butlt 
\\ 1th m~n.: strin£;nt acces controls that limit which emplo) ee.., ma) acce~~ what 
information fur ... \\ hich purpose~ ( including biometric id~ntity "eri ti cation L audit 
I 1gs that create permanent records of user'>' ~ystem acti\ ity. _and _aur_omated 
processes that monitor for suspicious patterns of behavior that might indicate an 
attempt to exfi ltrate protected data. At the same time, these S} sten1~ should 
pre ervc analysts' ability to share inforn1ation with one another and policyn1ak
ers · ability to promvte democratic deliberation by revealing otherwise protected 
information to the public. And because technology is capable of preventing 
disclosure"> that on balance are worthwhile - that is. leaks whose promotion of 
privacy. accountability. and rule-of-law value" outweighs any national security 
harms - the-.,e controb should be paired with reforms that address the persistent 
problem ot over-da~sitication, more meaningful whistleblower protections for 
militar1 and intelligence officiab, and other mechanisms that can achieve so1ne 
of the s:1me benefits of leak~. 

A fe\\ initial obsen ations will set the stage for the analysis that follows. 
Technology is simply a way of operationalizing normative judg1nents. This 
essay is largely descriptive, but it rests on a prior normative assumption - that 
the government should try to prevent certain catastrophic leaks of classified 
infonnation that will result in grave national security ha1ms without producing 
net social benefits. Examples could include revealing troop locations, thereby 
compromising their operations or enabling enemy f0rces to attack them: publiciz
ing the identities of covert assets, thereby exposing then1 to capture and perhaps 
death: or disclosing the technical details of sensitive \.\eapons systems, thereby 
enabling adversaries to develop countermeasures or to reverse engineer them 
for their own use. Reasonable minds can disagree on where to draw the line that 
separates the harmful leaks from the beneficial ones, but this essay takes no 
position on where that boundary lies, and the reader need not either. It is enough 
to agree that there is some category of classified infonnation whose comprotni:e 
the governmenl has a legitimate interest in preventing. Moreover. the need to 
hlock some lc.aks does no~ imply the propriety of blocking them all. The goal 
s_hould be oplu~al p_rote_ct1on for classified information, not n1aximum protec
tion ( v. here o~t1_m~lity is _a function of a g1ven disclosure\ national security 
harm. the puhhc s 1nterest in the information, and other factor~ who~e balancing 
is beyond the scope of this es.say). 

To he preci~c, _,~1y claim is that technology should ~upplement rather than 
replace. more trad1t1onal legal controls I aws ·1g·1inst lc·ik· l · ] h . . . . , · , , , • . .. 111g p am y ave some 
c.Jcterrent ctf\.xt; 11 s ~a~c . lo assuml' that the Espionage Act has di~suaded an 
unknov.. n hut not ncgl 1g1 hie number of i n·clJ igenc.. t·fi · I f · 1 c o c1a ~ rom revealing 
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classified information to journalists.3 Still, it seems unlikely chat the law will be 
decisive in the cases where the stakes are the highest - where resourceful and 
motivated leakers seek, because of ideological concerns or for other principled 
reasons, to reveal classified information of the utmost sensitivity. Manning and 
Snowden were not cowed by the threat of jail time, even amid the widely 
publicized and highly salient Obama-era surge in leak prosecutions.➔ lf nothing 
else, criminal prohibitions are valuable to the extent they reinforce the cultural 
norms against leaking among military and intelligence professionals. Even if 
criminal sanctions are an imperfect way of regulating leaks, there are still good 
reasons to keep them on the books. 

Finally, technology seems better suited to the problem of low-level documen
tary leaks than high-level oral ones. Access controls. audit trails. and sin1ilar 
measures may keep intelligence analysts from downloading classified docu
ments onto thumb drives and turning them over to reporters. But they would 
leave essentially unregulated the oral disclosures that senior officials routinely 
use to inform the public, send a signal to a foreign adversary, and so on. These 
disclosures are an irnportant mechanism for informing the public, but we should 
not discount the grave national security harn1s that can result when senior 
officials leak to appear ''in the know," to e1nbarrass bureaucratic rivals, to boast 
about successful operations, or for other discreditable reasons - think of the 
senior State Department official who compromised the identity of CIA operative 
Valerie Plame after her husband criticized the run-up to the Iraq War, and the 
unnamed officials who confirmed that the United States was behind the Flame 
and Stuxnet viruses that disabled Iran's uranium enrichment facilities (thereby 
perhaps legitimizing other nations· use of destructive malware). Technology 
cannot easily solve this "Plame and Flame" problem. 

Part I of this essay describes the legal instruments the government uses to 
regulate leaks, as well as the constitutional principles that constrain their 
application. In Part II, I argue that laws against leaking are modest deterrents 
because the expected penalty for disclosing classified infonnation normally will 
be quite small. Part III discusses the use of technology to prevent leaks. 

l. THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK 

There are two broad categories of possible responses to leaks. First. on the 
supply side, the government might restrict officials from revealing secrets with 

3. See, e.g .. Mary-Rose Papandrea. Leaker Traitor Whistleblower Spy: National Security Leaks and 
the First Amendment. 94 B.U. L. Rn. 449, 462-63 (2014) (describing ~hilling effect of recent 
Espionage Act prosecutions on willingness of some government officials to "discuss sensitive topics .. 
with reporters). 

4. The Obama administration ·s robust enforcement of the Espionage Act probably has increased the 
expected sanction for leaking, but perhaps not enough to make much difference Gi\en the many 
thousands of leaks that have gone unpunished over the years. the chances that a particular disclosure 
will be prosecuted will remain quite small - 12 di\ided by. say. 100.000 i, a larger fraction than 
3/100,000, but not by much. 
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,._ hich the\ ha\ e b~en entrusted. For in::-.t1J1Le, it might prosecute employees 
\\ ho leak~ ·la sified inf onnation or emer contractual affangen1ents that bind 
emplo:ce to secn:c:. "econd. on the demand side, the_ gove_rnment might 
rt:strict leak recipients frpm distributing the cla~sitied intorn1at1on they have 
obLained. It might tile criminal charges against the press, either on the theory 
that the j,rnrnali"t conspired ,, ith the leaker to unlawfully re\ eal protected 
information 5 or that publishing the data is an independ~nt crime.

6 
Alternative]~. 

the go\ crnmcnl might ask a court to issue an injunction that bar~ the media 
fron; publishing th~ material - i.e .. a prior re~traint.7 The demand-side ap
pr iach. of course. is fraught \\ ith both con~ritutional and statutory difficulties/ 
and this essay focu:-.es largely on the suppl) -side constraint~, legal and otherwise. 

A. Criminal Law 

Unlike the United Kingdom, this country ha~ no Official Secrets Act - a 
cornprehensi\ e charter th:.it authori,e\ a range of criminal sanctions for govern
ment employee .... JOurnalish, and citizens who leak. publish, or possess classi
fied information.9 Yet \\ e have a junior varsity vcr~ion in the Espionage Act of 
1917.

111 
Section 793(d) of that ~tatute make~ it a crime for a government official 

to .. \\illfull) communicate[]. deliver[]. [or] trans1nit[]" any "information relat
ing to the national defense·· to ··any person not entitled to receive it,'' if the 
oftit.·ial .. ha-:, reason to believe" that the information "could be used to the injury 
of the United State~ or to the advantage of any foreign nation." 11 Violations are 
puni ... hable by jail terms of up to ten years. 12 The Espionage Act plainly applies 
to ~pies who share secrets with hostile foreign governments. Courts have held 
that it also applies to employees who leak secrets to the press. 

The leading case i~ United States v. Morison. 13 Samuel Loring Morison was a 
U.S. Navy intelligence officer who provided Janes Defence Weekly, a British 
magazine. with clasc;,,ified sate11ite imagery of a new Soviet aircraft canier in 
1984. 

14 
Morison later claimed that he leaked the photographs to a]ert the public 

5., See. e.g. Ann f~ ~:arim~)~~- A Rare Pee~ into a J1~s11ce Department Lea/... Probe. WASH. PosT. May 
19. _QIJ (recnunting the Just1ct: Departments claim, 1n a search warrant appl,·cat

1
·
0 

th l · 1· 
h j I . . . n, a a JOurna 1st 

\\ o repl1rtcc l: a s1hed 1ntormat1on ahout North Korea ·s nuclear weapons ,. ·ct 
. .. · . program was an at er. abcttnr and/or co consp11 a tor of the leaker). 

b. S'ee, £ i: . G \BRIEi Sc1101 NI Ir n. N1:nss \RY SECRns· NATION , 1 SrcuRJTY M R 
I J 1l 5·' (J )IQ . · · . . ·' · · THF EDI\, AND THf LiLE 

or AV. -➔ -J- -+ -l ) {;.irgu111g that Joum.tlists could be prosecuted for pLibl"<h" I k d · , · 
7 .s N 'r' 1 · • h mg ca ·e 101ormat1on) 

ee. e I!. . . • 1rnt:.., Cn. "· Umted States . ..t03 L S 7 i 3 ( 1971 )· u ·1 d s . ~ . . · 
486 J Supp. 5 (W D. Wisc 1979 ). · Ill e talcs '. The Progressive, 

8 f;jee. e 'f. V > Time~. 40i C.S at 715-17 (Black J con · )· H I 
I d J rh · ·· curring , am d Edgar & Benno C c 1m1 t. r. , , t I: \prnno~e Statute\ and Puhlication of D ,r., I r. . · · 

(1973). <,rnse '{101171atwn. 73 CotLM. L. REv. 929 

9 Ufl1c1al Secreu Act I 98<J, c.6 r I . K. l. 
]() 18 I SC. § 7929912012) 
11 Id.§ 7CJ)(d) 

12 Id 793 

ll fJ(J4J Supp 655(1> Md l'J8-),u[/'tl,Rltf·.2u IOS7(4thCir 1988 
14 \/01 Holl, S l4 • 2d .,t I 06 I · < ). 
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to alarming Soviet military capabilities and prod Congress to boost the Na\'y's 
budget, but it's more likely he was angling for a full-tirne job at Jane J'. 15 

Charged with violating section 793(d) along with several other laws, Morison's 
primary defense was that the Espionage Act "was intended to puni. h only 
'espionage' in the classic sense of divulging information to agents of a hostile 
foreign government and not to punish the 'leaking' of classified infonnation to 
the press." 16 The district court rejected Morison's argument, he was found 
guilty, and the Fourth Circuit affirmed his conviction. (Years later Morison 
would receive a presidential pardon. 17

) 

According to the appellate court, the notion that the Espionage Act applies to 
leakers follows from the plain language of the '-)tatute. "[T]he statutes them
selves, in their literal phrasing .... plainly apply'' to leaks. The statutory lan
guage :'includes no limitation to spies or to an agent of a foreign government." 
and it "declare[s] no exemption in favor of one who leaks to the press. It covers 
'anyone. "' 18 The Fourth Circuit also emphasized the act's structure. Unlike 
section 794 - a related provision that specifically prohibits disclosures "to any 
foreign government" 19 

- section 793(d) more broadly prohibits revealing national
defense information ''to any person not entitled to receive it."20 The implication 
is that Congress meant for these provisions to cover two --separate and distinct" 
crimes. "[S]ectjon 793(d) was not intended to apply narrowly to ·spying' but 
was intended to apply to disclosure of the secret defense material to anyone 'not 
entitled to receive· it, whereas section 794 was to apply narrowly to classic 
spying."2I Finally, leakers can be held liable under the Espionage Act becau~e 
of Congress's purpose in enacting the statute. According to the district court, 
Congress's goal was to prevent the nation's most sensitive secrets from falling 
into the hands of hostile foreign powers. 22 And that harm materializes whether a 
foreign power learns of a secret directly from a spy or indirectly by reading 
about it in the newspaper. "[T]he danger to the United States is just as great 
when this information is released to the press as when it is released to an agent 
f f 

. ,,..,1 
o a ore1gn government. --

What about the Constitution? The Fourth Circuit rejected Morison's claim 
that the Fir t Amendment bars the government from applying the Espionage Act 
to leakers. Two of the panel members believed that the case raised significant 
constitutional issues, not so much because of a leaker's interest in speaking but 

15. Id. at 1062. 
16. Morison. 604 F. Supp. at 657. 
17. Vernon Loeb. Clinton Ignored CIA in Pardoning Intelligence Analyst. WASH. PosT. Feb. 17. 

2001. 
18. Morison, 844 F.2d at 1063 (some internal quotation marks omitted). 
19. 18 U.S.C. § 794(a) (2012) 
20. Id. § 793(d) (emphasis added). 
21. Morison. 844 F.2d at 1065. 
22. Morison , 604 F. Supp. at 660. 
23. Id. at 660. 
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the public ·.s corresponding interest in hearing. 2 
.. According to Judge ~ilkinson, 

··[c]riminal re:straints on the disclosure of infonnat1on threaten the ab1ltty of the 
press to sLrutinize and report on gln en11nent activity:· and pub]ic debate "is 
dimini hc:d \~ ithout [tL'Ccss to unfiltered facts. " 2

"' Judge Phillips went even 
further, an:win!! th.tt th• Fir~t Amendment requires the government to show that 
the leaked in1~)flll~ttion ~\ as both classified and '•in f'act ·potentially damag
mg ... or usefur·· to an adver.sary. a question on which "the fact of classifica
tion is n1t:rely prL)bative, not conclusive.''26 Nevertheless. the court squarely 
(albeit in a conclusory \vay) held that a government employee who reveals 
protected infom1ation ••is not entitled to invoke the First Amendment as a shield 
to immunize hi .s act of thievery.'' To hold otherwi~e ··would be to prostitute the 
salutary purposes of the First Amendment. "27 

B. Conrract LaH' 

The Espionage Act may be the best-known legal constraint on leaks, but the 
government al\O uses contract law to prevent di~closures of classified informa
tion. Intelligence and military officials whose jobs require access to classified 
infom1ation typically sign secrecy agreernents when they are hired. The 1nodern 
version. known as SF-312.28 contains a straightforward nondisclosure require
ment: ··J will never divulge classified information to anyone" unless authorized 
to do so. A separate agreement (SF-4414)29 signed by those with access to 
highly classified ··sensitive Compart1nented Information." or SCI, additionally 
requires prepublication review. Employees must allow their agencies to inspect 
any writing~ before they appear in print to see if they contain protected 
information. and they may not publish unless they receive written authorization. 
Prepublication review normally takes 30 days. If an employee is dissatisfied 
with the results. he may pursue various adminisLrative appeals,30 then seek 
(limited) judicial review.31 Both contracts "assign to the United States Govern
ment'· aH proceeds resulting from any unauthorized disclosures and both . . , 
specify that their requirements apply for the period of employment "and at a1l 
ti mes thereafter.·· 

24. Mn111011. 844 f·.2d at 1081, 1083 (Wilkinson. J. concurring) id at 1085 (Ph·I1· J · 
2- I I 8 · . ' • · 1 1ps. .. concumng) 

" l. at 10 I (Wilkinson. J.. concurring). · 
.26. Id. nt I 086 (Phillips. J., concurring). 
27 Id. at I 069-70. 
28 Go\' r SERV Ao,ir._ . SF-3I 2 No:,m1sc1 os· RF AGRE EMF.NT ( ?Q J 3) ·1 I I h 

v • ~ • m•a, a J e m ttp·//www gsa gov/ portal/ge1f ormFormatPortalData.action?mediafd '----65765. · · · · 
2ci. On•IC'f 01 rnr IJ1R. 01 NA1 '1 !~"Tr 11 rm ~c r N ,r'1 Cc>LJNr 

• • I f RINWI I)(,( NC') AND S1: C SF 4414 
NONl)(SCfr)s RI:: AGREFMF.Nl (2013), mai/oh/e llf http·// ,· ~ ·<.. TR., -
Rev 12 20I3pdf. · \I.Ww.ncix.gov/SEA/docs/FORM_44 14_ 

30 Cl "f !1'.11! IIC,f NO: 1\r,1 N< Y, Dodi) Is]') I i:;x Ac IN • p - · • r' RI PUBI IC-\TION Rtv · C M 
RIAi f>RrF~lff D IUR PLl!IJ< D1SSIMIN~TH>N (May 1() 20()7) , / ' · If\\. OF ERTAJN ATE-
prb2007 pd! ' · m (II ahle at hllps://www.fas.org/irp/cia/ 

3 I See 111/ro rwtc 31J-40 and Icrnmp.1nying text. 
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The Supreme Court in Snepp v. United States32 and the Fourth Circuit in 
United States v. Marchetti3 3 both held that these sorts of ~ecrecy agreements are 
enforceable. Marchetti involved a CIA employee who. when he joined the 
agency in 1955, signed a contract promising not to ''divulge, publish. or 
reveal ... any classified information" unless authorized to do so.3➔ Despi te this 
pledge, after his 1969 resignation, Marchetti published a novel and several 
magazine articles that were alleged to contain classified information. 35 The 
government filed suit, alleging breach of contract. The district court held that 
Marchetti had violated his contractual duties and ordered him to submit his 
writings to the CIA for prepublication review: the Fourth Circuit affirmed.16 

The appellate court emphasized that Marchetti acquired the inf onnation he 
now sought to reveal - namely, "secret information touching upon the national 
defense and the conduct of foreign affairs'' - "while in a position of trust and 
confidence," and that he was "contractually bound to respect it.''17 Nor did the 
First Amendment excuse Marchetti 's conduct. Even though the secrecy agree
ment operated as a prior restraint on speech, and therefore bore a heavy 
presumption of invalidity, it was ultimately consistent with the First Amend
ment. The court surveyed various precedents on the need for secrecy in national 
security and foreign affairs. concluding that the nondisclosure requirement was 
"a [r]easonable [m]eans'' of protecting these secrets.38 It emphasized that, 
"since First Amendment rights are involved," employees are entitled to judicial 
review of an agency's decision to disapprove publication.39 Yet that review ts 
quite "lin1ited": courts may not assess whether classification was proper, but are 
confined to the questions "whether or not the information was classified and, if 
so, whether or not, by prior disclosure, it had come into the public domain."40 

Snepp arose out of similar facts. When Frank W. Snepp III took a job at the 
CIA in 1968, he signed a secrecy agreement with a pair of complementary 
promises: he would neither reveal classified information nor publish any writ
ings without first obtaining the CIA's permission. "Thus, Snepp had pledged not 
to divulge classified information and not to publish any information without 
prepublication clearance."41 After leaving the CIA in 1976, Snepp wrote a book 
about the CIA's involven1ent in the Vietnam War without allowing agency 
officials to review the manuscript. The government conceded that Snepp's book 
contained no classified information,4 2 but it nevertheless filed suit to enforce 

32. 444 U.S. 507 ( 1980). 
33. 466 F2d 1309 ( 4th Cir. I 972). 
34. Id. at 1312 n. l. 
35. Id. at 1313. 
36. Id. at I 3 I 1. 

37. Id. at 1313. 
38. Id. at 1315-17. 
39. Id. at 1316. 
40. Id. at 1318. 
41. 444 U.S. at 508. 
42. Id. at 510. 
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nepp' I · b ·l h. \\ r·1tinos for prepublication eparate contractual ob 1gat1on to su nu 1" c 

re\ 1e\\. . . . 

ln d per curi, 111 opirnon. the .. upreme Court upheld the prepubl1cat1on renew 
requirement. ··\\ ht:th r nepp , iolat d his trust doe~ not depend :ipon wh~ther 
hi b ok actuall\ contamed cla ified informadon.''

4 ~ Instead. qmte apart fron1 
J • • • • • 

it need to pre, nt leak . the go, ernment ha a leg1t1matc mterest m .... creemng 
unpublished 1nanu cript for classified information. The Court sugg~sted that 
the ab ence of p1epubli ation re, ic\\ \\ ould make it harder to "ork with covert 
assets and toreign intelligence officials. both of ,, horn understandably would 
,, Oil) about the nited State-..· abilit) to keep their confidences.

44 
The Court 

,, ent on to address Snepp \ primary claim - .. that his agreement is unenforce
able a a prior re traint on protected speech'' - in an obi ique and cur~ory way, 
holding that the nondisclosun.! and prepublication review requirements are 
.. entirel) appropriate" means of protecting intelligence sources and methods.➔" 
(The majority's First Ame1H.hnl!nt analysis \Va~ not especially rigorous. but it did 
not provoke much objection from the three dissentcrs.

46
) 

Turning to the que-..tmn of remedy. the Court approved a constructive trust on 
Snepp ·s earnings from the book. Snepp ·s publisher had already paid him a 

60.000 ad\ ance - the e4uivalent of about $170,000 in 20 I 5 dollars - and he 
stood to receive , arious other ro) alties as \\ell . ..i7 At the time. the applicable 
secrec) agreement contained no mcchanis!n for the government to recoup 
profits from faithless employees . ..i8 The Court nevertheless approved a construe
the tru t on the theory that it would serve the interests of both parties. Fro1n the 
go, ernment\ standpoint. a trust would achieve deterrence. "Since the remedy is 
wift and sure. 1t is tailored to deter those who would place sensitive informa

tion at risk:•4
ll And. unlike the alternative of a tort lawsuit seelcing compensa

tory and punitive damages. a trust wouldn't require the f:O\ ernment to introduce 
evidence of the national security harms resulting from a leak, thereby poten
tiaJiy compromising the very :-;ecrets it sought to protect.50 As for Snepp. a 
~on tn~ctive_ tru~t would cap his damages at his profits from the book, thereby 
insulating !um from potentially ruinou5 liability."" (The majority's improvised 
remed) wa the principal concern of the dissent. which argued that the trust "is 

41 Id at 511. 
44 Id .,t 511-13. 
45 id at 509 n 3. 
46 See id al 526 n 17 (Stevens. J .. dissenting) ("[n vie\\ of the national mtcrcst in maintaining an 

elfcc11vc rntcllrgcnce <;Cr\i1Ce. I am not prepared to say that lprl·puhlication r·v·c I · .. -1 mtoler,1blc.: m this context ") ~ 1 
\\ is necc:-.san Y 

47 Id It 508 n 2. 

d 4~ B, Lh n;odcrn ,,grccment<;' t1<;~1gn lo tht: l nitcd States Go\crnmcnt .. an, gainc... from unauthorized 
1 c Mur . e fc !Ivel) cod1fvrng S11epp See Sl·-312. wpm note 28: SF·-4414 · "',. -,9 · 
49 nepp. 444 S at 515 . / W note - . 
SO Id .ii S 14 
- I Id at 516 
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not supported by statute, by the contract, or by the common law. ''52
) 

II. THE LAw·s EFl•Ecr IVENESS 

81 

Gary Becker's fan1iliar economic account of the criminal law proposes that 
the law's ability to deter undesirable conduct is a function of, among other 
variables, the conduct's expected sanction - i.e., the severity of the applicable 
penalties discounted by the probability that they will be imposed. 53 To strengthen 
a given law's deterrent effect policymakers may either increase the sanctions 
for violating it or increase the likelihood that violators will be caught and 
punished (although more recent scholarship has suggested that cri1ninals may be 
more sensitive to heightened chances of enforcement than to more severe 
sanctions).54 Similar economic accounts exist for tortsss and breaches of con
tracts. 56 Yet this theo1 y of deterrence has its limits when it comes to leaks. The 
criminal and civil penalties for leaking classified information are relatively 
modest, especially when compared to the harms that can result from truly 
catastrophic disclosures. and the likelihood that a given leaker will be sanc
tioned is vanishingly small. 

A. Criminal Law 

Consider first the ability of the Espionage Act and similar criminal statutes to 
deter leaks. Statistically speaking, it is highly unlikely that the government will 
investigate or prosecute a given disclosure at all, let alone obtain a conviction, 
and the low probability of punishment substantially weakens the law's deterrent 
effect. Scholars have estimated that the indictment rate for leakers is "below 
0.3%'' and "probably far closer to zero."57 (Part of the reason this fraction is so 
small is that the denominator inc1udes a large number of minor leaks that cause 
such negligible harm that the government deems them unworthy of prosecution. 
But, as discussed below. even grave breaches often escape prosecution.58

) 

Indeed, depending on how you count.59 the government has charged leakers just 
twelve times over the century-long lifespan of the Espionage Act, with ten of 
those prosecutions coming since 2005 and nine since President Obama took 

52. Id. at 517 (Stevens. J., dissenting). 
53. Ga!) A. Becker. Crime and Punishment: An Economic Approach. 76 J. PoL. EcoN. 169. 176-79 

( 1969) 
5-l. See. e.g .. Dan M. Kahan. Social Influence. Social Meaning. and Deterrence. 83 VA. L. RE\.. 349. 

379-80 ( 1997). 
55. See. e.g .. A. Mitchell Polinsky & Steven Sha veil. Punitil-e Damages: An Economic Analysis. 111 

R\RY. L. REV. 870 ( l 998). 
56 See, e.g .. RICHARD A. Pos~ER. EcoNOMlC ANAD sis OF LA\\ 118-30 (7th ed. 2007): Oren Bar-Gill & 

Omri Ben-Shahar. An /nfomwrion Theory of Willful Breach. 107 MICH. L. REv. 1479 (2009). 
57. Pozen. supra note 2. at 536 (citing G,\R\ Ross, WHo WATCHES THE WATCHMEN? TttE CONFI.ICT 

BETWEEN NATIONAL SECURITY AND FREEDOM OF THE PRESS (2011 )). 
58. See infra notes 73-80 and accompanying text. 
59. See Pozen. supra note 2. at 534-35 (describing other leak cases normall) excluded from the 

canonical I ist). 
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office in 2009.60 
• 

If the leaks that are in\e tigated and charged represent onl~ ~ sma!I f~~cti~n 
of all di clo ures, the percentage of leak that re ult in cnm1nal habthty 1s 
smaller till. Seven of the twehe ca e resulted in prison terms (u uall~ through 
plea agreement rather than trial ). four did not. and one is still pending as of 
thi~ writing. The ca e and their dispositions are as follow : 

• Daniel Ellsberg. 1971. Defen e Deparunent analyst charged w~th !eak
ing the Pentagon Paper to the New York Times and other pubhcat1ons. 
The pre iding judge declared a mistrial and all charges were d~opped.~' 

• Samuel Morison. 1985. avy intelligence analyst charged with leaking 
satellite images to Jane's Defence Weekly. Convicted and sentenced to 
t\\O years in prison; pardoned in 2001.62 

• Lawrence Franklin. 2005. Defeo e Department analyst charged with 
leaking information about Iran to lobbyists. Pleaded guilty and sen
tenced to 12.5 years in prison; entence later reduced to IO months of 
hou e arrest. to' 

• Shamai Leibowitz, 2009. FBI contractor charged with leaking docu
n1ents about communications intelligence activities to a blogger. Pleaded 
guilty and entenced to 20 months in prison.64 

• Thomas Drake. 20 I 0. NSA official charged with retaining national 
def en e information after leaking documents about agency mismanage
ment to a Baltimore Sun reporter. Pleaded guilty to a misdemeanor 
charge of unauthorized use of a computer. and sentenced to one year of 
probation and community service.65 

60 In mid-2012. the numbers stood at nine, seven. and six. See Scott Shane & Charlie Savage. 
Admumtrar,on Took Acc,dental Path to Serting Record for Leak Cases. N. Y. TIMES, June 19, 2012; 
Charlie S.a\ age. Nme Leak-Relatl'd C<Hl'\, N. Y. TIMES, June 20. 20 I 2. Authorities have since pursued 
three more case . Sel' Peter Finn & Sari Horwitz, U.S. Charges Snowden with Espionage, W ASH. PosT, 

June 21. 2013. Charlie Sa\agc. Former F.8./. A,:ent to Plead Guilt,· in Press I.Rak. N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 23, 
2013. Michael S Schmidt & Matt Apuzzo, nal'ld Petra,•wi Is St•ntenced to Probation in Leak 
Im t Wi!atl(/11. Y Tl'-H-S. Apr 23. 2015 . 

., 61 flu \,fuft Da11c:em11r Man in Ameriw: Dcmirl Ellr;herg and the Pentagon Papers, PBS (Oct. 5 . 
.. 0 IO J. awtlahlt at http://\\"'\\ pbs.org/pm /mostdangcrou~rnan/photo_gallery _background.php? hoto= 4# 
galler) •top p 

62 M1~hael Wnght & Caroline Rand Herron. Two Years fur Moriwm. N.Y. TIMES. Dec. 8, 1985; see 
a/,;;o mpra no1c, 13 17 and accompanying text. 

61 Jcrr) Markon Defense Ana/\ H Guilt, in l\ra,•/i Er;pimw~e Case. WASH. PosT. Oct.6.2005: Jerry 
Markon. Va11n11 D,Rt 'ii Se11tence Reduced in Pentagon-A/PAC Case. WASH. p

0 51
• June 12. 2(X)9. In 

addt1ion to the leaker. the go"emment also filed charges against rhe I bb · h · 
, o y1sts w o received the 1nfonnat1on, Stc\cn Rosen and Keith Weissman See Uni1ed States v Rose 447 F S 2d 

5 8 Vu 20()6J J hc,c charge, ultnnatel) were d1'-rnis
0

sed Neil A Lewis&. I)· . ~-J h · upp. 3 (E.D. 
r · · av1u o nston US to Drop Spv 1.. me \r,:amH Pm b;me/ /,ohb\lH'I, .Y Tl'-11 <;, Ma) I. 2009. ' · · ~ 

64 Man I C,lod. / nmu r I Bl I mp/met• Semenc ed for f.A.·aJ.:.ino Cl ;r. d p 
24;, 20 IO ., asst;u• aper.\, W ASH. PosT, May 

65 I lien ak.i,h1ma. l \ f,.~A O[fu wl 17wm,,.. Drakt• to Plt'lu/ G ft M" d 
J 9 .,011 S Sh .JUI \' to I\ emeanor WASH PosT unc - . cott .inc, \o Jail lime 111 I rw/ O, c, N \' A L ,. N y T · ' · · · 

• • A'll11., • • IMES, July 15. 2011. 
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• Stephen Kim, 2010. State Department contractor charged with leaking 
information about North Korea's nuclear weapons progran1 to Fox 
News. Pleaded guilty and sentenced to 13 111onths in prison.66 

• Bradley Manning, 2010. Army intelligence analyst charged with leaking 
a large trove of military and diplomatic documents to WikiLeaks. an 
anti-secrecy organization. Convicted in a court-martial and sentenced to 
35 years in prison. Eligible for parole after seven years.6 7 

• Jeffrey Sterling, 2010. CIA officer charged with leaking information 
about efforts to thwart Iran's nuclear weapons prograin to a New York 
Times reporter. Convicted and sentenced to 3.5 years in prison.68 

• John Kiriakou, 2012. CIA officer charged with leaking information 
about an operative involved in interrogating suspected terrori~ts to a 
New York Times reporter. Pleaded guilty and sentenced to 2.5 years in 
prison.69 

• Donald Sachtleben, 2013. FBI agent charged with leaking information 
about a foiled plot by Yemeni terrorists to bomb commercial airliners to 
the Associated Press. Pleaded guilty and sentenced to 3.5 years in 
prison.70 

• Edward Snowden, 2013. NSA contractor charged with leaking a large 
trove of documents about surveillance programs to a number of report
ers. Case is currently pending in the Eastern District of Virginia. 71 

• David Petraeus, 2015. Retired general and former CIA director accused 
of sharing notebooks containing classified information with his biogra
pher/mistress. Pleaded guilty to a misde1neanor charge of mishandling 
classified materials, sentenced to two years of probation and a $100,000 
fine.72 

83 

Of the countless leaks since the Espionage Act went into effect, only seven 
have resulted in jail time. 

Just as important are the disclosures that did not result in prosecutions. Even 
notorious leaks are unlikely to see criminal charges. Here are just a few recent 
examples of well-known leaks whose authors have escaped liability: 

66. Ann E. Marimow. Ex-State Department Adriser Stephen J. Kim Sentenced in Leak Case. WASH. 

POST, Apr. 2, 2014. 
67. Julie Tate. Bradley Manning Sentenced to 35 Years in Wikileaks Case. WASH. PosT, Aug. 2 L 

2013. 
68. Matt Zapotosky. Ex-CIA Officer Com·icted in Leak Case Sentenced to 3 112 Years in Prison, 

WASH. PosT. May 11. 2015. 
69. Justin Jouvenal. Former CIA Officer John Kiriakou Is Sentenced to 30 Monrhs in Prison for 

Leaks, WASH. PosT. Jan. 25, 2013: Greg Miller. Fonner CIA Officer Charged in Leaks Case. WASH. 

PosT,Jan. 23.2012. 
70. Savage, Former FB.J. Agent, supra note 60. 
71. Finn & Horwitz, supra note 60. 
72. Schmidt & Apuzzo. supra note 60. 
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• The identit) of a Paki tani doctor who helped the CIA track down 
P k

. 73 
o~ama bin Laden in Abbottabad. a ·1 tan. ~ . 

· t~ J t' no targets tor drone stnkes, • The go\ ernment procedures or e ec 1 o . . . 
74 including President Obama· personal participation m the de~isions, as 

well a the content of a Ju tice Department memo concluding that the 
government lawfully nm) target certain An1_erican citi~ens. 

75 
. 

• The role of the United State and I rael in developing two pieces of 
malware. Stuxnet and Flaine. that were de igned to disable Iran ,s nuclear 

76 weapons program. . 
• The identity of Valerie Plame, a CIA employee, dunng the run-up to the 

2003 Iraq War. 77 

• The CIA' network of secret prisons for detaining and interrogating 
enior al Qaeda figure , such as 9/11 1nastermind Khalid Sheikh 

Mohammed.78 

• The SA's warrant]e s Terrorist Surveillance Program, which inter
cepted certain communications between al Qaeda suspects abroad and 
their contacts in the United States.7

'' 

• The Treasury Department"s efforts to track al Qaeda's finances by 
collecting and analyzing data about international money transfers. 80 

one of these revelations resulted in charges and some did not even result in 
criminal investigations - whether because the leaker's identity was unknown, or 
due to uncertainty that prosecutors could establish guilt beyond a reasonable 
doubt. or because the disclosure was authorized by senior officials. Again, the 
likelihood that a given leak will be sanctioned is quite modest - and, therefore, 
so will be the deterrent effect of the laws against compromising classified 
infonnation. 

73. Mark Mauetti. Varci11atio11 Rme Used in Pursuit of Bi11 Lade11. N. Y. TIMES. July 11. 201 J: see 
alw Richard Leiby & Peter Finn. Pakista11i Doctor Wlw Helped CIA Hum for bi11 Lade11 Sentenced to 
Prison/or Tremn11. WASH. Pos1. May 23. 2012. 

74. Jo Becker & Scott Shane. Secret "Kill List'' Pro1'('.\ a 7e'it ,f Obama:., Principles and Will. N. Y. 
TIMl:.S, May 29 2012 

75 Charlie a\.age. Secret U.S. Memo Made Legal Cme to Kill a Citi::.<'n. N. Y. TtMES, Oct. 8.2011. 
76 Ellen Nairn hima et al.. U.S., ltrae/ /)£7 \'t•lopl1d Flame Comp111er Virus to Slow Iranian Nuclear 

£.fforl'i, Ofj1c1als Sen. WASH . PosT. June 19. 2012: David E. Sanger. Obama OrdN Sped Up Wa,·e of 
Cvberattach Aga11w Iran. . Y. TtMf'.S, June I. 2012. 

77 Rohert D. O\ak. M1Ssi<m to Nixer. WASH. Posr. July 14. 2003. To he sure. vice-presidential aide 
Scoot~r Libby was convicted of perjury. making false statements, and ob truction of justice in the 
mi.c~11gallon See C'arol D. Leonnig & Amy Gold<;tein, Uhhv Found Guilty ;11 CIA Leak Case. WASH. 

Pos-r. Mar. 7. 2007 But the official v.ho was actually responsihle for revealing Valerie Plame's 
1clcnt1ty Dcput) Sccrct,iry of Stare Richard Am11tage - was never charged. St•e R. Jeffrey Smith, 
AmutaKe Sm\ lie War Source of CIA l..cak. WASH. Posr. Sept. 8. 2006. 

7~ Dana Pnc.,,, CIA llold, 7ermr S11tpeur m Secret Prison\·, WASH. PosT, Nov.2.2005. 

16~~(~;mc ... Ri<,cn & f◄ rtc l.tchtblnu. ll11rh l~•t\ U.S. Sp) on Callers Without Courts. N.Y. TIMFS. Dec. 

80 Enc Lichtblau & James R,.,cn. !Jank /)aw I, Sifted b, U.S. in Secret to Block Terror NY T1M"'S 
June 23. 2006 · · · ""'' 
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Beyond the statistical probabilities, leakers might escape punishment through 
a strategy that 1night be called contrapuntal deterrence: attempting to deter the 
government from enforcing laws whose purpose is to deter crin1inality. Leakers 
can take a nmnber of steps to increase the government's expected costs of 
prosecuting them, thereby significantly reducing a leaker's expected sanction, 
perhaps even to zero. 

One way to drive up the government's prosecution costs is to flee beyond the 
reach of American law. This might be accomplished by relocating to a country 
that lacks an extradition treaty with the United States - a class that includes 
such global and regional powers as China, Dubai. Indonesia, Qatar. Russia. 
Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates. and others81 

- or to a country that is 
otherwise unlikely, for any number of reasons, to return the leaker to face 
charges at home. A leaker might, in other words, take a page from the Ed\\ ard 
Snowden playbook, which involves fleeing initially to con1munist China.h1 then 
seeking refuge in or transit through such civil libertarian worthies as Cuba and 
Venezuela,83 before finally settling on Vladimir Putin's revanchist Russia.84 

The challenge of prosecuting suspects who have fled abroad is not unique to 
leaks. But the problem see1ns especially acute in this context. Extradition 
treaties ordinarily require dual criminality - the conduct must be an offense and 
subject to similar penalties under the laws of both state~ - and foreign countries 
may not have comparable prohibitions on leaking classified information. Or 
foreign countrie~ might consider such disclosures to be "political" crimes that 
normally are not eligible for extradition under the treaties. The saga of WikiLeaks 
founder Julian Assange illustrates both barriers. The U.S. extradition treaty with 
Sweden, where Assange is wanted for questioning in a rape investigation, 
contains a dual criminality requirement. 85 It also provides that "( e ]xtradition 
shall not be granted ... [i]f the offense is regarded by the requested State as a 
political offense.''86 A me1nber of Sweden's Supreme Court has publicly specu
lated that these restrictions may bar Assange's extradition to the United States.87 

Another way to amplify the government's prosecution costs is to put further 
classified inforn1ation at risk of compromise. The leaker might commission a 
third party to hold a tranche of sensitive documents in reserve, with instructions 
that they be released if the government initiates criminal proceedings or other
wise takes action against him. That is, he might threaten to use something like 
Dt: Strangelove's Doomsday Machine. Some of the players in the Edward 

81. 18U.S.C.§3181(2012). 
82. Jia Lynn Yang. Edward Snowden Faces Strong Extradirion Treaty if He Remai11s i11 Hong Kong. 

WASH. PosT, June 10. 2013. 
83. Max Fisher. Why Cuba Mighr nor be Safe for S11owde11. W-1.sH. PosT. June 25. 2013: Juan Forero 

& Will Englund. With Snowden Offe1; Vene-;,uela s Maduro Is on World Srage. W.\SH. PosT. July 9.2013. 
84. Michael J. de la Merced, Russia Plans to Extend Snowden Asylum. Lawmaker Says. N.Y. T1MES, 

Jan ~4. 2014. 
85. Comention on Extradition. U.S.-Swed .. art. III. Oct.24.1961. 14 U.S.T. 1845. 
86. Id. art. V. 
87. Stefan Lindskog. Julian Assange: Swedish Justice, FrN,\NCIAl RE\. (Austl.). Mar. 30.2013. 
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Snov. den affalf maJ b~ pursuing a strateg> a!L)ng these lines. Glenn ?reenwald, 
v.ho has publicized the SnO\\ Lien disclosures. ha~ \\ arned th~t [t]he U.S. 
go\emmem should be on irs knees e\Ci'> day begging that_ n~th1ng_happ~n to 
SnO\Hlcn. beLause 1f something does happt>n to him. all the mtorn1at1on will be 
n.:\eal ·d and IL ·ould be its \\Orst nidllmarc."~x 

rh re· tt1so th, pr )blem of ··gra ... > mail." A Jc fondant who ha~ been charged 
\\ nh leaking might. <luring pretrial proceedings. 1..,eek di~covery of cla~sified 
information. or at trial he might mtempt to introduce clas~itied n1ateriab already 
in hi possession. These maneu\ ers can be bona tide. as the defendant may well 
ha\ e ,L kgitimate interest in obtaining or using exculpatory evidence, but they 
can .. dso be made in bad faith . Regardle. s of moti\ ation, the effect is to force the 
2overnrnent into a Hobson ·s choice - it .. can withdraw al1 or par1 of its case to .... 

protcd its intonnation. or proceed and ~urrender its sensitive intelligence and 
possibly its soun:e."'59 The Classiticd Information Procedures Act can help 
mitigate thL'~c problems. but perhaps not enough to alter the government's 
cost-benefit calculations. CIPA alloVv~ courts to take various steps to protect 
sensiti\e information at trial - e.g., an in cmnera hearing Lo detennine whether 
the document-.. the defendant seek.s to introduce are relevant and admissible, 
allo\\ ing the go\ emment to adn1it the facts to which the documents relate or .... '-' 

prepare an unclas~1tied summary in lieu of introducing the documents them-
seh es. and so on.l'0 But in return. the statute authorizes a variety of sanctions on 
the government, ranging from dismissing the indict1nent in its entirety to 
disrni~~ing individual counts to •'finding against the United States on any issue 
as to \.\ hich the excluded classified information relates.''91 Even when CIPA 
~hic:lds sensitive information. it still imposes real costs that can deter authorities 
from pursuing criminal sanctions. 

Tot only is it exceedingly unlikely that the government will prosecute a given 
di~clo ure. the sanctions for leaking are relatively modest. The maximum 
sentence for violating 1..,ection 793(d) of the Espionage Act, the statute most 
commonly used agaim,t leakers. is ten years of incarceration.92 That sounds like 
a significant term but it is far less than the penalties for many other federal 
crime . including offense~ of similar or even lesser social haim. For instance a 
first-.time ~>tfender conv_icted of trafficking 500 grams of cocaine, 100 grams 'of 
ht:rnm. a s111gJe gr,trn ot LSD, or comparably modest amounts of other narcotics 

88 (,duo1<
1d III Mllrd l.1j. S11rmde11 Douunent.\ Could Be ··w- . N I . ,, . 

Rt1 RS July I~ 20 I 3 · n, 51 1 1? ltmwc for U.S.: .lounwl,sr, 

89 Al ~lam"· Pucc1an.:lli. 'i34 P.~d 21 ~. 107-08 (4th Cir 20()8) ( b · 
I 

I en anc) (Wilkinson J concur nng in part ,ind c 1sscmrng m p.irt). rnc rrted 1uh 110111. Al-Marn , s . ~ . -- · ·· -
90 18l S( ,1pp 3 6(,i).(c)(l)(20l.-:!J · PJgonc,:-i.'.'lSll.S.1220(2009). 
91 /d1;6(e)2) 

92 18 I S ( 793(d) (2012). Ihc Senll.'nc1ng c;u1tlclincs ran!!e for 
1 

, . 
months \11 l S p,; '-( 1...,, <,111 ,111"'1 .., :\lAM \I x 2M, 1,. & ~ . he hase offense - 87-[08 

!'I • • ,t) sentencing tabl ('">0]4 the tatut<Jr} m.1xm1um thou h 1n pr,,clHx most con, 
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• 1 1 ,. . < e ~ ) - approaches 
r<.: el ca .... crs receive con d bl I' h tcncc<. Sl'e 11pm notes 61 71 ,111(1 accompanying ll.:xt 51 era Y 1g ter sen-
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faces a mandatory minimum of five years and a maximum penalty of 40 years.93 

Bank fraud is punishable by up to 30 years,94 mail and wire fraud up to 20,95 

and bribery up to 15.96 An intelligence official who pays hush money to a 
colleague to cover up the fact that he has given classified docurnents to 
a reporter has more to fear from the bribery than from the leak. This is not a 
statutory scheme that emphasizes leak pre, ention.97 

Of course, leakers' sentences can be much longer if. like Manning. they are 
convicted of multiple counts of cornpromi~ing clas~ified information. But that 
risk seems more theoreti~al than real, a~ the sanction~ actually imposed in leak 
cases are typically quite low. In the eleven completed E~pionage Act cases 
discussed above, the median sentence is 1.67 years of incarceration and the 
mean is just shy of 4.5 years. If we exclude the four defendants who were either 
exonerated or avoided jail time - Ellsberg, Franklin, Drake, and Petraeus - the 
numbers jump a bit to 2.5 years (median) and about 7 years (mean). (In both 
scenarios the mean is skewed upward by Manning's outlier 35 year sentence. 
though parole is possible after seven years.) A year and two-thirds isn't nothing. 
but neither is it the sort of draconian sanction that is calculated to strike fear into 
the hearts of would-be leakers. 

Why not charge leakers more aggressively in an effort to obtain harsher 
sentences?98 For one thing, there are statutory constraints. Consider Manning. 
who was charged not only with violating section 793 but also with the capital 
crime of aiding the enemy under article 104 of the Uniform Code of Military 
Justice.99 The government's theory was that Manning had aided hostile foreign 
powers "through indirect means" because he must have known that they would 

93. 21 U.S.C. § 84l(b){l){B) (2012). The Sentencing Guidelines base offense range is 51-63 
months. U.S. SENTENCING GUIDELINES MANUAL§ 2D 1.1 (c)(8) & sentencing table. 

94. 18 U.S.C. § 1344 (2012). 
95. Id.§§ 1341.1343. 
96. Id. § 20 I (b )( I )-(2). Fraud and bribery carry relali, ely modest Sentencing Guidelines base

offense ranges of 0-6 months and 15-21 months, respectively. U.S. SENTENCING GumELJNES MANLAL 
§§ 2Bl.l(a)(I); 2Cl.l(a)(l). However, these numbers can jump dramatically if the offenses involve 
more than minimal sums of money. see id. § 2B 1. l(b)( I )(G) (twelve-le,el increase for fraud involving 
more than $200.000, for an adjusted range of 30-37 months). or senior officials. see id. § 2Cl. I (b)(3) 
(four-level increase for bribery involving elected or high-level officials, for an adjusted range of 27-33 
months). 

97. These other statutes' penalties may well be harsher than necessary to achieve deterrence, and 
their severity may well discourage "socially desirable activities at the borderline of criminal activity." 
Richard A. Posner, An Economic Theory of the Crim ma/ Law, 85 Cou.,:--1. L. RE\.. 1193. 1206 ( 1985) 
Bur see Dru Stevenson, Tmrard a New Theory of Notice and Deterrence. 26 CARDOZO L. REv. 1535. 
1574 n.179 (2005) (arguing that "overdeterrence or a 'chilling effecl' is less of a concern with crimes 
than torts"'). But the concern here is a comparative one. Congress reveals its prionties in what conduct it 
chooses to punish and how severely, and it evidently regards small-scale narcotics trafficking as a more 
serious problem than leaking highly classified documents. 

98. Cf Pozen. supra note 2, at 594 ("Given the benefits of leakiness and the high costs of 
enforcement, rare imposition of stiff penalties may be an efficient approach" (citing Becker. rnpra note 
53, at 183-84)). 

99. 10 U.S.C. § 904 (2012). 
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· · h \',.k"L · k' 100 (Mannino- was in \ltably see the nrnte1iab he \\3 hanng \\Jt ,vi t e~t · . . . . o 

charged under militat) la\\. but the ~ame claim ·ould be made m c!:tl_ian c_ourt. 
ecllon 794 of the E pionage Act 1nakes it a crime, punishable by hte tmpnson-

. . t .,101 
ment or death. t rt:\ eal prote ted infonnation "to al I foreign governmen . 
c: nd authoriti just ct easi h u)uld argu\..· that a leak accomplishes this .. though 
indire t mean .") The judg~ at ~1~rnning \; court-martial aLquitted hi1n of aiding 
the enemy - prop1.:rl). in m~ \ ie\\ - because the go\crnment's novel theory 
effecth el) \\ ould ha\ e nlddc all leakjng akin to treason. Virtually e\'ery docu
mt:nl leaked to the pres~ \\ ill find ih way into enemy hands, so leaking would 
almo t alv. a, s \ iolate ani le I 04 in addition to section 793. collapsing the 
distinction betv. ecn the l\\ o different crimes. And because section 794 is 
uncmnfortabl) imilar to anicle I 04. the effect~ of such a sweeping interpreta
tion likd) \\Ould be felt in civilian courts as well. As it is. if the Manning case 
i:s an) guide, section 793"s ten-year maximum seems to be the upper lin1it. 

It's always possible that Congres could enact ne\\ legislation with stronger 
penaltie~ for leaking, but that seems exceedingly unlikely. Congress's last 
attempt to expand the Espionage Act did not end well. In 2000, the House and 
Senate appro\ cd a s\\ eeping bi II that would have made it a crime. punishable by 
up to three ) ear:s in pri"on. for go\ ernment employees to disclose "any classi
fied info1111ation ... to a person ... who is not authorized access to such classi
fied information." 10

~ Unlike section 793. there was no need to show that the 
leak ··could be used to the injury of the United States or to the advantage of any 
for~ign nation:··' 11

~ the mere fact that the information was classified was enough 
to trigger liability. President Clinton vetoed the legislation on the ground that it 
v. a .. overbroad" and could ··unnecessarily chill legitimate activities that are at 
the heart of a democracy:· 1°

4 and Congress has shown little appetite for 
revisiting the issue since. Tellingly. even in its most ambitious effort in decades 
to rewrite the ]aw of leaks. Congress refrained from increasing the penalties for 
e i ting leak-related offen..,es, and it authorized even more modest penalties for 
the ne\\ crin1e it proposed to create. 

Jn addition. practical cons iderations will often constrain the government from 
pur uing m?re. evere san~tions against leak.er~. The conventional approach in 
leak case ts to: t~e pa1~t1es !o enter a pica agreement that includes a fairly 
modest penalty rn lieu of testmg the government"s case in a trial. This resolu
tion. "cen in seven of the elc\cn completed leak cases. is often advantageous 
bot~ for the ~efendant (':ho rcce_iv~s a lighter sentence) and for the government 
(\\ h1ch ohtarn a cer1am conv1ct1on and avoids the ri·sk ot· co 11 · · - . r prom1smg 

100 C'h,rhcSaH1gc.Sold1er/aces22NeH ii1kil--<.'ok,C1,on.~<'' YT ~1 .. ,, IOI 18 S( §7')4(a)(2012) • · 1 
• • ,-.,,s., ,ll,-.-011. 

102 Int Iii enc Authorv .. 1t1on Act for hscal Yc,ar 2(Xll HR 4102 1()£.I C 
(20CX)J • · · - ._, , ut 1 ong. ~ 303(a)(2) 

101 18 l SC 791(d) (2012) 

I 04 Quoted Ill Da\ 1d (j s. va c. ( /111/u,1 \(;foe, //1II 0/1 l 1.!aki110 r {j s· l' • • • 
2000 ,'.I n · · ,lee iet.,. L.A. l 1MES. Nov. 5. 
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additional sensitive information at trial). The more aggressive alternative would 
be for the government to eschew pleas in an effort to obtain convictions and 
harsher penalties at trial, in effect pursuing a holdout strategy. Authorities rnay 
well be reluctant to do so. as this might produce an unacceptable risk of 
graymail - not to mention the risk of acquittal by a jury that sees the defendant 
as an admirable whistleblower. 

B. Contract La~v 

Contract law may be even less suited for deterring leaks than criminal la~. 
The government rarely seeks to enforce employees' nondisclosure agreements, 
for a fairly straightforward reason: the conduct that constitutes a breach nor
mally constitutes a violation of the Espionage Act as well. and a prevailing 
contract claim would add little to a successful criminal prosecution. Indeed, the 
normal sanction for private parties who breach their contractual duties - mone) 
damages - may well be unavailable in leak cases. In Snepp, the Supreme Court 
observed that the government's actual damages from a breach "generally are 
unquantifiable,, and that nominal darnages ··are a hollow alternative:· 1°

5 and it 
warned against '·saddl[ing] the former agent with exemplary darnages out of all 
proportion to his gain.'' 106 (Snepp dealt with prepublication review, but sirnilar 
concen1s would arise in nondisclosure cases.) And even if the Jaw did pern1it 
money damages, many military and intelligence officials are judgment-proof; 
the government n1ight obtain a favorable ruling against a faithless en1ployee 
only to find itself unable to collect. 

The govenunent's own conduct suggests that it does not regard civil liability 
to be a meaningful deterrent. Marchetti appears to be the only case in which the 
government pursued civil ren1edies against a leaker in lieu of prosecuting him. 
(Why? Authorities may have believed that a breach-of-contract suit was less 
risky. At the time, 1972. the Morison case had not yet established that the 
Espionage Act applies to leakers as we1l as spies. Plus the government's only 
prior attempt to prosecute a leaker under the statute, Daniel Ellsberg in 1971, 
was unraveling and would soon end in disaster.) Whatever the reason, subse
quent leak cases have been entirely criminal affairs. Authorities conceivably 
could have sued Manning, Snowden, and others for breach of contract, either in 
addition to or as an alternative to criminal charges, but instead they opted to 
pursue each leaker solely under the Espionage Act. The government apparently 
considered the deterrent effect of civil liability to be negligible. 

More frequently. the government will seek to enforce employees' separate 
agreeme11t to submit their writings to prepublication review, probably because 
there is Jess overlap here with the Espionage Act. Yet the sanction for breaching 
this obligation - the constructive trust - is less likely to achieve deterrence than 
is commonly supposed. The Snepp Court was persuaded that this ''swift and 

105. Snepp v. United States, 4-W U.S. 507. 5 l4 ( 1980). 
106. Id. at 5 l-l. 516. 
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ure·· rt1ned, 1 .. tailored to d ter tho e v. ho v. ould place sensitive inforn1ation 
at n k:· 1 ' but that \\ ill onh be true for a ... ub et of all leakers. and probably a 
muH ubset. The Court had· in mind a particul.ir s011 of official v. ith a particular 
ort of moll\ at10n on v. ho re\ cals classified information becau~e he expects 

to gam hnanciall). rlrnt person ma) \\ell rtconsilh:r hi~ plan to write a tdl-all 
\\ hen he reah1.e that hi rO) alt) checks v. ill be endor ed O\ er to the go\ ern
ment. Rut man) other kakcrs - perhaps most - kak for very different reasons. 
The) nught re\ eal cla,~i fied information to b]O\\ the whi tie on practice-., the} 
regard a unla\\ ful or abu j\ e. to alert the public to policies or practices they see 
ct mi guided, to a ign blame to their bureaucratic ri\ als. to take credit for 
ucce ful operation . to manipulate public opinion, and to accon1plish count

le other obJecti \ e . Those \\ ho leak for ic.kological or other non-pecuniary 
rcas ms aren't likely to be d~terred by the prospect of lost profits. because they 
aren't doing it for money in tht first plact:. The sanction they face is effectively 
zero. 

Tht: recent hhmael Jone.\ case illustrates these difhculties. Jones (a pseud
onym) v. as a longtime CIA operati\ e who in 2008 publi~hed a sharply critical 
book about his fonner employer entitled The Human Factor: Inside the CIA s 
D\'sfimctional lntelli~ence Culrure. The author. \\ ho saw hin1'-ielf U"i a whistle
blo\\ CJ'. submitted h1~ manuscnpt to prepublication review but published it 
any\\ a~ \\ hen consent \\ as retu~ed: indeed, he 1.,cen1ingly boasted about defying 
.. the CI ·s censor ..... " claiming that it v.as his ··ctuty" to publi',h without authoriza
tion.10 He al o establi-.,hed something like a preempti\e con~tructive trust, 
donating his profits to the children of American soldiers killed in action. 109 The 
g(n enunent's ca~e against Jones was a 1.,)am dunk, so much so that the judge 
found the author liable on the government's motion for sUinrnary judgment' 10 

before e\entuall) imposing a con~tructive trust on his eaft1ings fron1 the book. 111 

Yet not even the near certain prospect of legal liability was enough to achieve 
deterrence. Jones \\ asn 't motivated by money, but by a desire to shed light on 
what he regarded a!; a dysfunctional intelligence bureaucracy and to contribute 
to the public debate on refom1ing the CIA. And he was especially unlikely to be 
cowed b)_ ~he threat of l_ns~ profits since he'd already donated them to charity. 

In add1t1on to the cnm mal and civil penalties recounted above, ooveminent 
?fhcial \\ ho _Ie_ak c~assifled !nform~ttion might face a variety off ormal and 
1nform,tl dlhrnrnstrat1\C sanct1ons.

11
- Military and intelligence agencies have 

107 Id t 515 
108 

2008 
109 Id <l( XII 
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112 Po, n. wpm nol 2. at 5811 90 592 .pdf. 
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powerful cultural norms against leaking, and employees who breach these 
norms might be shunned by their colleagues, develop bad professional reputa
tions, be excluded from key decisions, and ">0 on. I13 More formally, they might 
be demoted or exiled to less desirable jobs or e, en have their security clear
ances revoked, which as a practical matter usually rneans the end of their 
careers. Like the technological controls that are the subject of this essay. these 
administrative penalties can substitute for more traditional legal penalties. It 
may be significant that a substantial number of leak cases have involved forn1er 
government employees who were no longer subject to administrative discipline 
(such as Jones, Marchetti, and Snepp) 114 or outside contractors for whom 
administrative sanctions are presumably less fearsome (such as Kim, Leibowitz. 
and Soowden). 115 This implies that the threat of ad1ninistrative discipline may 
have some real bite, perhaps even more than the threat of legal liability. Still, as 
David Pozen has argued, the possibility of informal punishment carries much 
more weight with senior officials than with low-level ones - a junior analyst 
can't be excluded from an inner circle he was never part of - and while formal 
administrative discipline may be more common than criminal prosecution it is 
"still statistically remote." 116 

III. A TECHNOLOGY-BASED ALTERNATIVE 

If criminal and contract law are imperfect deterrents, what can the govern
ment do to protect against leaks? The short answer is to supplement current 
efforts to deter leaks with more robust efforts to block then1. Intelligence 
systems already rely on technology to protect classified information, and they 
should include additional technological features that can more effectively pre
vent employees from accessing and exfiltrating protected data. There's no need 
to deter conduct that technology makes it impossible to commit. 

There are at least two literatures with important insights on how to handle 
leaks given the difficulty of deterring them. The first is Neal Katyal's work on 
··cost deterrence.'' Katy al argues that it is possible to "constrain crime by 
making it more expensive"; "if crime is expensive to commit ... individuals 

113. In the same way. cultural norms among journalists can powerfully influence which leaks are 
published. as many reporters understand themselves to have a professional obligation to balance the 
public ·s right to know against the government's national security interests. See, e.g., Patricia L. Be Ilia. 
WikiLeaks and the Institutional Framei\'Ork for National Security Disclosures. 121 YALE L.J. 1448. 
1452-53 (2012). This is why many journalists historically have been reluctant to identify covert assets 
by name - an aversion that is not always shared by nontraditional media. such as WikiLeaks. which has 
published unredacted documents that identified Afghans who worked with the U.S. mihlary. Jeanne 
Whalen. Rights Groups Join Criticism of WikiLeaks. WALL ST. J .. Aug.9.2010. 

114. See supra notes 32-52, I 08-1 I I. and accompanying text. 
115. See supra notes 64, 66. 71. and accompanying text. 
116. Pozen, supra note 2, at 592-93; see also id. at 595 ("Leakers operate with a high degree of 

impunity from criminal, civil, and administrative discipline."). 
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\\ iJI be more like I) to refrain from it." 11 7 This can be done by taking steps to 
increa e the perp~ tration cn~ts - cqui p1nent. labor. and -.,o on - that would-be 
crimin,tl must bear to earn oul their contemplated offense~. In other words, 
authoritie should f )Cus on- the inputs of crime in addition to the outputs of 
C1._>r11pleted crimt:s. '"Unlike the speculative cost of pn)\ecution, which criminals 
may \\ rongl) discount due to poor judgment about risk.. criminab are certain to 
incur these up-front monetar) co!'-t .''11

~ Real-space exan1ples of co~t deterrence 
include hardening potential targets. as \\ jth lock.sand alarm~ (thereby increasing 
criminals· labor cost ). as \\ell as designing open space, that allow citizens to 
engage in '"natural surveillance .. ( thereby requiring criminab to hire look
outs).

119 In cyberspace. Katyul propo~es requiring potential targets of intrusions 
to implement \ arious defenses thut can prevent hackers fro1n co1npromising 
their systems. 120 or ··taxing dangerou\ software [or] charging small adn1issions 
fees to enter sensitive \\;eb -.;it~-,:· 12

' 

The -..econd ke1 m~1ght is Larry Le-,,ig \ observation that "'code is law."' 22 

Le-..\ig argues that code - "the instructions imbedded in the software and hard
ware that make cyber\pace v\.ork" 12

~ - can influence users· behavior in much 
the same v\. ay that legal conunands do. In C), berspace, "regulatjon often comes 
through code. Important rules are imposed. not so much through social sanc
tion"'. and not by the state. but by the very architecture of the particular space. A 
rule 1s defined. not through a statute. but through the code that governs the 
space."' 

24 
Code and law can be rough substitutes. The law constrains undesir

able conduct by issuing commands backed by the threat of punishment, but the 
same conduct can be constrained by designing systems in ways that make the 
conduct impossible to commit. As an example, Lessig compares the regulation 
of overflights in real space ( where an aircraft will not be held to interfere with 
the property below if it flies at a sufficiently high altitude) and in the online 
game space of Second Life (where it is not possible to fly lower than 15 meters 
above the underlying property). Both fom1s of regulation constrain overflights. 
Lessig explains: 

But n_otice _the '.mpr~r1ant difference. 111 real ~pace, the Jaw means you can be 
p~naltzl'd to~ violating the ''high/low" rule. fn Second Life, you simply can't 
violate the I .'.) -meter rule. The rule ii;; part of the code. The code controls how 

11 7. Neal Kllm::ir Kat) al. \ rchi1er 111rc as Crime Crmtml. 111 y \LL L.J. I 0.39 I 071 I 089 ,QQ'J . 
o/s,, Neal Kurn<1r Katya I. C, 11111110I / ..(111 ;11 C\'bU\/Wce 149 U p L R l0()1 · 

0 
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I J 8 K<1ty,tl. C, henpo, e, rnpru nntc 117. ,ll I 040. . \ . . r:v. - . I() 6 (:WO I). 

11 9 Kat)al, \n h11e, 1llre.s11pronote 11 7.at 1089-90 Ofco .. , ·h , .. 
I l · · l f · . · u, sc · sue mi.: asures may not reduce the ovcr.1 1nc1l cncc o c rm1c hut rather cl1 splacr crimes onto nth, 
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I , K I t.:r \tc ims . .i ,orm of negative extemality _()_ .i lya . r,henpm e. wpro note 11 7. at I() 11 - 12. · 
12 I Id. nt I 041 

122 I ,~ kl V l I [ <;<;J(,. ( ()I)(: \ fl<W1'-1 2 (l .ii I ( 2006 ). 
121. Id at 72. 
I 2J Id. at 2-t 
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you are in Second Life. There isn't a choice about obeying the rule or not, any 
more than there·s a choice about obeying gravity. 125 

93 

Many of the code-based regulations Lessig describes are features of the 
digjtal world, but they also exist in real space. Consider speed limiter5. Some 
automobile n1anufacturers use limiters to restrict their vehicles' top speeds to. 
say, 155 miles per hour. It is not the threat of punishment that keeps the owner 
of a BMW M3 from reaching 160; it is the fact that his car makes it in1possible 
to do so. 126 (Several German companies, including BMW and Mercedes, agreed 
to install speed limiters in the 1970s in a successful bid to di~suade the 
Bundestag from adopting a legal speed limit for the Autobahn. So limiters are a 
very hteral example of technological controls on undesired conduct substituting 
for legal controls.) Ignition interlocks are another example of realspace regula
tion by code. These devices require drivers to blow into breathalyzers before 
their vehicles' engines can be switched on; if the blood alcohol level exceeds a 
specified limit, the ignition is disabled. Ignition interlocks prevent the crime of 
dnmk driving not by threatening to punish it but by making it impossible to 
comn1it - at least for certain drivers in certain automobiles. (Courts sometirnes 
require ignition interlocks to be used by persons who have been convicted of 
alcohol-related offenses; the devices thus usefully illustrate how law and technol
ogy might collaborate to prevent socially harmful conduct.) 

Taken together, cost deterrence and regulation by code counsel a different 
approach to preventing leaks: in addition to deterring leaks through legal 
con1mands backed by threats of punishment, authorities should increasingly rely 
on technological measures that make it excessively costly to exfiltrate protected 
data and disclose it to outsiders. Commentators have been calling for these sorts 
of tools for years as a way of promoting privacy and other constitutional values, 
and the same measures can also help prevent leaks. 127 In cost-deterrence terms, 
technological controls increase the costs that government employees must incur 
to leak classified information, perhaps raising perpetration costs to a level that 
dissuades them from doing so at all. In code-regulation terms, technological 
controls can be an effective substitute for the threat of legal sanctions. The more 
difficult it is to leak information, the less need there is for more traditional - and 
not always effective - forms of legal deterrence. 

Of course military and intelligence officials already use technology to protect 
classified information - for example, usernames and passwords, air gapped 
networks. and so on. The details of what additional safeguards should be 
adopted is an engineering question on which I am very far from being an expert, 

125. Id at 110. 
126. To be precise, limiters do not prevent drivers from committing the crime of speeding as such 

but rather make it impossible for them to engage in grossly excessive speeding. 
127. See, e.g .. MARKLE FouND .. CREATING A TRUSTED NE1WORK FOR HOMELAND SECUR1n 15-16 (2003): 

THE PRESIDENT'S REYlEW GRP. ON INTELLIGENCE AND COMMC'Ns TECHS., LIBERTY AND SEC. IN A CHANGING 

WORLD 248-49 (2013). 
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but a fe,, general po ibiline come to mind. Fir t. so1n~t-~ing a"' basic as 
hard\'.are and \\Ork pace configuration can make it more dttfH.:ult to cornpro-
1111 e protect d datd. Official oul i rerlHl\ e rn disable USB ports. CD-~C?:N1 
drhe . and other remo\ able 1nedid on compurers that are connected to classified 
net,, ork . ome mil it~ll) and i ntel I igenct: agu1de:.-; have b~en doing t.his ~~I 
) ear 10 reduce their expo ure to mah, are that propagates \ ta thu1nb d~1ves. 
an I «.1 post- tanning t: ecuti \ e order directed the intelligence community as a 
\\ hole to implement im1lar re~trictions 1 9 (though tht; Pre ident's Re, ie~ 
Group rep rts that .. implementation of that directive has been at best uneven 
and far too Io,, ''). 1 'The same mea ure could also protect against exfiltration: 
inabilit\ to cOJJV huoe tro, es l)f electronic files \\ ould dramatically increase the . .. e 
o t of calT) ing out large- cale documentar) leaks of the ~1anning and Snowden 

, ariet}. In addition. \\ orkspm:es for intelligence analysts could feature open
concc:pt designs like .. mission contror' layouts or c01nn1unal dc~ks rather than 
indh idual cubi les. "ome intera~cncv intelli~ence fusion centers have been ... ., ._ 

designed this \\a} to facilitate information sharing and coordination. Creating 
paces ,, ith open sightlines \\ ould ha\ e another advantage: enabling analysts to 

obsen e an) suspicious system ucti,ity and thereby discouraging misconduct. In 
other ,,orcis. ,,orkspaces could be designed to focilit:itc natural surveillance. 111 

CL·ond. there are acces1., and permission controls, which can ··a~sur[ e J that 
onl) people in authmiLcd ·roles· can do particular acti, ities in a computer 
s) stem." 112 Basic identity assurance mechanisms are already in widespread use 
and more elaborate \ an ants might be developed a~ well. Perhap~ the mo t 
fundamental of all is the security clearance. i1:,sued after a lengthy background 
in, c tigation. \\ ithout which an en1ployee 1nay not acces. classified information 
at al I. Existing technological controls include usernames and passwords, a 
ubiquitou technique for restricting acces~ to author11ed users and verifying that 
u~er are in fact \\ ho they purport to be. Authorities could supplement these 
measure '-"' ith biometric identity verification. such as fingerprint or retina 
:-.canner~. Biometric would help pre, ent unauthoriled personnel from usino 
phi hing. key ~troke loggers. or other techniques to gain access to sensitiv: 
) sterns through others· accounts. ( Sno\\ den reportedly obtained some of the 

128 J< BR1 N-.; R. Ml RIC \ Tlif: Vt L \iLR :>..BI E 84-88 (2011 J; Ric-HARD A. Ct ,\RKI & Rr)Rr RT K 
K!l.i\l\ .CH!IRW R 1-1 74(2010) 

129 Pre <. Rclca e The \\ hite House OtlJcc of the Press Secret·iry F·,,·t St,, .1 s 1· 1· h 
S G 

. . . · • , . , ,. . l:e : . a eguart 111g t e 
L:. ,o,t.:rnmcnt s C'l.i<.-;1hcd lnforma11on ,11H.I :--Jetwmk:s (Oct 7 2()11) ·1 I I ~ ' · · . m·w a,(' ar http·// 
\W, \\ v. hnchou c O\ the pre .., ofhce/2011 /I 0/07/fact-sheet-safeguardi ng-us-uo, ernmcnts-cl:.issi fied-
inf< nn, tton and netv.or c 
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NSA documents he leaked by persuading agency colleagues to give him their 
login credentia]s and passwords. 133

) Custo1ns officiab recently rnade a similar 
transition to biometric identity verification at border checkpoints. The US
VISIT program collects fingerprints and facial photographs from aliens arriving 
at air and sea ports of entry, and there is no reason to think that n1ilitary and 
intelligence agencies cannot widely deploy the same techniques. 

Access and permission controls can also help ensure that the information 
users seek is related to their official duties. Systems could use Information 
Rights Management (lRl\1) to grant or deny access not just on the basis of 
users' roles (such as the fact that a user is an analyst with a certain set of 
security clearances, for instance, or a supervisor) but the purposes for which 
they syek the documents. As Peter Swire argues, managing access on the basis 
of user purpose "may be more granular" and therefore reduces the risk of ··a 
highly privileged role getting access to too many records.'' 134 IRM would 
ensure that there is a match between the functions performed by the user 
requesting the information and the purposes for which that data may be usefut 
ideally this would be an automated process. 135 Iinagine, for example, an intelli
gence report from a foreign liaison service that describes a new al Qaeda 
technique for concealing explosives. The document could be given a metadata 
tag that indicates its general subject matter, and the system could then grant 
access to analysts who are able to de1nonstrate (such as with digital credentials 
in their user profiles) that they are working, say, the terrorist threat to civil 
aviation and insurgent use of IEDs in war zones, while denying access to 
analysts whose profiles reveal their responsibilities to lie in entirely unrelated 
fields or to system administrators. (In fairness, the President's Review Group 
has expressed concern that the IRM products available today are "perhaps 
insufficiently robust" to support such a system, in which case policymakers 
should encourage further technological development. 136

) 

Im1nutable audit trails - a digital equivalent of surveillance cameras - are a 
third extant technique whose use might be expanded. Keystroke loggers and 
other mechanisms can record employees' activities on protected systems - for 
example, ''queries made by users, the infonnation accessed, information flows 
between systems, and date-and-time markers for those activities."137 The re
corded data can then be stored in ways that cannot subsequently be altered, 

J 33. Mark Hosenball & Warren Strobel. Exclusi\'e: Snoirden Persuaded Other NSA Workers to Give 
up Passwo,ds- Sources. REUTERS, Nov.7.2013. 

134. Swire, supra note 132, at l 181 n.89 (citing Naikuo Yang et al.. A Pwpose-Based Access 
Control Model. l J. INFO. ASSURANCE & SEC. 5 l (2008 )): see also MARKLE FOUND., supra note 127. 
at 15: PRESIDENT's REVIEW GRP .• supra note 127. at 234. 

135. PRESIDENT'S REVIEW GRP., supra note 127. at 254-56. 
136. Id. at 255. 
137. MARKLE FOUND., {~1PLEMENTING A TRUSTED lt-ffORMATION SHARrNG Et-.VIRONMEt-;T: USING IMMUTABLE 

AUDIT LOGS TO INCREASE SECURITY, TRUST. AND ACCOUNTABILITY 1 (2006): see also STEWART BAKER. 

$K,A:rJNG ON SnLTs: WHY WE AREN'T STOPPING ToMORRow·s TERRORISM TODA'! 336-38 (2010); Kreimer. 
supra note 132, at 176-78. 
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defeating an) cffon to e, ade detection and pre::-en ing a pe~·1nan~~H- record of 
s) tem acti \ ity.1 l 8 If cla ~i fied information i disclosed. sl.!cun ty otticials w~uld 
be able to examine the log to ee \\ hich users accessed the co.mpromised 
documents. and ,, ould-be lc:akt rs· kno,, ledge:: that they are v~ry hkel) to be 
caught \\ill ha,e a po,,erful dt'lt:ITc:nt cffect. 1

'
9 These sor1s of measures ha,e 

alread\ h0\\11 ~OJne promise in policing unauthorized access to protected 
infon1;dtion. CLes loQs enabled State Department officials to quickly identify 
and dis iplin the out idc contractor~ ,, ho improperly accessed Hillary Clinton, 
John l\1cCain, an<l Barack Obama\; pri vatc passport files during the 2008 

•ct · I • 140 pres1 ent1a1 campaign. 
Fourth. and 1nore amhitiou ly. officials might use pattern anal1~is to protect 

against insider threats. 141 lntelligcnce officials have long sought to de\ clop 
systems that are capable of processing huge troves of financial. communica
tions. tra, el, and other infonnation to identify patterns of behavior that ma1 
indicate a terrorist plot or other national security threat is underway. 

142 
These 

~Orts of toob might be turned inward as well. Automated processes could 
monitor acti\ ity on intelligence systems in search of suspicious patterns that 
might suggest a user is dttempting to ex filtrate protected information. 14

' These 
processes coul<l alert security officials, ideally in real time. when questionable 
bcha, ior is detected, such as employees who open docun1ents that concern 
subjects outside their normal areas of responsibility or expertise: employees 
who retrieve unusually large numbers of documents: employees who access 
protected information on computer terminals located v. here they cannot be 
observed by other users: employees who are opening sensitive documents at 
unusual times of day: employees who haYe inserted thumb drives or other 
removable media into their workstations: and so on. Once alerted, security 
official could observe the user's system activity and ir1tervene as appropriate. 
Private companies have brought to market and continue to develop a variety of 
software products along these Itnes. 144 though again the President's Review 
Group has expressed some doubt about the current versions· effectiveness. 145 

1 ot only can these sorts of technological controb be more effectiYe than law, 
they can aJ o he more nuanced. The Espionage Act is a blunt instrument that 

138. Danielle Kear Citron & Prank Pasquale. Network Acco1111fahilirvfor the Dome\lic /ntelli '<'nee 
\pparotus. 62 H STINGS I..J 1441. 14 71-73 (2011 ). ~ 

139 wire. mpra note I 32. at 1186-87 
140 Glenn Kessler. R11 e Apologi;_e\ (or Breach or PoHJJort Date, u ,\Sll p '1· Y) ")O()X· 

l 
'J , n . 0'-il. IV ,tr -"-• _ • \('{' 

a 50 BAKER. mpra note 137. at 334-35. 
141 See, e ~ • Chnc.tian Davenport. / edera/ 1\ ~e11cie, H111hrac c• ,Vc"t / / , <'< 1110/ng, (Ille/ Strategic, to 

I md tht• D1e11n ~\1thi11, WASH. Pos,. ~1ar. 7. 2014. 

142 ee eg,Su ~ H Rtm.Tm \\AlC-HIRc; 144-54(2011). 
143 PRlsm,~· Rl'-IFV. GRP. wpr,1 note 127. nl 247-48, 2.53. 

144. Sci.', e ~ , l11mlt•1 lhreal\, I A''-< 01'1, m•111/ah!t· or IHIJY//v., ,, I· , . / · . 
h ~, d ~ ''· .mcnpt:.uirn solut1ons/secuntv-

t rcab,m I er thrcatcJ. hmder Tlm•ar. P~I..ANTtR. mmlahh• ar hup ·// . 1. • ~ . . . · 
I I I) I 1 "· '' ,., '"·P•' ,1nt1r.corn/soluuons/ins1der-

t 1ren1. ett:c/111(? 0111 f 1ne11tmi: lnnde, 1711u1t, SPl<'loKSni 1 / // 
1 ol1111on,/i11c;idcr 1hrc.i1o;, html. · · ·mm"' e lit lltp://www.spcctorsoft.com/ 

145 Pr.rsm ~ ·c; Rl 11\lii CiRr. rnpra note 127. at 255. 
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uses a uniform standard to regulate a wide and diverse range of behaviors that 
involve misuse of classified inforrnation - classic espionage on behalf of a 
foreign government, publishing secrets for monetary gain. infonning the public 
about the government's activities, blowing the whistle on illegal conduct. 
massive undifferentiated data du1nps. and so on. Yet these different types of 
disclosures are not equally harmful - spying is worse than profiteering. which in 
tum is worse than whistleblowing - and a legal prohibition that is appropriate 
for one kind of breach may be inappropriate for others. Technology can permit 
more precise distinctions about which misuses of classified infonnation are 
especially damaging and therefore worthy of prevention. A \Y~te,n of technologi
cal controls could be designed to place special emphasis on. for instance. 
blocking large-scale data dumps while leaving policymakers· signaling leaks 
regulated less stringently or not at all. To be sure, the criminal law can n1ake 
similarly fine-grained distinctions in the fom1 of prosecutorial discretion. charg
ing decisions, sentencing upon conviction, and so on. But these n1echanism~ 
seem inferior in at least one important way. Unlike ex ante technological 
controls (or cultural norms in the intelligence community), crin1inal law mecha
nisn1s generally operate ex post and thus offer less clarity and predictability on 
what types of breaches are regulated and how. 

This is not to suggest that a uniform set of technological measures should be 
adopted by all elements of the intelligence community. A robust ~uite of 
constraints may be appropriate for agencies that generate or maintain especially 
sensitive national security data or that have proven to be favorite targets for 
leakers, whereas rnodest controls may suffice for more peripheral players. In the 
same way, technological controls need not - and, practically speaking, probably 
cannot - be implemented across the entire intelligence community at the same 
time. They could instead be deployed incrementally. One plausible scenario is 
to launch pilot programs at relatively small elements (such as the Department of 
Homeland Security's Office of Intelligence and Analysis or the State Depart
ment's Bureau of Intelligence and Research), followed by a phased rollout to 
larger components like the various divisions of the NSA and CIA. This would 
allow officials to work out the inevitable kinks in a controlled. bounded 
environment before attempting to scale up the systems for larger enterprises. 

Candidly. these mechanisms will not be infallible: there is no technological 
silver bullet that can prevent all undesirable leaks at all times. But. from a 
normative standpoint. there shouldn't be. Technological controls should not be 
so severe as to block all internal or external flows of protected information. The 
goal is not the maximum technologically achievable level of protection but 
rather an efficient level of protection (where efficiency is a function of the harm 
caused by a given disclosure. the public's interest in the inforn1ation, and other 
normative considerations on which this article is agnostic). Moreover. from a 
deterrence standpoint, even beatable countermeasures can be valuable. Sophisti
cated and determined users might find ways to defeat access controls. audit 
logs. pattern analysis, and other countermeasures. but doing so \.Vill take time 
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and et1ort - and that is the , ef) point of cost dt?teITcnce. Even i_mperfect 
technolooical ontrol"i \\ill inLrease the labor cosb of leaking. thereby discourag-

e 

ino at lea t ome \\ ould-be leaker . 
0

\\ hich brings u to an impllrtant problem. Effons to regulate behavior 
throuoh ·ost detcrren e and code can be problematic in ''dual use" .... ce
nario e _ that 1 • '" here the input of crime "hose prices authorities seek _to 
manipulate are u eful not just to criminals but also to those _who use them for 
entirely benign purpose .146 Taking steps to. increase the prices of \~~1puters 
and internet acce in a bid to n:du~e cvbercnme, as KaLyal proposes, would 
not just affect hackers but countless ordinary users \\ ho go online to check the 
n \\ . hare photo \\ ith friend . or for other innocuous activitie ..... In the same 
way. a trateg) of cost decerrence and regulation h) code can restrict entirely 
beneficial flo,\ s of information - both internally within the government and 
cxternalh bet\\ cen the QO\ ernment .. tnd the public. It is therefore essential to . ...... 

ensure that technological controls on leaks have workaround..., that permit these ... 
acti\ itie to continue relati\ cly unimpeded. 

For instance, code-based constraints might interfere with intelligence ana
lysts' kgitimatc need to c~change infon11ation with one another. Information 
sharing is one of the rare post-9/l l initiatives that commands virtually unani
mous ~upport. Among other ad, antage ..... pooling data can help analysts perceive 
the entire intelligence mm,aic. where previou~ly they only ~aw individual tiles; 
it can allow intelligence agencies to specialize in collecting different kinds of 
infom1ation. thereby promoting efficiency gains: and it can foster a system of 
competitive analysis that exposes policymakers to diverse perspectives and 
help counter groupthink tendencies. t-H~ The purpose-based access controls 
mentioned above might pre~erve sharing while preventing leaks. Fine-grained 
acce s determinations that match a user·s purpose to the information's content 
could help hlock leaks without reviving the pathologies of "need to know'· that 
dominated before 9/ l I. 

It's also important to maintain the ability of senior policymakers, like cabinet 
ecretarie, and \Vhite Hou c aides. to re'- eal otherwise protected information to 

the public through journalists. Officially approved leak'.-, are a valuable mecha
ni m for intom1ing citizens about classified national security activitic~. which 
among ot~~~ benefits can huild public trust and enhance the legiti1nacy of tho~e 
progrctms. (The) also have some drawbacks, ~uch as the risk that officials 
will electi~ely leak _to manipulate public opinion, but it seems unlikely that 
supplementin~ a re~1me that regulates leaks through law with a technology
based alternative will make thos~ dangers systematical ly more severe.) To the 
extent these sorts of disclosures are oral, they arc unlikely to be affected by 

146 Katya I < , bt npor c 11pm 11011.: 117. ,11 I 00<) 07 
147 Id .11 1011 12. 1041. 

148 N,tthan Ak·x: ind ·r S.ilc~ Afr,1tl111J: \¼ti/\; ln(on11<111"n Sh<1rinR A/l<'t rhc US'\ PATRIOT A . 
88 ln:.l RI\ 1795.17991803(201(1) ,I (/. 

149 Pozcn rnpra note 2. at 55g 6 J 
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technological controls on accessing and copying protected documents. And to 
the extent they involve providing or describing written docu1nents to journalists, 
the disclosures might be preserved by building the syste1n with something like 
an off switch. If an official wants to reveal a given docmnent, the system could 
be configured to allow it after the official demonstrates the requisite approvals. 
Presumably this would involve obtaining sign-off from higher-ups in the execu
tive branch, which in tum would promote centralized control of disclosure 
decisions. (That has both upsides and downside~. Centralized control would 
help prevent rogue operators from compromising sensitive data unilaterally, but 
it would also keep dissenters from leaking to expose wrongdoing or to counter a 
problematic official narrative - which makes it all the more in1portant to 
strengthen the alternative information channels discussed below.) 

A related drawback is the potential of code-based regulation to block the 
subset of documentary leaks by junior employees that on balance are valu
able - that is, those whose national security harms are outweighed by various 
benefits, such as promoting informed democratic deliberation, drawing the 
public's attention to unlawful or abusive practices, enabling voters to hold 
policymakers accountable, and so on. 150 Because increasing use of technologi
cal controls may reduce the number of valuable leaks that occur, alternative 
information channels should be established to achieve some of the same benefits. 

For instance, many scholars have urged lawmakers to address the persistent 
problem of over-classification. 151 Classifying less information in the first place 
may reduce the number of circumstances in which e1nployees conclude that 
leaking is necessary. One way to do this would be to trim the number of 
officials who are authorized to classify information~ in 2010, nearly 2,400 
people had ·•original classification" authority and several million more could 
classify "derivative'' information. 152 Other commentators have proposed an 
interagency review mechanism to more carefully scrutinize controversial classi
fication decisions. This could be accomplished by expanding the mission of the 
Interagency Security Classification Appeals Panel, which currently is respon
sible for reviewing declassification requests from members of the public that 
were denied by the originating agency, 153 or perhaps the Public Interest Declassi
fication Board, whose responsibilities include advising senior officials on the 

150. Indeed. technological controls could curtail low-level whistleblowing dramatically. Journalists 
may be willing to credit an oral description of classified documents from a senior figure like an 
Assistant Attorney General. especially if that official is a repeat player known to the journalistic 
community. But an unknown Justice Department line attorney will need to establish credibility. and that 
task is much more difficult if he cannot point to documents substantiating his claims. 

151. See. e.g., Heidi Kitrosser. Classified Informarion Leaks and Free Speech, 2008 U. ILL. L. REV. 

881, 888-96. 
152. Heidi Kitrosser. Free Speech Aboard the Leaky Ship of Srare. 6 J. N AT'L SEC. L. & PoL·'\ 409. 

426-27(2013). 
153. Steven Aftergood, An Inquiry into the Dynamics of Go,·emment Secrecy. 48 HAR\. C.R.-C.L. L. 

REV. 511, 525-28 (2013). 
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de la ifi ation and relea e of ke\ national security docun1ents. 
154 

Another 
rcfonn \\(mld bt:: t > make tht: prC~LCsscs for declassifying information more 
robu t. Thi cou]d include aL elt:ratine the ti1netable for automatic declassifica
tion{\ hich 1s currt!ntl) set at lt:ll or 25 yt::ars. depending on the information's 
en 1ti, it ) 1 or pro, iding more detailed tt1ndards and proce.dure~ to go\'e1:1 

di retionaf\ de l<L ihcation. 1:,
6 Related!), courts could 1nore, 1gorously scruti

nize Lhe {:!O~emmenf, et fort to in, l)kc national security exemptions in FOIA 
c.,ses. gi~ ing greater ,, eight to the public's countervailing interest in gaining 
ac es to the information. 1 ... 7 Technology might play a role here, too. Email 
threads and other materials ometimes remain classified by default even after 
the sen iti, e information that initially justified their classification has been 
remo\ ed. Automated s) tern~ could search for and flag the"e sorts of docu
ments, enabling intelligence officials to declas ify them. 

There is also an t:Xtensive literature urging Congress to grant rnore meaning
ful whi~tleblower prL1te~tiom, to military and intelligence officials who observe 
practices the~ belie\ e to be unlawful or abu"i\e. 158 For instance. employees 
could be authorized to report a wider range of legal violations - not just, as is 
current!) the ca!)e under the Intelligence Community Whi "tleblower Protection 
Act of 1998. matter~ of "urgent concern," which are defined narrowly to include 
"sc;riou~ or flagrant" legal \ iolations 159 

- and agencies could be expressly barred 
•·from retaliating against a whistleblower by revoking his security clearance." 160 

Finall}, go, emment officials 1night make an even bolder move to deemphasize 
traditional. secretive forms of intelligence gathering and analysis altogether, 
making more extensi,e use of open-source materials instead. Some scholars 
ha, e argued that during the Cold War, outsiders using publicly available data 
did a better job diagnosing the Soviet Union's weakness and predicting its 
eventual collapse than government analysts relying on cJassified infonnation. 161 

The advantages of open-~ource intelligence may hold true in other settings as 
well. In any event. thi is not the place to iron out the precise details of a 
reformed secrecy regime. The important point for our purposes is that. whatever 
the merit of the e proposals when considered on a blank slate, they will 

154 51, U.S C. § 3lnl (2012). 
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become even more important 1n a technology-based system that can restrict 
valuable information flows. 

CONCLUSION 

The past decade has been an extraordinary period in the history of the 
government's efforts to regulate leaks by law. After lying virtually neglected for 
a century, the Espionage Act has been called into frequent service a~ authorities' 
most visible instrument for constraining unauthorized disclosures of classified 
information. The numbers are dramatic: ten prosecutions since 2005, including 
nine on President Obama's watch. But in many ways those figures are a sign of 
the system's failure, not its success. The government has had to rely on ex post 
solutions like criminal prosecutions to deter leaks because it has failed ex ante 
to block those leaks from occurring in the first place. And the law is not always 
up to the challenge. Even in an era of unprecedentedly aggressive enforcement, 
the expected penalty for employees who reveal classified information often 1nay 
be too modest to achieve deterrence; the sanctions for leaking are relatively low, 
and the probability a leaker will be punished is slight. 

This essay seeks to begin a conversation about how to prevent leaks by 
sketching the outlines of an alternative approach, one that emphasizes technologi
cal measures capable of blocking employee attempts to compromise protected 
information. The building blocks for such a technology-based regime are 
already in place - access controls, audit logs, pattern analysis techniques, and so 
on - and they need only to be refined and deployed more widely. And the time 
is right for reform. If the spectacular breaches accomplished by Edward Snowden 
and Bradley Manning don't motivate the government to rethink its approach to 
securing its most sensitive secrets, it's hard to imagine what could. 



*** 
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A New Paradigm of Classified Disclosures 

George Ellard*t 

In the aftermath of Edward Snowden 's unauthorized release of classified 
information, the Director of National Intelligence. the Director of the National 
Security Agency, and other officials in the Intelligence Community described 
Mr. Snowden 's actions as irresponsible and as having a long-term and irrevers
ible negative impact on our nation's security and the security of our allies. 
Those officials asserted that Mr. Snowden has damaged the Intelligence Comm
unity's ability to keep our country safe, has put the lives of Americans at risk, 
and has helped terrorists whose aim is to kill us. 

I do not think that these claims are hyperbolic. Therefore, I would like to 
begin our discussion of whether Mr. Snowden and PVT Manning having 
created a new paradigm for illicitly disclosing stolen classified information with 
an explanation of the damage Mr. Snowden has done (to the extent that I can in 
an unclassified setting). 

Several years ago, I read an article in Der Spiegel, the German equivalent of 
Time magazine. The article claimed to reveal how NSA was intercepting the 
communications of top Al-Qaeda leadership, including Osama bin Laden. These 
terrorists, according to Spiegel, believed that the NSA could not intercept e-mail 
that had not been sent. Consequently, when bin Laden wanted to instruct his 
agents, he did so in an email that he did not send. Instead, he saved it in his 
Draft folder. The agents, the magazine asserted, knew the password to bin 
Laden's e-mail account. They would open the folder, respond to bin Laden's 
instructions, and likewise save to Draft, nary a message sent. Spiegel went on to 
claim that the NSA had cracked into bin Laden's e-1nail account and ~ecured 
access to the back-and-forth in the Draft fo]der. thereby thwarting several 
terrorist plots. 

I cannot comment on the accuracy of the Spiegel article, but I can say that if 
NSA was intercepting Al-Qaeda communications the day before the article was 
published, using the method the magazine described, it was not doing so the day 
after. Our adversaries are not Luddites living in Afghan caves. They are 
technically very sophisticated, and they read Der Spiegel, the Ne1.1' York Times, 
the Washington Post, and the Guardian. 

So, the first way Mr. Snowden damaged national security is by revealing 
several once powerful tools that the United States had deployed in the war 
against terrorism. We deployed these weapons on behalf of our own security 
and our a1lies' security. Once terrorists learned about them, they became useless. 

* Inspector General. National Security Agency. © 2015. George Ellard. 
t These remarks were prepared for the Whisrleb/owers, Leakers. and Traitors: An £\'0/ving Para

digm Symposium. 
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There' a econd \\ a) that 1r. nO\\ den has done us grievous harm. He has 
d1 clo ed detail about A's current trategic posture and how it intends to 
pro ee I m the future. 1r. no,, d n ,, ~is Jn IT s) sten1s analyst: _he had no 
backQround m mtelli6ence. and he gros I) 1ni understood many of the_ docu
ment~ he tolt:. Hi claim that SA anal) sts could ··tap" the tekphones of every 

m rican. including President Obama. shO\\ that. Ho\\ ever, those documents 
m.1ke a \\ orld of en · to intelligt.:nCt' professionals, many of whom sen e our 
a h ·rsanes, dnd all of a sudd n the\ had unheard-of access to NSA's strategic 

thinking. Thi also cau ed the 'ation great harm. 
ln deciding"" hether S110\\ den has created a .. new paradigm" for the unauthor

ized disc lo t~e of clas ified information. it might be \\ orthwhile to compare his 
misconduct to the espionage of u senior FBI ofticial. Supervisory Special Agent 
Robert Hanssen. In a _002 report, a presidential commission declared that 
Hanssen had perpetrated ··possibly the \\ orsl intelligence disaster in US his
to11 :· In a senk.ncing memorandum. federal prosecutors described Hanssen ·s 
crimes as '"surpassing C\ ii'' and as "almost beyond comprehension." 

Hansscn ·s career in espionage spanned 23 years. during which he gave first to 
o iet and later to Russian agents reams of documents and do1ens of computer 

diskt:ttes containing what wa~. according to the presidential commission, "na
tiorul -..ecurit) information of incalculable Yalue ... Hanssen compro1nised, for 
instance, the plan the United States would put into effect to save its political and 
militaf) command structures in the event of a Soviet nuclear strike. This 
particular betrayal occurred at a time when key elements within the Soviet 
oligarch) \\ere advocating a first strike again the United States. fearing that 
America was about to take advantage of ongoing chaos in the cru1nbling 
Communi t empire by itself launching a preemptive nuclear attack. 

Han t,;11 and Snowden were alike in that they used well honed IT skills to 
stedl and disclose classified information vital to our national security. but the 
imilaritie end there. 

Hanssen' moti\ es were venal - a desire for cash - or perhaps psychological 
- a de ire to play an inten ely dangcrou~ and. therefore. exciting game. Snowden 
pre ent himself as acting out of more noble motives. At the end of his career. 
Han en had almost thirty years of experience in intelligence and counterintelli
genc_e. H~ knew e~act!) \\ hat was of' value to his spy handler~. and he was very 
pec1fic m choo rng documents to steal. Hanssen knew how to control his 

handler much better than they could control him. 

Sn )\\ den wc1s manic in his thievery. which was exponentiallv larger than 
wh,1t Hanssen tole O\er three decades. Hansscn ·s theft \Vas in ; sen;c finite· 
Sno\\.dcn's is open-ended. as his agcnls decide daily which documents t~ 

disclose. A I 'ia1d. Snowden ha no hackoround in intcll" o d · 1·k 1 
• • • • l::' 10 cnce an 1s 1 e y 

u11a\\c11e ol the s1gnd1cance ot the documents he stoic o· th I · · 
. . ,1\ en e vo ume, 1t 1s 

unhkely that he C\en 1cad most of them In contr·tst t H S · ~. o anssen, nowden 's 
apparent confidence thdt he C< uld control others who were interested 
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in his documents, for whatever reason, is astonishingly na"ive, ignorant, and 
egotistical. 

In sum, if there is a new paradigm in Snowden's treachery - and Manning's 
as well - it is of young, inexperienced, unknowledgeable people, claiming to act 
out of noble intentions, making sweeping collection of material vital to national 
security, and transferring possession to other parties who control its distribution. 



*** 



Assessing the Leakers: Criminals or Heroes? 

David D. Cole* 

What should we make of Edward Snowden, Bradley (now Chelsea) Manning, 
and Julian Assange? 1 Their names are known across the globe. yet the actions 
that made them famous have also driven them to lives of intense isolation - in 
hiding, in prison, or in a foreign embassy. They have been lionized as heroes 
and condemned as traitors. Snowden, a former contractor for the National 
Security Agency (NSA), and Manning, a low-level army intelligence analyst 
are responsible for the two largest unauthorized disclosures of classified infonna
tion in the nation's history. 

Manning released to Assange's website, WikiLeaks, about 720,000 secret 
documents from the State and Defense Departments, and Assange published 
them on the Internet. The NSA still doesn't know the full extent of the 
information Snowden stole and passed on to the journalists Glenn Greenwald, 
Laura Poitras, and Barton Gellman, but it initially estimated the number to be 
1.7 million classified documents, concerning some of the United States' most 
closely guarded secret surveillance programs. 

The federal government views Manning and Snowden as criminals. It tried 
and convicted Manning for violating the Espionage Act, and he was sentenced 
to thi1ty-five years in prison.:! The government has charged Snowden with 
stealing govern1nent property and violating the Espionage Act, although he thus 
far has evaded trial by obtaining temporary asylum in Russia. In addition, the 
Justice Department has e1npaneled a grand jury to investigate Assange, who is 
holed up in the Ecuadorean embassy in London seeking to evade extradition to 
Sweden for alleged sex crimes. 

The prosecutors in Manning's trial repeatedly contended that Assange ac
tively encouraged Manning's crimes. In November 2013, however, a Justice 
Department official told The Washington Post that Assange likely would not 
be prosecuted for publishing Manning's docu1nents. According to former Justice 
Department spokesman Matthew Miller, '"if you are not going to prosecute 
journalists for publishing classified information, which the department is not, 
then there is no way to prosecute Assange. "3 And while Snowden has been 

* David Cole is the Honorable George J. Mitchell Professor in Law and Public Policy at George
town University Law Center. An earlier version of this essay appeared in The New York ReFiew of 
Books. David Cole, The Three Leakers and What to Do About Them, N.Y. REv. BooKs, Feb. 6, 2014. 
© 2015, David D. Cole. 

l. Manning announced that he was changing his gender and hereafter would be known as Chelsea. 
See Michael Pearson. Bradley Manning wants to hve as a woman, be known as Chelsea. CNN.COM 
(Aug. 23. 2013), http://www.cnn.com/2013/08/22/us/bradley-manning/. 

2. Id. 
3. Sari Horwitz. Julian Assange unlikely to face U.S. charges over publishing classified documents, 

WASH. POST. Nov. 25, 2013. 
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· ct· -- ct u s ffi · l h· e not e, en u2gestcd prosecuting hi~ collaborators m 1de , . . o ta s d\ ........ 

from the media - Green,, aid. Poitra . and Gellman. . 
Some prai e 1anning. Sno\\ den. and Assange for exposing our ~o, ernn1~nt s 

ecret and legall) dubious adi, itic at home and abroad. Sno~ ~en !'., re\ elations 
ab >Ut th scope >f 1 S c lectronic sun ei I lance ha, e touched nit a much-needed_ 
national and global debate about prh ac~ in the digital agl'.. Indeed. ~eca~-..e _o1 
his influence he ,, a rumored to lul\ e heen the runner-up to Pope f~ranns tor 
1ime maQazine· .. Per on of the Year" in :2014. 1anning·s and Assangc·s 
di closur;s had mm:h le s dramatic effect but they. too. revealed a host of 
potential abuses. including U.S. troops in Iruq killing civilians. the U.S. State 
Department p) ing on foreign U 1 officials. and a secret agreen1ent between 
)'t:men and the United States to permit U.S. drone strikes there on the condition 
that the) not be publicly admitted. 

Together. the~e leaks, the mo">t significant since Daniel Elbberg n1ade the 
Pentagon Papers a\ ailahle to 1he New York Times and Jhe iVashington Po.,t in 
1971. raise anew the 4uestion of when it is justified to disclose classified 
information to the public. Some a<.h ocates of tran parency !'.,ecm to treat an) 
exposure of secreh a~ un unmitigated good; this appears to be the philosophy 
behind Assange·~ \\'ikiLeaks. But that position is morally untenable: there are 
undoubtedly good reasons for secrecy in many aspect~ of government. espe
cially foreign relations. and particularly during warti1ne. And there are 1nany 
legitimate bases for condemning disclosures. particularly when they reveal the 
identities of source~ and methods of foreign intelligence. 

Security hawks consider any unauthorized disclo~ure of classified informa
tion unacceptable. stressing that cleared employees take an oath not to disclose 
such information, and that no government can operate without some secret 
deliberations and co\ert actions. But this. too. i~ an untenably extreme position. 
Histof) demonstrates that secrecy is used not only for legitimate purposes of 
national security. but too often to shield illegal or embarrassing activity from 
public crutiny. E,en the most ardent security proponent must concede that the 
benefits of revealing illegal ahuses of authority will sometimes outweigh the 
cost of disclo ing those secrets. 

If neither extreme is acceptable. how ~hould we distinguish legiti1natc from 
illegitimate leaks? The I ntelligencc Community Whistle blower Protection Act. 
passed in 1998. marks one effort at striking a ba]ance.4 It provide~ a wa\ for 
individual to di cl.ose _classit}ed i~:ormation regarding a "serious or flagrant 
prohlem, abuse. v1olatJon of law. but only to members of congressional 
!ntelligence committees. and only after initially pre~cnting it to the NSA's 
mspector l!eneral and the attorne)' oencral 5 Thi·s l·tw llt)\' ' ,, "r ·d 

. -- . . • . ~ · , .. • ... l: t . prov1 cs no 
protection for re, ealmg mf n, mat1on to the pub] ic and h·is he . d l 

4 5 U S ( app 3 § 8 I I 
5 Id 

. .. . en use on y 
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rarely. Whatever balance it struck in theory has proven largely irrelevant in 
practice. 

To understand why, imagine if Snowden had gone to the NSA's inspector 
general with information that the agency was collecting large amounts of 
"metadata" on every American's phone calls - i.e., records of who they called, 
when, and for how long they talked - storing the data for five years. and 
searching through it. What would the inspector general have done? As the 
NSA's defenders repeatedly emphasize, the metadata progran1 was blessed by 
all three branches. The Bush administration instituted it and Obama maintained 
it. Fifteen federal judges on the secret Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court - or 
FISC -· declared it lawful. And Congress reauthorized the Patriot Act provision 
upon which the program was based, even after some members were inforn1ed of 
the program (albeit in a limited and anodyne manner designed not to raise any 
alanns or allow for meaningful opposition).6 

Given these circumstances, the inspector general surely would have told 
Snowden that there was no basis for disclosing it. But even if Snowden had 
been given a green light to bring the NSA's activities to the attention of the 
intelligence committees, the problem was not that tho5e committees were in the 
dark, but that the American people were. As Snowden put it in a videotaped 
interview fro1n Hong Kong at the time of his initial leaks, "These things need to 
be determined by the public, not by son1ebody who was simply hired by the 
government . . . . The public needs to decide whether these programs and 
policies are right or wrong."7 

The reactions that Snowden 's disclosures have sparked suggest that he was 
onto something. The only parties kept out of the "checks and balances" so often 
lauded by the NSA's defenders were the American and global publics - in other 
words, the people whose privacy was at stake. As long as the program was kept 
under wraps, all three branches of government were willing to tolerate it. But 
once it became public, that changed dramatically. On December 16, 2013, the 
first federal court to assess the legality of the NSA's telephony metadata 
program in a public, adversarial proceeding declared it likely unconstitutional. 
U.S. District Judge Richard Leon ruled that the mass collection and search of 
metadata invaded U.S. citizens· reasonable expectations of privacy. and could 

6. The NSA notified members of the Senate and House intelligence committees of the program and 
made some information available to other members of Congress. However. it did not disclose the 
questionable reasoning of the FISA court upholding the program. The chainnan of the House 
Intelligence Committee reportedly barred the program's disclosure to other House members. And while 
senators were allowed to examine a classified letter reporting on the program, they could not bring any 
staff members with them and could not take notes or copy the letter. The) could re, iev. the letter only 
for a limited period of time and could not discuss it with their colleagues or the public. 

7. Nick Hopkins. From Turing to Snowden: how US-UK pact forged modem sun-ei/la11ce. G UARDIAN 

(Dec. 2, 2013 ), http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/dec/02/turing-snowden-transatlantic-pact
modern-surveillance. 
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not be justifit!d \\ irhout a \\ aJTant and probable cause.~ Later the same month. a 
federal di tnct judge in e\\ York rejected a cha1lenge to the_ sa~1e pr~gram, 
finding th .. H U.S. citizen~ ha\ l: no rcasunable e,\pectarion of privacy 1n the 
phone numbers the) call, and therefore concludin~) that the Fourth Amen.dment 
h,h no , pplic,ltion ll) the 1SA metadata program. Both ca~es are pending on 
appeal. . 

lsc in Det:e1nber 20 I]. an expert panel ~pecially convened by President 
Obamd to re pond to the 'SA controver y. \\ hich included among its me1nbers 
a former actin!:! director of the CIA. raised serious question~ about the wisdo1n 
,md propriet) ;f the program. and recommended forty-~ix reforms to rein in the 
NSA. 10 These reforms include: ending the NSA's bulk collection of telephone 
records: additional judicial and legislative oversight: and specific presidential 
appro\ al for ~P) ing on foreign leaders. 11 

The Pr1\UC) and Civil Liberties O\eri.,ight Board. a federal board tasked with 
monitoring privacy and ci\ ii liberties i~sues rai~ed by federal anti-terrorism 
programs, has held -.,ubstantial public hearing~, and is~ued two impressive 
reports on the two principal NSA programs revealed by Snowden - the dornes
tic phone metaJata program and the program for collecting the content of 
foreigner..,' electronic communications. The Board found that the don1estic 
progra1n \.\ a.., unauthonzed by statute and could not identify a single example of 
:succes~ful di~ruption attributable to the program. 12 The Board was less critical 
of the foreign ">Urveillance program, but there, too, it recommended reforms. 1 '.\ 

~!embers of Congre~~ introduced almost thirty bills to restrict the NSA in the 
wake of the Snowden disclosures. 14 The most important bill was cosponsored 
by Jim Sen::;enbrenner. a Republican from Wisconsin in his thirty-fifth year in 
Congre:ss, and Senator Patrick Leahy, the veteran Democrat from Vermont. 
Sen-.,enbrenner, an architect of the original Patriot Act, says that he never 
imagined that it could authorize what the NSA has been doing. 15 The USA 
Freedom Act sought to end the NSA's bulk collection of phone metadata, to 

~ Kl.iym,in .' Obama. 95~ F. Su_P_P· I. 37. 39 (D.D.C. 2013). For a discussion of Judge Leon's 
ruling. ee Da, tu Cnk, The V.\A m1 7 no/. N Y. R1 \ BooKs. Dec. 18, 20 t 3. 

9 CLl .., Clapper. 959 F. Supp. 2d 724, 7S4 (S.D NY. 2013). 

I 0. I 181 RT) AND s, Cl RlT) IN \ CH \M,1:-..c, WORI I)" R1 PORT \ND RECOMMENOATIONS OF THE P Rl::.SIDENT·s 
R \l~V. GROlP )N 11'.lllll<JIN(f ,,DCm.1\1( NI( \llONsTr-orNOL<)GIES (20)1) 

11 /ti ut 24-42 - . 

12 f
1

RJ\AC'Y \ND C1v11 Lrn1 RT11::s Bo,,RD. Rr.POlff ON THE TF.I EPI-IONE R . p _ 
S J 15 • . H OR[)S ROGR \\1 CONDUCTED 

l 'ID R I rno - oi:- TIil:. USA PATRIOT ACT AND o:-. mr OPr•R . F 
S C I · ATIONS Of fl-IE ORI JG-.... INTFLLIGFNCE 
rL1Rvth11 ~er OI R. 9. 146 <Jan. 23. 2014), htLp://www.pcloh.gov/Lihrarv/1iS-Repon on the 
, c cp one Record,;; Progiam-2.pdf. · - · - - -

13 PRI\A<. Y A"-r> C1v1L I mr: RT'r Hul\1w, R1 PORT oN 1111 St Rvr-
1 

p 
S 7( 2 1 I ANC I R()(,R \M OPJ·R \TED PURSLANT TO ECTID"' l c,r THI hJRll N 1:-.'TELI H,f"ICT St RVI 111 \Net _r\c 1 (Jul, J 1014 h . , . 
702 Rcpoit 2 p<ll ) -· - >. llp.//wv. w.pclob.gov/L1brary/ 

14 ~l1chclleR1d1.ird!.on,Opl:.cl./1•111n11n\N\'Ahi// / . / / 
, ,nh I \le'< oc•w ·, hm·e I h . 11· 1c11rc r,f,11m. C,t 1< 11\N NO\ 8, 2013 a cue a out Tille 1-

15 hm Si;;n!-,cnbrcnncr < Jp f d. /Im\ Ohamo /1111 0
1,
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increase the adversary presentation of issues before the secret court that adjudi
cates requests under the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act, and to expand 
transparency and reporting requirements regarding the use of these tools. 16 A 
watered-down version of the act passed the House with bipartisan support. and a 
strengthened version narrowly failed to overcome a filibuster in the Senate in 
November 2014. 17 The new Congress is more conservative, but the Patriot Act 
provision upon which the NSA metadata program is predicated will expire in 
2015, giving reformers leverage to demand significant restraints on the NSA in 
exchange for re-enacting that provision. 18 

Meanwhile, Silicon Valley, which largely cooperated with the programs while 
they were secret, has also changed its tune, and has now urged refonns, arguing 
that the NSA's practices have not only damaged privacy, but undermined their 
businesses - and the US economy - by eroding trust in the confidentiality of 
US-based Internet services. 19 

How the conflict ultimately will be resolved will not be known for s01ne tin1e. 
But one thing is clear: none of this debate would have happened without 
Snowden 's revelations. Consider what we have learned from Snowden\ leaks 
and the further governn1ent disclosures that they prompted: 

(1) Since 2006, the NSA has been systematically collecting records on every 
phone call every American makes. It has done so on the basis of NSA lawyers' 
secret, strained interpretation of a Patriotic Act provision that authorized the 
collection only of records "relevant" to an investigation of international terror
ism.20 The NSA argued that it can collect everyone's phone records, regardless 
of any connection to terrorism, on the theory that the records might become 
''relevant" to a terrorism investigation in the future. 21 But on that theory, what 
records couldn't the NSA collect? 

(2) Director of National Intelligence James Clapper lied under oath about this 
program when asked in a congressional hearing whether the government was 
collecting any kind•of data on millions of Americans. Clapper answered "no," 
but Snowden has shown that the NSA was doing precisely that.22 

16. Charlie Savage and Jeremy W. Peters Bill to Restrict N.S.A. Data Collection Blocked in Vote by 
Senate Republicans, N. Y. TIMES. Nov. I 8, 2014. 

17. Id. 
18. Nadia Kayyali. Section 215 of the Patriot Act Expires in June. ls Congress Ready?. ELECTRONIC 

FRONTIER FOUNDATION (Jan 29. 2015), https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/20I5/01/section-215-patriot-act
expires-june-congress-ready. 

19. See, e.g., Alex Wilhelm, Microsoft urges re.form of U.S. Govemment's Sun,eillance Practices. 
TEcHCRUNCH (Aug. 13. 2014 ). http://techcrunch.com/2014/08/13/microsoft-urges-reform-of-u-s
governments-surveillance-practices/. 

20. See Harley Geiger, Issue Brief Bulk collection of records under Section 215 of the PATRIOT Act. 
CDT.oRG (Feb. 10, 20 I 4), https://cdt.org/blog/issue-brief-bulk-collection-of-records-under-section-215-
of-the-patriot-act/. 

21. Id. 
22. Brian Fung. Darrell Issa: James Clapper lied to Congress about NSA and should be fired, WI\SH. 

POST. Jan. 27, 2014. 
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t3J Under another statute. the FISA Amendn1ents Act of 2008, the NSA has 
enoaged in far more intrusive . urveillance - including reviewing the content of 
e-1~ail . Internet searches, and chat rooms - of persons it beli~:es are for~!gn 
natjonals O\ erseas, e\ en if thev arc communicating with US citizens here. -- It 
may do so without an1 individualized suspicion that the target is engag~d in 
Lriminal or terrorist acth ity. The agency has tapped the phones and e-mmls of 
some of our closest allies- leaders. including German Chancellor Angela Merkel 
and braeli Prime ~linister Ehud Olmert.2-~ 

l 4) These NSA programs were authorized in secret by FISA judges, but have 
often \ iolated the terms under which the courts authorized them. For example, 
in 2009 FISA Judge Reggie Walton castigated the NSA for illegally reviewing 
thousands of Americans· phone data over two years, and imposed a te1nporary 
requirement (later lifted) that a] I searches of the database be preceded by 
judicial approval. 25 

(5) Within the l.jnited States, the NSA has been collecting not just records of 
Americans' phone calls, but of their e-mails as well. 26 E-mail data is often even 
more revealing than phone data (identifying, for example, the e-mail groups and 
political and religious organizations with which one communicates).27 

( 6) The NSA has been collecting cell phone location data and e-mail address 
lisb from outside the US on a vast scale - data that tracks phone users' 
movements around the clock and reveals e-mailers · closest associations. 28 

(7) The NSA has hacked into the overseas links between Google's and 
Yahoo's data hubs, vacuuming up enormous amounts of data, necessarily 
including content.

29 
And it has inserted vulnerabilities into private industry's 

encryption codes to enable it to hack into them more easily.30 

(8) Finally (at least for now), the NSA has been cooperating in potentially 
disturbing ways with its British counterpart, Government Communications 
Headquarters (GCHQ), apparently exploiting loopholes that allow the NSA to 

23. Sr•e Glenn Greenwald & James Ball The top 'iecret rules that allow NSA to use US data without 
a Harrm11. Gt.:\RDI\N (June 20. 2011) hllp-//wwwrheguardian corn/world/2013/. n/20/fi 

h · · · • JU sa-court-nsa-W ll out-warrant. 

24. Jame~ Gl~in1 nnd Andrew W. Lehren. N.S.A. Spied nn Allies, Aid Groups and Businesses, N.Y. 
Tl"-IES, Dec. _(), _() 13. 

25. U.S FISC.. Order BR 08-1 J (Mar. 2. 2009). www.dni.gov/files/documents/section/ ub 
~larch !:'~ 2020}202009%200rdcro/r-20fromo/i-20FISCpdf. · p -

26. Glenn Greenwald & \pencer Ackerman NSA / d u · 
< • ro lecte S emwl records i11 bulk for more than 

Iii n )eors 1111der Oho mo, Tm G1 \RDIAN (June 77 ?Q 11) http·//w . LI d. · 
27/n,;a-data-mining-authori~cd-ohama. · - · - ~ · · w w. leguar ian.com/world/2013/jun/ 

27 Id 

28 Proredu,,,s 1n,·d h NSA to larr,:et nnn-US11en0111 - E J "/ · A r ff d 
J 13 h /I • · · · · t 11 711 -,u ocwnem GL1ARDIAN (June 20 _() ). ttp VtWW.theg11.ird1rrn.coni/world/intcractive/''O 11/iu 

1
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29. Barton ncllm.in & ;\<,hk:in S<,ltani N\"A in',!i,:ue~ i· ',. - c: 
1
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ii u e, .,n,mt e11 dm t1111ent1 w~. WAsll PCJs I' Oc1 . 30.2013. . . r -

30. Nicole Pcrlroth, lctf L.trson & Sco11 Shane. N.S.I\. t\h! • .· . 
Wch, N Y Tr\11 ~. Sep!. s.2013 · e 10 foil Ba.He Safeguards of Pnvacy on 
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do things GCHQ could not, and vice versa. 11 

In short, Snowden ·s disclosures portray an insatiable agency that has sought 
to collect as much information as it possibly can. most of it relying on secret 
interpretations of law. often exploiting the fact that the law has not caught up to 
technology. 

Were Snowden's leaks justified? Rahul Sagar·s Secrets and Leak:, 32 sheds 
important light on the question. Sagar. a professor of political science at Yale 
NUS College, argues that secrets are inevitable. as are leaks - and that leaks 
have an important if precarious part in checking secrecy abuse. The power to 
declare information secret, like many other authorities, is both essential and 
susceptible to misuse. In theory, formal legal checks on the executive's classifi
cation power would be preferable to leaving abuse-checking to Jeakers, who 
take it upon themselves to break the law. But Sagar contends, the two principal 
alternative candidates for implementing formal oversight - the courts and Con
gress - are each unlikely to perform the function effectively. 

Courts, Sagar argues, are not well-positioned to second-guess executive 
assessments that particular information must remain secret, save in the most 
egregious circumstances. Judicial practice bears him out~ courts generally defer 
when the executive contends that national security requires secrecy. For its part, 
Congress is sirnply too large, porous. and partisan to be entrusted with the job. 
And whichever branch of government undertakes this checking function will 
have to do its work in secret, and thus will face some of the same temptations 
and credibility problems that the executive does. 

The question of when a leak is justified is not generally susceptible to 
resolution by clear rules set out in advance. The disclosure of a flagrant criminal 
act might seen1 to be an easy case. but most leaks don't involve flagrant 
crinlinality. Nothing disclosed by Snowden or Manning. for example, rises to 
that level. And it is conceivable that even in the case of a clear crime. the 
damage to national security from disclosure might outweigh the benefits - as 
where revealing a minor cri1ne would blow the cover of important clandestine 
agents. 

Sagar is not a naive defender of leakers, however. He recognizes that there 
are real risks when unelected individuals transgress judgments of elected lead
ers on matters of the nation's security. They may act for personal or partisan 
reasons and expose information in one-sided and misleading ways that are 
difficult for the government to counter without spilling still more secrets. They 
often do not have the information or perspective to assess accurately the 
potential damage from their disclosures. And as self-appointed guardians, they 
lack democratic legitimacy. 

31. See, e.g .. Julian Borger. GCHQ and European spy agencies worked tngether nn mass nu-,·eil
lance. GUARDIAN (Nov. 1. 2013). http://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2013/nov/O 1 /gchq-europe-spy
agencies-rnass-surveillance-snowden. 

32. RAHUL SAGAR, SECRETS AND LEAKS: THE DILEMMA OF STATE SECRECY (2013). 
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\metheless, Sagar an.!ucs that disclosure of ..,ecrets by private leakers is 
morally justified v. hen it (1 ) is based on dear and convincing eYidence. of a~use 
of public authoril). (2) does noc pose a disproportionate threat to public sa~ety. 
:1nd (3) is as limited in scope and scale as po~~ible. Sagar has helpfully 
identified the ri~ht questions. But as he himself is the fir~t to concede. the 
application of th;se principles in individual cases is extraordinarily difficu_lt. 

B\ Sa!!ar·s standards. i\lanning's and Assange's disclosure~ v.iere. tor the 
mos~ part not justified. While so1ne specific war logs and cable~ may haYe 
revealed illegal conduct \.Vithout dhproportionate harm to public safety. Man
ning's dump of more than seven hundred thousand documents \\'as in no way 
narrowly tailored. The leaked State Department cables in particular "outed" 
many indi\ iduab who put themselves at considerable risk by confiding in 
embassy officiab m countnes with repressive regi1nes or internal strife. 

Manning\ disclosures forced the US to devote vast resources to atte1npting to 
identify per-.,ons at risk and help secure their safety. Manning's defenders object 
that the government has not named anyone who was actually kjlled as a result 
of the disclosures, ' 3 but that may well be a combination of quick responses and 
sheer luck.. And even if no one was killed, the disclosures reduced the reliability 
of LS diplomats' promises of confidentiality, and thereby altnost certainly 
deterred others from coming forward. Much like journalis1n. diplomacy depends 
for its lifeblood on reliable promises of confidentiality. In any event there is no 
evidence that Manning made the kind of fine-tuned assessment that would have 
justified disclosures - or that he had the knowledge to do so. 

The ethical and legal questions for Assange, as for journalists generally. are 
different. Manning was afforded access to classified information on the specific 
condition that he not disclose it. Assange, an Australian freelance journalist and 
publisher. was under no such obligation. Because of the protection given to 
journalists by the First Amendment, no member of the press has ever been 
prosecuted under the Espionage Act for publishing classified information. Thus, 
while Manning serves thirty-five years and Snowden faces even more serious 
penalties. the joumalii.;ts who published their leaks are generally free from 
prosecution. 

Still. while joumalisti.; who obtain classified inforn1ation generally have no 
legal duty to keep it secret. they do have an ethical obligation to consider the 
:i~k_s that their reporting may create. Contrary to some reports. WikiLeak~ did 
initially take measures to "redact,'' or black out, the names of individuals who 
might be put at risk from its publication of Manning's documents. But it also 
made the unredacted documents available to some journalists, subject to a not 
very carefully co~tr?llcd pa_ssword. and when a Guardian journalist published 
the password. W1k1Lcaks 10 turn published the cable~ in their unredacted 

n Mike M.1sn1ch:. { S \,f1/1tan Admu, Nu One 011 d Re,·au\, (){ Af · · L k 
J I 31 ') I., h · c n Wllllllf?,\ ea ·r Ti-:cHDtRTCOM ( u y •• _() 1), tips //....,ww 1cchd1rt.com/ar11< .. les/2011071 J/1 ss7111401s

1 
· · • · · · • . · 

d1cd-bccause-mann111gs-lcaks.shtml. · · · -- ,.,, -- us-md1tary-admns-no-one-
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entirety. The result is that thousands of cables were published that disclosed no 
violations of law, many of which put innocent indi \ iduals at ri~k of retaliation. •q 

Snowden's is a more complicated case. Did he have "clear and con, incing 
evidence" of an "abuse of public authority," as Sagar would demand? The rnost 
significant abuse of authority that Snowden has revealed is not the ilJegality of 
any particular NSA action, but the fact that such an extensive spying program 
was authorized entirely in secret. without public input. assent. or even knowl
edge. While there must be room in a democracy for some covert actions, 
surveillance of this scope - affecting every An1erican and large swaths of the 
world's citizenry - should not be instituted without public acceptance and ac
countability. And in an increasingly globally interconnected world, the legiti
macy Qf the NSA's actions cannot be determined solely by the American people. 
If the NSA is indeed collecting comprehensive data on the lives of millions of 
innocent foreign nationals, they, too, should have a voice in how they are being 
treated. 

Snowden's disclosure put an end, in the most dramatic way possible, to the 
secrecy that was, for him and many others, the central abuse of the progran1. For 
that reason, he told The Washington Posr in December 2013 that he considered 
his mission accomplished.35 Thanks to Snowden, we can now have the debate 
that we should have had long ago, and that we will need to continue to have as 
advances in technology give the government greater power to track at low cost 
the most intimate details of all of our lives. That is a substantial benefit. 

As for costs, disclosing the details of the NSA programs may give terrorists a 
better chance to evade detection. It's not clear, however, how much of a cost 
that really is: terrorists already had to assume that they could be under surveil
lance. Even under the government's publicly acknowledged surveillance power, 
it could tap the phones and obtain business, phone, and Internet records about 
persons it suspected of involvement in international terrorism. A terrorist cannot 
know how much the government suspects about him, and therefore must 
assume he is being monitored. 

It remains to be seen whether Snowden 's disclosures were narrowly tailored 
to abuses. He reportedly gave Poitras, Greenwald, and Gellman all of the 
documents he stole from the NSA, and he has delegated to them the decisions 
about what to disclose. That decision to delegate is itself complicated, as it 
relies entirely on the judgment of other. non-cleared individuals, to determine 
what to disclose. For the most part, Snowden ·s media links have acted responsi
bly, although some of the disclosures they have chosen to make are difficult to 
justify. Greenwald, for example. chose to publish a document listing specific 
foreign embassies in the United States, and the specific surveillance programs 

34. James Bell, WikiLeaks publishes full cache of wzredacted cables. GUARDIA'\ (Sept. 2. 2011 ). 
http:/ /www. the guardian .com/media/2011 I sep/02/w i ki I eaks-pu b lishes-cache-u n redacted-cables 

35. Barton Gellman. Edward Snowden, After Months of NSA Re\·elations. Sa,s His Missions 
Accomplished. WASH. PosT. Dec. 23, 2013. 
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the U.S. had in place to monitor those embassies. Such a d?cuinent _adds 
nothing matennl to the debate: ,urel). \\ e all assume that nations r?utinely 
attempt to monitor foreign embas,ies lo ated in their co~nt1?. And it has a 
eriou~ pott=ntial to unde,mint= the el tecti\ enc. s of our mt~nttonng ~nd to create 

needle chplomatic ten ion . On the other hand. most ot the stones that have 
thu far been publi heel seem to ha\ e been careful I) cin:umscribe<l: they are 
, erv different from the 1anning- ssdnge undifferentiated dump. 

11u. ew York Time ha LaHed on the go\ crnment to grant Snowden .. a plea 
bargain nr some form of clemencv·· in light of the substantial good his disdo
ur; ha, e done. 36 Rick Ledget~. the 1SA official in charge of as~e~sing 

SnO\\ den ·s di closures. has al o suggested a deal in exchange for Snowden 
returnin~ the remainder of the documents.17 There is a strong ca .... e that many of .... 
Sno~den ·s leaks to date have b\?en justified. Future disclosures. however. may 
do more hann than good, so it would be in ever) one ·s interest to reach a .... 
resolutinn that foils well short of the harsh punishment that most intelligence 
official, ha\e thus for dem~mdcd Snowden has committed serious cri1nes. but 
he has al-..o p rformed a con-..iderable public -..ervicc. 

The question of the lt:giti1nacy of leak..., is not new, of course. Ellsberg 's 
disclosure of the Pentagon Papers more than forty years ago prompted similar 
questions. Jame-.. Goodale. who as general counsel for The New York Times 
courageotbl) ad\ ised publication of the Pentagon Papers. has recently pub
lished a fascinating inside story of the Times's legal battles against censorship. 
FiRhtinf!. for the PresJ. vx In a coda. Goodale portrays Manning and WikiLeaks 
as modem-day manifestations of Ellsberg and the Times. and insists that free
dom of the pie s has as much to fear from Oban1a as it did from Nixon. Some of 
Goodale 's parallels are apt. but the differences between the cases are more 
telling. 

First. unlike Nixon. Obama did not attempt to prohibit the publication of any 
of Sno\\ den· or 1anni ng ·s leaks. The Pentagon Papers case. thanks in part to 
Goodale\, own arguments before the court ..... established an extraordinarily high 
legal bar for enjoining publication. and that bar holds today. For many of the 
justice in the Pentagon Papers ca~c. however, that bar applied only to "prior 
re~traint ·· - requests to prohibit publication altogether - and would not apply to 
after-the-fact criminal prosecutions."' While the Times was not prosecuted, 
Ellshcrg \\ as. and his case was dismissed not on First Amendment orounds. but 
on the ba i of pro ecutorial misconduct:+<> 

0 

16 hd1tonal.F:diwrdS11midc11 nhwle-H/m~e,.N .Y. fo,iEs.Jan. 1.2014. 
37 M,1x f hrcnfr ·und, "'SA off1rial IW'filS 11n\ \/In/it, of lllllll<'·''' for f <ill',,-/ l . / W p _ 
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40 Jud H,/lwm IJ-..11u I ,uhd l 11a/ mt r Pe111aoon Pa' . \V · p 
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Second, the digital age has profoundly altered the dynamics and stakes of 
leaks. Computers make stealing documents much more efficient. Ellsberg had to 
spend months manually photocopying the Pentagon Papers. Manning used his 
computer to download over 700,000 documents, and Snowden apparently stole 
even more.41 The Internet make-, di~closures across national borders much 
easier. Manning uploaded his documents directly to WikiLeaks' website, hosted 
in Sweden, far beyond US reach. Snowden gave access to his documents to 
journalists in Germany, Brazil, and the US, and they have in tum published 
them in newspapers throughout the world. 

Third, computers and the Internet have at the same tin1e 1nade it easier to 
identify and prosecute leakers. When someone leaked the fact that the US had 
placed an agent inside an active al Qaeda cell in May 2012, an entirely 
unjustifiable disclosure, the Justice Department spent eight months in\estigating 
the old-fashioned way, interviewing over 550 people without success.42 But 
when the prosecutors subpoenaed phone records of the Associated Press offices 
and reporters involved in publishing the story, they promptly identified the 
leaker, an FBI agent, and obtained a guilty plea.43 

Free press advocates complain that the Obama administration has brought 
more prosecutions under the Espionage Act for leaks (seven) than a11 previous 
administrations combined (three).44 But the most telling fact is not that Obama 
has been more active, but that these numbers are so low, in view of the almost 
daily leaks of classified information published by the press. The increased 
prosecutions under Obama more likely reflect the fact that it is much easier to 
pinpoint the source of a leak than that President Obama cares little for press 
freedom. 

One thing has not changed from the days of the Pentagon Papers: there is still 
no good. systematic way to regulate government secrecy. As a result, secret 
abuses are an ever-present risk - as are leakers themselves. But precisely for 
that reason, leakers perform a critical, if troubled, function in deterring secre
cy's misuse. Executive officials must act with the knowledge that even their 
most secret conduct may someday be made public. President Obama's expert 
panel recommended a "front-page rule," by which the government would 
undertake in secret only those programs that it could defend if they appeared on 
the front pages of the nation's newspapers.45 They may well have no choice in 
the matter. If a low-level enlisted man and a private contractor can steal and 
disclose millions of secret documents, no government official can be confident 

41. Peter Walker, Bradley Mannillg trial: what we know from leaked Wikileaks documents, GL A.RD

IAN (July 30, 2013), http://www.theguardian.com/world/20 I 3/jul/30/bradley-manning-wikileaks
revelations. 

42. Charlie Savage. Fonner F.B.I. Agent to Plead Guilt\· in Press Leak. N.Y. TI\fES. Sept. 23. 2013. 
43. Id. 
44. Roger Aronoff, President Obama's War on Journalists, AccURAC'r fN MEDIA (Mar. 27. 201-l-). 

http://www.aim.org/special-report/president-obamas-war-on-journalists. 
45. See Cole, supra note *. 
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that he \\ iJl be able to shield his actions from public scrutiny. And while 
irre ponsible di closures unquestionably undermine national security, respon
ible leaks are an important check on secrecy's abuse. 

Snov.dcn and 1anninll arc onh the most recent and dramatic examples. 
Vinuall) all of the most disturbing ~rnd illegal actions of the United States in its 
"war on terror'' were authorized and carried out in \ecret, and only came to 
public atterllion because of leaks. Those actions included torture and cruel 
trcatmt=nt of detainees, rendition to torture, the CIA\ "black sites," and the 

1SA'. \-\ arrantless wiretapping. AJl of these programs were curtailed in signifi
cant part because of public pressure prompted by their disclosure. And in most 
instances. the leakers have not been prosecuted. 

In the end, the leaker puts both himself and society in a difficult position. By 
disclosing secreb. he may well burn his career. lose his liberty, and alter his life 
forever. As Sno\-\den has said. he could have simply gone on living in Hawaii, 
enjoying a handsome ~alary in an island paradise.46 Instead, with considerable 
courage, he chose to act on his conscience. leave his country, and become an 
international fugitive with a future that is at best uncertain. Manning, who acted 
on similar motives but with less sophistication and less justification, is serving a 
thiny-fhe-year sentence. Assange, who devoted himself and his website to 
promoting accountability through transparency, remains isolated and confined in 
a foreign embassy, unable to walk the streets of London (albeit, at least for the 
moment, for fear of facing charges of sex crimes, not prosecution for leaks).47 

And while we, as members of the public, have learned from each of these 
men about what our government has done behind closed doors in our name 

' they have also taken it upon themselves to reveal hundreds of thousands of 
~ecret documents. only some of which may have been justifiably disclosed. No 
one elected Snowden, Manning, or Assange to act as our conscience. But if they 
didn't so act who would? 

46. < ,lcnn nrecnwalcl, Lwcn M,1cA-.kill & I aura Pc)i.tr EI 1 
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No Place in the Military: The Judiciary's Failure to 
Compensate Victims of Military Sexual Assault and 
a Suggested Path Forward Using Lessons from the 

Prison Context 

Aparna Krishnaswamy Patrie* 

INTRODUCTION 

Kori Cioca was serving the nation in the U.S. Coast Guard when ~he was 
raped by her military superior. The incident did not come out of the blue. Her 
commander began by sexually harassing and verbally abusing her. Cioca com
plained about her superior's abusive behavior and expressed her fear of hin1 to 
military personnel in her chain of command, but this only led to an escalation of 
the superior's conduct. He began to drive past her home 1nultiple times during 
the day and call her repeatedly, threatening her life. On several occasions, he 
broke into her room at night, and Cioca began sleeping with a knife under her 
pillow. One night the superior entered her roo1n while he was drunk, and tried to 
rape her. When she defended herself, he struck her across the face so hard that 
she was thrown against a wall. Cioca has had to undergo major jaw surgery due 
to this incident. Although she reported the assault, her chain of com1nand did 
nothing. Later that year, Cioca was told to retrieve keys from her superior. She 
tried to convince son1e of her fellow service members to go with her, but when 
no one could, she had to go on her own, and he raped her. As with the assault, 
Cioca reported the rape, but she was threatened with prosecution in a military 
court martial for lying. Her command directed Cioca to sign a statement stating 
that she had had an inappropriate relationship with her rapist. When Cioca 
objected that the statement falsely portrayed rape as consensual sex, the com
mand told Cioca that she was being ordered to sign it and could not refuse to do 
so. 1 

Ariana Klay was an active duty lieutenant in the U.S. Marine Corps when she 
was gang raped by her fellow soldiers one block from her residence on a 
military base. For months before the rapes, she was confronted with constant 
sexual harassment. When Klay reported the hostile environment to her superior. 
he refused to take any steps to stop the open and pervasive hostility towards 

* 2014 Graduate of Georgetown Law. The author wishes to thank Professor lrYing Gomstein for his 
guidance and assistance in developing this paper as well as the JNSLP editorial staff. © 20 I 5. Aparna 
Krishnaswamy Patrie. 

1. First Amended Complaint<J[CJ[ 7-28, Cioca 1: Rumsfeld. No. l:ll-ev- 151 (E.D. Va. Dec.9.2011), 
aff'd 720 F.3d 505 (4th Cir. 2013). 
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Klay and other fe,nales at the Manne Barracks. and instead told Kia~ t? "deal 
wllh it." Kla) reported the rapes. and the en uing harass111ent and retahauon she 
endured from her command led to such severe distress that she attempted to 
commll uic1de. The Marine Corp in, estigated the harassment, and held that 
Lt. Klay mu t have v.elcomed the severe and pervasive sexual harassment 
becau e she v. ore make up. regulation-length skirts (as part of her uniform) and 

"I 

exercised in running shorts and tank top . -
Unfortunately, Kori Cioca and Ariana Klay's stories are all too common in 

today's military. One in three v.omen leaving military service report experienc
ing ome form of Military Sexual Trauma, and the proble1n is on the rise. 

3 
The 

Pentagon e timate that 26.000 people in the arn1ed forces were sexually 
assaulted in 2012. up from 19.000 in 2011.~ By the Pentagon's own estimates, 
as few a 13.5o/c of exual assaults in the military were reported in 2010.

5 

Additionally. while 40(~ of sexual assault allegations in the civilian world are 
pro ecuted. this nun1ber is a staggeringly low 8% in the military.6 Sexual assault 
in the military is so pervasive that. as the Government Accountability Office 
reported. "many individuals do not come forward in the military out of fear of 
punishment because they have done something (e.g., drinking) that they could 
also get in trouble for. "7

• The same report stated that some service members 
believe that there is no point in reporting sexual assault if the perpetrator is of a 
higher rank or for fear of not being believed. Victims are reluctant to report 
attacks "for a variety of reasons. including the belief that nothing would be done 
or that reporting an incident would negatively impact their careers."9 The 
Wa 5hington Post and Ne1,v York Times report that the officers in charge of 
preventing and responding to sexual assault in the military are sometimes 
themselves perpetrators: for example, in 2013. the very officer in charge of 
sexual as ault prevention programs for the Air Force was arrested and charged 
with exual battery. 10 Additionally. even once a case is reported, referred to a 

2 Complaint '11 6-22. Kia, i. Panetta. 924 F Supp. 2d 8 1 D.D.C'. 2013 J. afj''d 758 F 3d 369 (DC 
Cir 2014) · · ·- · · · 

_3 Anne G Sadler. Brenda _M. Booth.' _Brian L. Cook & Bradley N. Docbbeling. Factors Associated 
\:.ah Womu1 Risk of Rape 111 the Md1tan l .m·iro11mc111. 43 A~1. J. I:-mL·s. M r.0. 262. 266 (2003) 
( One-third . e penenced one or mor c completed or attempted rape..,:·). 
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court martial, and a sexual assault conviction obtained. military commanders 
have the power to throw the conviction out. The nomination of Lt. Gen. Susan 
Helms for the position of vice commander of Lhe Air Force's Space Command, 
for example, was blocked in 2013 by Senator Claire McCaskill (D-MO) due to 
Helms's decision to grant clemency to a convicted sex offender without any 
public explanation. 11 The Washington Post reported that .. [i]n [aJ five-page 
memo, dated Feb. 24, 2012, Helins vvrote that she reviewed the court-martial 
transcript and trial exhibits. She said she came to the opposite conclusion of the 
jury and found HeCTera to be a more credible witness than the lieutenant." 1

:2 

Similarly, victims' advocates called for Lt. Gen. Craig A. Franklin, comn1ander 
of the Third Air Force in Europe, to be fired after he tossed out the sexual 
assault conviction of a star fighter pilot in February 2013. 1 ~ 

While Congress has, in the last few years, made attempts to address this 
problem, its efforts have not been successful in effecting significant structural 
change. Members in the House and Senate have worked to strengthen protec
tions for victims~ for example, by including an evidentiary privilege in n1ilitary 
courts for confidential communications between victims and victim advocates, 
requiring more robust reporting of sexual assault complaints for Veterans 
Ad1ninistration benefits purposes, and ensuring expedited base transfer requests 
for victin1s of sexual assault. 14 Members have included provisions in the 
National Defense Authorization Act that would evaluate commanders on the 
basis of how they deal with sexual assault complaints in their units, and 
removed a commander's ability to change or dismiss a sexual assault conviction 
by jury. 15 Indeed, since these initiatives have become law and the press has 
increasingly covered this issue, the rate of sexual assault reports in the 1nilitary 
has doubled. 16 However, these efforts have still been criticized as mere window 
dressing. There retnain strong incentives in the structure of the military justice 
system that perpetuate the epiden1ic of sexual assault. Advocates, former mili
tary attorneys and judges, and some Members of Congress have argued that it is 
critical to remove sexual assault prosecution decisions from the military chain 
of command entirely, because there are inherent conflicts of interest when a 
military cornmander. rather than a prosecutor or judge, is responsible for 
deciding whether or not to prosecute an accused service member in his or her 
unit. Senator Kristen Gillibrand (D-NY) introduced an amendment to remove 
this decision from commanders and give it to military prosecutors to be 
included in the 2014 National Defense Authorization Act, but the amendment 

11. Craig Whitlock. General'.\ Promotion Blocked O\·er Her Dismissal of Sex-Assault Verdict. WASH. 

PosT. May 6. 2013. 
12. ld. 
L3. ld. 
14. See Defense STRONG Act. S. IO 18. 112th Cong. (2011 ). Parts of the Defense STRONG Act 

were codified at 10 U.S.C. § 2222. 
15. See National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2014. Pub. L. No. 113-66. 127 Stat. 672. 
J 6. Sig Christenson. Military sexual assault reports up 50%. HousTON CHRON., Dec.27.2013. 
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failt:d b) a enate pro edural 1nechanisrn. 17 A similar ~ill, intro
1
~uced by 

Rcpre~ent.1ti \ e Jack it: Speier (D-CAJ. has not been made mto Jaw. I~~eed, 
e\ en i11 ~on1t: in~tm1Les ,, here Congress has made demands on the tn1htary, 
oftemim "~ the mil1tar~ h<1~ faikd to comp!). For cXi.trnple, the rnilitary has 
failed to establish and ·rnc1kc ,1\[!ilabl~ a datahasc of sexual assault perpetrators, 

I l) 

,, hich \\ a-, rn,lllcldted b\ Con~rc:-.s se\ cral ) ears ago. 
\\ hile en ilian in~til~rtiun/are often checked b) lawsuit~ alleging violations 

it indi\ idual rights. ,, hich in turn force those institutions to in1plernent changes 
In m \\ ithin. this kind of cheL·k i doesn ·1 exist in the military because of a 
long-standing. judici~tlly created doctrine. beginning with FereJ v. United States,20 

that bar~ suLh uits. Con~re\\ has on ..,e,eral occasions tried to overturn this .... 

doctrine, but to no a\ ail. As the Honorable Judge Griftith of the D.C. Circuit 
pomtctl out during oral argument in Klay , .. Panetta. "Congress has the power to 
create a cau~e of action ... and they ha\en·t done it."21 

The staggering stati~tics on ~~xual a~'.-)ault in the military, the mishandling of 
sexual assault reports, and the lack or a meaningful re1.iponse by Congress are 
"' hat have led Cioca, Klay, and hundreds of other military sexual assault victims 
to file t\\ o ~eparate cb\~-action lawsuits again~t former Secretary of Defense 
Donald Rum-..feld and against fonner Secretary of Defense Leon Panetta,22 

alleging \ iobtions of their individual constitutional rights and seeking monetary 
damages under Bi,·ens v Six Unknoi,·n Federal Agents of Federal Bureau of 
1Varcotics

21 
and Davis , .. Passman. 24 In their complaints, the victims allege 

\ iolations of their substantive and procedural due process rights ( violation of 
bodil1 integrity, failure to implement federal regulations on sexua] assault in the 
military), equal protection (creating a military environment hostile to women). 
and free sp~ech (retaliation for reporting assaults). 25 The Fourth Circuit dis-

17 Senator Gtllihrand·s Military Justice lmprmement Act was not included in the 2014 National 

Defen c Authon1 Ilion Act. <:;e<• Erntl) Crockett. Defeme Bill V.'i/1 Nor Include Gillihrand~f Mi!irary 
emu/ \ naulr \111111dm{'//r. RHRL \LtnCHECK.cnM (Dec.I 0. 2013 ). http//rhrealitycheck.oro/article/ 

2013/12/ I 0/detcn<;e-h11I-wil l-not-111cludc-gillibrand..,-mi I itary-sexual-assault-arnendment/. 0 

18 Set Scxu~d \s..,ault Trait~ing O\crsight _and Pre, cntion Act (STOP Act), H.R. 1593, 113th Cong. 
§ 3lal 12013. ""h1ch \\ould 1,1kt the rt!portml! ovcr-.1ght in"·estigation and · t. f I 

~ • · . . vIc 1m care o sexua 
a aulh {)LIi ul the hands ol the normal rnilitar" chain of command and pla · · ·d· · · h 

1 J • ce JLms 1ct1on m t e new y 
created. autonomouc, Scxu.d Assault O\l'rsinht and Respon\e Ot'fice C<) 

1 
. · · -

1 
d · · 

ex pc rte, i=: • · n p1Ismg c1v1 1an an m1htar1· 

I<> Oral Argument at 7:51. Klll\ 1. Pa11effa. 75~ F.3d 369 (0 C Cir ,() 14) h ·// 
I / 1..,17816 / I . . . - . Ltp. W\\W.c-span org/ vie co "\ I k a1 \-pc.1nclt<1-oral-ari!umcnt. · 
20 340 u.s 13'" (1950) ~ 
21 Or ti Argument WJ>ro note 19. at 2:04. 
22 S'u e.x. Alm. 758 F.1d 369 

21. 403 l .S :188. 3<17 ( 1971) <hoid1ng I hat a nriv·itl.: citi,"rl t'o 11 h · d . · . 
.- 1 J ,. ' '" '" u t O tarn amagec;; for tnJunes ul,, n.:< c 11c to a ..,,ol.irwn of the hlllrth Amendment bv f,je .. I 1·1· . ·. I · · 

. • Cl i.i o 1c1a ") B1rem ha" sine b d 
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1 
h · ' , ~ een use lo 

24 J4"' I S 228 ' · arc' In <1tC( V federal ofti.c1als ~ ( ICJ7<JJ fholcl1ng th.it .1 congrc-; 1, 111 •11 't·,f·I h • · 
' • '' 111cm l'r could obt · 1· ff the \ 1ol,1t10n ol h r I 1f th Amcndnicnt I H•ht tu he Ir., 1 ct· . . am monetary re 1e or 

c Lc Jnrn Sl'X iscnmIn· t' h h ho!')s fired her on the b,,.,,s of her ~ex) a ion w en er congressman 

2,:; r-m,t mended ( nmplmnt, \11/J"' nolt: J ,11 '11 ~ f 9 S( · c · 
• • 

1
• omplamt. wpm note 2. at 919! 148-62. 
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missed the Cioca suit, as was expected, based on the longstanding Feres 
doctrine, which provides both the military and individual military officers with 
immunity from suit.26 The D.C. Circuit abo dismissed Klay, similarly finding 
that the Feres doctrine barred creation of a Bi,·ens remedy for soldiers whose 
injuries arose out of, or were in the course of activity incident to, their military 
service.27 The principle that service men1bers may not sue the· military or 
military officials for monetary damages is ingrained in American case law. The 
only way these plaintiffs could obtain redress for their injuries is if the Supreme 
Court overturns or makes an exception to Fe res. 

The Feres doctrine developed out of a 1950 Supreme Court case that found a 
judicially created exception to the Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA). a con11non 
mechanism by which individuals can sue the federal government for tort 
violations committed by federal employees. Tv.o decades later, in Bii·ens , .. Six 
Unknown Federal Agents of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics, the Supren1e 
Court for the first time recognized an implied private cause of action for 
damages against federal officials who violated a plaintiff's Fourth Amendn1ent 
rights.28 Bivens was later extended to the Fifth Amendment Due Process Clause 
when the Court found in favor of a plaintiff congressional staff member who 
alleged sex discrimination against her employer in Dal'is \I. Pa.ssmcm.,.,9 Bil·ens 
was again extended to the Eighth Amendment ban on cruel and unusual 
punishment when the Court found in favor of a federal prisoner who sued prison 
officials for medical malpractice in Carlson v. Green. 10 These cases have made 
Bivens the primary mechanism by which individuals vindicate their constitu
tional rights against federal government officials. In recent years, the Supreme 
Court has provided a two-step approach for determining whether a Bivens 
remedy is available. First, a court should ask "whether any alternative, existing 
process for protecting the interest amounts to a convincing reason for the 
Judicial Branch to refrain from providing a new and freestanding remedy in 
damages, "31 and second, ··even 1n the absence of an altemati\ e ... the federal 
courts must ... [pay] particular heed. however, to any special factors counseling 
hesitation before authorizing a new kind of federal litigation."32 Although the 
Supreme Court has not extended Bivens to other constitutional amendments 
after Greene, circuit courts have allowed plaintiffs to obtain redress against 
federal officials in a variety of contexts, such as for violations of the right to 
free speech, free exercise. property, and procedural due process. 33 

26. Cioca, 720 F.3d at 511. 
27. Klay, 758 F.3d at 377. 
28. 403 U.S. 388, 397 ( 1971 ). 
29. 442 U.S. 228 ( 1979). 
30. 446 U.S. 14 (l 980). 
31. Wilkie v. Robbins, 551 U.S. 537. 550 (2007). 
32. Id. (quoting Bush , .. Lucas. 462 U.S. 367. 378 ( 1983)). 
33. Circuit courts have allowed Bivens First Amendment claims. The O.C. Circuit has long allowed 

Bivens actions for violations of the First Amendment rights of protesters. Del/ums ,·. Pm1 ell. 566 F.2d 
167, 196 (D.C. Cir. 1977): Bloem v. Unknown Dep'tofthe Interior Employees. 9'20 F. Supp.2d 154. 161 
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\\ bile the Fere~ doctrine ,, as l riginall) meant to prohibit FTCA ~lai~s 
aoain t the militar) a <1n in titution. its rea5ioning was later us~d to JUS~ity 
~ t ·b· · 1· · t · 4 1·0111 l11·1·,1u ·, 110 Bh'ens actions against prou 1t1ng n111tar) sen1ce mcm1e1s J .:; c . . . 

ind1, 1dual militai, offic1ab, for, iolating sl:n ice members' constlt~Hional nghts 
a \\ell, under th~ .. sp cial fact )f counseling h~!--itation" prong _o! the two-part 
Bh en inquir). Thi has created t:\ en greatl:r immunity for the military than was 
originalh intended b\ the Supreme Court in FereJ. Commentators have long 
arg~1ed f~r Congre s ;o make clear that the FTCA was nc\'er inten~e_d to n~ake 
--uch an exception for sen ice members b) passing legislation exphc1tly reJ~Ct
ing the Feres doctrinc.14 Realizing the political hurdles to such a solut1on, 
other ha, e argued that the Supreme Court ~houl<l overturn the Feres doctrine 
altogether.35 Less ambitious , iews on the matter advocate for courts to create an 
exc;ption to Fere.\ for constitutional violations. intentional torts. harms suffered 
once a sen ice member is no longer in the military. and hanns suffered by 

(D.D.C. 2011): Hartle\ 1. Willert. 918 F. Supp. 2d 45. 50 ( D.D.C. 20 I 3 ). Other circuits have come to 
the same con Ju-,10n. Se£' Pmwgacvs 1. foll'en. 501 Fed. App'x 620. 62~ {9th Cir. 2012) (allov..ing 
Bnem free ~pecch claim to prncc:ed): Mulllucino Em rl. Cr,: 1•. /lfr11doci110 Cnr_, .. 14 F.3d 457. 464 (9th 
Cir 1994) (plaintiff."> stated Bil ens claim where complaint conta111ed specific factual allegations that 
tended to -,ho" rBI agent, intended to interfere\\ ith plai:1tiffs· Fir,t Amendment rights to demonstrate 
,ind t.:Ommunic<lll' their me'ssagc: about the envi,onmenn: Gihson ,~ U111ted State\, 781 F.2d 1334. 1342 
(9th Cir IQ 6) (allegatmn that .. FBI agents acted with impennissible moti\e of curbing plaintiff's 
protected politil,il ,peech ... state<l daim ... cogni1ahle through ... Biren.Hype action directly under 
hr~t Amendment"); Paru11 v. La Pradc 524 F.2d 862. 870 ( )d Cir. 1975) (extending Sirens remedies 
'"lo ,. 1olauon-, of fir..,t amendment right" ... I I ]f [plaintiff] can prO\ t~ that her first amendment rights 
\\Crc ,. 1olatcd b) u federal go, ernmcnt employee. such e\ idence would support a cause of action for 
dama2e m the federal courts.""); Jihaad ,·. Carlson. 410 F.Supp 1132. 1134 (E.D Mich. 1976) ("the 
muon.tie of Hi,e11s ma). in a proper case. he applied to \1olations of Lhe First as well as the Fourth 
Amendment") Second C1rcu1t court,- as,ume that suhstanti, c: due proce..._, claims can be brought under 
Bnens. Roseboro ,: Gil/e(pie. 791 F. Supp.2d 353, 380 (S.D .. Y. 2011) (assuming that a pretrial 
detainee could b1 mg a uh•aanli\ e due proces, Bil em claim for being placed in the SHU for 90 davs 
but dechnmg to find that his right, hnd been \ iola1ed in that particular instance); Petrucelli i'. Has;v, 
605 F. Supp 2d 410 ( E.D ~.Y. 2009) (as..,uming that a pretrial detainee rnuld bring a substantive d~e 
proce s /Jnem cla1m for confmement in the SHU but declining to find that his nohts had been \iolated 
in that rn tance) The ccond Circuit al,o allows Bivens Fifth Amendment cla~ns for deprivation of 
prupc11y. {jee e g. l!nllork \'. B,m11er. 34~ Fed. ~pp'x. 633. 635 (2d Cir.2009) (" It is also a prerequisite 
for a due proces v1olat1on. ,md hence for ''., H,rew .. action of this kind. that the defendants Jarnage 
pl,11nt•f:~ prnpcrty \.\ 1th 111tcnt1nnal c:onduc:t. ); Polllll<'o \'. U.S. Dru~ E,({OrU'ml'llf Adm in .. 158 F.3d 
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\\ llhout due process of la\\. ) C1rcu11 court" ha\ c.: allowe<l a Bivem catN.: of action for violations of 
hfth Amendment procedural due proccs rights. l.11r:rl 1·. Buchllll. 710 f·.3d 6<J8. 699 (7th C'ir. 201.1) 
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spouses and family of service members.16 

The major concern that courts have articulated to justify refusing to hear 
service members' claims against the military is the risk of hanning military 
discipline and the problems with judicial interference in 1nilitary affairs. This is 
a valid concern - if the judiciary 'Aere able to second-guess every 1nilitary 
decision, there surely would be serious adverse effects on the 1nilitary's ability 
to perform its critical role. However, these concerns do not justify the abdica
tion of judicial duty in the face of egregious constitutional violations of service 
members' rights. In fact, there is evidence that courts ha\e adjudicated clairns in 
a similar context without causing such problems. Prisons pose 111any of the sa1ne 
issues with judicial interference as does the n1ilitary. But courts have found a 
way to adjudicate alleged constitutional violations that arise in this context. 
including rape, without causing problems in prison 1nanagen1ent. In the Eighth 
Amendment context, courts find violations where prison officials have acted 
with deliberate indifference to impending harm or with malicious and sadistic 
intent to do harm. 37 Under the framework articulated in Turner "· Sqfle.\'. 1ix 

courts only overturn prison regulations where a prison policy or action does not 
serve a legitimate penological objective. Indeed. the Supreme Court extended 
Bivens actions to the prison context in Carlson v. Greene.39 

In an ideal world, either Congress or the Supreme Court would overturn the 
Feres doctrine so that plaintiffs whose constitutional rights have been violated -
victin1s of intentional torts, medical malpractice. and other harms - could obtain 
redress and so that the military's actions could have some external check. The 
doctrine was never part of Congress's intent in passing the FTCA. and the Court 
has expanded it to the point of absurdity. The doctrine's expansion has allowed 
the military to go unchallenged for. and victims to go unprotected from, 
egregious violations of constitutional rights, like the sexual assault of service 
members by commanders and fellow soldiers with acquiescence. Courts have 
abdicated their duty to adjudicate service members· claims in the face of these 
egregious violations by dismissing cases on Feres grounds for lack of subject 
1natter jurisdiction. 

Recognizing that such a solution is unlikely, however, this paper argues that 
courts should no longer dismiss cases brought by service members against the 
military for lack of subject matter jurisdiction. Rather, courts should use the 
existing mechanism for bringing constitutional claims against federal officials, 
Bivens. and hear these cases, while giving deference to the military using a 
three-part test that borrows from the prison context to provide monetary relief 
for constitutional violations. The refusal to allow Bivens actions against military 
officials in the instances in which Bivens actions were brought against them is a 

36. David Saul Schwartz, Making lmrnmilitary Tort Law More Chi!: A Proposed Reform of the 
Feres Doctrine, 95 YALE L. J. 992 ( 1986). 

37. Farmer r. Brennan.511 U.S. 825. 833 (1994): Hudson r. McMilla11. 503 U.S. 1. 6 (1992). 
38. 482 U.S. 78, 89 ( 1987). 
39. 446 U.S. 14. 
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· · · t l c , CoL1rt can now fix by hearing the mi take. HL)\\ c, er. 11 1s one t mt t 1e 0upn.: me . 
l. B · e \ class of detendants as both Kia\ or Cioca c,tse dlld cxtenl mg n ens to a n \ · . . · 

· .,. · · · • ·, ,r1·tppl ·1c·able in the rn1litary sexual factors m the bffen, t,, >-step I114UH) ~11c .. . 

.. 1 a ult context. oL onl) has Cungrt: ss foiled to provide a 1neaning~ul_ alterna
ti\ e chann ·I to , indicate the ri d1ts of th~ numerous sexual a~sault victims who 
have been failed t,, the militar~ justice s) slt'rll. but the fact that sexual assault 
has n ,thine tu d~ ,, ith th~ ;nilitar) ·s mission make~ the "special factors ..., 

ounsclin£! he~itation" analvsis inapplicable. 
Thi~ 1n;pt!r pro, ides a three-part test for dealing with Bi\'t'IB actions against 

militan officials. one that addresses many of the concerns inherent in the Feres 
doclri[;e and its extension Lo bar Bi\ 1ens suits against military officials. The test 
\\ oul<l ask: ( l) if the sen ice member has suffered harm that is ·\ufficiently 
serious·': (2) if that harm was caw-.ed by the deliberate indifference of the 
sen ice member's militar) ~uperior or, in the alternative, by a malicious and 
sadistic act: and (3) whether the harm was rational11 related to a valid n1ilitary 
objeL·ti,e. Such a framework \\ould ensure judicial noninterference in sensitive 
militarv affalf'> \\ hile also ensuring that the military does not violate constitu
tional ri ~hts \\ 1th no external check. 

'-

l. THE HISTORICAL DEvELOPMENT OF THE FE!:Es DOCTRINE 

Congress pa\~ed the Federal Tort Claims Act in 1948 to allow individuals to 
sue the federal government for tort violations committed by federal employees 
through a waiver of sovereign immunity_ .. w Prior to this time. citizens injured by 
a go, ernment employee had to petition Congress to pass a private bill for 
rclief.

41 
As the federal government grew in size, federal agents inflicted more 

remediless \vrongs upon individual citizens.42 The unwieldy system of petition
ing Congress for relief eventually proved to be an inadequate method of 
handling tort claims against the govemment.43 

The f-'"fCA's text makes an exception from liability for ''any claim arising out 
of the combatant activities of the military or naval forces. or the Coast Guard. 
during time of \\ ar."

44 
This language clearly implies that the FTCA allows 

claims against the military for activitie~ arising from non-combatant activities 
in peacetime. Additionally, between 1925 and 1935. Congress passed eiohteen 
tort hill s. all hut two of which exprc:-.sly denied any recovery to member/'of the 

rmed Force .
4

"i The FTCA made no \uch exception, which indicates that 
around the t11ne of the its passage. Congre!->s had been actively cons idering 

40 Thornc1s ~I G.i ll.1ghcr Srrvt( 1'111<1111/}('n • RiRhf\ 1111der th<' Ferc.., Doc irin . R ti · k · I 'd 
~erv,,, \ nv/\ , . H \ 111 I Rr v 175 1198~ ). · e. e 1111 lllg 11n enr 10 

i I Id 

42 re,, s \ r 1111ul S1"1u. 14(, U S. 115, I W-140, I 950l. 
43 ( ,.ilia h1.: r, wpm note 40, .,, 177 
44 28 l S ( 2680(J) 

45 John A tlcy I nllc;d s1.1te, v lohn1.011 I ere~ nm,, •nc• ( ,11 N I ·t 
I

C . 
\ M I L R.1" 185. J 95 l 1988 ,c c· ii ,, e <me 011t1nues to Grow. 38 
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whether or not to include service members in its atternpts to provide avenues for 
tort relief, and explicitly denied such relief in sixteen other instances. Its silence 
in the FfCA reflects not a lack of thought on the matter. but rather the intent to 
include service members in the class of individuals who should be able to sue 
the U.S. government for the torts of its federal employees.40 

The Supreme Court's initial interpretation of the FTCA was that it did not bar 
claims arising from non-combat activity. The Court's first opportunity to con
sider whether military service members could recover under the FTCA arose in 
the case of Brooks v. United States.47 In Brooks, two service members on 
furlough from the Army were driving in a private car on a public highway when 
a civilian federal employee driving an Army truck negligently struck then1. The 
Cou11 held that military status alone did not bar recovery and concluded that the 
plain language of the FfCA could not be read to exclude al1 military personnel 
tort claims. The Court concluded, therefore. that military personnel could 
recover under the FTCA for injuries, as they did in the Brooks case, because 
their injuries were not suffered ''incident to service."48 

Just one year later, the Court decided Fere!-J v. United Stares, two medical 
malpractice actions and a negligence action on behalf of a service member who 
had died in a fire inside military barracks containing a faulty heating system. 
The Court dismissed all three suits and gave three reasons why service members 
should not be able to recover under the FfCA. First, soldiers did not choose 
where they were stationed. and because the FfCA adopted the tort law of the 
state in which the suit was brought. subjecting soldiers to the laws of fifty 
different states would be unfair since ··a soldier on active duty ... must serve 
any place or, under modem conditions. any nun1ber of places in quick succes
sion." Besides, the Court reasoned, ·'The relationship between the Government 
and members of its armed forces is distinctively federal in character,"49 and 
there was no mechanism in state tort law by which service members could sue 
the government that the FTCA codified. Second, since service members already 
have their own compensation scheme in the Veterans Benefits Act and the 
Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ),50 allowing them to recover under 
the FfCA would be duplicative. As one commentator noted, this justification of 
the Feres doctrine "arguably reflects the belief of federal courts that military 

46. Robert Cooley. Method to This Madness: AcknO\r/edging the Legitimate Rationale behind the 
Peres Doctrine. 68 B.U. L. R.Ev. 981. 984 (1988). 

47. Brooks 1•. United States, 337 U.S. 49 (1949). 
48. Astley, supra note 45. 
49. Feres, 340 U.S. at 143 (quoting Unired Stares 1·. Standard 01/ Co., 332 U.S. 301 (1947)). 
50. ''Any member of the armed forces who believes himself wronged by his commanding officer. 

and who, upon due application to that commanding officer. is refused redress. may complain to any 
superior commissioned officer, who shall forward the complaint to the officer exerci~ing general 
court-martial jurisdiction over the officer against whom it 1s made. The officer exercising general 
court-martial jurisdiction shall examine into the complaint and take proper measures for redressing the 
wrong complained of: and he shall, as soon as possible send to the Secretary concerned a true statement 
of that complaint, with the proceedings had thereon." U.C.M.J. Article 138: 10 U.S.C ~ 938. 
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.1. t· "s1 · .. • , rt ues ions re1nedie h~l\e ~reakr cumpetc11Le lt) rcsol\e mt1am1 ttar), to q . · 
Fmally, the C >t;t found that because no American _lav.. had_ ever ·~·permitted a 
soldier co rcl.o,er for negligence. against either h1~ supenor officers or the 
Go,ermnent he is s n ing." C\rngress surely did not intend to c~~ate a new 
cause ol adinn fl,r mil it.tr) sen ice members hy pass_ing the FfCA . .:,_ ~he Feres 
decision represents tht: uni) juJicially created exception to the FrCA. . 

~I he .,upreme C un lacer held in Clwppe/1 v. H'cdlace that the Feres doctrine 
prohibited BirenJ actions for constitutional torts . .,-4 In ChaJ~pell, ~fric~~
American nav \ seamen brou~ht a race discrin1ination claim against their m1h
tary superior ·as indl\ iduals ..... The plainuffa alleged that their commanders gave 
them less lucrative duties and as igrnnent~ than their white counterparts. and 
failed to promote them on the basis of their race. When the Court decided 
Bi\ ens. a Supreme Court case that allowed citizens to sue federal government 
ofticials in their indi\ idual capacit) for ,iolating the Fourth Amendn1ent, it 
cautioned that future CL)Urts should be he~itant to recognize constitutional 
\ iolation.., dg .. tinst government actors \\ here there were .. special factors counsel
ing he ... itation."55 The Court cited ib own reasoning in Feres as guiding its 
analysis in Chappeff. stating that "the 'special factors' that bear on the propriety 
of respondents· Bivens action abo formed the basis of this Court's decision in 
Fere.L """0 Using the reasoning of Feres. the Court found that the potentially 
di~rupti\e effect that hearing the lawsuit would have on military decision 
making and military discipline was exactly one such factor. 

Judicial decisions regarding whether a service 1nember could sue under the 
FfCA or Bit·ens hinged. after this point, on whether the injury was suffered 
.. incident to service,'' as first articulated in Brooks. The Court repeatedly found 
that more and more injuries were within the ''incident to service'' umbrella. For 
example. the Court extended the military's immunity in United States v. Shearer, 
where it held that an incident occurring off base and off duty was still a 
.. decision of command" and therefore barred by the Feres doctrine. In Shearer, 
the mother of a service member sued the military for the negligent supervision 
of another sen ice member. a convicted murderer, who kidnapped and killed her 
son. \Vhile such an action would have been sustained in a civilian court under a 
theory of re,p,mdeot superior. the Court held that "her allegations go directly to 
the management of the military. call ing into question basic choices about the 
di sci ~Ii ne .. supen ision .. and c~ntrol ~)~ a service1nan,'' immunizing the military 
s~1pcnors_ in the case. tor t_h~ir dec1s1on to enlist the perpetrator despite his 
v10lcnt h1 tnry and their dec1s1on not to monitor him when he went off-base.s7 

51 S h\\art, q1p,a note; ~6. 
52 / ern. 3 10 C S ut 141 
53. C,al1.1ghc;r. wpm nqtc ~o. 
54 Chappell\ Halim e 4(12 I :!W1, 2lJ8 ( 1 'JX:1 l. 
S5 H11 t.:IH. 4'13 s ,I( 396 
·o H11//a{1',462l s at298{1 1>83)(q1101ingUii,•11, Hnus. 'l(\6 
"7 ' / ~' SI . . •. d t .) :, ) ) mter. .1/(Jfl \ \ ll'Wl'r, 471 ( s 52 ( I 98S ). . 
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In United States v. Stanley, the Court refused to hear a Bil'ens claim brought 
by a soldier who had been secretly administered LSD by the military without 
his consent to test its effects on humans as part of a chemical warfare testing 
program.58 The LSD caused the soldier to hallucinate. waking up in the middle 
of the night to violently beat his \\ ife and children: incidents he failed to 
ren1ember afterward. He was discharged from the Army and his marriage ended 
in divorce. 59 The Court held that the suit was barred because his injuries were 
suffered "'incident to service," even though the harmful conduct was not brought 
about as a result of a direct order by a military commander. as it was unclear 
who administered the drugs.60 The reasoning the Stanley court gave for so 
vastly expanding the "incident to service" test was that allowing such a clairn 
would ··require judicial inquiry into, and hence intrusion upon, 1nilitary rnat
ters,"61 thereby making that the central concern in Feres cases going forward. 
The court determined that the "incident to service" test would be the way courts 
should judge whether service members could bring Bivens actions against 
military officials. 

This im1nunity was further expanded in United States v. Johnson, where the 
Court found that a navy pilot who crashed his plane, killing himself and his 
passengers due to faulty instructions by the Federal Aviation Ad1ninistration 
(FAA) tower monitoring his flight, could not bring an FTCA action against the 
FAA because he was on active duty.62 In doing so, the Court reaffirmed the 
holding of Feres. That the FAA was a civilian agency having nothing to do with 
military discipline or judicial interference in military matters was of no concern 
to the Court. 

II. CRITICISMS OF THE FERES DOCTRINE 

Most scholars now agree that the Feres decision was a mistake, as were the 
decisions that vastly expanded its reach. First, as commentators argue, the text 
of the FTCA clearly implies that Congress did not intend for the military 
exception to extend to non-combat activities. 

Second, the reasons given for the Feres decision have been thoroughly 
debunked. The fifty-state rationale (the supposed unfairness of subjecting ser
vice members who cannot choose their assignments to the laws of fifty states) is 
unpersuasive given that civilians can sue the military for many of the harms that 
the Feres doctrine bars service members from suing for even though civilians 
also cannot choose the location of their assigmnent. Indeed, "Feres creates a 
massive gap between the legal worth of injuries incurred by service members 

58. United States,·. Stanley. 483 U.S. 669 ( 1987). 
59. Id. 
60. Id. 
61. Id. at 682. 
62. United States v. Johnson. 481 U.S. 681 (1987). 
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d · b . "61 Jusri·L··· Brennan pointed out in his dissenting an non-...,en H.: e n1e m e1 . s .... . 

· · I 1 · 1· ... . adJ·tidi· •--it;• ,--· 1 ses where "a soldier sues for op1mon In tan e_,, l H? Jlll 1uar) l'1Il L Lu'-' .... u, .' . . . 

non-sen ice conneet1.:d i,tjun. \\ hen a suldier sues CI\ 1han contractors with the 
Go\ ermnenl tor ,en ice-cl,1~ncctnl injury, and when a civilian is injured a~d 
ues a ci\ ilian contractor\\ ith the milit~tr) or a military tortfea~or."

64 
There 1s 

no ju tification for the glaring incunsisLcncy hctween the righb of sen ice 
niembers and their L·i, ilian counterparts. 

The rat1onah.: that sen ice members already hi.i\ e their own compen~ation 
s ·heme has al o been se\ ere!) criticiLed. There are three rnechanism~ of 
sen ice-member compensation that courts cite: ( l) the UC!vU generally. which 
i~ ~uppo~cd to deter \\ rungful conduct by provjding criminal and non-judicial 
punishment:-. to :-.en ice members who , ·iolate it: (2) the Veterans Benefits Act 
( V BAJ, \\ hich pro, ides service members con1pensation for service-connected 
in Juries after the) are discharged from the military: and (3) Article 138 of the 
CC~lJ. \\ hich pro\ ides that service members can bring injuries to the attention 
of a commanding ottker or his or her superior. All three of these n1echanisms 
are se,erd) flawed, however. and do not provide an equivalent to allowing 
reco, er) under the TTCA. 

Tht: UCMJ .... y .... tem, for example, is rife with conflicts of interest. Cases are 
not brought again<-it a ~ervice member by a neutraJ body such as a prosecutor or 
judge: rather. they can only be brought by the service member's own co1nmand
ing officer. Commanders under pressure to perform therefore have a strong 
incentive to be lenient with soldiers who do well at their duties. even if those 
soldier, commit crimes. Commanders who have preexisting opinions about 
their soldier~ are inevitably influenced by these opinions in their decisions on 
\1. hether or not to bring a case forward in the military justice system. While 
comm.mder:-. have attorneys to advise them on legal issues. they have the right 
to ignore the advice of these attorneys. As a result, the UCMJ as a compensation 
yqern fails v. here commanders can choose not to bring cases when they are 

alerted to an incident of harm, which often happens in sexual assault cases, and 
where commanders pardon convictions that have been rendered by military 
juries. This i one of the reasons Members of Congress have recently called for 
taking the power to bring ~exual assault prosecutions away froin military 
commanders. M 

The Veterans B~ncfits system is hardly an alternative to the type of recovery 
th~at could b~ obtam~d t_h~ough the FfCA. The check~-and-balances-type ben
ehts ot havmg _the Jud1c1ary adjudicate FfCA claims is simply not present 
\\ here an cxccutl\ C branch agency with its own financial con<tra· t b d t 

. ·"' 111 s. u ge ary 
pressure:-:, and reputat1onal concerns is determining what · · · t ·d 

· · ~ mJunes o prov1 e 

6 3 furl'), \llfJ/'ll note 34 

64 Sta11h . 481 l S at 702 Wrcnn,111 I d11;,cnting) (L·,1·111 , I I 1 0 

· ·, g • ,, 111"111 "to I U.S. at 700 (Scalia. J., d,.,.,cntingll · 
65 S ·.111 Sullth1n. / 111st I H MI \ 

l ll l ,, H , tf111 \ r•wal , \ ,,wt/1 Ca,ev Out\ide Command CJ1rz1·n. WASH. f'o'>T. ~1.t) l2,2ll l ; "' 
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compensation for. To this day, for exan1ple. the military establishment refuses to 
acknowledge that it did anything to hann the so-called Atomic Veterans. service 
members who were exposed to radiation from the military's nuclear testing 
experiments of l 945-1962.06 Some of the shortcomings of the UC!\1J also 
translate into the shortcomings of the VBA. For exan1ple. service member~ who 
apply for veterans benefits after a sexual assault suffered during their service 
often cannot recover because the assault was never documented by their com
manding officer and put in their files, a requirement for receiving veterans· 
benefits for sexual-assault related injuries such as Post-Traumatic Stress Disor
der. In contrast. suing under the FTCA would allo\\ those ~en ice 1ne111bers to 
use evidence other than what their commanding officer documented to prove 
that a sexual assault occurred and that the service member suffered harm. 
Indeed, "the level of compensation given to seriously injured service n1embers 
makes a mockery of the notion of interchangeable or redundant con1pensation 
systems."67 The VBA does not compensate for everything that one could obtain 
compensation for if allowed to bring an FTCA claim. Congres&. for example. 
has repeatedly acknowledged that current veterans benefits do not coyer all 
injuries, or provide for sufficient compensation. by passing such laws as the 
Radiation-Exposed Veterans' Compensation Act,68 and the Radiation Exposure 
Compensation Act.69 These statutes provide veterans with monetary compensa
tion for contracting cancer and other diseases as a direct result of their exposure 
to atmospheric nuclear testing undertaken by the United States during the Cold 
War, or their exposure to high levels of radon while doing uranium mining. 

The provision of the UCMJ that allows service members to report injuries to 
their commanding officers or higher ups also has its shortcomings. Service 
members often do not report injuries to their superior officers if the perpetrator 
is their superior officer, considering that superior officers have a tremendous 
amount of power and influence in the military hierarchy. High-ranking officers 
in the military can sometimes exert control over investigations into their own 
misconduct. Service members also do not report injuries if they fear not being 
believed, if doing so would open an investigation of the injury and 1nake them 
the ·'talk of the base,'' if it could harm their reputation. and for a host of other 
concerns. AU of these shortcomings have led one commentator to conclude. 

·'In practice ... institutional pressures cause the military remedial system to 
break down in precisely the cases where deterrence and compensation are 
most needed. As instruments of military policy. the remedial system cannot be 
relied upon to play a watchdog role. where that may cause embarrassment to 
the military: instead, the remedial system may be more likely to cover up 

66. Schwartz. supra note 36. at 999 n.34 ("From the 1950s to the present. the militar) ·s respon.e to 
the Atomic Veterans has been to cover up rather than to remedy thelf problems."). 

67. Turley, supra note 34. 
68. Pub. L. No. 100-321, 102 Star. 485 (1988) (codified as amended at 38 U.S.C. § 1 I l2(c)). 
69. Pub. L. No. 101-426, 104 Stat. 920 (1990) (codified as amended at 42 U.S C. § 2210 (1990)). 
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I · t'"'m is probdb!\ competent to mil11ar) v-. rongdomg. The 1111 uar) JU t1ce ) s c __ .: , . , 
punish and deter isolated mis lH1clt1ct of In\\ t:r k\ el ol hcers that sharp!) 
depart from the m1ht,1f) ·.., O\\ n norm of belrn, ior. But It may be less 

hi ,,70 
CJmpcknt to cictl!I conducl that i, p.111 of a\\ idesprcad pro em. 

Third, the part1lkl p,i, .ne liabilit) argument (that there \r\a~ no .. ?arallel 
pri\ ak liab1lit) ·• for uit b) -.en ice member~ against the go~ crnment in ~late 
tort law that \\ as codi fiecl b, the FTCA) ,, as 4uickly recognized as weak and 
rejected b} the Supreme C~urt in Ra_Hmie,: Inc. ,,. U11~1e~I S:ates, :' here the 

om1 held that an injured part) could not be depri \ ed ol his nghts s1mpl) due 
to an alleeed distinction bet,, een the ~o, ernment ·s actions in its proprietaf} 

~ ~ 

capaLit) \er us ih uniquely goven1mental capacity.71 This is increasingly true 
toda, \\ ith the 2:ro,, in!:! use of militarv contractors . .., "-" '- -

E\ en under an ••incident to sen ice'· anal) sis. the types of claims barred by 
the FTCA toda: cannot possibly be con~idercd the kinds of experiences that a 
er\ ice member can e~p ·ct (or that society should tolerate) just because they 

enter the mi Ii tar) and g.h e up certain freedoms. Courh interpret ••incident to 
~en ice"' to mean that. but for a per-.;on ·s military ~tatus. he or she would not 
ha, e suffered the injury. It was only because. as a service member, with access 
to 1nilitary medical treatment. courts reasoned. that the sen, ice member suffered 
injur) from the malpractice of a military physician. Therefore the patient's 
injul) v-. as deemed incident to sen ice. It was only becau~c. as a "ervice member 
\\ ith acces~ to the li\ ing quarters of an Army base. that the service member 
experienced rape there. Therefore her injury wa~ deemed incident to service. In 
Gonzale:;, v. Air Force. for example. the Tenth Circuit found that the benefit a 
plaintiff receh ed at the ti1ne of her injury (rape) ,, as her ability to attend an 
on-ba e militaf) party. Courts have subsequently found that injuries occurring 
during recreational activities are incident to sen ice because they relate to 
militar~ order and discipline.72 The absurdity of th1" idea is easy to uncover. as 
the Gon:;,a/ez. plaintiff's ability to attend the on-base military party where she 
\\as raped could not have possihly had anything to do with her militarv sen·ice. 
If ~uch a situation should be considered incident to service, so should ;ne where 
a commander directs a service member to rape another as punishment for 
abdicating a military dut). Clearly this cannot be the case. 

Sell\\ a11z. for example, argues. '"Since 1950 the Fe res doctrine ha.., grown 
rnto something quite different from the original rule. A list of the various ;laiins 
barred today by the Fere.\ doctrine illustrates: hlack servicemen claiinino di"crimi
nator) puni hments and duty assignments by a superior officer: 7-~ : service-

70 dw, art, wpm note 16. at 999 

71 152 ls 11') 119 (1957), 5((' afo, !1ulw11 IP\\/lli: ro. I. U1111ccl \"1 ,, ,c:o l l s 61 r.r. 69 
(1955) ' (IC.\ • • i., '· • Ol)-

72 Co 10 \ l ,med State~ 248 1 3d 863. 8h8 69 (9th Cir. 2001 ). 
73 Chapp II I nc,1/art. 462 L S 296 ( 198:\) 
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woman claiming to have been sexually assaulted: 74 an army inte11igence agent 
found dead after allegedly being confined and interrogated for nine days by 
Army and CIA agents who had learned of his intention to write his men1oirs;75 

soldiers subjected to experimental injections of LSD~76 thousands of soldiers 
ordered to participate in atomic radiation experiinents.77 These are not the kinds 
of things we expect soldiers to undergo simply because they have signed up for 
or been conscripted into the military. As Justice O'Connor stated in her Stanley 
dissent, "In my view, conduct of the type allege<l in this case is so far beyond 
the bounds of human decency that as a matter of law it sin1ply cannot be 
considered a part of the military mission."78 And as Brennan echoed in his, 
"The court holds that the Constitution provides him with no remedy, ~olely 
because his injuries were inflicted while he performed his duties in the Nation's 
Armed Forces. If our Constitution required this result. the Court's decision, 
though legally necessary, would expose a tragic flaw in that docmnent.''79 

III. A FOURTH RATIONALE: JUDICIAL NON-INTERFERENCE 

As courts began to acknowledge the problems with the rationales provided 
for keeping Feres and the decisions interpreting it. a dominant rationale for 
n1aintaining the doctrine emerged. In Shearer the court provided a two-part test 
to determine whether an injury was suffered "incident to service": ( l) whether 
the suit requires a civilian court to second-guess 1nil itary decisions ... and (2) 

whether the suit might in1pair essential n1ilitary discipline. As one con1mentator 
noted, "the trend among federal courts after the Supren1e Court's decision in 
Shearer has been to confine •incident to service' analysis to primarily a 'military 
discipline' analysis.''80 In United States v. Brown, the court noted that Congress 
did not intend to allow suits for injuries incident to military service because of 
the potential undue interference with military discipline. stating that Feres 
seems best explained by the "peculiar and special relationship of the soldier to 
his superiors [and] the effects of the 111aintenance of such suits on discipline."81 

If service rnen1bers could bring suits against each other, military discipline 
would be undem1ined and civilian courts would be able to second-guess mili
tary deci~ion making. Therefore, ''civilian courts must at the very least, hesitate 
long before entertaining a suit which asks the court to tamper with the estab
lished relationship between enlisted military personnel and their superior 

74. S!llbbs i·. Uniced State~. 7--1-4 F.2d 58 ( 11th Cir. 1984). 
75 Sigler v. Le Van. 485 F. Supp. 185 (D. Md. 1980). 
76. Stanley, .. CIA. 639 F.2d 1146 (5th Cir. 198 l ). 
77. Jaffee r. United States. 663 F.2d 1226 (3d Cir. 1980) (en bane). cert. denied. --1-57 L.S. 1133 

(1982). 
78. Stanley. 483 U.S. at 709. 
79. Id. 
80. Gallagher. supra note -1-0. at 196. 
8 l. United States, .. Brown, 348 U.S. 110. 112 ( 1954). 
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t'h' " , o cers. -

Courts hu\ e increa~ingl) begun to ju~tif) decisions dismissed on Feres 
grounds under the banner of judicial noninterference in military affairs, reinforc
ing the notion that the militar) is separate from the civilian syste1n. As the Court 
tated in Chapp<:'//. the first case to hold that service 1nembers cannot bring 

Bii·en., actions against military officials. ··n1ilitary necessity makes demands on 
its per~onnel ·'v\ ithout counterpart in civilian life .... ~, pointing out the "hierarchi
cal structure of discipline and obedience to command ... unique in its applica
tiL)fl to the military establishment an<l wholly different from civilian patterns."84 

and concluding that ••it is difficult to conceive of an area of go, ernmental 
acti\ ity in which the courts have less competence.''85 As the court added in 
Orloff; because "the military constitutes a specialized com1nunity governed by a 
~eparate discipline from that of the civilian ... orderly govern1nent require~ that 
the judiciary be ... scrupulous not to interfere with legiti1nate Army mat
ters .... "~

6 
"The special ~tatu~ of the military has required, the Con~titution 

contemplated. Congres" has created and this Court has long recognized two 
systen1~ of justice, to some extent parallel: one for civilians and one for military 
personnel. --~7 

When courts have expressed concern over judicial intrusion into military 
discipline. they have referred to one of three things. First, courts express 
concern that they may cause disruption through factual inquiries. Requiring 
members of the Armed Forces to testify as to one another's decisions and 
actions can threaten the military's reputation, for example. Second. they express 
concern that courts may chill swift and bold military decision making by 
constantly holding the potential for damage remedies over the heads of command
er~. Third. courts worry that they may promote the disobedience of soldiers: 
soldiers would be more likely to defy orders if they knew they could sue later. 

All three of these rationales have also been thoroughly criticized. First. 
commentators argue that reputational concerns aren't persuasive given that 
"civilian plaintiffs are not barred fr01n bringing suit for injuries caused by the 
tortious conduct of the military. "88 These suits also require that service me1n
bers testify about their actions and the inner workings of the military. Addition
ally. a\ a general matter, allowing service members to testify about each others· 
actions en)ures that the public has information about how the 1nilitary functions 
and ensures effective civilian oversight over military affairs. a longstanding 
principle in American law. The concern regarding chilling swift decision mak
ing is also unpersuasive when one considers that the decision~ that are being 

82. Clw11pell. 462 l ) al 300 
81. Id. fquoling S(h!t \/118N ,. Cmm, ilmon. 420 U.S. 738. 757 ( 1975)). 
X4. Id. 
X"' /ti. al 102 (quoting G,//ii:,1111. Mor~an. 413 U.S. I. 10 ( 1973)). 
86. Orlo/{i. Wil/rmJ:hh\, 145 IJ.S. 81, 'J4 I 19')1). 

X7 Clwppe/1. 46] l .S. at 103-04 (quoting /for/I\ 1·. Wilwn, 346 U.S 137. 140 (1953)). 
88. S1..:h"' .1rl/. rn11ro note 36, c11 I OOS. 
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protected by the current Feres doctrine framework are to suppress whistleblow
ers, ignore sexual assault, engage in racial discrirnination, conduct chemical 
experiments on soldiers, and the like - not the kind that need protection, such as 
decisions made in combat. Finally, blind obedience to n1ilitary con1mands is not 
a virtue that should be promoted, given that 1nilitary law i1nposes an obligation 
on soldiers to refuse to obey unlawful orders,89 and given that military service 
members do retain their constitutional rights. 

The military discipline rationale is peculiar given that many of the cases that 
have been struck down on Feres grounds have had little to do with discipline at 
all. When courts of appeals have atten1pted to use the ••incident to service'' test 
in a more meaningful way, the Supre1ne Court has stn1ck them down. In 
Atkinson v. United States, the Ninth Circuit allowed a medical malpractice case 
to go forward because a female service member was suing a 111ilitary doctor for 
the misdiagnosis of her pre-eclampsia, finding that whether or not she could sue 
would have no bearing on military discipline.90 The case was later modified and 
withdrawn in light of the Supren1e Court's ruling in United States v. Johnson,91 

where the Court prevented a military service member from suing even a civilian 
agency on Feres grounds. Additionally, in Daberkow v. United States, a German 
pilot who was killed while training in an American-made aircraft under German 
com1nand was unable to recover.92 These cases indicate that military discipline 
"appear[ s l to be little more than a pretense to prevent service members from 
seeking damages under the FICA and maintain a bright-line rute:'93 and that 
Peres has been applied as broadly as possible to shield the military from 
liability. Cases like these have led commentators and dissenting judges to 
conclude that the judiciary has abdicated its duty to adjudicate difficult but 
important claims when it comes to military service men1bers.9

.i 

89. Id. at 1006-1007. 
90. Alkinson 1·. Uniled States, 825 F.2d 202 (9th Cir. 1987). 
91. United Smtes 1•. Johnson. 481 U.S. 681 (1987) (barring case on Feres grounds even though 

civilian air traffic controller, an employee of civilian federal agency. caused injury.). 
92. Daberkow 1•. United States. 58 I F.1d 785 (9th Cir. 1978). 
93. Turley, supra note 34. at 27. 
94. See, e.g .. Francine Banner. Immoral Waiver: Judicial Reviell' of Intra-Military Sexual Assault 

Claims, l 7 LEWIS & CLARK L. REV. T23, 725-26 (2013): Jonathan Tomes. Feres to Chappell to Stanley: 
Three Strikes and Sen•ice Members Are Ow. 25 U. R1ct1. L. REV. 93, 113 n.97 (1990): Goldman v. 
Weinberger, .. -1-75 U.S. 503. 515 (1986) (Brennan, J.. dissenting) ("The Court. however, evades its 
responsibility by eliminating. in all but name only. judicial review of military regulations that interfere 
with the fundamental constitutional rights of service personnel."): United States v. Stanley. 483 U.S. at 
709-710 (O'Connor. J .. dissenting) ("No judicially crafted rule should insulate from liability the 
involuntary and unknowing human experimentation alleged to have occurred in this case.'·): Stanley. 
483 U.S. at 7 IO (Brennan. J .. dissenting (''The [majority] holds that the Constitution provides [Stanley] 
with no remedy, solely because his injuries were inflicted while he performed his duties in the Nation's 
Anned Forces. If our Constitution required this result, the Court's decision. though legally necessary, 
would expose a tragic flaw in that document ... [i]n reality. the [majority] disregards the commands of 
our Constitution. and bows instead to the purported requirements of a different master. military 
disciphne . . . "). 
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The idea that the judiciar) has too little e'\pertise in military affairs to 
contribute an) thing meaningful \\ hen sen ice members try to sue the military is 
simply false. It is preci..,ely the judiciat) ·s role to adjudicate claims between 
parties and determine \\ hat is fair. Leaving this job to the mi litar) or son1e other 
executive branch agent) when the military itself i1., the perpetrator of the wrong 
doe\ not n1ake sense. Fostering a ..,eparate s) stem of justice for the military goes 
against the principle of checks and balance.., and is not what the Fran1ers 
intended. Additionally, the military's growing size 1nak~s this u growing problem. 

IV. FERES Is HERE TO STA't 

Commentators have for years been arguing that the Fere.\ doctrine should be 
overturned; however, this is unlikely to happen because neither Congress nor 
the Supreme Court is likely to do so. 

In the almost twenty-five years since this Court reaffirmed Fere.s in John,011 
v. FAA, Congress has rejected numerous bills that would have limited Fere,. 
including by rendering it inapplicable to medical malpractice claims.9

" Con
gress held extensive hearings on several of those bi11s.96 None. however, have 
resulted in a floor vote that has been successful at overturning the rule. 

The Supreme Court is also unlikely to overturn Feres. given that the Court 
has only expanded its reach over time. Additionally, stare decisis would ~trongly 
militate against the Court overturning this precedent. The Supreme Court has 
had the chance to overturn Feres in Johnson v. United States, and it did not. 
which would suggest that it is unlikely to do so now. 

The argument that Feres should be overturned is likely going nowhere. The 
best that we can hope for is that the Court limits Feres's reach. 

V. LEARNING FROM A SIMILAR CONTEXT: PRISONS 

The concern that courts lack the competence to deal with issues in a highly 
specialized setting is not unique to the military. Courts have expressed similar 

91. See H.R. 1478, J 11th Cong. (2009), S. 1374, I I Ith Cong. (2009): H.R. 6093. 110th Cong. 
(2008): H.R. 4603. I 09th Cong. (2005) (proposed addition of Section 2 l6l(c)( I )(E) to the Puhlic 
Health s~rvice Act. 42 U S.C 300aa-l et seq.): H.R. '2684. 107th Cong. (2001 ): H.R. 3-407. 102d Cong. 
< 1991 ): H.R. 536. 101st Cong. ( 1989): S. 2-+90. 100th Cong. (1988): S. 347. 100th Cong. ( 1987), H.R. 
l 34I. I 00th Cong. ( 1987 ): H.R. I 054. 100th Cong. ( l 987 ). 

96. See Carmelo Rodriquez. Mil,tm) Medical Acco1111tubilitr Act of 2009: Hearing Befi,re the 
SuhL'omm. 011 Commercial and Admin. Law of the H. Comm. 011 the Judiciar.,, 111 th Cong. ( 2009): The 
Feres Doc1rine An Exw11i11athm of this Mil11a1y Exaption to the Federal Torr Claim.\ Act HC'aring 
Before the S Comm 011 the Judicia,), I 07th Cong. (2002): Claim.\ for /\('l!.lii:.cm \f cd/C al Care 
Prmided Memhers of the Armed frm es: Heari11r: Before the S11hcom111. 011 Ad111i11. !_m,· ond Gon rn111e11-
1al R<,fotirm., of' the H. Comm on the Judiciarv. I 02nd Cong. ( 1991 ): Mccfirnl Molf"W ,,,.!' Suits for 
Armed Servi(£'\ Penonnel Heannp. Before the Sulwo111111. 011 Court., and Ad111in. Pmc1ice <f the S. 
romm. 011 the Judi<'iarv. I 00th Cong. ( 1988): Cm11pe11satio11 for \lic/1111\ of Military Malpractice: 
Hearing Bejor<' th<' Af ilitmJ Prnn1111el ond C011111e11wt1011 Comm. <~/ the 1-1. Comm. 011 Armed Serl'ice.\, 
J()(Jth Cong. ( 1987): Mili1nn Med,rnl Molprwr,ce and Lwb1fitrfo1 /11j11rie, Re.rnlti11g From the Atomir 
W<'apon\ frHi1w Pm!!.ram: /le,nmg lie/ore the Suhco111111. <111 Admin l..(111' 011d Go1·em111enw/ Relations 
n(th<' H Comm. nn the ./11dici(/n, 100th Cong. ( 1987). 
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concerns with judicial interference in at least one other context: prisons. A 
comparison between the military and prison is indeed jarring at first. Prisoners 
have committed crimes and been locked away to pay the price for doing so and 
to maintain the safety of the public. Military service mernbers, in contrast. put 
their lives on the line for their country. The con1parison I n1ake. ho\A. ever, is not 
between service members and pri~oners. It 1s as insritutions that prisons and the 
military have relevant similarities, particularly when it cornes to how courts 
should adjudicate disputes that occur within then1. 

As an initial matter, both service men1bers and prisoners give up so1ne. but 
not all, of their constitutional rights when they enter tho~e institutions. --rvtilitary 
authorities are empowered to impose a high risk of serious physical harm on 
troops by ordering them into combat. The discipline underlying effective mili
tary force is thought to require restrictions on soldiers· personal freedon1 and 
acceptance of a certain degree of physical harshness and brutality in their living 
environment."97 This is also true in the prison context. where, as the Court 
articulated in Farmer v. Brennan, ··[t]he Eighth Amendment does not outlaw 
cruel and unusual ·conditions;' it outlaws cruel and unusual ·punishments. "'9 ~ 

Prisoners' freedoms are severely curtailed and they are often put into very 
uncomfortable conditions. This is in part the very purpose of incarceration. 
Needless to say, both soldiers and prisoners do not enjoy the same kind of 
freedoms as ordinary citizens. This forces courts, as a result, to work hard to 
strike the right balance between upholding the prisoner or service member's 
rights while also considering that some rights are incompatible with their 
environments, because both sets of individuals have rnade choices that require 
them to give up or diminish their ability to exercise their rights to the fullest 
extent, compared to ordinary citizens. 

First A1nendment rights provide a good example of how this plays out in both 
contexts. While both service members and prisoners enjoy First Amendment 
protection, their rights are significantly curtailed due to the governmental 
interests involved. Prisons, for example. have a great deal of authority to limit 
what prisoners can read,99 who they can talk to outside of the prison 100 and 
what they can say. 101 Similarly, the military also limits how service members 
can express themselves. 102 Individuals in both institutions do not completely 

97. Schwartz, supra note 36, at 997. 
98. Farmer, 511 U.S. at 837. 
99. Beard v. Banks, 548 U.S. 52 l (2006). 
I 00. Tumer v. Safley, 482 U.S. 78 (1987) (upholding prison regulation prohibiting inmates from 

corresponding through letters with inmates in other prisons): Shm1 ,,. Murphy. 532 U.S. 223 (2001) 
(upholding prison regulation prohibiting inmate from giving another inmate legal advice): Thornburgh 
v. Abbott, 490 U.S. 40 l (1989) (allowing prison warden broad discretion m 'which pubhcat1ons 
prisoners cannot receive from the outside world): Pell v. Pmcunier. 417 U.S. 817 ( l 974) (upholding 
prison restriction on press access to prisoners for purposes of interviewing them). 

10 I. Smith v. Mosley. 532 F.3d 1270, 1277 (11th Cir. 2008). 
102. Weinberger. 475 U.S. at 503 (upholding a military pohcv disallmving militar) rabbi from 

wearing his yarmulke on Air Force base). 
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gi, e up their con titutional rights. h<1\\ e, er. For exa1nple. in Turner,·. Sqfley. the 
Supreme Court he]d that a prison regulation requiring the warden to approve all 
pri oner n1ani:1ge \\ as unconstitutional because it , iolated prisoners· substan
ti, e due process rights b) impinging on their fundamental interest in 1nar
riage.10'.\ In ~Viti r. Air Force1<>4 and Lug Cabin Republican.!;. icVi the Ninth Circuit 
found that the military"s Don't A~k. Don·1 Tdl (DADT) poli<.:y violated the 

b . d . I d F' d . I t· . b I()(, ~U stanllve ue proce~s n1! 1b an Irst Amen ment ng 1ts o service mern ers. 
Additionally. both the military and prisons are highly valued institutions in 

societ) because the) protect the ,ecurity of the public. 'The 1nilitary protects the 
countr) against external threat.: prisons protect local communities from the risk 
that criminals pose. The LOUntry relies on both of these functions to thrive and 
gro\:v. As a result. the public tends to be willing to accept the separate nature of 
both institutions from the rest of societv and to allO\\ for a significant amount of - ~ 

!->Clf-policing. The military has its own criminal justice systen1, for example (the 
UClvlJ ). Prisons pro1nulgate regulations that lay out rules for prisoners and 
prison ,taff as \\.ell as the punishments for violations of such rules. 

Both institutions· n1embers tend to lack strong political power. but for 
different reason">. Politicians often care little about the plight of prisoners -
pri">oner"> tend to be from predominantly poor communities where political 
participation is minimaL 107 and depending on their convictions, prisoners often 
gi\ e up their Yoting rights. Service members also tend to be economically les" 
well-off than the civilian popu lation. 108 Additionally, the military strongly 
discourages political speech and encourages soldiers not to dissent. 109 While the 
defense establishment wields a tremendous amount of power in Congress. and 
the notion that the government has a duty to provide for veterans is a popular 
one. indi\ idual service members tend to wield little political power becau"ie 
they are discouraged from airing their grievances. 

I 03. Tunu.•,. 482 U.S. at 78. 
104. iiiu \. Dep't oj Air Force, 'i27 F~d 806 (9th Cir. 2008). 
I OS. L<1r: Cohin Repuhlicwl\ v. U.S .. 658 F.3d 1162 (9th Cir. 2011 ). 
I 06. In hoth cases. the court found 1hat the rnilitary policy created adverse consequences for 

reveal111g a -..en ice mcmbcr·s sc,ual orientation and thereby, inlated his First Amendment right.... 
!07. U.S. DFwr. OF Jusr,o. Bt REAt n, J1 snn: S1Ar1sr1cs. NCJ 164620. PRor111 rn JAIi IN~1ATE.<; I 9l)6 

( I 99XJ. 
I 08. Ncarl) three quarters of those killl'd in Iraq came from towns \\ here the per capita income was 

below the national average. Small Towns Ahsorh the Toll of \¼ir. ~ °'' '1 Pl:H. RAnto ( Fch 20. 2007). 
http://w\A. w npr.org/templates/storyh,tory.php?story Ic.J = 7 492231. 'The greatest ind icatnr ol the Ii kc Ii
hood ot military servke is whether )0ung men of modest ahility Lome from di,advant.iged circum-
tanccs. experience minimal connectedness to others. and report a hist01') nf ad0lcsccnt lighting ... Glen 

H . !· Ider. Jr, ct al. Pothwav., tn 1he Al/-\'<,l,1111ea Miliwn. 91 (2) Srn. SCI. Q. -~SS (20IO). Military 
rcc1uitcrs ha,c been l:ritki:1cd for disproportionately targeting lmv-incornc youth and student<; of color. 
Soldiers of Afi.,fomme: Ahu~he U.S. Mil,ton Recruitment mu/ F(//l111e to Protect Child Soldiers. 
AC I I ( 1.,y 13. 2008). https://w\\ w.aclu.org/human-right,./<,,oldier,-misfortune-abusivc-u~-milttary
n:l:rll 1trncn1-:ind-f"ai lure pn,tcct-ch1 Id ,oldicrs. 

109. Michael oone. /'nli,,,at /)nse111111 the U.S. Militorv. ABC E\\S (Feb.7.2007). http://abcnew'-. 
go.com/Poht1c~/c,tory9 1d 2857017. 
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Judicial interference in prison management raises many of the same concerns 
articulated in the context of judicial interference in n1ilitary affairs. Courts 
express the concern that judges in prison cases should not "become the primary 
arbiters of what constitutes the best ~olution to every adn1inistrative prob-
1 "I IO d h ,. . d . . d h k h em, an t at pnson a m1n1strators, an not t e courts, are to n1a e l e 
difficult judgments concerning institutional operations.'' 111 Courts argue that 
prison officials have expertise that courts lack on how best to achieve penologi
cal objectives such as prison security and rehabilitation. 

The difference between the two contexts, hoVi ever, is that despite the con
cerns that courts express over inserting themselves into prison n1anagement 
decisions, courts do not completely dismiss prisoners· rights cases for lack of 
subject matter jurisdiction, as they do in the case of military service n1en1bers. 
Unlike with the 1nilitary, courts have not created in prisons a world unto itself. 
where they are expected to self-police without an effecti\ e external check. 
Courts hold prisons accountable to the Constitution. Prisoners 1nay sue prison 
officials for violating their Eighth Amendment right to be free fron1 cruel and 
unusual punishment through § 1983 actions against states 112 and s;vens actions 
against the federal government. 113 For constitutional violations outside the 
Eighth Amendment, courts allow prisoners to challenge prison policies and 
regulations under a deferential standard articulated in Turner v. Safley, if those 
policies violate a prisoner's constitutional rights to free speech. exercise of their 
religion, freedom from unreasonable search and seizure, equal protection, etc. 

This involvement has not caused a disruption in prison security. as con1menta
tors fear would be caused in the case of military discipline. It has not meant the 
substitution of judges' opinions for the expert opinions of prison officials on 
matters of incarceration. If anything, commentators have held that judges are 
too deferential even in the prison context. 11

-t This begs the question of whether 
the judicial treatment of prisoners' rights can lend some wisdom on how courts 
can be involved, yet still deferential, in the military context. 

Additionally, it is worth noting that courts are not unwilling to force the 
military to behave constitutionally. Courts are willing to provide injunctive 
relief to service members who sue clai1ning violations of their constitutional 
rights, as discussed above in the case of Witt v. Air Force. This would suggest 
that courts should be consistent between the military and prison contexts by 
allowing service members to pursue both injunctive as well as monetary relief. 
The reasons that both types of relief exist explain why this is the case: not all 

l lO. Turner. 482 U.S. at 89. 
111. Id. at 88 (quoting Jones r. North Carol111a Prisoners· Union. 433 U.S. 119. 128 (1977)). 
112. Farmer , .. Brennan. 51 l U.S. 825. 839 (1994) ("Bil-ens actions against federal pnson officials 

(and their 42 U.S.C. § 1983 counterparts against state officials) are civil in character .. .. "). 
113. Carlson , .. Green. 446 U.S. 14. 25 ( 1980) (extending Birens actions to Eighth Amendment 

claims against federal prison officials). 
114. James E. Robertson. The Rehnquist Court and the .. Tumeri::.ation ·· of Prisoners· Rights. 1 0 

N.Y. CITY L. REV. 97. 99-101. I 19 (2006). 
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ham1s can be solved by changing a practice or policy. Sometimes the harm has 
already been done, and the only way to deter si1nilar hmm in the future and to 
compen ate victi1ns is by forcing the perpetrator to pay. As explained by the 
Court in Davis v. Pa.uman. a case in which a female congressional staffer sued 
her congres 1nan bo~s for tiring her on the basis of her sex, equitable relief in 
the fonn of reinstatement \vould be unavailing. and only a damage~ ren1edy 
would be appropriate if the former congressional staff member were to prevail 
on the n1erits of her claim that her constitutional rights \Jvere violated when she 
was discharged. 11 5 Monetary relief of this kind is allowed in the prison context 
as a way to punish rogue prison officials and regulate prison conditions from the 
outside. At the very least, the sarne should be true of the military. 

Rather than dismissing all service member cases for monetary relief on Feres 
grounds. courts can learn from cases in the prison context and allow them in 
certain circumstances. Courts can adopt test~ developed in case law, under the 
Eighth Amendment and under lltrner v. Safley. to detennine when gross Yiola
tions of constitutional rights haYe occurred in the military context, and can then 
allow service members who have suffered them to recover. This will protect 
service members and address the most shocking violations while still giving 
courts the ability to provide deference to military judgment. 

VI. PRISO~ERS' RIGHTS: How COURTS DETERMINE WH;U THEY ARE AND WHETHER 

THEY HAVE BEEN INFRINGED 

Prisoners can assert their constitutional rights in two main ways. When 
challenging a prison policy or regulation, courts use a test articulated in Turner 
v. Safley. In using the test. plaintiffs make a prhna facie case that a constitu
tional analysis has been triggered by the prison's regulation or policy, and courts 
make a factual finding that there has been such a trigger. Once courts determine 
that the Constitution has been triggered, they engage in a deferential analysis. 
Courts then use a four-part test to determine if the policy or regulation is 
constitutional. The four parts are: 

1. ''There must be a valid, rational connection between the regulation and a 
legitimate and neutral governmental interest put forward to justify it. 
which connection cannot be so remote 1.,0 as to render the regulation 
arbitrary or irrational; 

2. Whether there are alternative means of exercising the asserted constitu
tional right that remain open to inmates, which alternative~. if they exist, 
will require a measure of judicial deference to the corrections ofhcials' 
expertise: 

3. Whether and the extent to which accommodation of the a1.,~crted right will 
have an impact on prison staff. on inmates' liberty, and on the allocation of 

11 5. 442 u.s 228. 245 ( 1979 l 
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limited prison resources, which impact, if substantial. will require particu
lar deference to corrections officials; and 

4. Whether the regulation represents an "ex~ggerated response" to prison 
concerns, the existence of a ready alternative that fully accommodates rhe 
prisoner's rights at de minimis costs to valid penologic.:al interests being 
evidence of unreasonableness." 1 16 

141 

Courts tend to review constitutionally challenged military policies and regula
tions on a more sub-rational basis. For example, in Goldman v. Weinberger, the 
court found that a military regulation prohibiting individuals on base from 
wearing religious headgear passed constitutional scrutiny. 117 In Rotsker v. Gold
berg the Court found that a military regulation excluding women fr01n the draft 
passed constitutional scrutiny because the prohibition on women serving in 
combat positions justified the policy. 118 Although the policy was made for 
administrative convenience, a justification not permitted in Equal Protection 
cases, 119 the court allowed it in the military context. 

When prisoners sue for individual instances of harm, they do so under the 
Eighth Amendment. Courts find Eighth A1nendn1ent violations against state 
prison officials through § 1983 causes of action. Courts also allow prisoners to 
sue federal prison officials through Bivens causes of action. 120 In Carlson v. 
Green, the Court found that a prisoner's decedent could bring a Bivens cause of 
action to recover monetary dan1ages against a prison official for failing to 
provide him with medical treatment when he needed it and thereby violating his 
Eighth Amend1nent right to be free from cruel and unusual punishn1ent. 121 The 
court reasoned that "[n]either of the situations in which a cause of action under 
Bivens may be defeated" were present in Carlson because the cases involved 
"no special factors counseling hesitation" and there was "no explicit congressio
nal declaration that persons injured by federal officers' violations of the Eighth 

116. Turner. 482 U.S. at 78-79. 
117. Weinberger, 475 U.S. at 503. 
118. 453 U.S. 57. 78-79 (1981). 
119. See, e.g., Wengler 1'. Druggists Mw. Ins. Co .. 446 U.S. 142, 152 (1980) (It may be that there is 

empirical support for the proposition that men are more likely to be the principal supporters of their 
spouses and families ... but the bare assertion of this argument falls far short of justifying gender-based 
discrimination on the grounds of administrative convenience."): Reed v. Reed. 404 U.S. 71, 76 (1971) 
("To give a mandatory preference to members of either sex over members of the other, merely to 
accomplish the elimination of hearings on the merits, is to make the very kind of arbitrary legislative 
choice forbidden by the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment .... "); Frontiero v. 
Richardson, 41 l U.S. 677. 689-90 (1973) ("[O]ur prior decisions make clear that, although efficacious 
administration of governmental programs is not without some importance, the Constitution recognizes 
higher values than speed and efficiency ... administrative convenience is not a shibboleth. the mere 
recitation of which dictates constitutionality."). 

120. Carlson 1·. Green, 446 U.S. 14, 19 ( 1980) (noting that federal prisoners can also bring FfCA 
causes of action against the United States for the intentional torts of prison officials. and this does not 
preclude them from bringing Bivens actions against individual prison officials.). 

121. Id. 
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An1c:ndment mav not recover damage:-; from the ofticers." 122 

- ~ 

Thi differs fron1 the Turner context in that it is not a prison policy that is 
being challenged; rathtr. v. hat is challengtd is a prison official's <liscrete and 
indi\ idual infliction of hann. In these in~tances. the prison usually admits that 
the officer's conduct was \\ rong. unlike in 1i,rner cases where the prison 
defends the constitutionalit) and penological necessity of the policy. Addition
all1. the most egregious \ iolations of constitutional rights in prison are brt)ught 
up in Eighth Amendment cruel and unusual punishment cases. such as prison 
rape. lack of adequate medical treatment. inhumane or filthy condition'.'.. assault 
by prison guards. etc. 

There are a few contexts in which Eighth An1endn1ent claims are brought. In 
the context of exce~si ve force clai1ns against prison officials. such as the 
intentional infliction of force to quell a prisoner riot. courts ask whether the 
injury cau~ed by the prison official was imposed "maliciously and sadistically 
for the vet) purpose of causing harm" or .. applied in a good-faith effort to 
maintain or restore discipline.'' 121 Courts find that when prison guards rape 
inmates. they do ~o with malicious and sadistic intent to do harm and therefore 
violate their Eighth Amendment rights, as rape cannot pos:-.ibly be seen as 
necessary to maintain prison security. 

In cases where the harm caused is not intentional. such as the failure to 
pro, ide adequate medical care. 124 or the failure to protect a prisoner from attack 
at the hand~ of another prisoner, courts a~k whether the prison official acted 
with deliberate indifference to imminent harn1. 125 Courts use a tVvo-part test 
articulated in Farmer v. Brennan. This test is composed of a subjective and 
objective component. The subjective component asks whether the prison guard 
in charge of supervising or monitoring the inmate had knov., ledge of impending 
harm and did nothing about it. The objective portion asks whether the ham, 
suffered was sufficiently serious. Intense fear of irnminent harn1 can qualify for 
the objective portion of the test even if physical harm does not actually occur. 126 

In Farmer. the Court found that a prison guard was deliberately indifferent to 
the risk that a transsexual prisoner may be raped by other prisoners in the unit. 
The prisoner had told the guard he was afraid for hi~ ~afety and that he had 
received threats from the other prisoners. The transsexual pri~oner was ulti-

122. Id. al 15. 
123. Hwh.011 i•. Mc,Wilhm. 503 U.S. I. 6 ( 1992): see alw Whitley 1. A/hers. 4 75 U.S. 312. 320 I 1986) 

("[Wlc think the question whether the mea..,urc taken inflicted unnecessary and wanton p,1in and 
uffering ultimately turns on \\ hethcr force \vas applied in a good faith eflon to m.tmtain or rc-.rore 

discipline or maliciou I) and sadistically for the very purpose or causing harm."). 
124. ~'Ste/Ir' 1 Gomhle. 429 U.S. 97. l 05-06 ( 1976) ( finding cause of actillll under l:ighth Amend

ment lor delihcrat~ ind1tferencc to medical need.., of pn,oner). 
125. Former. S 11 U.S. at 814 (finding Eighth Amendment, iolation hascd on ddihcratc 111d1ffr:rcncc 

v.here pri..,on olf1cial pl.iced trnnsc;cxual in general population with other inmates despite off1cial', 
awareness that he faced ,1 seriouc; ri k or v1olcnce. rc"ulting in tr,ms-.cxual being beaten and r,1ped h) 
other inmates). 

126 Id. 
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mately gang raped. The Court found that even though the prison official was not 
the one to rape the prisoner, by allowing the prisoner to be raped by others. the 
official had violated the prisoner's Eighth Amend1nent rights. 127 The court 
reasoned that enduring rape, or constant fear of rape. is not part of a prisoner's 
incarceration just because all prisoner~ face such a risk. 12

x The coun reasoned 
that "gratuitously allowing the beating or rape of one prisoner by another serves 
no 'legitimate penological objecti v[e ]'" 129 and rejected .. the theory that sexual 
or other assaults are a legitimate part of a prisoner\ punishment." 130 

This observation is very telling and extre1nely common sense. Like prisoners. 
for whom rape is not a legitimate part of incarceration, no matter how likely it 
may be to occur in prison. rape should not be con~idered a part of 1nilitary 
service, also no n1atter how likely it may be to occur on base or in the theatre of 
war. Rape in the ranks simply is not and should not be accepted as "incident to 
service." 

VII. APPLYING EIGHTH AMENDMENT RIGHTS TO THE MILITARY CONTEXT 

The Eighth Amendment right to be free from cruel and unusual punishment is 
obviously applicable only in the prison context. as it is a right that can only be 
exercised by incarcerated inmates. This begs the question of how any Eighth 
Amendment analysis or test could be useful for courts when hearing cases 
brought by military service members. 

Courts have spoken precisely to this issue. finding that the principles underly
ing an inmate's Eighth Amendment rights are the same as a citizen ·s substantive 
due process rights, as found in the Fourteenth Amendment and Fifth Amend
ment Due Process Clauses. 131 As one commentator points out. '"Despite the 
Supreme Court's insistence that the Due Process Clause, and not the Eighth 
Amendment, protects pret1ial detainees from deplorable and hannful conditions 
of confinement, most federal circuits now assess pretrial detainees' claims under 
Eighth Amendment standards." 132 Hence. in Smith v. Knox the court held that 
"the Due Process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment offers pre-trial detainees 
the same protection against deliberate indifference as the Eighth Amendment 

127. Id. 
128. Id. at 833-34. 
1~9. Id. (quoting Hudson L Palmer. 468 U.S. 527. 548 (1984)). 
130. Fanner, 51 l U.S. at 833-34. 
131. The Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution provides: "No person shall be deprived 

of life, liberty. or property. without due process of law .. :· U.S. Co'IST. amend. V. The Fourteenth 
Amendment provides: "No state shall make or enforce any la\.\ which shall abridge the pri\ ileges or 
immunities of citizens of the United States: nor shall any state deprive any person of life. liberty. or 
property, without due process of law .. " U.S. CONST. amend. XIV,~ l. 

132. David C. Gorlin. Evaluating Punishment in Purgatory. The Need to Separate Pretrial Detain
ees· Conditions-of-Confinement Claims from Inadequate Eighth Amendmelll Analysis. M1cH. L. RE:v. 
108, 417 (2009). 
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guarantee to the con\ icted." 133 Some courts conclude that pretrial detainees 
and convicted prisoners have the "same·· rights, 134 or that the Due Process 
Clause and Eighth Amendment are "coextensh e·· 1 ~5 or w~ed ••interchange
ably.''1 ~0 ln Schwan: v. La,-.,en County. the court applied the Eighth An1end
n1ent' .. deliberate indifference'" standard to § 1983 claims for failure to proYide 
1nedical care to pretrial detainees under the Fourteenth and Fifth Amendments. 
finding a \ iolmion of their sub:-;tanti\ e due process rights. 1;' A pretrial detain
e~ ·s right to be free from deliberate indifference to harm is rooted in his 
interests in libert). dignity, and security of person. analogous to the Eighth 
Amendment's protection of the suine interests of the convicted. 

But court have applied anal) si-., fro1n the Eighth Amendment not just in 
ca..,es involving pretrial detainees. but also in other types of cases where 
Fourteenth or Fifth Amendment ~ubstanti ve due process violations have been 
alleged. as well. For exarnple, courts have recognized the right to substantive 
due process Js the proper method by which to irnpose constitutional liability on 
a public school teacher for improper punishment of a school child. 118 ··A 
decision to discipline a student. if accomplished through excessive force and 
appreciable physical pain, may constitute an invasion of the child's Fifth 
Amendrnent libert) interest in his personal security and a violation of substan
tive due process prohibited by the Fourteenth Arnendn1ent. '' 1 

~
9 The due process 

concerns implicated by harm to bodily integrity are what drive the Eighth 
Amendment's prohibition on cruel and unusual punishment as well. 

Similar to a prison official exhibiting deliberate indifference to harm, courts 
have found state official5 to violate the Fourteenth Amendment substantive due 
proce<;s rights of minors in state custody when the state's failure to act presents 
a substantial likelihood that injury to minors in their custody will occur in the 
future. 140 _In A. v. Nutter, the court found that the Philadelphia Department of 
Human Service ·s (DHS) failure to properly investigate reports of child abuse in 
fo<,ter homes and conduct proper safety assessments made the state constitution
all1 liable for the substantive due process violations of those children based on 

111. 666 E3d 1037 (7th Cir. 2012) (citing Willwms 1· Rndng11c:. 509 F3d 392. 401 {7th Cir. 2007)): 
,;ee olrn Bell 11• Wo/fi,h. 441 U.S 520. SJ7 n.16 ( 1979) (noting pretrial dNainec, are entitled to he free 
of cruel and unu ual punishment under the Due Process Clau<.,c of the Fourteenth .'\mendment) 

134. Daniel 1. U.S. Marshall Serv. 188 F App'x 954. 961-62 ( I Ith Cir. 2006) (per curiam): Daniels 
1. Woodmle. 396 F.3d 730, 735 (6th Cir 2005 ). 

135 Suprenant \~ Rn tH. 42 l r .3d S. 18 ( I st Cir. 200S) 
1.16. ,War,h v. Bwler Cnunt,. 268 F 1d IO 14. I 024 n.5 (11th Cir. 200 I). 
137. 666 F. Supp. 2d 1045 (E.D. Cal. 2012) (citing L,telle v. Gramh/£'. 429 .S. 97. 1()4 ( 1976) for 

the proposit,nn that a railer's failure to promptl} and rcasonahly procurt· competent medical aid when a 
pretrial detainee suffer serious illness or injury while confined violates a prisoner\, Eighth Amendment 
right5) 

118. fhrmlll'r v. r;e11. (;a'i. Co of Wi, ., 732 F. Supp. 966. 970 (WD. Wis. I 990). Sec also Jerry R. 
l'arkin,nn. federal Co1111 lrt•otmr•nt of Corporal f>uni,hmrnt i11 f>11h!1C Sl'hoo!, : .lurispmdcnce !hat h 
Luera!/, ShockmR ro the Cm,scu•111 , •• 39 S D. I... Rr v. 276. 287-88 ( 1994 ). 

139. Me,~~l'f i •. (hh,•c k. 841 f· 2d 518,520 C 1d Cir. 1988). 
140. A "· N1111a, 737 I·. Supp. 2d 341, 351 ( L.D. Pa. 20 I 0). 
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the sexual abuses they suffered in those homes. 141 The court reasoned that 
"[ w ]hen the state by the affirmative exercise of its pov.er so restrains an 
individual's liberty that it renders him unable to care for hin1self. and at the 
same time fails to provide for his basic hu1nan needs, such as food, clothing. 
shelter, medical care, and reasonable safety, it transgresses the sub~tantive 
limits on state action set by the Due Process Clause.'' 14

::! Sirnilarly, in iVood v. 
Ostrander, the Ninth Circuit found a ~ubstantive due process violation where a 
police officer left a plaintiff alone at night in a high-crime area after her 
boyfriend, in whose car she had been riding, was arrested for drunk driving. 143 

The plaintiff was raped by a stranger in the area while atten1pting to get home. 
The court reasoned that the state had created the danger to which she was 
exposed, and by leaving her alone on the side of the road with no means of 
transportation, were ''deliberately indifferent" to her safety. 144 

This is presumably why inmates, whose liberty is curtailed by their incarcera
tion, are able to sue prison officiab for failing to protect the111 fro1n harm under 
deliberate indifference. For children in foster homes whose liberty i~ curtailed 
by their place1nent, and for inmates who cannot leave the prison in which they 
are housed, the state assumes the duty of protecting their safety and meeting 
their very basic human needs. as these individuals are not free enough to 
provide for their own. 

Courts think about the liberty, security. and dignity interests protected by the 
Eighth Amendment's prohibition on cruel and unusual punishment in much 
the same way as the Fourteenth and Fifth Amendments' guarantee~ of substan
tive due process. Hence, the Eighth Amendment tests are very transferrable to 
those other contexts. Just as the Eighth Amendment prohibits prison officials 
from "maliciously and sadistically" causing intentional harm, courts have ap
plied the same standard to teachers who inflict corporal punishment on students, 
to determine if the student's substantive due process rights have been vio
lated. 145 Courts also apply a similar standard for allegations of police brutality, 
asking "whether the force applied caused injury so severe. was so disproportion
ate to the need presented, and was so inspired by malice or sadism rather than a 
n1erely careless or unwise excess of zeal that it amounted to a brutal and 
inhumane abuse of official power literally shocking to the conscience.'' 146 

This paper argues that similarities exist between the military and prisons 
when it comes to judicial involvement in adjudicating conflict it does not 
purport to analogize between military service members and children in state 

141. Id. at 357. 
142 Id. at 365 (quoting DeShaney v. ¾'innebago County Dep 'r of Social Sen·s., 489 U.S. 189, 200 

( 1989) ( emphasis added) ( internal quotation marks omitted). 
143. 879 F.2d 583, 587 (9th Cir. 1989). 
144. Id. at 588. 
145. Wise 1·. Pea Ridge School Disrricr, 855 F.2d 560,564 (8th Cir. 1988). 
146. Thrasher v. Gen. Cas. Co. of Wisconsin, 732 F. Supp. 966. 970 (W.D. Wis. 1990) (citing Ha/11•. 

Tawney, 621 F.2d 607,613 (4th Cir.1980)). 
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custOd). tudents in public schools, or \ ictims of police brutality. However, the 
reasoning from these cases sheds light on the \\ ay courts have dealt with the 
ub tantive due proces. righb of indi\ iduals whose liberty has already been 
ignificantly curtailed by the state. Courts can boITow the reasoning of the child 

custody, lOrporal punishment. and police brutality cases to determine what 
con titutes malicious sadism or deliberate indifft·rencc to serious bodily harm to 
a military service member. Soldiers who report ham1 or fear of hann but who 
are ignored don't have the array of choices that ordinary citizens ha\ e to protect 
themselves - they cannot lea\ e their base or station, and mu~l continue serving 
alongside the source of their impending harm. It make~ sense. the ref ore. that the 
military should assume the duty of protecting the substanti\e due process right~ 
of soldiers JUSt like prisons and welfare offices for prisoners and for children. 
Courts can therefore apply the deliberate indifference ~tandard from the Eighth 
Amendment to the Fourteenth Amendment substantive due process rights of 
military service members. 

VIII. APPLYING DELIBFRATE INIJII-FERrNCE, MALICIOUS INTENT, AND TURNER TO 

Sl.iITS AGAINSl I HE MILITARY 

There is one important way that the military is different from the prison 
context. When an individual signs up for military service. he or she signs up to 
be put in harm\ way. He agrees to allow his supenor to c01nmand him into 
situations that may cost him his life. This is not something we require of 
prisoners. Prisoners are incarcerated mainly to remove the risk that they pose to 
society. Even though one purpose of incarceration is punishment, and therefore 
some measure of discomfort goes with the territory. being put in harm's Vvay 
certainly does not. 

This would suggest that it does not make sense for courts to find that soldiers· 
substantive due process rights have been violated through the deliberate indiffer
ence of their superiors, warranting monetary damages. If soldiers entering the 
military put their very lives and bodily integrity at risk, they should not be able 
to claim that military officials have, in tum. violated their bodily integrity. The 
unique relationship between the soldier and his superior. as articulated in 
Chappell. precludes soldiers from asserting no more than that their ~uperiors 
have caused them to suffer harm. 147 

However. it is simply not the case that soldiers have no substantive due 
process protection against any and all kinds of physical harm. Courts have 
consistently held that soldiers do not give up their constitutional rights when 
they enter the military. 148 Staking out the position that ~oldiers by \ irtue of their 

147 Choppe/1, 462 U.S. at 296 (holding that enlisted -;ervicc memhcrs could not maintain a suit for 
monetary dc11nages agmns1 their superior otfkcrs for alleged cml'.lilutional violations). 

148. Id. at 104 (Chkf Ju.,ticc Burger, writing for a unanimous court. stated: "[O]ur citizens in 
unilorm may not he stripped ol has1c right!> simply hccause the) have doffed their civilian clothes"'): 
ff<' o/,o W<nnherger. 475 U.S. ,II 509-10 (holding service members have First Amendment righls. 
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military status cannot be wrongfully hanned assumes that the military never 
abuses its authority and power. The Stanley line of cases, and now the Cioca 
and Klay lawsuits very clearly demonstrate that the military can sometimes do 
horrible things to its own. The question is where to draw the line between harms 
that are appropriate for soldiers to take on and those that are not, and whether 
soldiers should be able to recover in . damages for hanns already suffered 
(monetary relief) or only have the benefit of relief for harms that n1ight occur in 
the future (injunctive relief). 

In fact, the role of courb is, in part, to ensure that the government doesn · t 
abuse its citizens. Military service members are citiLens susceptible to the sa1ne 
risks of government abuse as civilians. By refusing to allov.- sen ice 1nen1bers to 
sue for violations of those rights, the court abdicates its duty to safeguard the 
individual rights of an entire class of people. If courts are not willing to allow 
service members to be compensated for violations of all of their constitutional 
rights, which it held in Chappell. at the very least, they can protect the most 
basic rights of service members and punish the most egregious violations of 
constitutional rights - those that safeguard the bodily integrity and dignity of 
the individual and that are not an ordinary cornponent or risk of n1ilitary service. 
This would ensure that courts still defer to the military, but provide justice for 
the worst harn1s that occur there. 

Courts should not completely close off sen ice members· ability to sue for 
monetary dan1ages. Courts should instead allow it, but impose a high standard 
on what service members can recover for. This is achievable if the court adopts 
the Eighth Amendment tests of n1alicious harm and deliberate indifference, to 
allow service members to sue in the military context, but ask a third question to 
avoid the problern that service members have implicitly chosen to put them
selves in harm's way. Like in Turner. where, to determine the constitutionality 
of a prison policy or regulation, courts ask whether the policy is rationally re
lated to a valid penological objective, courts should ask the same question in the 
military context: is the harm inflicted rationally related to a valid military objective? 

This leaves us with a three-part test for courts to use when determining 
whether service members should be able to recover when military actors violate 
their substantive due process rights. 

First, as in the objective portion of the Farmer test: did the service member 
suffer harm that was sufficiently serious? 

Second. was the military official maliciously and sadistically acting to cause 
that harm, or if not acting intentionally, using the subject portion of the Farmer 
test, was the official deliberately indifferent to the imminent risk of harm? 

And finally, as contemplated by the first prong of the Turner test, was the 
harm inflicted rationally related to a valid military (rather than penological) 
objective? 

although the military can legitimately place greater restrictions on lhose rights than would be proper in 
a civilian setting). 
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Notice that if we were asking whether the ClH11n1ander acted rnaliciousl) and 
sadisticall) to cause harm. we almost ne\ er need to ask the third question: 
\\ hether the harm inflicted was rational!) related to a militai) objecti, c. Pre~um
abl} it is never rational or part of a military objective for a commander to 
sadistically cau e one of his soldiers harm; rather. whatever harm soldiers ma) 
incur is only acceptable if it is related to the bigger goal of fostt.:ring an effecti\ e 
and strong military. 

sing this thre1.:-part test. \\ e t:an set! that the kinds of things \\ e would \\ ant 
soldiers to be able to recover for (~ex.ual a~-.,ault by another soldier) would fail 
the test. while the kinds of things that we would not want soldier'.') to be able to 
reco'.er for (a physically demanding combat training program) would pass. Take 
sexual assault. for example. In the case of service n1ember\ who arc sexuall) 
as ·aulted by their superiors. a sen ice member could ~ue for monetary dan1agcs 
under the theory that the commander violated her Fifth Amendment substantive 
due process rights by "maliciously and sadistically" causing her harm rather 
than to restore or maintain military discipline. Oftentimes sen ice members\\ ho 
have been sexually assaulted by someone of a higher rank must continue take 
orders and face punishment from that individual. Finding that a depri, ation of 
individual liberty creates a duty to protect on the part of the state would be 
applicable here. 

In the case of service members who are sexually as\aulted by 01her sen ice 
members, plaintiffs could sue under a theory of deliberate indifference. This is 
provided. of course. that there were indicators that the victi1n had exprcs"ied fear 
to his or her commander before the assault (as was the case in Fonner). or 
provided that the plaintiff could show that the unit culture was hostile to women 
and conducive to sexual assault (like plaintiff Cioca. v. ho expressed to n1ilitary 
officiab in her chain of command that she was being sexually harassed before 
her rape took place). These are methods that have been utili1ed by plaintiff" in 
deliberate indifference lawsuits in the prison context. The harm of sexual assault 
is more than sufficiently serious; it violates bodily integrity. liberty. and dignit~. 
Sexual assault under color of law is a violation of the constitutional guarantee of 
due process. 

If the harm is not sufficiently serious. or if the rnilitary official can pro\'e that 
he or ~he did not act with deliberate indifference but rather had little to do\\ ith 
a service member\ injury, recovery under this te~t would be appropriatel) 
difficult. Additionally. under this test. sen ice members would not be able to ~uc 
for monetary damages alleging violations of other constitutional rights. Service 
members could not get monetary relief for violations of their First Amendment 
rights to free speech and religious exercise: sen ice member" could not obtain 
monetary relief for the exclusion of women from combat po'-.ition\ under an 
Equal Protection theory. etc. These claims would not be entirely precluded 
because service members could still sue for injunctive relief. and courts would 
provide the deference that they have under Goldman and Rotsker. But for the 
worst of harms - harm. to bodily integrity and dignity that have ab~olutely 
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nothing to do with military service, harms that have been done and for which 
the only recovery is backward-looking, service members would be able to sue 
for monetary relief using the test articulated above. 

If, on the other hand, a service men1ber were to sue for physical injuries 
suffered from a physically demanding combat training program, this same test 
would allow courts to deny monetary relief to sen ice members who sued their 
superiors. The court might find that the ~oldier suffered serious harm ( depend
ing on how serious: broken limbs and the need for medical treatment could 
qualify as harm that is "sufficiently serious"~ other types of harm. such as 
getting the flu, would not). The court would by and large find that the com
mander administering the program did not act maliciously unless it could be 
shown that he or she purposefully forced the soldiers to suffer for his or her own 
sadistic pleasure. On the other hand, the court could probably find that the 
commander acted with deliberate indifference to the harm that was caused to 
the oldiers in the program because he knew that the physically den1anding 
nature of the exercises would likely cause so111e physical hann. 1-4

9 In the prison 
or civilian context, these two things in combination would be enough to find a 
substantive due process violation. But the third prong of my test. articulated 
above, would ensure that courts could give the program a pass. The military 
training program would 111ost definitely be rationally related to a valid military 
objective. The military has an interest in training its soldiers for physically 
tough situations. such as combat. Running physically de1nanding training pro
grams do just that. Soldiers are trained in this manner to become ready for 
battle. Ignoring or perpetuating sexual assault, on the other hand, does nothing 
for battle-readiness. It only harms and degrades soldiers and detracts from 
military effectiveness. Sexual assault has absolutely no relation to military 
objectives. It has no place in the military. 

This test, as articulated above, would work in cases where commanders have 
exhibited deliberate indifference prior to the occurrence of a sexual assault. But 
what about cases in which a sexual assault has already occurred, the service 
member reports it to her commander. and he either does nothing about it or 
retaliates against her for speaking out? How would a court find that the actions 
of a military official caused harm that was sufficiently serious? Experience from 
Eighth Amendment prison cases and due process cases can lend some guidance. 
In Skinner v. Lampert, the court found that the failure to adequately investigate 
dangerous conditions in a state penitentiary or to implement an effective 
internal review process for reporting the institutional deficiencies that contrib
uted to inmate assaults violated the Eighth Amendment. 150 Similarly, in Nutter, 
the court found a violation of substantive due process. because government 

1-+9. There is often a high attrition rate in these programs spec1fically because of how phys1cally 
demanding they can be. See U. CHRISTEAN K us1s1AK ET AL .• U"HTED STATES AR~n R ESEARCH INSTITl'TE FOR 

THE BEHAVIORAL AND SocrAL SCIENCES, R EVIE\\' OF INTERVENTIONS FOR R EDL'CI'-G E;-..usTED AITRITI01' 11\ THE 

U.S. MILITARY: AN UPDATE at 32 (2009). 
I 50. 457 F. Supp. 2d 1269 (D. Wyo. 1006). 
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officials failed to properly investigate reports of child abuse. 151 as it also did in 
Clark K. v. Guinn, \\ here this failure presented a ~ub~tantial likelihood that the 
injul) to children \\Ould occur in the future. 152 Part of the court\ reasoning in 
the e cases was that tht: state-imposed curtailment of liberty on the children 
placed on the state a dut1 to protect them. By foiling to investigate reports of 
abuse. the tale put those chi ldrcn under the risk that the~, would be harmed 
agam and. therefore. , iolate<l their suh~tanti ve due proce,') rights. 

The failure to investigate hann is quite literally ,-vhat deliberate indifference 
is: it i u ed b1 courts in the prison context to detect violations of pri~oner,' 
Eighth Amendment rights and should be used in the military context to detect 
\ iolmions of service member~· sub\tanti\ e due proce')s rights. a"> well. This i\ 
particularly important becaw,e. despite congressional efforts to the contrary. 
service members who report a sexual assault ha\ e no right to a unit or base 
transfer, and are forced to live and work alongside their perpetrator. 153 The 
capti\ e nature of a militar) ba'->e and the hierarchical ~tructure of the military 
ensures that ~en, ice 1nemben, who are victi1ns of sexual assault face continuous 
danger and unique traumatization follov. ing sexual trauma. This is exactly v. hat 
happened to tvlanne Lance Corporal Maria Lauterbach, who accused her assail
ant of rape and -..pent the next eight months exposed to the accused rapist. v. ho 
later murdered her and buried her with the body of her unborn son. 1 

"
4 

Courts have also found substantive due process \ iolations in other situations 
that might be helpful in a military conte>.t, particularly in proving deliberate 
indifference. Currently, plaintiffs can establish liability against a municipality 
under s 1983 by showing that a policymaker is responsible for a custom that 
causes harm to citizens in its custody. 15

" Plaintiffs who are victims of sexual 
assault in the military could use this framework to show that comn1anders have 
created and condoned a culture that is hostile to won1en by co1n1nitting and 
fostering sexual harassment and by actively mocking sexual a~sault prevention 
trainings. The Cioca c01nplaint provides a number of examples that demonstrate 
how this 1s the case. These could all be ">een as contributors to a custo1n that 
helps to create a culture of sexual assault, one that is fostered by the co1nmander 
or other military officials. 

I 5 I. Vutter. 737 F Supp. 2d at 341. 
152. Clark K. \, G11i1111. 2007 WL 1435428 (0 Ne, May 14, 2007). 
I 5, The Defense STRONG Act, which was incorporated in large part into the 2011 NDAA and 

signed into law by President Obama, requires the m1:1tary to npedirc the ha,e t,an fer rnJlll'sts nf 
sexual as".-.ault victims. It docs not guarantee that victims v. ill be granted -,uch a request. however. 
Additionally. victims must officially report that they have hccn sexual!) as-,aultcd in on.kr to he granted 
such a tr,insfcr. something vict11ns in the militnry arc \'Cf) reluctant to do. Ike Skelton Natinnal Defense 
Authonz.i11011 1\ct tor f-i.,cal Year 2011. Puh. I No 111 -383. 124 Stat. 41.17 (2011) (codified at 10 
U.S C * 2222) (emphasis added). 

154 Turner. 482 I S. 78 
I 'iS . . \ce ,.._lnne/1 , ne1u111111,•111 nf Sm wl \en·ic c•,. 436 U.S. 658. 694 ( 1978) (holding that local 

gmcrnmcnt can be held liable v.herc n constitutional violation arises f rnrn a custom or policy). 
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CONCLUSION 

If the Supreme Court is unwilling to overturn the Feres doctrine and allow 
service members to obtain monetary relief for violations of their constitutional 
rights, the least the Court can do is to ensure that service members have son1e 
meaningful redress, outside of the military's own cri1ninal justice system, for 
the most egregious violations of their constitutional rights and the worst and 
most degrading of their injuries. Using the test articulated above, courts will be 
able to grant relief to service members in limited situations for unjustified 
violations of their constitutional rights while ensuring that service members are 
not able to sue for harms that are part of military service. It also addresses the 
major concern that courts have expressed when deciding cases in which service 
members have sued the military: that courts should defer to military judgment 
and that the judiciary should not interfere in sensitive, day-to-day military 
affairs. This test allows courts to do just that, without completely abdicating 
their duty to check the military's abuse of power. 

The problem of sexual assault in the military has gone on for too long and 
grown too much. The military has long urged Congress to let it take care of the 
problem on its own, and while Congress has finally started to pay attention to 
this issue, it has still failed to act in any meaningful way. Additionally, for too 
long, courts have been reluctant to get involved in these cases for fear of 
stepping into a realm in which they lack competence. But they must rise to the 
occasion and accept the challenge. This is exactly the kind of case that necessi
tates and justifies a Bivens remedy. Service members give their lives every day 
for the benefit of our country, and increasingly these very service members are 
subjected to sexual abuse. Even where Congress has made demands on the 
military, the military has oftentimes failed to comply. Where Congress is unable 
or unwilling to protect the rights of individuals, the courts must step in. This is 
precisely what the courts are for and what Bivens was intended to do: protect 
the constitutional rights of individuals unable to obtain relief via other channels. 
Sexual assault has no place in our military. The Court should ensure this is so. 
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The National Security Council Legal Adviser: 
Crafting Legal Positions on Matters of 

War and Peace 

Jenni fer N. Marett* 

"/CJ011stllutiu11a/ democracv ... means thlll all decisions are made accordin~ 
r ~ 

to hrn. And that means that sound Execwii e proces.\ mu.\t incorporate timelv 
and competent legal advice." 

- James E. Baker1 

Executive branch lawyer~ play a critical role in both the United States foreign 
policy and national security processes. In the area of international law interpreta
tion and application, the importance of lawyers in key agencies has long been 
appreciated. 2 Recognition of the lawyer's role in the national security process 
has historically received much less attention. in part due to the novelty of 
national ecurity law as a distinct legal field.~ In recent years. however, the role 
of executive branch lawyers in key areas relevant to national security has 
attracted considerable scholarly and media attention. Likewise. several top 
executive branch lawyers played a central role in crafting controversial national 
policies in the War on Terror. spurring a very public debate, all of which 
sharpened scrutiny about the proper function of lawyers in the national security 
decision process.4 

Much of the academic discussion and legal scholarship has focused primarily 
on the lawyer's role fron1 the perspective of a few key office~. particularly the 

* Legal Fellow. White House Oftice of Science and Technology PoliC)-. Executive Office of the 
Pre5ident. This article wa<; written 'Ahile the author was a third-year student at the Uni\ersity of 
Virginia School of Law. The views expressed are those of the author and do not necessarily represent 
the views of the U.S. governmenl. The author would like to thank Professors John Norton Moore and 
Robert F. Turner for their assistance and encouragement 111 the de\elopment of this article. and for 
makmg the resources and wonderful staff of the University of Yirgmia Center for National Security 
Law available to her. A special thanks is also owed to Judge James E. Baker, John B. Bellinger III. Dr. 
Nicholas RostO\\, and Paul Schott Stevens for generously sharing their time and comments on this 
important subject, and to Mary B. DeRosa. who pro\ ided the mitial mspiration to pursue this project 
and invaluable guidance throughout its development. © 20 I 5. Jenmfer N. Marett. 

l. James E. Baker. National Security Process and a Lawyer'.'i Dut;.: Remarks to the Senior Judge 
Adrncate Svmposium. 173 MILL. RE\. 124, 125 (2002): see also ],\MES E. BAKER. l~ THE COMMON 

DEFE'-iSE: \TIONAL SECURIT'I LA\\ FOR PERILOUS TIMES 310 (2007). 
2. See generally. e.g .. Richard B. Bilder. The Office oJ the Legal Ad\·iscr: The Stare Deparrmellf 

Lawyer and Foreign Affairs. 56 A ,1. J. INT'L L. 633 ( 1962); Frank M. Wozencraft. OLC: The 
UnfamifiarAcronyrn. 57 AB.A. J. 33 (1971). 

3. See generally Peter Raven-Hansen, Stephen Dycus & William C. Banks. A Brief History of the 
Field of National Securit;.· Law. in NATIONAL SEcL·RrTY LAv.: FIFTY YEARS OF TRAl\SFOR~1ATI01\: AN 

ANTHOLOG'I 31 (Jill D. Rhodes ed .. 20 I 2). 
4. JACK GoLDS\.IITH. THE TERROR PRESfDE"\/C'r~ LA\\ A.1'.D JuDG\fE:--.'T INSIDE THE BLSH ADMINISTRATIO", 

129-.30 (2007) CrN]ever in the history of the United States had lawyers had such extraordinaf) 
influence over war policy as they did after 9/11."). 

153 
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U.S. Department of State Office of the Legal Adviser (generally referred to as 
.. L").5 the U.S. Departn1cnt of Justice Office of Legal Counsel (OLC).6 and the 
\Vhite House Counsel\ Office.7 In reality. la\\) crs participating in the national 
security legal process exist across a large number of departments and agencies 
within the Executive Branch.~ Legal advice regarding is-.,ues of national security 
mu t b coordinated from among the different actors. digested. and presented to 
deLision-making elites. It is pn:cisel1 here. where national security la\\' and 
policy converge. that we find the Legal Ad\ iser to the National Security Council 
( r C). a critical yet littk-kno\\ n player in the national security legal process of 
the executive branch.9 

De~pite the development of a robust acade,nic literature on the national 
security proces'.'i and executive branch legal decision-making. insufficient atten
tion has been paid to the role the NSC Legal Ad\·iser plays in the process of 
crafting national security legal adYice for clients at the highest levels of 
government. 10 This article seeks to address this gap by providing a historical 

5 See, e.g., B1kkr, rnprn note 2: Current Development. Tlw Role of tlw Legal Ad1•i\l'r o/ the 
Deparlmt'11t c~/ Start'. 85 A~t. J. 1~1 ·LL. 358 ( 1991 ); A..,h)e) Deeb. l/1\icle .. L ": .Some lhuughr, 011 rlie 
Oj]ice of the Lt'"<al Advi:.er. 2 C111. J. l-..;1't L. 503 (2001 ): Harold H. Kt,h & Aaron Zel11hk), Prac11t·111~ 
lmemariwwl Law in the Obama Adminisrranon, 35 YAU: J. IN·r'L L. ONLl~F ➔ (2009): llarnlJ IL Koh. 
The State Depanment Legal Adl'iser's Office: Eighr Dewde.\ in Pewe and \for, 100 G,o. L. J. 1747 
(20 I 2). The Oftice of the Legal Ad\iser \\ ithin the L S. Department ot State in panicula1 ha, rcl.'t.:I\ ell 
notable attention in the page1.; of legal scholarship. facilitated in part by lhe exten,iw interest the 
American Society of International Law has hbtorically laken in stud) ing the role of legal all\ is;ors in 
the foreign .1ffairs process. James Naf Liger. La\\ in the C S Foreign Relations Process: Opening the 
Channel-.. Remarks at the American Society of International La\\ Annual ~1eeting (Apr. 7. 1989). in l-i3 
AM Soc'y INT.LL. PROC. 407. 408 ( 1989) (noting the 25th anniversary of the Societ) \ stud) 111 thi, 
are.1). 

6. See, e. ~-, Arthur H Garn son. The Opinions /Jy the Allome_) General and the Qflicc of/,< i_:al 
Counsel: How and Why Ther Are Significwu. 76 At.B. L. Rt\. 2 I 7 (2013): Trevor W. Morn son. s·tare 
Deci\·is in the Office of Legal Counsel. 110 CoLu:--.1 L. RF\. 1448 (20 IO); Randolph D. Mo,s. E\H wire 
Branch Le~al lnterprt•tmion. A Per-specril e from the Office <f leP.al Cn1111se/. 52 Am-.11~. L RE\ 1303 
t2000). 

7. See. c.~ .. MaryAnnc Borrelli. Karen Hult & Nancy Kassop. The Whire liou,e Cow1.\e/\ O.f.licl'. 31 
PRl?SIDE:-ITIAL STUD. Q. 561 (200 I): Jerern) Rabkin. Ar rhc Prnident \ Side: The Roll: of lh<' White /1011,c 

Cownel in Cmntirutirmal Policy, :56 L. & Cm,TF:~11'. PRoBs 6.3 ( 199.3) 
8. Beyond the legal offices at the Departments of Justice and State. the rnh.: nf general cou1hcls in 

other executive branch departments. as well as tliose \\.ho sen e as legal ad, i,or, to our milit.1n 
command. have received much less attention. although this too 1s heginning lo change S< c. e.g .. 
Stephen Pn.:ston. General Counsel. Central Intelligence Agency. ClA and the Ruic nf Lm. Remarks al 
Harvard Law School ( Apr. I 0. 20 I 2 ). Ol'(li/ahle ar: http://w\\\\.cfr.org/rule-of-l~m /da-gcnL'l .il-lnlln~l'l-
tephen-preston,-rcmarks-rule-lav..-apn l-20 I 2/p?.7912: Jeh Johnson. General Cnun,el. Dep·t of De

fense. National Security Law. Lawyers. and Lawyering in the Obama Administration. Dl•.111\, Lecture at 
Yale Law School <Feb. 22, 2012). arniluhle at: http://www.cfr.org/dl'fen,e-and-,ccuril\/jeh-john"ons
specch-nntional-security-law-la\\ ycr .... -lawyering-ohama-administration/p27448: H, al"" William G. Eck
hardt , /.,(m ) <'m1~jor Uncle Som When He Draws Hi\ Sirnrtl. 4 U. C111. J. h r'1 L . ..tJ I (2001). 

9. See Ncomi Rao, Puhlic Clwi('e and lntema11n11al I.aw C'ompliann·: The L \ec·ut,re /Jranch !, a 
"'/ he), " Not mi "It, ·• 96 MINN. L. R1 v. 194. 250 (20 I I ) ( not 111g that the posit ion of NSC l egal A<.h iser 
"hal-i received little scholarly nr media .1llc.:ntion."). 

I 0. While the NSC Legal /\dvi-.c1 has received lc1.;s scholarly attention in comparison to other 
high-profile executive hr.inch lr1\\ycrs working in thl' national security proce~,;,. a notable exception is 
found in Judge James £· Baker"<. cxccllcnt book on national sccurit) law and process. In his chapter on 
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overview and critical analysis of the role of the Legal Adviser to the National 
Security Council, thereby contributing new knowledge to the wider body of 
national security law scholarship. 11 

Part I reviews the need for a National Security Legal Adviser. tracing a 
debate that began in the Depann1ent of State during the early 1970s and ended 
in the presidential recommendations of the Tower Comrnission in the v. ake of 
the Iran - Contra affair and the official creation of the office in J 987. Part 11 
discusses the primary functions and responsibilities of the NSC Legal Adviser. 
including the provision of legal advice to the President and the NSC on national 
security matters, the interpretation of foreign, domestic, and international law. 
and the review of legislative proposals affecting national security. This section 
also provides a "day in the life,, perspective of the work of the Legal Adviser, 
drawing on written anecdotes and interviews with past NSC Legal Advisers. 
Because ''the high sensitivity and security classification of the NSC's work. and 
organization limit available sources," 12 the use of firsthand accounts of individu
als who have experienced the office from within provides particularly valuable 
insight not otherwise available. 

The role of the NSC Legal Adviser in coordinating the interagency legal 
process is also considered. Although not formally charged with the coordination 
of national security legal processes among the various executive agencies, in 
practice it has become the responsibility of the NSC Legal Adviser to routinely 
convene an interagency "Lawyers Group" to ensure that presidential decision~ 
on matters of national security are subject to interagency legal review. Here, the 
development, evolution, costs, and benefits of the Lawyers Group are exan1ined. 
Members of the Lawyers Group frequently include the Department of State 
Legal Adviser, the General Counsel of the Depart1nent of Defense, the Central 
Intelligence Agency General Counsel, the General Counsel of the Office of the 
Director of National Intelligence, and the Legal Adviser to the Chairman of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, among others. 13 

Part III undertakes a critical analysis of substantive issues associated with the 
office of the NSC Legal Adviser. The first such issue is the work of the NSC 
Legal Adviser in relation to the White House Counsel's Office. The role of the 

National Security Lawyering. Baker - who previously served in the role of NSC Legal Adviser under 
President Clinton - provides the most thorough account of the job that currently exists in the literature. 
See JAMES E. BAKER, The National Security Lawyer. in I-..: THE COMMON D EFE1'SE: N ATIONAL SEC URin 

LA'v. FOR PERILOUS TIMES 307, 310-25 (2007). 
11. This topic was initially conceptualized from remarks made during an address at the University of 

Virginia School of Law by a former NSC Legal Adviser. See Maf) DeRosa. Luncheon & Keynote 
Address at the Fourth Annual Seminar on Teaching National Securit) Lav.: Lawyers in the National 
Security Process (Sept. 28. 2013) (on file with author) (describing the roles and functions of the 
National Security Council Legal Adviser and remarking on the need for greater knowledge and 
discussion of the process by which national secunty legal advice is provided to high-level. execut1\e 
branch decision makers). 

12. RICHARD A. BEST. CONG. RESEARCH SER\'., RL 30840. THE N,\TJO:s;AL SECURIT'r COUNCIL: A~ 
ORGANIZAT10NAL ASSESSMENT I (2011 ). 

13. DeRosa, supra note 11. 
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NSC Legal Ad, iser. as \\ell as the scope of its relationship with White House 
Counsel, has \ aried \v ith each administration. In the Obama administration. it 
has become comrnon for the 1 SC Lef!al Ac.h iser to sen e concurrently as White .... 
House Dcput1 General Counsel. This practice of .. wearing two hats" raises 
ignificant corKems ahout O\ crly politicizing the role of the NSC Legal Adviser 

and eroding the im.kpendence of the office. ext, the competing issue· of 
ecrecy and transpan~nC) are explorl:d. Barriers of public acce"'s to national 

security legal advice are re\ iewcd, along with the roll! of public perception and 
concerns about go\ ernment lawyers providing .. secret" legal advice and interpre
tations. Finally. the need to create institutional r11e1nory for NSC Legal Advisers 
in future administrations is addressed. along with some po~~ible option~ for 
doing so . ._, 

l. H1s·1 ORI( -\L BACKGROUND AND CREATION 01• THL 0FHCE 

A. Introduction to the National Security Council and SraJT 

The National Security Council (NSC) v.as fir!-lt established by the National 
Security Act of l 9--l7 "to advi~e the Pre~ident with respect to the integration of 
domestic, foreign. and military policies relating to the national security so as to 
enable the military services and other departments and agencies of the Govern
ment to cooperate n1ore effectively in matters involving the national security.'' i.i 
The statutory members of the NSC include the President the Vice President, the 
Secretary of State. the Secretary of Defense, and, starting in 2007, the Secretary 
of Energy. 1 

c; The Director of National Intelligence and the Chai1man of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, while not formal members. are statutorily designated advisors to 
the Council. 16 Additional individuals attend NSC meetings by invitation or as 
appropriate based on the issue presented. 17 

Driving the national security policy process on a daily basis are the individu
als who serve on the National Security Council staff. The NSC staff consists of 
the Assistant to the President for National Securit1 Affairs (APNSA). more 
commonly known as the National Security Advisor. and ·'the 50 or so area and 
functional specialists who are appointed at the pleasure of the president and 
who are charged with coordinating analysis, offering policy recommendations 
for the president. and providing the ~taff work for formal council meetings." 1 ~ 

While not statutory members of the NSC. individuab on the NSC staff work 

14 National Security Act of 1947 * 402. 50 L SC ~ 402 (2006). 
15 BEST, supra note 12. at 6, 26 
16 See J~MLS E. H,K1R. IN Tiff Co\.iMON D1FENS[· N\TIONAI Sr.nrn.11, LA\\ HlR P1R11ous T1Mt:.s 105 

(2007). In m.Jd1t1on to the 'itatutor) mcmhcrs and ath 1sors, Presidents ha,c al<;o named additional 
ind1v1cluals tn participate :is members of the NSC during their administrations. Id. at 106. 

17 Notio11al \'cm 111, Coun<"il.W11111 Hrn s1,http://www.\\hitchousc.gm/administration/eop/nsc/. 
18 AMY B. ZIC.ART. l·t.AV-.E.D ·· D1 s1aN: T111 l:.vo1tn10:-. 1>1 1111 Cl\. JCS. '"'D. SC 253 n.l (1999) 

h,r a histoncal re, rev. 111 the '.)( staff's evolution through variou.., prcs1dcntial administrations, see 
generally O ·tR1s1ur1-11 R ( . Swll M '"'' 1<, I lll NSC S 1/\11: Crn NSI 11~<, 1111 CnLNCII ( 1991 ). 
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directly for the President under the direction of the National Security Advisor. 
19 

Members of the staff provide direct support to the NSC in policy coordination 
and development and work closely with officials in other executive branch 
departments and agencies. 20 

Since its creation, the National Security Council has served as a tool for the 
President to coordinate and n1anage the military and foreign policy process, 
though the degree to which it has been used for that purpose has \ aried 
dramatically from one administration to another. 21 It was not until the AJ1ninis
tration of George H. W. Bush that the model developed under then National 
Security Advisor Brent Scowcroft, consisting of a simple principal/deputies 
con1mittee structure with Scowcroft acting as hone'->t broker, "became ',O success
ful that it managed to overwhelm the impulse that had prev iou~l) exi-,ted from 
admini$tration to administration to toss out their predeces~or·s S) stem and 
. ,?? 
invent a new way.' --

The National Security Council system's organization and function over the 
years has also proven to be flexible and, in large measure, dependent on the 
preferences and operational style of each President. 23 It is the practice of each 
new President to issue a Presidential Directive setting out the national security 
organizational structure as well as the fundamental policy process that will 
ultin1ately define the roles and mission of the NSC staff during that admini~tra
tion.14 Upon taking office in 2009. President Obama followed thi~ tradition, 
issuing a directive to merge the National Security Council staff and the Home
land Security Council staff into a single "National Security Staff' (NSS). 2

" 

19. AL.\N G. WHITTAKER, SHANNON A. BROWN, FREDERICK C. s,11TH & EuZABETH McKcr,;E, THE 
NATIONAL SECURITY PouC'r PROCES<;: THE NATIONAL SECL'RITY COUNCIL .\ND lNTERAGLNCY SYSTEM 14 
(National Defense Uni\.2011 ). 

20. Id. at 29-30. 
21. Under President Eisenhower. for instance. the NSC and its staff maintained an organized 

institutional structure with clear lines of authority. BEST, supm note 12, at 8. In contrast. the NSC under 
President Kennedy went largely unutilized. with the President instead opting for small groups of 
personal advisors and ad hoc task forces. Id. at I 0. Dunng the height of the Cuban Missile Crisis. 
Kennedy relied chiefly on his ad hoc EXCOMM committee rather than the NSC. See ABRAM CHA.YES. 
THE CUBAN MISSILE CRISIS: INTERNATIONAL CRISES AND THE ROLE OF LA\\ 13-24 ( 1974) (discussing the 
process of interagency legal and policy decisions during the crisis). 

22. See DAVID ROTHK0PF. RUNNING THE WORLD: THE INSIDE STORY OF THEN ·\TIONAL SECURITY COl'NCIL 
AND THE ARCHITECTS OF AMERICAN POWER 267 (2004) ("Instead. because the next national secunty 
advisor. Anthony Lake. and those who followed him, Sandy Berger and Condoleezza Rice. all saw its 
merits. they have stuck with it. with slight variations. and the principals and deputies committee 
structure is at the center of the foreign policy formation process in the U.S go\ emment today."). 

23. BEST, supra note 12. at 26. 
24. BAKER, supra note 16, at l 06 ("In practice, each president will define his own national security 

process within the constitutional and statutory framework of decision-making. This is usually accom
plished at the outset of an administration b1 a presidential dlfective. Foremost. such a directive wtll 
include the president's concept for the National Security Council and corresponding NSC process."). 

25. Press Release, Statement by the President on the White House Orgamzatton for Homeland 
Security and Counterterrorism. White House Office of the Press Secretar1 (Ma1 26. 2009). amilable 
at http:/ /www. w hitehouse. gov /the_press_offi ce/Statement-b) -the-President-on-the-White-House
Organization-for-Homeland-Security-and-Counterterrorism/. In Februar) 2014. the name was formally 
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B. The A'eed for a 1\Tational Security Council legal Adviser 

Arguments in favor of creating a legal ad\ iser\ office at the NSC can be 
traced back to the earl) 1970s. In 1973. John ~orton i\,1oore. who subsequently 
became the Counselor on International Law to the U.S. Department of State, 
published an article in Foreign Affairs making the case for a stronger role for 
law and lawyers in the national securit~ process.2h One of several recommenda
tion he made was to create a legal adviser who would serve as part of the 
1 'ational Security Council ~taff.~7 

In parallel with the publication of the Foreign Affairs article, during the early 
1970s. a number of discussions on the idea of an NSC legal adviser were taking 
place within the Legal Adviser's Office at State, largely driven by suggestions 
from Professor Moore while ·erving as the Counselor on International Law. 
While recognizing that the chief legal officer responsible for interpretations and 
adv ice on international legal matters is the Legal Adviser at the Department of 
State, the principal reason for recon1mending the creation of a legal adviser's 
office within the NSC ~)'stem grew from an awareness of the reality that the 
NSC staff dealt with a number of national security legal issues with which the 
Legal AdYiser's Office at State was not directly involved. :!H Not all parties at 
State shared the view that an NSC legal adviser was a good idea, however. 
Substantial concerns were raised that such a position "would take away fron1 
the role of the State Department Legal Adviser," and the office found itself split 
on the issue. ~9 

Such resistance at State is somewhat understandable given the atmosphere of 
interagency politics during this period. At the tin1e the proposal was put forth. a 
noticeable wariness had developed over the National Security Council's "accu
mulation of decisionmaking. then decision-executing. power" in the realm of 

changed to the National Security Council staff (NSC staff). reverting to the historic name used by the 
organization from 1947 until its merger with the Homeland Security Council in 2009. Caitlin Hayden. 
NSC Staff. the Name i'i Back' So Long. NSS. THL WHITE HoLSE BL<x. (Feb. 10. 2014). http://v,w'w 
whi1ehouse.gov/blog/2014/02/10/nsc-staff-name-back-so-long-nss. 

26. See John N Moore. Lmv and National Sernrity. 51 FOREIGN Ar-F. 408. 409 ( 1973) ("National 
"ecunty decisions must consider a range of component issue" . . Legal considerations. like poltt1cal. 
military. and economic considerations. arc relevant to each of these i"sues Yet there are no international 
legal specialists on the increasingly important staff of the National Security Council even though that 
staff now comprise~ over 50 substantive ofhcers."). 

27. Id. at 419 (proposing the creation of the position of Counselor on National Securit) Lav. to the 
NSC Staff). 

28. John N. Moore. Law in the U.S Foreign Rclati0ns Proce-,s Opening the Channels. Remarks at 
the American Society of International Law Annual Y!eeting (Apr. 7, 1989). in 81 A ... t. Sex·, J,n·L L. 
PROC. 407, 421 ( 1989): \ee alw BR,\Dt F.Y H. P\TTrRsn-.:, THI WrnTr Hot s1 STf\11 · INSIDE THI WEST WtNG 

AND 81 YONIJ 66 (200 I) ("National security poltcy questions arc steeped in legal issues: the limits of 
congrcss1onal oversight, the proper wording for presidential tindmgs to autho111c covert actions. the 
houndaries of presidential v. ar powers. the interpretation of conditions imposecJ on treaty ratifications. 
the Judgment a<; lo whether or not a space interceptor would be permitted under the Anti-Ballistic 
Missile Trcary. and ~o torth •·, 

29. Moore, supra note 28. nt 421. 
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foreign affairs at the State Department's expense.30 The prominent role of then 
National Security Advisor Henry Kissinger, who overshadowed and ultimately 
replaced Secretary of State William P. Rogers in I 973, no doubt also contrib
uted to a feeling of power erosion at the State Department during this time.11 

Thus, one can understand the reluctance of the Office of the Legal Adviser to 
facilitate this process through a recom1nendation it perceived as turning O\ er 
more of its own turf to the NSC. Yet keeping a legal adviser off the NSC staff 
would not in itself prevent further erosion of State Department influence in 
foreign policy decision making and was therefore not a legitimate reason to 
oppose the establishment of a legal adviser within the structure of the national 
security staff. Quite the opposite, the growing influence of the NSC and its staff 
only heightened the need for systematic legal input into it~ internal processes. 

To determine whether a recommendation to create such an office should be 
made to the President, State Department Legal Adviser John R. Stevenson 
convened an informal debate on the issue between Professor Moore. who 
favored an NSC Legal Adviser, and then senior Deputy Legal Adviser George 
Aldridge, who opposed it.32 Stevenson backed the Moore position and made a 
formal recommendation to the White House, through a memorandum drafted by 
the Office of the Legal Adviser and sent chrough the Secretary of State, urging 
the creation of a legal adviser's position on the National Security Council 
staff.33 

Unfortunately, the memorandun1 likely landed on the desk of then White 
House Counsel John Dean who, as many will recall, was heavily occupied with 
other matters during the spring of 1973, as the White House became increas
ingly consumed by the turmoil of Watergate. 34 Thus, this early recommendation 
for the creation of a legal adviser to the National Security Council was 
apparently never considered at the White House. The idea would not be picked 
up again until over a decade later, in the aftermath of the Iran - Contra affair, 
when again it would be pushed by then Ambassador Moore. 35 

30. Harold H. Koh, Why the President (Almost) Always Wins in Foreign Affairs: Lessons {~f the 
Iran - Contra Affmr, 97 YALE L.J. 1255, 1269 ( 1988). 

31. See id. (describing the effect of Kissinger"s secret!) negotiated missions to Vietnam. China, 
Berlin, and the Soviet Union); see also National Security Council Structure and Functions, N1xor-; 
PRESIDENTIAL LIBRARY & MusEUM, available at http://nixon.archives.gov/forresearchers/find/textual/nsc/ 
structure.php ("President Nixon maintained a close relationship with his National Security Advisor. 
Henry Kissinger. Dr. Kissinger increased the size of the NSC staff from 12 to 34 .... Under Dr. 
Kissinger's direction, . [t]he White House became the foreign policymaker. greatly reducing the 
Department of State's participation."). 

32. Interview with John N. Moore, Director. Center for National Security Law. Universit) of 
Virginia School of Law. in Charlottesville, Va. (Oct. 30, 2013) [hereinafter Moore Interview] (on file 
with author). 

33. Id. 
34. For further insight into John Dean's role in the C\ents surrounding Watergate. see generally JOHN 

DEAN, BLIND AMBITION: THE WHITE H OUSE YEARS ( 1976). 
35. Upon concluding the year as Counselor on International Law to the Department of State. 

Professor Moore was offered the opportunity to become the first Legal Ad\ iser to the National Securit) 
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C. Iran - Contra and the Creation <1' the NSC Legal Adi1iser '.s Office 

Although technically the NSC Legal Ad\'iser did not exist as a freestanding 
offii:e until much later. a legal position \\-a\ e~tablished within the National 
Security Council system on a pan-time ba~i\ in the late 1970s.36 Zbigniew 
Brzezinski first named 1SC Executive Secretary Robert M. Kimmitt to serve in 
this capacity, a role that required him to e~sentially wear two hats for several 
years.

17 
In addition. during the 1980\, Paul B. Thompson served a~ Military 

As-.,i\tant to the National Security Ad\ i\Or as well as NSC General Counsel. ~8 

Thus. while it is true that legal positions existed on the NSC statt prior to the 
creation of the office of the Legal Adviser, ~9 the individuals serving in these 
roles had alway~ concurrentl1 held other staff positions. effecti\ely serving in 
both a client and lawyer capacity on the NSC staff_ . .w 

During the 1980s, the NSC staff went through another period of change. The 
new Administration of President Reagan initially sought to downgrade what 
was percei'v ed as an overly powerful role for the APNSA under previous 
administrations.

41 
This resulted in a weak and dysfunctional NSC process in the 

early years of the Reagan administration.4
~ Following the departure of Richard 

V. Allen as National Security Advi~or in 1982 and the incoming of Judge 
William Clark as his successor, the NSC staff expanded its influence and 
responsibility ... u Yet while the staff of the NSC grew in size and power, it 
continued to lack any formal, systematic legal input.--1-4 

Council. which would have led to the creation of the office years earlier. At that time, howe\ er. 
Professor Moore had been offered the chance to become the U.S. Ambassador to the Law of the Sea 
and Chairman of the National Security Council Interagency Task Force on the Law of the Sea, an 
opportunity he ultimately felt he could not decline. Moore Interview. supra note 32. 

36. See Moore. rnpra note 28, at 418; see also Telephone Interview with Paul S. Stevens. President 
& CEO. Invest. Co. Inst. (Dec. 11. 2013) [hereinafter Stevens Interview] (on file with author) 
( .. Previously ... the NSC had something called the General Counsel. but very often it was one of the 
senior staff members. usually the executive secretary. that held a title also as General Counsel."). 

37. Moore. rnpra note 28. at 422. Kimmitl subsequently left his position within the NSC to serve a-. 
the legal advisor to the Treasury Department. Id. He went on to serve as U.S. Ambassador to Germany 
and Deputy Secretary of the Treasury. See Press Release. WilmerHale. Fonner Deputy Treasury 
Secretary Robert M Kimmitt Returns to WilmerHale (May 5. 2009), m·ailable at http://www.wilmerhale. 
com/page•,Jpublicationsandnewsdetai l.aspx ?NewsPubld = 100743. 

38. Telephone Interview with Nicholas Rostow. Dir., Ctr. Strat. Research. Inst. Nat'l Strat. Stud .. 
Nat"! Defense U. (Nov.22.2013) [hereinafter Rostow Intervicwl (on file with author); see also Profile 
of Paul Thnmprnn. UNor-RSTANDlt,iG THE IRAN - CONTRA AFFAIR, http://www.brown.edu/Rcsearch/ 
Undcrslanding_the_Iran_Contra_Affair/profile-thompson.php. 

,9_ A search of the limited files made available electronically in the archives of the Reagan 
Presidential Library also ) ielded the following mdi\ 1duals. listed under the areas of NSC 'Legal 
Ad\ isor" or 'Legal Affairs·: Grant S. Green, Peter W. Rodman, Jonathan R. Scharfen. and Peter R. 
Sommer. See Wlute House Staff and Office Files. /9R! -/989. RFAGAN PR1 SIDENTI,\L L1BRAR't & MUSEUM. 

om1/ah/e at http://www.rcagan.utexas.edu/arch1ves/textual/smofmain.html#.Uq-9IZG1mDg. 
40. Stevens Interview, wpm note 36. 
4 I. See R, HHK<JPr-. wpm nntc 22, al 213-14. 
42. Id 
43 Zr e, \R'J. supra note 18. at 92. 
44. Moore Interview. w1m1 note 32. 
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What resulted was a systematic failure to take legal perspectives into consider
ation on matters of national security. This set the stage for the development of 
the Iran - Contra scandal. in which high-leYel adn1inistration officials were 
determined to have violated laws and executive orders. The controversy in
volved the sale of arms to Iran in contravention of U.S. policy. as well as the 
diversion of proceeds from the anns sale to provide support to the contra rt:bels 
in Nicaragua. in clear violation of the Boland Amendment ban on aid to military 
activities in Nicaragua.45 

At the tin1e of the events surrounding Iran - Contra, the legal responsibilities 
of NSC staff lawyers were usually limited to specific functions such as respond
ing to information disclosure requests.46 Moreover, lawyers serving dually in 
legal and staff positions were not routinely sought out for their legal ad, ice on 
national security matters.47 Indeed, in the years prior to the establishrnent of a 
Legal Adviser's office on the staff of the National Security Council. "it is fair lo 
say that there was no. or very little, day-to-day legal advice in the White House 
on national security issues. "48 President Reagan's White House Coun~el would 
later recall that ·'[o]ne of the real problen1s with the Iran - Contra episode was 
that not only was it not well-lawyered, but that it was not lawyered in n1ost 
res pee ts. "49 

By the late 1980s, with the events of the Iran - Contra affair in public viev,1. it 
became clear that the system needed to change.50 Havjng championed the idea 
during the 1970s, and seeing a new opportunity to establish a place for legal 

-1-5 LAWRENCE E. WALSH. fINAl REPORT OF THE INDEPENDENT COl., NSEL FOR IRANfCONlRA MATTERS xiii 
(1993). 

46 Moore Inten icw, supra note 32: De Rosa. supra note 11. Until 1996. the NSC was subject lo the 
requirements for agency disclosure of information under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). See 
Armstrong v. Executive Office of the President. 90 F.3d 553. 567 (D.C. Cir. 1996) (holding that the 
NSC is not an agency for FOIA purposes). 

47. P\TTERSON, supra note 28. at 66 ("In 1985, hunting for legal advice that would support their 
desire to supply the Nicaraguan contras with arms. NSC deputy assistant John Poindexter and staff 
member Lieutenant Colonel Oliver North went nol to the junior officer v.ho at the time was responsible 
for giving legal advice to the NSC staff but to ·an odd source·: a lawyer working for the president's 
Intelligence Oversight Board. a group that 1s independent of the NSC. According to that officer. the 
restrictions in the Boland Amendment did not apply to the NSC staff. This was the advice they 
wanted - and the rest is history."): see also Harold H. Koh. Protecting the Office of Legal Counsel from 
ltse(I: 15 CARDOZO L. RE\. 5 I 3. 516 ( l 993) ('"To my knowledge. the only tv. o legal opinions sought by 
the executive branch as the affair began v..ere a controversial opinion by the CIAs general coun~el 
suggesting that the President could make an intelligence finding retroactively and a cursory analysis of 
the applicability of the Boland amendments (,vhich Oliver North hid rn his White House safe) that v.as 
authored b) an attorney who had failed the bar examination four times:·) (citations omitted): Fox 
Butterfield. Key Contra Ruling Claimed by Nol'ice. N.Y. TIMES, June 7. 1987. 

48. DeRosa, supra note 11. 
49. 5ee Koh, supra note 47. at 516 n. I 5 (citing interview by Vicki Quade with A.B Culvahouse, Jr .. 

Counsel to the President). 
50. For a brief survey of the evolution of the NSC system under President Reagan before and after 

Iran - Contra. see generally Paul S. Stevens. The Reagan NSC: Before and After. 19 PERSP. PoL. Sc1. 
118 ( 1990); see also CONST.\NTINE C. MENGES. INSIDE THE N .\TIONAL SECURin COUNCIL' THF TRL E STORY 
OF THE MAKING AND UNMAKING OF REAGAN'S FoREIG'\i Poun ( 1988) (providing a more in-depth look at 
the organization and development of national security policy processes in the Reagan White House). 
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ad ice and expertise on the National Securit~ Council, Professor John Norton 
Moore v. rote to the To\\ er Co111missiun. urging them to consider the creation of 
a full-time lee:al office ainonQ the recommendations made to President Regan.

51 

.... ... 
Upon re, ie,,. man) of the failure that had OLCUrTed "\\ere seen in part - n1aybe 
in l~trge pdrt - Lo ha\e resulted from this lack of systematic availability of legal 
guidance" at the SC. 52 and Professor ~loore ·s reconunendation was suhse
qu ntl) included in the final Tov.cr Commission Report."1 

Thus. on ~larch 4. 1987, the President announced his intended reforms fro1n 
the O" al Office in a tele, ised address to the nation. In his speech. the President 
stated that he was "adopting in total the Tower report's model of how the NSC 
proLe~s and staff houid \\ ork.'' and that he had "created the post of SC legal 
ad, iser to assure a greater ~ensitivity to n1atters of law:•5

-t On March 31, 1987, 
the President issued lational Security Decision Directi \ e (NSDD) 266. imple
menting the reforms proposed by the TO\\er Com,nis\ion: 

The '\SC staff shall include a Legal Advisor who"e particular rcsponsihility it 
will he to pro\ ide lt!gal counsel to thl: National Security Advisor, the Exccu
ti\e Sct:retary. and the NSC staff with respect to the full range of their 
actt\ itie~. and to as .. ist the ~utional Security Advisor in ensuring that legal 
con .... ideration.., are fully addressed in the NSC process and in interagency 
deliberation'-.. The NSC Legal Advisor shall be accorded acces1., to all informa
tion and deliberation.., as may be required for these purposes. and shall ad\ ise 
the . ational Security Advisor and Executive Secretary as appropriate on all 
matter~ within his responsibility. He shall work cooperatively with the Coun
..,ei to the President, the Legal Ad\ iser of the Department of State. and with 
senior coun1.,cl to all other NSC members, advisors. and participants.55 

D. The First NSC Legal Ad,·i.ser 

Embodied in a Presidential Directive, the position of the NSC Legal Adviser 
was now formally established. Like the Office of the Legal Adviser at the U.S. 
Department of State, on which the new office and position was modeled. the 

SC Legal Adviser\ title was to be spelled with an ··e.",;" Established by 
statute in 1931. the Office of the Legal Adviser of the State Department itself 

51. ~loore lntcn iew. rnprn note 32. 
52. DcRoc;;a. mpra note 11; SCt' alw Moore In ten iew. rnpra note U ( making the same nb,en at ion) 
53. REPORT <1F Tllf: PRr:srm :-."T's SPECIAi Rf.VIL\\ Bo \RD (Tm\ER Col\1\11s;s10!'. Rr PORT) Part V 6 ( 1987) 

'''J he Board recommend.., that the position of Legal Adviser to the NSC be enhanced in stature and in 
us role wnhin the SC ... rnff "), see alw DeRosa, •;upra note 11 (d1.:,cribing John 1\orton ~loore as 
"responsible for the crent10n of the ofticc.'' ). 

54. Addrl:SS to lht' Nation on the Iran Arms and Contra Aid Contnncrsy. I P1 11. PAPE Rs 209 (Mar. 4. 
I tJ87). aw,lahle at http·//www.rcag:rn.utcxas.edu/ardm es/spc1.:che,/l 9X7 /030487h.htm 

55. Nat1on<tl Security Dec, JOn Directive 266. lmpll'me11rario11 of the Rccnmme11dwio11.\ of the 
l'n•Hdcnr \ .\/)('< 10/ R!'i 1l'H Hnord ( 1987 J, arnilahle 111 http://www.rcagan.utcxas.edu/arch1 ves/refercncc/ 
ScanncJ't20NSDDS/NSDD2<)<, pdf. 

56. Ro'>tow lnten rcw, rnprn note 38. 
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was originally based on the Legal Adviser of the British Foreign Office.57 The 
English spelling was thus purposely carried over upon the creation of the new 
NSC Legal Adviser. 

Although the existence of the office was now officiaL a number of questions 
rerr1ained for incoming National Security Advisor Frank Carlucci, who had been 
directed by President Reagan ''to take the necessary steps·· to fully adopt the 
reforms outlined in the Tower Commission Report.58 Carlucci was faced with 
the initial task of staffing the new Legal Adviser's office. One of the issues that 
needed to be dealt with involved the appropriate size of the office and whether it 
should have additional staff. Should he appoint a single lawyer to serve as the 
Legal Adviser. or should the Legal Adviser have the assistance of several 
deputy lawyers in the office?59 In much the saine way that John R. Stevenson 
had done at the Department of State nearly fifteen years earlier. Carlucci sought 
advice on this issue by convening an informal debate between Profe~sor John 
Norton Moore, who supported a broader staff. and John Rhinelander. former 
Deputy Legal Adviser at the Departn1ent of State. who wished to limit the office 
to a single individual.60 

As a general matter, determining the appropriate size of the NSC staff 
requires that a careful balance be struck. The staff must be large enough to have 
sufficient expertise to address the broad range of national security issues that 
arise, yet remain small enough to avoid becoming a new bureaucracy in its own 
right.61 Such a balance is similarly necessary with regard to the NSC Legal 
Adviser's office. Ultimately, it was determined that the office should remain 
small but be staffed by more than a single attorney. It would comprise both a 
Legal Adviser and a Deputy Legal Adviser. In 1987, Paul Schott Stevens62 

became the first official Legal Adviser to the National Security Council.63 and 
Nicholas Rostow became the first Deputy Legal Adviser.64 

But the work of the new Legal Adviser and Deputy had in fact begun even 
prior to formally assuming their respective roles. Working together. Stevens and 

57. Koh & Zelinsky, supra note 5. at 5. 
58. Address to the Nation on the Iran Arms and Contra Aid Contro\'ersy. supra note 54. 
59. Moore Interview. supra note 32. 
60. Id. 
61. CHRISTOPHER C. SHOEMAKER. THE DECISIONAL DILEM~tA: STRUCTURE. FUNCTIO'l, AND THF NSC STAFF 

112 (U.S. Army War College 1989). 
62. A graduate of the Univer ity of Virginia School of Law. Stevens had previously been a student in 

Professor John Norton Moore·s National Security Law course at UVA. the first law school course of its 
kind in the nation. Moore Interview. supra note 32. 

63. Press Release. Appointment of Eight Special Assistants to the President for National Secunry 
Affairs (Feb 11. 1987). available at http://www.reagan.utexas.edu/archives/speeches/l 987/021187e. 
htm (announcing the appointment of eight members of the NSC staff as Special Assistants to the 
President for National Security Affairs, including Paul Schott Stevens as NSC Legal Adviser, reporting 
to National Security Advisor Frank Carlucci): see also Fonner NSC Legal 4d,·iser Paul Srerens Named 
New Standing Committee Chair, ABA N .\T'L SECL'Rln L. REP. I (1995) ("[H]e sened as the first Legal 
Adviser to the National Security Council in 1987 ... ). 

64. Rostow Interview, supra note 38. 
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Rostov~ lent their hands in drafting Decision Directive 266 that fom1al1y 
established the offh:e.65 Upon b~ginning their ne\\ positions. they continued to 
focu their attention on preparing and implementing a series of other National 
Security Decision DireLti\ ~s on behalf of President Rcagan.66 Reflecting on the 
importance of the ne\\ rule in 19 :-is. Ste\ ens observed the following: 

The President has ch,1ned a kgal ad\ isor's offict.: as an important new 
component of the l C staff. The courbd that ofh<.:c pro\ ides to the National 
Securit) Ad\ i or. the in ight it is acLorded into the proc~ss of policy delibera
tions. :.mu the relationship it maintains ,vith the interagency legal comrnu
nit) - all thesc have helped to ensure. as the President intended. "greater 
sensitivity to matters of law" in the workings of the NSC.67 

Stevens· time as the Legal Adviser, while historicall) significant. was short
lived. In December of that same year, Stevens becan1e the NSC Executive 
Secretary and was succeeded by his Deputy Legal AdYiser Nicholas RostO\v, 
who had abo sen ed as Counsel lo the Tower Con1mission during his tenure as 
special assistant to the Legal Adviser of the State Department.68 Rostow would 
maintain the role as the SC Legal Ad\ iscr until April l 993.6

l) 

II. FUNCTIO. ·s AND RESPONSIBIUTIES OF THE LEGAL ADVISER 

A. The Work of the Legal Adviser 

The primary function and responsibility of the SC Legal AdYiser is to 
provide legal advice to the President. the National Security Council, and the 

SC staff on critical n1atters affecting national security.70 The role frequently 
requires the interpretation of both foreign and domestic law as well as review of 
any legislative proposals that may substantially affect national security inter-

65. Id. 
66. Thie; includes NSDD 276 outlining the '.\SC interagem:~ process and . SC 286 on the apprm al 

and rcvie,., of special aLtivitics (i.e .. covert action). Paul S Stevens. Room .for ''Maneurer": Some 
Poli<,. I\ me\ in the lm11 - Contra Affw,. 11 Hot 'i. J. 1:--;T't, L. 159. 159 n. I ( 1988) The text of NSDD 
276 has been declas ific:d in full whilt.: SOD 286 remains classified in part Sec Natimwl Sccwff) 
Deciwm Dm•c ri\·es, /981-/989. R1 .\G.\:\1 PRESIDl·Nlt-\L LmR \R'r & Mt sH:M. am,lable at hllp:/fa ,., w. 
reagan.utcxas.edu/arch1, cs/reference/NS ODs.html#. U pjZd5GrmDh. 

67. Ste\ens. supru note 66, at 160 (footnote omitted). 
68. Pres Release. Appointment of Charles. 1cholas Rostow as Special Assislanl to the Pre,ident for 

National Security Allairs (Dec. 14. 1987). arni/ahle at http://www.reagan.utcxas.edu/archives/speechcs/ 
I 987/ I 2 I 487h.htm. ("The President toda) announced tile appointment of Charle., ~ichnlas Rosio\\ as 
Special A istant to the President for National Security Affairs at the White Hnu.,e. He ,, ill also serve 
as Legal Adv1<-cr to the National Security Council."'). 

69. In l<J91, the role v..as a<,sumcd hy Alan J. Krce1ko. Ro.,low lntcn icw . . wpra note 38. 
70. DcRosa, supra note 11 (clescnhing the roks and rcsp<)nsihilities of the NSC Legal Advi~er): An 

!111rnini: ,i11h NSC IA!~ol Ad\1\1'1 Alan K/'l'c-kn. ABA 1 \1·1 Sr:n1<1n L. RIP 2 (1995) !hereinafter 
Kn.:ukn ABA lntcrv1cw] (ckscrihing the mission and role of' lhe oftkc within the Clinton NSC and 
statm~ that the mo t important role of the NSC Legal Ad\ j..,cr i to "provide legal ad\icc to the ational 
Sccu11ty Ad\ i or and SC t.tlt on na11011,d sccuiity is.,ucs under consideration.''). 
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ests.
71 

Former NSC Legal Adviser James E. Baker describes the office as 
follows: 

At the NSC, ... counsel traditionally coordinate the pruv1s10n of ad\ ice to 

meetings of the Principals and Deputies Committees. among other tasks. and. 
where appropriate, attend such meetings to field questions and identify is
sues . . . . In addition, NSC counsel provide internal legal ad\ ice to the 
president. national security adviser, and NSC staff as well as review and \\ rite 
memoranda to the president, issue spotting and di')cussing the legal issues 
raised.71 

In cases where legal policy is also national security policy. the NSC Legal 
Adviser must be prepared to weigh in on policy choices. advising clients on the 
i1nplications of specific options available within what might be an array of 
legally permissible alternatives.7'' 

In addition to advising and assisting on national security law matters. the 
Legal Adviser to the National Security Council is also responsible for other 
legal functions traditionally associated with agency general counsels. including 
aspects of fiscal law, personnel issues, and ethics advice. 74 These responsibili
ties also include drafting and reviewing legal docurnents, reviewing and con1-
menting on proposed legislation, and responding to legal inquiries from other 
components in government.75 

Described as "the hardest-working but least-known member of the Ad1ninistra
tion 's national security legal team,''76 the role of NSC Legal Adviser is highly 
demanding and carries an enormous amount of responsibility. The Legal Adviser 
can typically be expected to ··work[] I 6-18-hour days, seven days a week. "77 

Endurance is therefore an absolutely essential trait for any NSC Legal Adviser, 
who must be capable of carrying out the same task at the same level of 

71. DeRo~a. wpra note I I. 
T2. BAKER. supra note 16. at 3 l 2; see also John Bellinger. The Obama Administrmion '.<i Na1io11al 

Sernriry Legal Team. LAWFARE (Sept. 4. 2013). http://www.lawfareblog.com/2013/09/the-obama
administrations-national-security-legal-team/ ('"The NSC Legal Adviser .. . coordinates national secu
rity legal processes (including the preparation of \,\ar powers reports}, serves as the national secunty 
law, er for the President and the National Securit} Advisor. and is often the only staff lawyer to attend 
NSC meetings ... ··). 

73. BAKER. supra note 16. at 313 ( .. Application of nauonal security law imolves the rapid review 
and identification of legal issues embedded in policy options. policy decisions. and policy statements ... ). 

7-+. James E. Baker. C.J .. C.A.A.F.. The Role of the NSC Legal Adviser. Remarks at the 21 <;t 
Nationai Security Law Institute (June 10, 2013) [hereinafter Baker. Role of NSC Legal Adviser] (on file 
with the Ctr. for Nafl Security L.. U. Va. Sch. L.) (explaining that the NSC Legal Ad, 1ser. m addition 
to formally advising and assisting the President and his principals. also serves an equivalent function of 
an agency general counsel). 

75. BAKER. supra note 16. at 313. 
76. Bellinger. supra note 72. 
77. Id.: see also DeRosa. supra note 11 (describing endless. frantic phone calls and regular meetings 

with lawyers from all of the other rele, ant national secunty offices within the executi, e branch). 
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performance at both 9:00 a.m. and 3:00 a.m. 7x 

As is the nature of national ecurit) practice in general. lawyers in this role 
mu~t also be able to fulfill their duties under considerable temporal and institu
tional pres ures. Thus, being the Legal Ad\ i~er to the National Security Council 
demands more than a brilliant legal mind. In the type of environment in which 
the NSC Legal Ad\ iser and other senior national security lawyers operate, 
personality is just as i1nponant as the ability of one\ intellect.79 The skill of 
per'>onulit) management. both of one ·s own and that of others, i~ thus essential. 80 

To ,ucceed in the position, the lav .. ) er n1ust abo be able to adapt to rapid, 
combat-'->t) le dccision-1naking. Although the federal go\emment is tilled with 
many extre1nely intelligent attorneys, "not all lawyer~ are capable of making a 
decision on operational timeline~.''81 As characterized by former NSC Legal 
Advi~er James E. Baker, national security lawyers have to be prepared to pull 
the figurative trigger when neces~ary: ''[Y]ou will not have enough tin1e, you 
will not know all the law. you will not know all the facts. What you will know is 
you have to decide ,ww.''~2 

NSC Legal Advisers, like the wider body of the National Security Council 
staff on which they serve, also represent a variety of backgrounds and profe~r 
sional experiences. Lawyers serving in the NSC Legal Adviser's office are 
drawn from different areas of government and carry unique legal expertise in 
area relating to foreign, international, and military law. The experiences of 
pre\ ious Legal Advisers have included positions at the Departments of Justice, 
State. Defense, Treasury, and the CIA, as well as a number of special congressio
nal committees. James E. Baker, who served as the NSC Legal Adviser under 
President Clinton, explains that going into the U.S. Marine Corps provided 
perhaps the best training for becoming a national security lawyer by teaching 
him how "to ~tep outside of [his] own personality and fulfill the mission, which 
is to speak up at a Principals meeting if need be. ·,f-.3 

Like the role of the NSC itself. which has historically shifted from administra
tion to administration to accom1nodate the style and needs of the President 
whom it serves, the roles and responsibilities of the Legal Adviser's job have 
also changed over time. The role varies, for instance, depending on whether it is 
viewed as facilitating the interagency process or as a source of rival legal 

78 See B \Kt·!<. wpru note I 6. at 314. 
79 Id at 313. 
80. Jame~ E. Baker, Proce\.\, Practice. and Principle: Teach111R Nat1011al Sec uni\· urn· and the 

K11m1/ed~e that Matlen Mmt. 27 G1:-.o. J. LEGAL ETHICS 163, 179 (2014) ("Ego subordinal!on and its 
imcrsc, personality management, arc critical traits if one believes m the meaningful application of law 
and prnccs,:· J. 

81 . James E. Baker. Natirmol Security Pm<"eS.\ and a Lall'yer'.~ Dut,: Rcnwrk, to the Senior Judge 
Arfrncatc S) mpo\i11111, 173 Mu . L. Rr v. I 24. I 29-30 (2002): W'e aim BAKI R. ,upm note I 6. at 313. 

82. Baker, Role of NSC J ,cgal Advi-,cr. wpm note 74 (prm 1dmg a t) p1cal example of what he calls 
the ''S-1111nu1c is<;uc·· 1ha1 national ,cc11rity lawyers such as the NSC Legal Adviser will face). 

83. Id.: ,ec alw H~1kcr, ,111J10 note XI. at 129 (describing his view that "a Judge Advocate should 
alv.ays ,enc in the NSC k:gal 1>fhcc." J. 
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advice, and on the degree to which the White House Counsel assumes a national 
security role.84 Ultimately, the function and, more importantly, the degree of 
access to the President as the ultimate client, will be dete1 mined by the role that 
the President and his National Security Advisors desire the NSC Legal Adviser 
to fulfill. 85 In the Clinton administration, for example. the NSC Legal Adviser 
played the central role of providing national security legal advice within the 
Administration.86 In contrast, during the George W. Bush adn1inistration. the 
NSC Legal Adviser's office was no longer the singular source fron1 which 
coordinated legal advice on national security matters emanated. 'r;7 

The position of NSC Legal Adviser also varies in its responsibility to fulfill 
other discretionary roles assigned by the particular administration under which 
the Legal Adviser serves. One such example is the role of factual ombudsman. 
ensuring that all relevant, known facts be presented to the decision maker. This 
includes ensuring the decision maker's awareness of instances when certain 
facts are not known or when disagreement about certain facts or policy choices 
exists within the lower bureaucratic ranks. 88 This is, in part a matter of the 
lawyer fulfilling his or her ethical duties.89 Nonetheless, the extent to which the 
NSC Legal Adviser will, or should, perform such a role is a core question to be 
determined by each administration. 

B. Coordinating the lnteragency Legal Process 

One of the most critical roles of the NSC Legal Adviser is the coordination of 
interagency legal advice on national security matters. As explained by fonner 
NSC Legal Adviser Alan Kreczko, "[m]ore and more foreign policy issues 
require coordination through the NSC process. Many of these issues have fa] 
legal component, whether constitutional, statutory, intemationaL or all three. 
The NSC principal or staffer who is chairing that policy coordination needs a 
source of coordinated legal advice on those issues."90 This process, known 
informally as the Lawyers Group. is primarily designed to ensure that presiden
tial decisions on matters of national security are subject to interagency legal 
review. 

84. BAKER, supra note 16. at 3 I 2. The relationship between the NSC Legal Ad, iser and the White 
House Counsel is discussed infra Part III.A. 

85. Id. at 311 ("Each president. agency head. and commander will adopt his or her own approach to 
legal advice. ranging from active engagement with their la\\ yers and an understanding of the law to 
avoidance ... ). 

86. See PATTERSON. supra note 28. at 67 ("Is it indispensable for the national security assistant to 
have his own legal adviser? The Clinton administration thought so."'). 

87. See infra Part H.B. 
88. Baker, Role of NSC Legal Adviser. supra note 74: see also Baker. supra note 81. at 179. 
89. Baker, supra note 81. at 182 ("By ethics. I mean a commitment to doing the right thing the nght 

way .... That means. for example. if someone ought to know something. the) should be told. v. hether 
the law requires it or not."). 

90. Kreczko ABA Interview. supra note 70, at 7. 
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The La\\) ers Group proces \\ a~ first established b~ a classified Presidential 
Di rec ti ve providing for interagern.:y legal re, ie\, of decisions on covert action.

91 

It set out a forn1al process \\ hereby a group of top agency la\.\) ers wa\ required 
to meet to discuss an) legal issues related to propo',ed CO\ ert actions. In 
addition to the 1 1ational Securit) Council Legal Adviser, the directive specified 
that n1e1nbers of the group \\ ould include the Central Intelligence Agency 
General Counsel, the Department of State Legal Adviser, the General Counsel 
of the Departnknt of Defense. the Legal Ad\ iser to the Chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff. and the Department of Justice Office of Legal Counsel.l'2 

In practice. the function and purpose of thi::i group has varied from one 
ad1ninistration to another. While initially directed to review legal i\sues relating 
to covert actions, the subject matter addressed by the Lawyers Group has 
expanded over time. Because national securit) issues frequent!) in, ol ve matters 
of concern to a number of departments and agencies, during the l 990s, the NSC 
Legal Adviser often led interagcncy studies on legal issues in order to provide 
principals \.\ ith a conc;,ensu::i of legal advice and optioth.ln 

Today. the Lawyers Group may be called on to meet and discuss any legal 
is',ue related to national security that will ultimately be going to the President 
for a deci\ion.94 They include, for example. legal issues related to operational. 
cyber. treaty, foreign aid. war powers, intelligence, and surveillance subjects.9-; 
The group also fields legal questions that arise in the context of global and 
regional subject matters significant to U.S. foreign policy and national secu
rity.96 An issue may also be pulled and sent to the Lawyers Group for consider
ation at any point during the national security policymaking process. whether at 
the level of the Interagency Policy Committee (IPC), Deputies Committee 
(DC). or Principals Committee (PC).97 When this occurs. the NSC Legal 
Adviser is responsible for convening the general counsels from the necessary 
agencies in order to talk through the various issues and reach a consensus about 
the legal question<; presented.98 The NSC Legal Adviser then conveys the legal 

91. DcRosa. rnpra note 11 ("The lawyers· Group 1s actually set out formally in a classified 
Presidential Directive\\ ith respect to the covert action process."). 

92. Id. The General Counsel of the Office of the Director of ~ational Intelligence is nov. abo 
included a a regular member. Id 

91 Kreczko ABA Interview. rnpra note 70. at 2. 
94 DeRo-;a. supra note 11 ("1 he [Prc-.1dential D jirecti\ e requires this group to meet to discuss legal 

is ucs related to covert action, but at least in the two administrations that l"\c v.orked in. this La\\)ers 
Group. or -,uhgroups of it. hav1,; been used regularly to disrnc;;s the full spectrum of national security 
legal issue ."). 

95. Id. 
9n Id. ( prm iding examples that include legal issues on l .S national security interests related to 

Syria, Lihya. Somalia. and Egypt, among others). 
<J7. Podwrt f:.i1ismle #8· Rrigru/1er G1•11<•ml R/( lwrcl Grm., 011 th<' Roh of Lhe Legal Ad\ isor to the 

Cht11m1m1 of the 101111 Chi,'{, of \'ta[/, LA\\t \l<f (Apr. 9. ::!012) (hereinafter Gm.,,. L\WfARf I (describing 
how the l awyers Gro11p. run hy the NS(· Legal Adviser. considers issues within the context of the 
larger interagency n.i11onul ecunty policy proccs!.). 

98 Id 
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advice formulated through this process to the White House. The Legal Adviser 
to the National Security Council thus acts as an important conduit whereby 
legal advice can flow from the various agency counsels directly into the national 
security policy process.99 In doing so, Baker has noted, the office is "an 
important avenue by which agency counsel can provide meaningful input into 
presidential decisionn1aking ... [as well as] the interagency legal community's 
best opportunity to have ·eyes on' the presidential memo or meaningful input 
into a Principals or Deputies Committee meeting." 100 

There are many benefits to having such a process. Most in1portant. and 
perhaps most obvious, is that such a process results in providing elite decision 
makers with better legal advice. In particular, the simple upside of the Lawyers 
Group is that the President ultimately receives better legal advice on matters of 
nation<\l security. 101 As former NSC Legal Adviser Alan Kreczk.o explains . 
.. with more lawyers working an issue, bringing different perspectives. I think 
we get better legal conclusions." 102 Similarly. former NSC Legal Adviser Mary 
DeRosa states that .. there is just no question about it in n1y mind, that the legal 
advice is better if it is developed with input from a broader group, with different 
perspectives and a broader expertise.'' 103 

Because decision makers rely on legal advice and interpretations when 
making key policy choices affecting national security. having a process that 
generates better legal advice also leads to better national security decisions and 
ultimately, better national security outcon1es. 104 Moreover, because legal opin
ions can provide a powe1ful means of operational accountability for intelligence 
and military actors in the field, 105 it is vital that they be subjected to proper 
scrutiny. In addition to the improved decision making that flows from the 
Lawyers Group, another benefit is the greater legitimacy attributed to decisions 
that are subject to a process of interagency coordination and review. 106 Having 
consensus and support fron1 other agency lawyers on a particular legal question, 
Kreczko note5, can ··fortify a general counsel who may be being pressed on his 
or her legal conclusion for policy reasons." 107 

99. DeRosa, supra note 11 ("An office Lhat small couldn ·r possibly be the source of expertise on all 
of these issues. and therefore the role of the Legal Adviser is first to identify and anticipate what issues 
are going to need to go through this process and then to coordinate and develop the legal advice he or 
she will give to the President and the National Security Advisor and others, and then give that advice."). 

100. Baker. supra note 8 L at 128. 
IO 1. DeRosa. supra note 11. 
102. Kreczko ABA Interview. supra note 70. at 2. 
103. DeRosa. supra note l l. 
104. BAKER, supra note 16. at 1-2 (observing that .. good process results in better decisions .. and that 

·'the good faith application of law results in better security.'·). 
105. GOLDSMITH, supra note 4. at 23 C'[A]fter 9/11, [John] Yoo ... wrote opinion after opinion 

approving every aspect of the administration's aggressive antiterrorism efforts. These opinions gave the 
counterterrorism officials the comfort of knowing that they could not easily be prosecuted later for the 
approved actions ... ). 

I 06. DeRosa, supra note 11. 
107. Kreczko ABA Interview, supra note 70. at 2. 
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On the other hand, the process of interagenc1 legal coordination on matters of 
national ~eL·urit1 is not ah, a1 s easil) achieYed in practice. Indeed, such a 
process has important do\\ nsides that must ubo be weighed. For one thing, the 
legal questions considered by the 'SC-led interagency Lawyers Group often 
in\ nlve cxtrernel) scnsith e issues: a larger group means a larger possibility for 
disclosure or sensi ti H! information. Although the Lawyers Group n1aintains a 
strong record of discretion, there t\ ne\erthele\~ a general reluctance for allow
ing highl} sensiti, e is\Ues to be Jiscu\se<l in a broader group setting. 108 

It :.1lso takes time to con\ ene the interagency Lawyers Group to address an 
I'i\UC, and it can quickly complicate the process of achieving a collective legal 
view when agency counsel fundamentally di~agree on an issue. '09 In such cases, 
the !'iSC Legal Ad, iser ha~ in the past requested a formal opinion from the 
Office of Legal Counsel at the Department of Justice, which has the ability to 
provide authoritative advice in response to legal issues when agency counseb 
are unable to agree., w The OLC\ role in settling interagency squabbles is 
usually viewed as determinative, and its opinions are considered binding on the 
rest of the executive branch. 111 It has previously been noted, however, that the 
relationship between OLC and White How.,e lawyers is unique in comparison to 
that of other agency clients. 112 

This highlights a basic tension that exists between the role of the NSC Legal 
Adviser as the coordinator of the national security interagency legal process and 
the authority of OLC, delegated by the Attorney General as the executive 
branch's top lawyer - to issue binding legal opinions. Even if OLC is properly 
viewed as having the last word on certain legal issues, should this also be the 
case when participating in informal discussions for the purpose of reaching a 
consensu'-> on a difficult national security or international legal issue? The role 
of OLC in this context is generally not well settled and is a complication that 

108. Id. 
109. Id. 

110. GmH, L\\\.F,\Rf:. supra note 97. Even in the absence of disagreement, the Lawyers Group will 
sometimes request a legal opinion from OLC in order to have it on record. Id. 

111. Walter E. Dellinger et al, Principles to Guide the Office of Legal Counsel (2004). reprinted in 
Da\,I, n E. Johnsen. Faitltfitlf) Erecuting the Lall's: Internal Legal Comtraillls on Executfre Pou·er. S4 
UCLA L. REV 1559. 1603 app. 2 (2007) ("OLC\ legal determinations are considered binding on the 
executi\ e branch. subject to the \Upervis1on of the Attorney General and the ultimate authorit1 of the 
Pre iden1." J: ice alw Morn son. rnpra note 6, at 1464 (''OLC's legal advice t\ treated as bindmg within 
the Executi\ e Branch until wtthdrawn or overruled."). The controversial role of the OLC during the 
George W. Bu-;h adminbtration has led some commentators to question whether this 1s a valuable or 
proper role for OLC to play. See, e. ~ .. BRt n Ac KERMAN, THr DFCLl'ff -\ND F,1 L or THI: AMERICAN 
R11-'I Ht re 143 (2010) (critu.:171ng the role of a "pol1tic1Led'' OLC and a "superpoliticized·· White House 
,ind propo..,inf! the creation ot a supreme executive tribunal with the authoritv to conclusively rule on 
leg.ii questions within the executive hranchJ; Neal Katya!. fntemo/ Separation <f Power.\· Check,ni 
'lmlm \ Mmt Oo11gem1" Bm11clt.f1nm Within. 115 YA11:. L J. 2314. 2337 (2006) (argumg in favor of 
remmitH! fr11rn OLC thl- function of ttdjudicating 1nlcragcncy legal disputes). 

112 ~forrison. \llf>m note 6. at l 46R (''The White I louse 1s not Just any other cltent. and "..O the 
nature of - and risks posed hy communicat10ns between it and OLC on issues OLC is analyzing 
dc..,er\'c spcual <11tention.''), 
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arises with a fair degree of frequency in the context of the Lawyers Group 
process.113 It also raises the question of what relationship. if any. the NSC Legal 
Adviser should have with the Attorney General. 114 

Client perceptions about the need for timeliness in 1naking decisions can also 
be an extremely difficult ban-ier to overcome. For many policymakers, it is not 
the Lawyers Group itself that they oppose. but rather the time it would take to 
resolve any potential legal objection or disagreement. 115 This reluctance to 
welcome lawyers into the decision-1naking room is partly a reflection of con
cerns about ·'lawyer creep," that is. "the legal ver~ion of •mission creep.· 
whereby one legal question becomes seventeen, requiring not one lawyer but 
forty-three to answer."' 16 This can be especially true in military contexts. when 
issues are often presented for decision on much shorter timelines. 11 7 On a 
regular day, taking the time to vet a legal issue through the Lawyers Group 
might seem like an unnecessary delay of business. 118 In times of actual crisis, 
one legal scholar has noted, ''focusing on legality can be viewed as twiddling 
one's thumbs while Rome bums."' 19 In the face of resistance, the Legal Advi~er 
must, as part of his or her duty, have the ability to convince the national security 
client that the process makes sense and adds value. 120 The lawyer who can 
explain how legal values are also national security values, and how good legal 

113. DeRosa, supra note 11: see also Rao. suprn note 9 at 2-l-6 ("In dome..,t1c matters. 1f OLC" 
opinion is sought, its ability to issue binding imerpretat1ons for the executive branch 1s rclatiH!ly 
unchallenged, but it faces greater competition from other agencies with regard to interna11onal law For 
instance, OLC participates in the interagency process run by the National Security Council legal 
ad vis[ e lr, in which agencies can work through their differences about the interpretation and application 
of international law. A number of legal disputes are resolved informall) in this process. If agreement 
cannot be reached. OLC might be called upon to resolve a dispute between agencies about the proper 
application of international law. Yet the State Department legal adviser and counsel from other agencies 
will often resist this role for OLC and press their own institutional competence. expertise. and authonry 
10 matters of foreign and military legal policy."). 

114. This is ultimately an institutional and policy choice to be made by each administration. but a 
look to past practice can be useful in determining how the relationship between the NSC Legal Adviser 
and the Department of Justice should be conducted. In the Clinton admimstration. for example, 
National Security Advisor Anthony Lake and Deput) National Security Advisor Sandy Berger agreed 
from the beginning that NSC Legal Adviser James E. Baker would serve as the informal ambassador to 
the Department of Justice and Attorney General Janet Reno. See Comments at Investiture Proceedings 
of Judge James E. Baker. 54 M.J. LXIX-LXXVIII (2000). 

115. BAKER, supra note 16. at l 24. 
116. Id. at 314. 
117. See JACK GOLDSMITH. POWER AND Cor-..STRAl:S.:T: THE ACCOLNT\BLE PRESlDl:.:\CY AFrER 9/11. at 140 

(2012) ("Consultation wirh a lawyer before firing a weapon can ob\ iously only go so far. A pilot in the 
sk) or a soldier monitoring a checkpoint or clearing a village will not always ha\e time to seek legal 
advice before using fire .... "). 

118. Cornelia Pillard. Unirariness and Myopia: The Executire Branch, Legal Procer;s, and Torture. 
81 INDIANA L. J. 1297. 1298 (2006) ("From the , iewpoi nt of the executi, e. la'>. can seem to be an 
inconvenient obstacle to the executive ·s ability to get things done,.). 

119. Id. 
120. BAKER. supra note 16, at 124 (''Process need not be antithetical to timely de.:i ... 1on, operational 

timelines, or to secrecy. Process must find the right balance between <:,peed and strength. secrec1 and 
input. But process can alway1) meet deadlines."). 
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process permit both .. the faithful application of the law and the accomplish
n1ent of the securit) objectives." is the one \\ ho will be routinely invited back 
into the room \\ here national securit) decision~ are made. 121 

lt is of course ultin1atelv the choice of the President to determine how the ., 

national security process \\ ill be run and \,\ hat player~ will be involved. 122 Yet 
the risks of foregoing process can lead to gnn e con\equences, and Presidents 
esche\\ good proces\ at their peril. 1

..:{ The George W. Bush administration, for 
exa1nple, opted for a less inclusi, e legal policy process centered within the 
office of the Vice President\ Legal Advisor. 124 Although the formal NSC 
Lawyers Group continued to n1eet regularly to review legal issues related to 
sensitive intelligence matters, following the attacks of 9/1 L an ad hoc group of 
influential administration lawyers, known as the ··war counciL" simultaneously 
began to 1neet in secret to review military legal issues. 125 In doing so, the 
Administration displayed a notable reluctance to seek out different legal views, 
and many discussions, especially with regard to military legal issues, were 
confined to this tight circle of executive branch lawyers. 126 

In particular, the Administration's legal interpretation of pennissible methods 
of interrogation, leaked in 2004 as part of the infamous OLC torture memo 

12 l Id. at 323-24. 
122. WHITTAKER ET -\L., supra note 19. at 12 ("[O]ne fundamental principle underlies the actual 

operation of the national security structures of all Presidents: the operation of the national security 
policy process is the result of what the President decides. Those who wish to understand the operations 
of the ~SC and its NSS staff must recognize that regardless of organizational charts or procedural 
memos produced by each administration. the actual processes are shaped by what the POTUS wants: 
the authorities he delegates to the various principals. staffs, and organizations; and how his staff 
conducts its business according [to l their judgments about what the President most needs in terms of 
policy development, implementation and decision support."). 

123. lvo H. Daalder & I.M. Destler, In the Shadoll' of the Om! Office: The Next National Secunty 
AdviJer. 88 FoREIG!\/ AFF. 114. l29 (2009) ("The importance of an effective policy process cannot be 
underestimated. Its absence, history shows. can be truly disastrou,; ... ). 

124. DeRo'la, n1pra note I l (descnhing the factors at play m the Bush administration as a ··perfect 
')torrn" that came together to make a truly consultative process like the Lawyer<.;' Group impossible). 
Pnor to the experiences of the Bush administration. the legal advisor to the Vice President did not 
participate actively in national security legal issues. BAKER, .wpra note 16, at 59. 

125. Email from John B. Bellinger III, Partner, Arnold & Porter LLP. to author (June 11, 2014, 08:39 
EST) (on file with author) These lawyers included the Vice President's Legal Counsel David Addington, 
President Bush's White House Counsel Alberto Gonzales and his deputy Timothy Flamgan, Depaitment of 
Defen-.e General Counsel William Haynes, and OLC\ John Yoo. GoLDSMJTH. wpra note 4, at 22. 

126. GoWS\.fITH. supra note 4. at 22 ('The ·war Council' . . . met every few weeks. . [to] plot legal 
strategy in the war on terrorism. sometimes as a prelude to dealing with lav. yers from the State 
Department. the National Security Council. and the Joint Chiefs of Staff who \\ ould ordinarily be 
lll\Olvc<l in war-related interagency legal decisions, and ,omctimes to the C:\clusion of the interagency 
process altogether."): MICH,\£ LP. ScH,\Rr & P-\lll R. W11.1 !AMS, Lawrenn(!, !he Treatment of Detainees in 
th,, ~Vt-,r on Termrim1. ,,, S1t,\PINC, FoRf. lGN Prn ICY IN T1Mr:s or-- CR1s1s· THt Rou or lNTI--RNATtONAL LAW 

ANIJ 1 w S 1 \Tl• Dt•P\R'r \11 -.i I L1-c;,\1 ADVIS!·R 181, 182-83 (20 I 0) ("Rather than , et questions related to the 
interpretation of 111tcrna1ional la'A through the legal departments of all the relevant agencies, much of 
the legal work n:latc<l to tht: war on terrorism was done hy a self-styled "war council" ... Notably 
absent from the group were the State Department Legal A(h iscr. William Taft. and National Security 
Council ( ~C) Chief Coun-.el. John Bellinger . .. .''). 
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controversy, 127 became perhaps one of the clearest exampJes of coordination 
and process failures in the national security legal process during this tin1e. 
Rather than seek diverse input and coordinated legal review of its interpreta
tions, the White House undertook deliberate efforts to prevent the OLC mcrnos 
from being subject to interagency legal review. 128 ln this instance. as with 
others before it, 129 the choice to forego an inclusive process resulted in sorne 
very unfortunate outcornes. Many feel that "the torture debacle ... might ha\ e 
been avoided had the executive systen1atically welcon1ed different views and 
fostered dissent in the legal decision-making process."' ~0 As indicated by 
forn1er NSC Legal Adviser Nicholas Rostow, 

[I If they had had a decent process. that mistake ne\ er would have happened 
and the consequences would not be what they are. But they didn't want a 
process. They didn't want to hear from the Judge Advocate Generals. The) 
didn't want to hear from Colin Powell and his lawyer. There were people the) 
liked, who agreed with them, and there were people they didn · t like because 
they didn't agree with them. And they kept them out of meetings. 1

.1
1 

In the case of the Administration's decision to set up military tribunals. John 
Bellinger, who served as the Legal Adviser to the National Security Council at 
the time that decision was made, recounts the following: 

A small group of administration lawyers drafted the president's military order 
establishing the military commis~ions, but without the knowledge of the rest 
of the government. including the national-security adviser, me. the secretary 
of state. or even the CJ.A. director. And even though many of the substantive 
problems with the military commissions as created by the original order have 
been resolved by Congress in response to the Supreme Court's decision in the 

127. See Memorandum for Alberto R. Gonzales. Counsel to the President. from Jay S. Bybee, Asst. 
Attorney General. Standards of Conduct for /111errogatic11 Under 18 U.S.C. §§ 2340-2340A. Aug. L 
2002. mailable athttp://w\\w.justice.gov/olc/docs/memo-gonzales-aug2002.pdf. 

128. GOLDSMITH. supra note 117. at 97 (describing the White House·s insistence that OLC's August 
2002 legal opinions interpreting rhe torture statute not be shown to lawyers at the State Department as a 
major departure from bureaucratic protocol). 

129. An interesting parallel can be drawn between the Bush White House ·s reliance on John Yoo for 
legal interpretation to the exclusion of other staff lawyers expeLienced in national securit1 and 
international law practice. and Reagan NSC staffers· decision to turn to Bretton Sciaroni. a nO\ ice 
lawyer from the President's Intelligence Oversight Board. as the only source of legal Justification for 
prO\ iding the military aid to Nicaraguan Contras that Congress had explicitl1 prohibited. See Ken 
Silverstein. America ·s Fixer in Cambodia. SALO'- (Oct. 31. 2011 ). http://www.salon.com/20l l/l l/Ol/ 
americas_fixer_in_cambodia/ ("Like John Yoo and other conservatives on whom the Bush administra
tion relied for the flimflam needed to justify torturing terrorism suspects in violation of the Geneva 
Convention. Sciaroni was a loyalist who the Reagan administration knew would reach the (:Onclu.,ion it 
wanted."). 

130. Pillard. supra note 118, at 1297-98. 
131. Rostow Interview. supra note 38. 
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Hamdan case. \\ e ha\ e been \Uffering from thi-., original process failure ever 
· IP ',lflCt:. -

The function of the National Securit\ Council Legal Ad\ iser as a mechanism - \..., 

for incorporating cuorc.linatcd independent legal ad\ ice into the national security 
polic1 making process \\ a-.. thus subverted. \\' hile it i~ the President 's choice 
\\ hether to use the TSC Legal Ac.l\ iser in a coordinating capacity or not. it is a 
role that future administration-.. ~hould con~ic.ler carefully before setting aside. L 

11 

Ill. CO?\TE~IPORARY ISSUES 

A. ivearing Two Hats 

Because the office of the National Security Council Legal Adviser exists 
within the greater ~tructure of the Executive Office of the President alongside 
other \\'hite House lawyers, its role and function in relation to the White House 
Counsel can be difficult to define and indeed has varied fro1n administration to 
admini\tration. 1

J
4 Some have noted that the relationship between the NSC 

Legal Adviser and the White House Counsel's oftice depends in part on the 
level of interest of a particular White House Counsel in national security legal 
. ) 1~ 
issues. -

Cpon the creation of the office in 1987. one of the first things NSC Legal 
Adviser Paul Stevens and Deputy Legal Adviser Nicholas Rostow set about to 
do was to establish a relationship of independent coordination with the office of 
the Counsel to the President. 136 Indeed, Rostow credits his and Stevens ' ability 
to establish and maintain the independence of the NSC Legal Adviser's office 
vis-a-vis the Counsel to the President in part to their personal relationship with 
then Counsel to the President Arthur B. ("A. B.") Culvahouse, with whom they 

132. Cullen Murphy & Tcx.Jd S. Purdum, Farewell to All That: An Oral History of the Bush White House. 
V ,s1T'I F \IR ( Feb. 2007 ). http://www.vanityfair.com/politics/feature~2009/02/bush-oral-history200902 (quoting 
inLeniew with John Bellinger). 

13 '.\. B AKl:R. rnpra note 16. at I 00 ("I P]ractice suggc<;t<; that there are ingredients orgamc to good 
proc:c-.,-... 11ntv. ithstanding a tendency of successive administrations to cast themselves in contrast to their 
prcdeces-..ors. Admini-..trations ignore these core ingredients at their peril and the public"s peril."). 

134. Id. at 311 ("Traditionally. lawyers for the president engaged m national security law have 
1ncludcd the counsel to the president and the National Security Council's legal adviser. Practice \aries 
as to the rclati\e role and weight of each and the extent to which other White House lawyers. such as 
the deputy White House counsel. are imolved ll1 national security decision-making. if at all."). 

135. DcRnsa. ,11pro note 11 (discussing the changing relationship of the Legal Adviser vis-a-vis the 
Whitc HmN~ Counsel in succcs,sivc administrations and explaming that there are al"o "just differences 
in interest le\cls ot White Hous,c Coun-..cls"): Krcc,ko ABA Interview. rnprn note 70, at 6 ("fT]he 
particulars of the relatmnship vary somewhat with the interests of the Counsel. Lloyd Cutler, for 
ex<unplc. had ;1 particular mtac-.,t in intelligence matters: Ab Mikva. in legislative and constitutional 
m,lltcn,; and Bernie Nussbaum. in Presidential prerogative."). 

136. Ro-.tn\\ I nten ,cw, \II/Im nnte 38. 
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both got along very well. 137 

The official title of the Legal Adviser, which has likewise varied over time, 
provides some insight into the relationship between these two office~. When the 
office was first created, the Legal Adviser was officially known as the Special 
Assistant to the President and Legal Adviser to the National Security Council, a 
title reflective of the reporting structure associated with the role. 118 The Legal 
Adviser was to report directly to the National Security Advisor. 139 This structure 
persisted through the Clinton administration. 140 A 1995 interview of then NSC 
Legal Adviser Alan Kreczko conducted by Paul Stevens provides insight on the 
office's continued ability to function independently during its first decade of 
existence: 

Ste;vens: Typically, the NSC Legal Adviser has a very close \vorking relation
ship with the White House Counsel and his staff. The matters in which they 
work overlap in many important respects. How would you characterize this 
relationship currently? 

Kreczko: We have been very fortunate in our relationship with the White 
House Counsel; each has been extremely supportive of our work. As a general 
matter, our work overlaps less than you might expect. The Counsel has 
expected the NSC lawyers to handle the national security legal work in the 
White House, keeping him informed of significant legal issues we are work
ing. In particular, if a policy issue with a significant legal component is going 
to the President, we ensure that the Counsel concurs in our characterization of 
the legal issues. 141 

During the Administration of George W. Bush, the reporting structure associ
ated with the NSC Legal Adviser shifted dramatically. With the new official title 
of Senior Associate Counsel to the President and Legal Adviser to the National 
Security Council, the Legal Adviser was now required to report directly to both 
the National Security Advisor and the White House Counsel's Office. 142 This 

137. Id.; see also Stevens Interview, supra note 36 (recalling that he was very fommate that during 
most of his time as NSC Legal Adviser. A.B. Culvahouse was Counsel to the President. and stating that 
they were able to form a very strong working relationship). 

138. See Stevens Interview, supra note 36 (recalling his official title and reporting structure). 
J39. Id. 
140. See BAKER, supra note 16. at 379 n.2 ("During the Clinton Administration the legal advisor 

reported to the national security advisor. and operated independent from. but in coordination with, the 
counsel to the president. the president"s senior legal advisor ... ): DeRosa, supra note 11 ("[I]n my 
experience during the Clinton Administration. the NSC Legal Adviser's office was entirely sepa
rate ... [A]t that time it wasn't any kind of direct report."). 

141. Kreczko ABA Interview, supra note 70. at 6: see also Rostow Interview, supra note 38 (noting 
that his successor, Alan J. Kreczko ·s relationship with then White House Counsel Bernard W. Nuss
baum contributed to a very good division of labor between foreign and national security legal policy 
and domestic legal policy matters). 

142. John B. Bellinger, The Path ro L. in SHAPING FOREIGN Poucy IN TIMES OF CR1s1s: THE ROLE OF 
INTERNATIONAL LAW AND THE STATE DEPARTMENT LEGAL ADVISER 33. 34 (Michael P. Scharf & Paul R. 
Williams eds., 2010) ("[I]n January 200 I. I was recommended to and selected by then-Counsel to the 
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practice wa~ continued into the Obama adn1inistration, 143 though the position 
was again renan1ed to the current title of Deputy White House Counsel and 

ational Security Council Legal Ad\ iser. 144 

Although the change initiated by the Bush administration represented the first 
time the NSC Legal Ad\ i~er was placed in ~uch a dual appointment structure, 145 

other lawyers in the oftlce of the NSC Legal Adviser had in fact previously been 
required to wear two hats. During the George H.W. Bush ad1ninistration, 
National Security Ad\ isor Brent Scowcroft agreed to allow White How:,e Coun
sel C. Boyden Gray to dually appoint Rostow's deputy. Stephen Rademaker. 140 

Thus, from 1989 to 1992, Rademaker held simultaneous appointmenb as 
Associate Counsel to the President and Deputy Legal Adviser to the National 
Security Council. 147 Rostow recalls that although he ren1ained independent as 
the NSC Legal Adviser. maintaining an overall ability to focus on foreign and 
national security law and legal policy issues, Rademaker was frequently asked 
by the Counsel to the President to perform duties typical of a White Hou~e 
Associate Counsel. 148 

Determining the proper role of the National Security Council Legal Adviser 
in relation to the White House Counsel's office has proven to be a par1icular 
point of contention, and views vary significantly on whether the NSC's lawyer 
should wear the "dual hat" of Legal Adviser to the National Security Council 
and Deputy White House Counsel. 149 Former NSC Legal Advisers have them
selves come out on quite opposite sides of the question. On one hand, wearing 
two hats has the potential advantages of providing more legitimacy to the 
position, allowing it to be taken more seriously and giving the NSC Legal 
Adviser greater access to relevant White House players. Having a seat on the 
team at the White House Counsel's Office may also work to reduce the potential 
for institutional competition that could otherwise arise. From Mary DeRosa ·s 

President Alberto Gonzales and then-National Security Advisor Condoleeua Rice to serve as Legal 
Adviser to the NSC, with a joint appointment in the White House Counsel's Office a!:, Senior As,ociate 
Counsel to the President."). 

143. Daniel Klaidman, Avril Haines, The Least Likely Spy. NEWSWEEK (June 26, 2013 ). http://mag.. 
newsweek.com/2013/06/26/avril-haines-the-least-likely-spy.html (profiling Avril D. Haines. who v. a~ 
then -.erving as the NSC Legal Adviser, and describing White House Counsel Kathryn Ruemmler as 
"Haines·s current boss"). 

144. DeRosa. rnpra note 11. 
145. Id. (describing the dual-reporting situation of the NSC Legal Advi<;er initiated during the Bus;h 

administration as the first time the NSC Legal Adviser was required to report through the White House 
Counsel's Office). 

146. Ro-.tow Interview. supra note 38. 
147. R1ographY. Stephen G. Rademaker, U.S. DFP'T OF STATE ARCHIV!"i.http://2001-2009.-.tate.gov/r/pa/ 

ei/biog/12813.htm (last updated Oct 3. 2005). 
I 48. Rostow Interview. mpra note 38. 
149. 8 1\KfR. rnpro note 16. at 379 n.2 ("During the Bush admini'>tration the legal advisor reported 

directly to the counsel. The role of the legal advisor in this latter function has varied from administra
tion to a<lmini,trntion depending on, among other factors, the personality of participants and the extent 
to which the office is perceived hy agencies as facilitating national <;ecurity process. as John Norton 
Moore has argued for a long time. or as a source of potential nval legal advice."). 
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perspective, for instance, "it elevated the role of the NSC Legal Adviser to have 
it as a Deputy White House Counsel:' and it provided an effective process for 
working together with the Counsel's office on high profile, national security 
legal issues. 150 

On the other hand, there are abo potential dangers associated with the NSC 
Legal Adviser sharing an appointment in a highly political office such as the 
White House Coum,el. Sarne have noted, for in\tance. that doing so creates a 
substantial risk of eroding the independence of the position and politicizing the 
role of the NSC Legal Adviser in the national security process. 151 Having the 
NSC Legal Adviser report to the White House Counsel can therefore con1pro
mise his or her ability to provide objective national security legal advice and 
operate free from the influence of partisan considerations. 1 ~~ 

Even without actual erosion, direct association still risks the appearance of 
political influence, which can undermine the Legal Adviser\ credibility in the 
eyes of career attorneys within the general counsel\ offices of executive branch 
agencies. 153 As noted above, one of the most important roles of the NSC Legal 
Adviser's office is to serve as a mechanism for incorporating coordinated. 
independent legal advice into the national security policymaking process. 154 

Without the confidence of his or her agency counterparts, the NSC Legal 
Adviser will have a much more difficult ti1ne running the interagency Lawyers 
Group process effectively. 

In the end, views will differ as to how the office of the National Security 
Council Legal Adviser should be structured, and what its relationship with the 
White House Counsel - or for that matter, with the Office of the Counsel to the 
Vice President - should be. Moreover, a model that works well in one administra
tion may prove ineffective under a different administration with a different set 
of people. Indeed, to quote Baker, "(l)aw and process provide an opportunity for 
success. but do not guarantee result:· as even the best process in the world can 
be defeated with the wrong personalities. 155 

150. DeRosa, supra note 11. 
151. Moore Interview, supra note 32: see also Rostow Interview. supra note 38 (describing the 

Counsel to the President as a ''hyper-political .. position, and Associate Counsels as "hyper-political" 
legal advisors. as well as expressing his vie-w that the NSC Legal Adviser should be independent from 
the White House Counsel's office). 

152. Stevens Interview, supra note 36 ( observing the need for the legal function to have some 
independence of judgment and to be exercised according to professional standards): see also PATTERSOl'., 

supra note ::?8, at 67 (200 I) ("General Scowcroft. who signed the 1987 review board report but who 
then served as President Bush·s security adviser ... indicat[ed] that he thought it better for the NSC to 
rely on the White House counsel. Howe\er. that office ·s almost total preoccupation. in 1998-99. v. ith 
the Monica Lewinsky scandal and with its aftermath - the impeachment imbroglio - 1s a signal that this 
question has two sides to it."). 

153 See Morrison, supra note 6, at 1467 ("Rightly or wrongly. the White House Counsel'<; analysis 
is likely to be treated as an exercise of political will, not dispassionate legal anal) sis."). 

J 54. See supra Part H.B. 
155. BAKER, supra note 16, at 309. 
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B. Transparency. legithnacy, and Open Gcn·ernment 

In recent years. executive branch lawyer~ have been subject to unprecedented 
scrutiny. Criticism of the exccuti\'e branch and its constant ·'obsession with 
ecrecy" has created a perception that national security decision makers are 

actively hiding legal interpretation.., from public view. 156 Beginning with the 
leak of the OLC torture memos in 2004. public perceptions and concerns about 
government lawyer~ providing ··-.,ecret" legal advice and interpretations are still 
running high. Recent exa1nple.., include the public outcry that followed the June 
2013 leak by Edward Snowden. which revealed a classified interpretation of the 
F.I.S.A. bu~ine5"i record5 provision of the PATRIOT Act, 157 the heightened 
publicity surrounding the legality of U.S. drone policy, 158 and the Administra
tion's internal legal justifications for targeting U.S. citizens abroad. 159 

Such controversies highlight the difficult environment in which the NSC 
Legal Adviser and other national security legal practitioners work. The compet
ing needs of secrecy and transparency create an ongoing tension between 
compelling sets of values, with public trust often hanging in the balance. To be 
sure, calls for greater transparency and disclosure of national security legal 
advice raise a number of complex issues that make it difficult to achieve these 

156 De Rosa. supra note 11; see also Louis Fisher, Why Class if) Legal Memos?, NAT'L L.J. (July 14. 
2008). http://www.loc.gov/law/help/usconlaw/pdf/olc_secret_memos.pdf ("A society cannot remain faith
ful to the rule of law when governed by secret legal memos. especially those that promote broad and 
unchecked presidential power .... Legal memos are legitimately held secret when needed to protect 
national security interests, such as identifying a covert agent. They can easily be made public after 
redacting names and sensitive references. No plausible case can be made for withholding legal 
reasoning.'·). 

157. See Glenn Greenwald. NSA Collecting Phone Records of Millions of Veri~on Cusromers Daily. 
THE GLARDIAN. June 5, 2013: see also Eric Lichtblau. In Secrer. Court Vastly Broadens Powers of 
N.S.A.. N. Y. T1-..1ES. July 6. 20 I 3. 

158. See Adam Entous, Siobhan Gorman & Evan Perez. U.S. Unease 0\'er Drone Strikes: Obama 
Administration Chart,; Delicate Legal Path De.fending Comroversial Weapons. WALL ST. J .. Sept. 26. 
2012. 

I 59 See Sarah Knuckey. Transparency rm Tw:~eted Killings: Promises Made, bur Little Progress. 
Ju<; 1 SreuRITY (Oct. I. 2013 ), http://justsecurity.org/2013/10/01/transparency-targeted-ki llings-promises
made-progress/. Calls for greater tran<;parency in the targeting of American citizens eventually resulted 
in the release on June 23. 2014 of a DOJ memo outlining the Obama administration ·s legal basis for the 
2011 targeted drone killing of U.S. citizen Anwar al-Awlaki in Yemen. See Charlie Savage, Co1111 
Releare'I Lari?e Parts of Memn Appro\'l/1g Kil!inR of American in Yemun. N.Y TIMES, June 23. 2014. 
The release came after the 001. in an effort to smooth the Senate confirmation process of the memo's 
author. Da\ id Barron. to a seat on the First Circuit, decided not to appeal a Court of Appeals ruling 
requiring the memo to be disclosed under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). Id. The memo was 
released with court-approved redactions to protect classified national security infonnation while 
allowing for 1he disclosure of the administration's legal reasoning. Id. The result of the FOlA suit. filed 
Jointly hy the American C1\ ii Liberties Union ( ACLU) and reporters from the Nei1 Yor/.. Times. is an 
example nf how pres-;urc from Congress and the courts, supplemented by the forces of mainstream 
media and politically active NGOs. continue to push the executive branch toward greater transparency 
and accountahility in legal dcus1om, affecting national security. See Renera/ly Go1.0<;"11TH, supra note 
117 (arguing 1hat 1.:ontemporary legal and political check'> on the expansion of presidential authority in 
the years alter 9/11 represent a prncc<,s whcrchy executive authority is made accountable and national 
~ccurity policies arc refined and legitimized). 
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goals in practice. For one thing, the advice that the NSC Legal Adviser renders 
to clients is not usually captured in forn1alized legal opinions that can be easily 
scrubbed for potential release. The legal process in the National Security 
Council environment relies just as n1uch. if not rnore. on informal n1echanisms 
as it does on formal practices. Legal advice may not always be docwnented. 
occurring infonnally as decisions are made in a 1neeting. over the phone. or 
after pulling the lawyer a~ide in the hallv. ay. 160 

Moreover, as Baker points out, ''[m]uch of this infonnal advice is not 
transparent, covered as it is by three opaque lenses: security classification, the 
deliberative process, and attorney - client privilege, all of which in the case of 
presidential practice coalesce around the rubric of executive pri\ilege." 161 Like 
other govermnent attorneys, advice rendered to agency clients by the NSC 
Legal Adviser is provided within the context of a traditional attorne) - client 
relationship and relates to contemplated action at the pre-decisional stage, 
disclosure of which could compromise the integrity of the polic) making process 
and discourage candid comn1unication between attorneys and their client~. As 
such, much of the NSC Legal Adviser's work would be exen1pt from public 
disclosure under Exemption 5 of the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). 16

~ 

Unlike other government attorneys, however, the office of the NSC Legal 
Adviser, by virtue of its position on the National Security Council staff and 
attachment to the White House, is altogether exempt from normal agency record 
and reporting require1nents under the statute, making public disclosure even less 
likely. 163 For the NSC Legal Adviser and other White House lawyers, the 
doctrine of executive privilege provides a powerful protection against disclosure 
of com1nunications with and advice given to the President. 164 

160. BAK.FR, supra note 16, at 64. 
161. Id. at 66. 
16~. See 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(5). 
163. See Armstrong \. Executive Office of the President. 90 F.3d 553. 567 (D.C. Cir. 1996) (holding 

that the NSC is not an agency for Freedom of Information Act {FOIA) purposes and thus is not ~ubject 
to the record-keeping or production requirements of FOIA). 

164. A number of scholars have addressed the complex. ethical issues that government lawyers face. 
See. e.g .. Steven Calabresi. The President, the Supreme Court, and the Constitution: A Brief Pnsiti,·e 
Account of the Role of Govem111e11t Lawyers in the De\'e/opment of Constitutional LaH. 61 L. & 
C0'-TEMP. PROSS. 61 (1998): Catherine J. Lanctot. The Duty of Zealous Ad\'Ocacy and the Ethics of the 
Federal Government Lawver: The Three Hardest Questions. 64 S. CALL. REv. 951 ( 1991 ); Geoffrey P. 
Miller. Govemment Lawyers' Ethics in a System of Chee ks and Balances. 54 U. CHI. L. RE\. 1293 
( l 987) However. a scholarly view that identifies the government lav. yer's client as the employing 
agency "makes no sense. if for ex.ample. the la\\ yer is seconded to the National Security Council." 
BAKER, supra note 16. at 379 n.8. Recent!,. the academic literature has extended the discussion to 
include ethics dilemmas from the perspective of national security lawyers. a positive development that 
will no doubt continue to generate , aluable guidance for individuals working in this highly complex 
legal arena. See, e.g .. Charles J. Dunlap. Jr. Etl11cal Issues of the Practice of Narional Secunry Law: 
Some Obsermtions. 38 OHIO N.U. L. RE\. 1057 (2012): George C. Harris. The Rd!e nf Law and the Ww 
on Terror: The Professional Responsibilities of Executi\'e Branch Lawyers in the Wake <f 9111. I J. 
NAT'L SECURITY L. & POLY 409 (2005): Keith A. Petty. Profenional Respo11s1b1/ity Cmnpliance and 
National Security Attorneys: Adopting the Nonnati1 e Framework of lntemali::,ed le{?al Ethics. 4 UTAH 
L. REV. 1563 (20 I 1). 
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The goal of transparency is even more complicated by the fact that most of 
the legal ad\ ice and opinions pro\ ided by the NSC Legal Adviser concern 
highly sensitive ,natters. Despite clain1s that "although the government does 
have the right to keep national securit) secrets, it does not get to have secret 
law," 16

" divorcing legal analy'-lis from the sensitive and properly classified 
factual information on which national \ecurity legal issues often turn is not so 
,traightforward. For the National Security Council Legal Adviser. "this is legal 
advice provided in the context of sensitive, classified programs and when you 
reveal details of the legal advice you aln1ost inevitably, in almost every case, are 
revealing something about a classified program. That's not spin. That's not an 
excuse. That is absolutely real. And it is very difficult to deal with." 166 As a 
result, when dealing with matters as sensitive as those found at the heart of the 
national security process, greater disclosure of information simply 1nay not 
represent a viable policy option. 

Nonetheless, at least one former NSC Legal Adviser suggests the creation of 
a "consistent, forward-looking process'' for declassifying national security legal 
advice. 167 The Department of Justice's Office of Legal Counsel. for example, 
has for years followed its own policy of publishing legal opinions, 168 though 
these opinions concededly represent "only the tip of the iceberg." 169 Memo
randa from executive branch legal offices concerning issues of historical impor
tance to U.S. foreign policy are also occasionally published in the Foreign 
Relations of the U.S. Series (FRUS). 170 In 2013, the Department of Justice 

165. Josh Gerstein. Obama Administration to Reveal Dmne Memo. POLITICO (May 20. 2014). 
http://www.politico.com/story/2014/05/barack-obama-drone-memo-l 06911.html (quoting Sen. Mark 
Udall ): see also Amy Davidson, No More Secrecyfor a Memo on Killing Americans, THE NEw YORKER. 

Apr. 22. 2014 (describing "what has become, especially after Edward Snowden's leak of N.S.A. 
documents, the crucial point in the debate over civil liberties and security: the government gets to have 
secrets. but doesn't get lo have secret laws.''). 

166. DeRosa. supra note 11. 
167. Id. 
168. The decision to publish certain OLC legal opinions was made in 1977 by Attorney General 

Griffin Bell. See Eric Messinger. Transparenry and the Office of Legal Counsel, 17 N.Y.U. J. LEGIS. & 
Pua. PoL·Y 239. 250 (2014): see also Koh, supra note 47. al 515 (describing how OLC decided to 
publish its opinions as a means of confronting ·'the danger that it will support political action 'with a 
legal opinion that cannot be publicly examined or tested."); see also Del'elopments in the Law - Presi
dential Authority, 125 HARV. L. REv. 2057, 2096 (2012) ("As a result of the decision to publish. the legal 
justification for many important government decisions is available for examination. allowing interested 
parties outside lhe government to challenge OLC's reasoning and incenlivizing OLC to take extra care 
because of the knowledge that any mistakes may be publicly discussed in the media and within 
academia: ·). 

169. John O McGinni<;, Model,;; of the Opinion Fu11ctin11 nf the Attnmcy General: A Normative, 
DeH ripti,,e. and Hi'ifnrical Pmlexomenon. 15 CARDOZO L. Rr-v. 375. 376 ( 199.3) (referring to the filing 
cahincts in OLC's l1hrary filled with "largely unpublished opinions dating from the time of OLC's 
creation m 1932."): ue alw Messinger, supra note 168. at 250 ("[Wlhilc there are twenty-six volumes 
of OLC opinions published, through 2002. the OLC has not published its opinions regularly or 
comprehcnsivdy. especially n.:garding present legal controversies"). 

170. Moore Interview. rnprn note 32: H'e also. e.,?. .. U.S. DtP
0

T or STATE, FOREIGN RELATIONS OF THE 

UNIT! n S ·11\TES. 1964-1969. Voll ME xxxm. OR(,ANI/.Arh)N AND M ;\N \ GEMENT OF FOREIGN POLICY, U.N. 
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began publishing a new volume of OLC opinions in order to "make available to 
other government agencies and to the general public a significant number of 
legal opinions from a period when opponunities for publication were lin1ited" 
and "to make available opinions that for prudential reasons could not be 
published at or near the time of issuance.',1 7 1 Creating a sirnilar policy in a legal 
office that deals exclusively jn sensitive matters of national security nrny be less 
probable, but not impossible. 172 

Given the incentive structures of the current classification system 173 and the 
recognized value in increa~ing public disclosure, 174 ~uch efforts seern particu
larly worthwhile. Developing sy~tems whereby declassified national security 
legal advice i~ 1nade accessible b also consistent both with current Administra
tion policy on transparency and open go\emn1ent in general. 17 5 and with 
statements by President Obama on the national security legal process in particu
lar. 176 It would also further the objectives of other polic) changes 177 and 

Doc. 132, INFORM \TI0N MEMORA"IDUM i,;RoM THE LEGAL ADYISl:R ro 1 HE DEP·\RTME!',T Of- S rxn: (ME! KER) ro 
SECRETARY OF STATI Rt,si,,. ( 1968), a1•ailable al https://history.state.gO\/h1qoncalJocuments/frus l 964-
68v33/d 132. 

171. US. DEP'r OF JUSTICE, I SuPPU:MF"IT\I OPINIONS OF ntF OtFICI: OF LEG.\L Col'NSEL viii (Nathan 
A Forrester. cd 2013), available al htlp.//1wwv.justice.gov/sites/default/files/olc/legac,/20l3/07/26/op
olc-supp.pdf. 

172. Id. (Over time. the need for confidentialit} may recede. and ir may become possible to publish 
opinions that would not have been appropriate to ld1sclose when issued] . . because of the proximity in 

tune to the circumstances gi\ ing rise to the opinion requests'). 
173. EL17~\BETH GOITEIN & OA\'ID M SHAPIRO, REDUCING OvERCLASSIF1CXI101' THROUGH ACCOUNTA.BILITY, 

BRENN•\"-1 CTR. FOR Jl ST .. N.Y.U. ScH. L. 21 (Oct. 5. 20 l l ). a\'llilable ar http://brennan.3cdn.net/ 
3cb5dc88d2 l0b8558b_38m6b0ag0.pdf (describing the current classification system as one ··in which a 
multitude of forces pushes in the direction of classification while no force pushes meaningfully in the 
other direction .... "). 

17-L See Momson. supra note 6. at 1467 ("'The idea that public disclosure is critical to the 
legitimacy of executive branch legal interpretation is, by now, quite familiar.''). 

175. Memorandum on Transparency & Open Gov 't from the President to the Heads of Exec. Dep 'ts 
& Agencies. 74 Fed. Reg. 4.685 (Jan. 26. 2009) ("We will work together to ensure the public trust and 
establish a system of transparency. public participation. and collaboration ... Transparency promotes 
accountability and provides information for citizens about \\. hat their Government is doing ... My 
Administration will take appropriate action, consistent with law and policy. to disclose information 
rapidly in forms that the public can readily find and use."): see also Memorandum from Peter R. 
Orszag. Dir., Office of Mgmt. & Budget, to the Heads of Exec. Dep'ts & Agencies. at I (Dec.8.2009), 
http://wW\\..whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/omb/assets/memoranda_20 l Olm 10-06.pdf (setting forth an 
open government directive instructing executive departments and agencies to "take specific actions to 
implement the principles of transparency. participation. and collaboration set forth in the President's 
Memorandum·· on transparency and open government). 

t 76. See President Barack. H. Obama. State of the Union Address (Feb. 12. 2013), a\'ailable at 
http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2013/02/ 12/remark.s-president-state-union-address ("I will 
continue to engage Congress to ensure not only that our targeting. detention. and prosecution of 
terrorists remains consistent with our laws and systems of checks and balances. but that our efforts are 
even more transparent to the American people and to the world."). 

177. See. e.g .. Exec. Order No. 13.526. 75 Fed. Reg. 707. 719-20 (Jan. 5. 2010) (establishing a 
National Declassification Center "to streamline declassification processes. facilitate quality-assurance 
measures. and implement standardized training regarding the declassification of records determined to 
have permanent historical value."). 
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recommendations 178 aimed at creating a tnore workable set of standards govern
ing the declassification of national security inforn1ation. · 

Future administrations may like\.\ ise find it to their advantage to increase 
engagement and expand the public's awarene\s of the processes by which 
national security lawyers pro\ide legal advice to executi, e branch clients. since 
generally. as has been noted, .. effective processe'> ren1ain important to both the 
content of legal outcome'> and the public\ willingness to accept them:· 179 In 
doing so, it may be possible to achieve greater transparency in the handling of 
national security legal matters without unduly disclosing any subst:.mti \ e mate
rial related to sensitive sources and methods. 

It is also important for line attorneys and other government etnployees 
working within the national security space to be aware of processes like the 
NSC-led interagency Lawyers Group. Greater transparency of the legal process 
within and across government can provide a deterrent effect and undercut 
te1nptations to leak classified information from within. Unauthorized leaks of 
sensitive information to the press can and have done serious hann to vita] 
national security and intelligence programs. 180 The U.S. media has beco1ne a 
major source of information for foreign adversarie~ such as al Qaeda. and the 
massive data dumps of Bradley Manning and Edward Snowden underscore the 
ease and scope of disclosure in an era of mass communication technology. 181 

When agency officials observe the government taking certain actions. without 
also knowing or understanding that the decisions to take such actions have been 
subject to rigorous legal review and accountability, perceptions of wrongdoing 
or illegality are more likely to arise. If operators are not 1nade appropriately 
aware of the process in which decisions have been approved and levels of 

178. See Pus. INTEREST DECLASSIFICATION Bo., TRANSFORMING THE SEClRln CLASSIFJCATION SYSTF\I 
11-27 (2012) (setting out 14 key recommendations for the Presidenl on reforming and imprO\ ing the 
current classification and declassification systems); see also PRESIDENT'S REVIEW GROUP ON INTELLIGENCE 
& COMML!'IICATIONS TECHN0LOGrES, THE NSA REPORT: LIBERTY AND SECURITY IN A CHANGING WORLD 80 
(2014) (''A central goal of our recommendations is to increase transparency and to decrease unneces
sary secrecy. in order to enhance both accountability and public trust."). 

179. Pillard. supra note 118, at 1299; see also Sudha Setty, No More Secret Laws: Hm1 Tra11~par
ency of Executil·e Branch LeRal Policy Dne.rn 'r Let rhe Terrorists Win. 57 K-\N. L Ri·\. 579. 588-89 
(2009) ("[W]hen executive branch legal policy is not disclo<ied in a meaningful fashion to other pans of 
the administration. the other branches of the federal government. or to the public. 1t is clear that the 
quality of the legal policy, as well as the credibility of the administration\ lawyers. suffers greatly."l. 

180. See, e.g .. Jason Leopold, Pentagon Report: Scope of lntelliRence Compmmi'ied br Snmrden 
'StagJ?ering. · THE GcARDIAN, May 22. 2014. For a general discussion of harm,:, cau,ed by unauthori,ed 
leaks of classified information. see generally James B. Bruce, The Cnmequence\ of Permi,.,ii·e Ne~lect: 
Law,\ and Leah of Classified lnfnrmatinn, 47 STUD. IN lNTEII IGENn- 39 (2003) 

181. See Michelle Van Cleave. Mwh, Paradox, & the Obligario11'i nf Leadenhip: Ed,mrd S11011·de11. 
Bradle'. Man11111J? and the Next Leak. CTR. FOR SPc PoL'Y Occ,,s10N ,1 PAPL·R Srn1Ls, ,tt I, 2-3 (Oct. 15. 
2011 ), mwluble at http.//www.ccnterforsccuritypolicy.org/wp-contenl/upload~/2013/ I 0/Van-Cleave
Occasional-Papcr 1011 .pdf; .,ee also Natio11al Sernritv Law in a Changed World: The Twelfth Annual 
Review ofrhe Field. AHA NAT·, S1c1 RIJY L. RFP., at L 14 rMay 2003) ("Too many in the world today 
know how we go about our hus111cs,. mainly through unauthori,ed disclosure.") (quoting Timothy R. 
Sample. Staff Dir.. H. Perm. Select C nmm. on Intelligence) 
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accountability imposed, they will be less willing to take risks and n1ore likely to 
leak, thinking the decision in question is unlawful. 182 Thus, greater engagement 
and understanding of the legal process not only tempers public n1istrust and 
lends greater legitimacy for govemn1ent actions. but also realigns the executive 
branch away from the defensive position in which it continues to find itself: 
responding to leaks and explaining its decision-making processe to an angry 
public after the fact. 183 

Increasing the transparency of executi\ e branch national security legal advice 
also includes meaningful and timely disclosure to Congress. especially in those 
cases where full public disclosure is not possible due to the sensitive nature of 
the advice being given. 184 In circumstances where compelling and legiti1nate 
national security reasons preclude full disclosure to Congress. the scope can be 
properly restricted by providing informal, classified briefings to congres~ional 
leadership or members of intelligence committees on the opinions of the 
Lawyers Group and NSC Legal Adviser as well as the legal authority on which 
they are based. 185 

C. Institutional Memon' 

The NSC Legal Adviser faces a unique set of challenges for preserving 
institutional memory and long-term continuity of process within the office. In 
general, Baker points out. the NSC Legal Adviser's roles ''are not defined in 
statute and are, outside the confines of certain narrow spheres, not defined 
in directive. Rather, these roles are defined by practice and the adoption or 
modification of past practice by successor officials." 186 In a position that relies 
heavily on adopting and learning from past practice. newly appointed Legal 
Advisers need access to these practices so they can adopt what works. This 

182. Baker, Role of NSC Legal Adviser, supra note 74. 
183. Jack Goldsmith, The Third Annual Solf-Warren Lecture in lntemarional and Operational Lem•· 

Reflections on Go,•emment Lawyering, 205 M1L1TAR't' L. RE\. 192, 201-02 (20 I 0) ("At a minimum. the 
decision-making process must maintain its integrity. A decision-making process with integrity - one 
that involves proper consultation with the right people and a careful opinion with good craft val
ues - will inform how the decision is looked at later. even if the substance of the decision turns out not 
to have been. from the perspective of hindsight. the nght one."). 

184. See Trevor W. Morrison, Constitutio11al Aroidance in the Executit·e Branch, 106 Cou_; M. L. RF\. 
1189. 1237-39 (2006) (discussing the need for congressional notification and disc lo ure of executive 
branch legal interpretations); see also HousE SELECT COM'v1 TO INVESTIGATE CovERT ARMS TRANSACTIONS 
WITH IRAN AND SENATE SELECT COMM. 0"1 SECRET MILITARY ASSISTANCE TO IRAN AND THE N!CARAGUAS 
OPPOSITION, REPORT OF THE CONGRESSIONAL COMMS. INVESTIGATl'\IG THE IRA\ - Co'lTRA AFFAIR, S. REP. No. 
216, H.R. REP. No. 433. 100th Cong .. 1st Sess. 423 (1987) ("'Decisionmaking processes in foreign 
policy matters, including covert action, must provide for careful con ideration of all options and their 
consequences. Opposing views must be weighed. not ignored. Unsound processes ... produce unsound 
decisions .... Congress is the partner, not the adversary of the executive branch. in the formulation of 
policy."'). 

185. See Morrison. supra note 184. at 1239 ("In particular. to the extent the executive·, claimed 
authority rests on certain statutory interpretations .... Congress (or at least its leaders) should be 
told."). 

186. BAKER, supra note 16. at 3 I 2. 
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issue is complicated by the fact that the rsc. unlike all other executive branch 
national security offices. experience"' a complete turnover with each new presi
dential administration. 1

~
7 A change of party make~ continuity pai1icularly diffi

cult. as turnc)\er in near!> all key \Vhite House staff po~itions is likely. Thus. in 
reality. the incoming NSC Legal Adviser will arri \ e at the White House to find 
that the slates have been wiped clean. "The safes are empty. Everything's 
empty. Why? Because ... that'"> v. hat the Presidential Records Act says to 
do.'' 18

~ As a result. the incoming NSC Legal Adviser can find himself or herself 
unnecessarily reinventing the wheel. 

In addition to challenges of continuity that result frorn the office's attachment 
to the White House, the NSC Legal Adviser is part of the National Security 
Council staff. The NationaJ Security Council as a whole has been characterized 
as having organizational features that deter memory development. 189 While this 
reflects the intended flexibility of the NSC structure as the tool of each 
President. it also exacerbates the challenge of preserving institutional memory. 
Because the Legal Adviser to the National Security Council is not a highly 
publicized player, whose role and functions are widely understood, this lack of 
strong institutional 1nemory n1eans that sound processes risk falling by the 
wayside fairly easily. 190 

Over the years, the office has informally dealt with the problem of institu
tional memory and continuity of process in several ways. In particular, a 
number of NSC Legal Advisers have had the chance to get their feet wet in the 
position before moving up to assume the role of the Legal Adviser, with at least 
half of all NSC Legal Advisers initially serving as a Deputy NSC Legal 
Adviser. 191 Attorneys new to the office from other areas of government may 
also contact those who have served in the role previously in order to gain a 
better understanding of the practices of the office, as well as what worked and 
what did not. 192 On the whole, however, continuity of process remains a major 
challenge for the office of the National Security Council Legal Adviser. 

In this context. efforts to outline and preserve a documentary record of 
principles and best practices are particularly valuable. Baker recalls his attempts 
to mark as "institutionaJ'' those docun1ents outlining key processes, in an 

l 87. DeRosa. rnpra note 11. 
188. Baker. Role of NSC Legal Adviser, supra note 74. 
189. See Cary R. Covington, Developmen1 of Or~ani-:,atio11al Memory in Pre~ide11rial AgC'ncies. 17 

ADMI"-. & Scx·y 171 ( 1985) (finding that between the National Security Council. the Office of 
Management and Budget, and the Council on Environmental Quality. the NSC had the least organi7.a
tional memory. learning capacity, and sense of identity). 

190. DcRosa. rnpra note 11. 
191. Examples include Nicholas Rostow (previously serving as deputy to Legal Advi<;er Paul Schott 

Stevem.). James E. Baker (previously ~erving as deputy to Legal Ad, I'-er Alan J. Krec?ko), Mary 
De Rosa ! pre\ iously ~erv,ng as deputy to Legal Adviser James E. Baker). Daniel Levin (previously 
serving as dcpuly to l.c,f.!al Adviser Nicholas Roscow). Avril Haines (pre\ iou,;ly serving as deputy to 
Legal Adviser Mary DeRosa). and Hrian Egan (previously serving as deputy to Legal Adviser Avril 
Haines). 

192. DcRosa. rnpro note 11 
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attempt to preserve institutional memory and promote continuity for the office 
in the next administration. 193 Efforts to build institutional memory would 
be especially valuable in relation to clarifying the roles and practices of the 
interagency Lawyers Group process. particularly with regard to defining the role 
of OLC and the methods for resolving disagreen1ents in legal analysis that 
arise. 194 Entrenched practices would also serve a~ a form of institutional 
protection, shielding the NSC Legal Adviser from bending under the pres:sure of 
a demanding client. 19

" 

Here. the NSC Legal Adviser might again look to other legal offices such as 
the OLC for models on which to build. In 2004. for instance. after the fallout 
from the torture memos, a group of forn1er OLC attorne) s c01npiled a set of 
model standards for OLC lawyers to follow when providing legal advice. 196 

This was followed by an OLC-issued set of "best practices" in 2005. 197 To
gether, these guidelines have been important in building a record of consensus 
to help define and preserve the institutional roles and responsibiltties of OLC. 198 

The institutional memory of the NSC Legal Adviser's office is abo well 
served through greater promotion and transparency of process. By pro1noting an 
engagement and understanding of what the process of the NSC Legal Adviser 
is, who the other relevant actors are, and how the office functions to produce 
independent, contextualized, and timely legal ad\ ice. the i1nportance of the 
office wil1 be both clarified and reinforced within the broader fran1ework of 
the national security policyrnaking process in which it operates. Likewise, if the 
benefits of the interagency, legal coordination process run by the NSC Legal 
Adviser become more widely realized. future administrations may be more 
likely to use them. 

CONCLUSION 

Since 1987. the National Security Council Legal Adviser has played a 
little-known, yet indispensable role at the center of the U.S. national security 
policymaking process, working tirelessly behind the scenes. crafting legal 
advice on matters of war and peace for national security decision makers. In 
2013. former NSC Legal Adviser Mary DeRosa spoke at the University of 

193. Baker. Role of NSC Legal Adviser. supra note 74. 
194. DeRosa. supra note 11 (pointing out that one problem with the Lawyers Group interagenc) 

process is that 1t is not institutionalized and not well-known to many people outside of the small group 
of executive branch lawyers who have participated in it). 

195. See Morrison. supra note 6. at l 463. 
196. Dellinger et al., supra note 111. at 1603 app. 2. 
l 97. Memorandum from Steven G. Bradbury. Principal Deputy As!)istant Att') Gen .. Office of Legal 

Counsel. to Attorneys of the Office, Re: Best Practices for OLC Opinions (:V1a) 16. 2005) This memo 
was subsequently updated in 20 I 0. Memorandum from David J. Barron. Actmg Assistant Att') Gen .. 
Office of Legal Counsel. to Attorneys of the Office. Re: Best Practices for OLC Legal Ad, ice and 
Written Opinions (July 16. 2010). arailable ar http://v.ww.justice.gov/sites/default/files/olc/legacy/20 I 0/ 
08/26/olc-legal-advice-opinions. pdf. 

198. See Messmger, supra note 168. at 250. 
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Virginia School of Law about her experiences as the National Security Council 
Legal Adviser as part of the Fourth Annual Seminar on Teaching National 
Securit) Law. In con idering po~sible Wa)..., in \\ hich the processes she had been 
describing could be formalized and institutionalized for future adn1inistrations, 
DeRosa tated. "the most important thing is to ha\ e there be more known out 
there about this process. To have more v. ritten about it. ... to talk about it rnore, 

d h l . . I .. ( l)IJ an to ave you ... teac 1 1t tn your c asses. 
This article has sought to provide a useful initial contribution toward that 

goal. It has examined the origins of a position born out of hi~torical controversy 
and explored some of the critical challenges that SC Legal Advisers ha\ e 
faced over the years. Some of these challenges have occurred since the begin
ning, while others have resulted from changes instituted during a particular 
administration. Yet despite these challenges. there is little doubt that the office 
has served the function for which it was created and intended: to promote and 
strengthen the role of the law in the national security process. 

199. Id. 
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APPENDIX: NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL LEGAL ADVISERS 

Legal Adviser Year Began Year Ended National Security Advisor 

Paul Schott Stevens 1987 1987 Frank Carlucci 
Charles Nicholas Rostow 1987 1993 Colin Powell; Brent 

Scowcroft 
Alan J. Kreczko 1993 1996 Anthony Lake 
James E. Baker 1997 2000 Sandy Berger 
Mary B. DeRosa 2000 2001 Sandy Berger 
John B. Bellinger, III 2001 2005 Condoleezza Rice 
Daniel B. Levin 2005 2007 Stephen Hadley 
Richard D. Klingler 2006 2007 Stephen Hadley 
Michael Y. Scudder 2007 2009 Stephen Hadley 
Mary B. DeRosa 2009 2011 James Jones; Tom Donilon 
Avril D. Haines 2011 2013 Tom Donilon 
Brian J. Egan 2013 - Susan Rice 
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"Friend of Humans": An Argument for Developing 
Autonomous Weapons Systems 

Christopher P. Toscano* 

"NeH' eras don't come about because of swords; they 're created by the people 
who wield them." - Nobuhiro Watsuki 

INTRODUCTION 1 

With the introduction of robots2 to the battlefield. critics and activists have 
raised doubts that echo a long history of opposition to landmines. aviation, 
submarines, and nuclear technologies.~ War, ho\\-ever. is una\ oidable, and 
weapons technology advancement is an inevitable consequence. Humanity's 
inability to live at peace has led combatants to seek enhanced weapons and 
strategies to defeat their adversaries more effectively.4 More ad, anced ""eap
onry never reduces humanity 's propensity for violence. As Clause\>\. itL notes, 
H[t]he tendency to destroy the adversary, which lie~ at the bottom of the 
conception of War, is in no way changed or modified through the progress of 
civilization."5 While this tendency is a sad c01nmentary on human nature, 
weapons developn1ent also provides a hidden opportunity to safeguard against 
unnecessary destruction and loss of life. 

Technological advancement of weapons has led to better humanitarian protec
tion for civilians not involved in conflicts. Despite the horrific exception of 
weapons of mass destruction, weapons development has also led to improved 

* Lieutenant Commander Toscano is an active-duty Navy Judge Ad,ocate and 2014 LLM Graduate 
of the George Washington University La-w School. The author would like to thank Judge Wallach. 
CAPT Raul "Pete" Pedrozo, CAPT Stephanie M. Smart. COL Marc Warren. CDR Robert Passerello. 
CDR Susan McGarvey. CDR James Benoit. and Professors Dan Richard and Peter Raven-Hansen for 
their contributions to this article. The author would also like to thank his wife. Aki. for her enduring 
support: *~l;:cf;5t'):b~t:5~:ei"~-t->lv ! The positions and opinions expressed in this article are 
those of the author and do not represent the views of the United States Government. the Department of 
Defense. or the United States Navy.© 2015. Christopher P. Toscano. 

I. This topic was formulated in part upon a portion of an unpublished book. "When Weapons 
Become Warriors," on the Law Governing Fully Autonomous Fighting Vehicles, by the Honorable 
Evan J. Wallach, Judge, United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit. 

2. Formally discussed as "Autonomous Weapon Systems" [herernafter "AWS" or "AWSs"]. 
3. Marco Sassoli, Awo11omous Weapons - Potentwl Advantages for the Respect of lntemational 

Hwnanitanan Law. PRoF·LS LN Hi.;MA.NITARIAN Ass1STA'ICEAND PROT. (Mar.2.2013). http://phap.org/artides/ 
autonomous-weapons-%E2%80%93-potential-ad\antages-respect-intemational-human1tarian-lav.; Mat
thew Waxman & Kenneth Anderson. laH· and Ethics for Autonomous Weapon Systems: Why a Ban 
Won't Work and Hou, the Laws of War Can. HoovER INST. 8 (Apr 9. 2013). http://www.hoover.org/ 
research/law-and-ethics-autonomous-weapon-systems-why-ban-wont-work-and-how-laws-war-can. 

4. P.W. SrNGER, WIRED FOR WAR: THE ROBOTICS REVOLUTlOK AND CONFLICT 1:--1 THE 21ST CENTUR'l 5 
(2009). 

5. RONALD ARKIN, GOVERNING LETHAL BEHAVIOR rN At.,'TONOMOUS ROBOTS I (2009) (quoting C. Von 
Clausewitz, On the Art of War. in THE MORALITY OF WAR: CLASSICAL AND CoNTE\1PORA.R'i READINGS 115. 
J 17 (Larry May. Eric Rovie & Steve Viner eds .. 2005)). 
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aLcurac). For example. in \Vorld \Var IL aerial bombing campaign~ resulted in 
de\ astating ci \ ii ian causalities because air ere\\~ were not able to control the 
deli\ ery of bon1b \\ ith an) eff ecth e preLision. Thi. resulted in civilian casualty 
estimates of up to 67 pe1\.:ent.6 ln Vietnam. a~rial bombing accounted for more 
than 50.000 orth Vietnamest: ri \ i I ian deaths by 1969. 7 In more recent con
flicts, hO\\ e'- er. precision-guided munitions using rnitigation method!-, are rnore 
effecti\d) delivered on target, reducing the likelihood of collateral dan1age. 8 

For example, in 20 IL NATO aircraft conducted 17.939 an11cd ~orties in Libya, 
employing approximately 7.700 precision-guided n1unitions.9 The UN Interna
tional Commission of Inquiry on Libya concluded that only 60 ci\ ilians were 
killed and 55 injured. w \Vith the introduction of drones to the battlefield over 
the past decade. however. son1e argue that their precision fare~ no better than 
manned aircraft. 11 Stated differently, the highl1 technka] capabilities of drones 
Jo not guarantee .. surgical precision and the minin1i1.ation of civilian casual
ties.'' 12 >Je\ ertheless. the U.S. military i~ touting the utili1.ation of robotic 
technolog1 or autonomous weapons systems (A WS) as the next generation of 
weapons development in wad'are. 

Despite technological advance1nents. critics argue that ongoing AWS develop
ment and eventual full-scale use would actually mcrease loss of civilian life and 
widespread destruction, based in part on concerns fueled by Western literature 
and films that depict robotic machines turning on their creators. 11 These con-

6. William Saletan. In Defense of Drones, SLAn (Feb. l 9, 20 I 3).http://\\~w.slatc.com/articles/hcalth_ 
and_science/human_nature/2013/02/drones_ war_ and_civi lian_casualties_how. unmanncd_aircraft_ 
reduce_collateral.html: see also Tim Maine. Jon Brachle & Art Arago. £thus and the Advancement of 
Milira0 Technolo[?_\. in THE ETHICAL IMPERATtvI 1-... THE Co"'TEX1 OI· E\ 0L\'I!\G TECH'l01.cx;1Fs (20 I 0). 
al'Clilable at http://www.cthicapublishing.com/3CH9.htm ("In World War II. it took 108 B-17s dropping 
648 bombs to destroy a target In the Vietnam War, a similar target required 176 bomb.., Now. onl) a 
few precision guided missiles can eastlv accomplish the same tas"-. and do it more preciscl)."). 

7. Salen tan. rnpra note 6 
8 Naval Vvar College. CDL Brief I Panel Di'irnnion: Collateral Damage Estimation. YouTus1-.cm.1 

(Oct.23.2012). 
http://w\\v..youtubc.com/watch"v -=AvdXJY- <i6A&hst PLamyp5uUR I YEwLbqC0IPrP4EhWOeT 

f8v&index= I &featun.:=plpp video: see al.\n Defense Intelhgencc Agency General Counsel. Joint 

Torgeting Crde and Collarera/ DwnaRl' /:,\fimatio11 Methodolo~v (CDM) (:\lo\ 10. 2009). a\'Qi/ahft, at 

http://www . .iclu.org/filcs/drondoia/dod/drone_dod_ACLU_DRO"\IES_JOJ:-,.:T STAFF _SI.IDES 1-47. 
pdf. 

9. Rep or the lnt'I Comm'n of Inquiry on Libya. U.N. Human Rights Council. 19th Se..,s. Feb. 
25-~1ar. 23, 2012. U.N. Doc. A/HRC/19/68 (Mar.8.2012). 

l 0. Id. 
11. Larry Lewis, /Jrrme St,·ike~ Cil'ilian Causality Co11siderario11.\. JoiNr & Cn,1. OPERATIONAL 

ANAi vs1s C1R. (June I 8. 20 I 3 ). http;//cna.org/s1tes/Jcfault/fi lc..,fresearch/Drone_S trikes .p<.Jf. 
12 Lirry LC\\ is. Orone Strike\ in Paki"ita,1 Rcow11s To As.H'H Ci,·ilia11 Ca ma/tic,\. CIR. FOR NAVAi. 

AN \I YSl·S 25 ( Apr. 2014 ). http://www.cna.org/sitcs/dcfoult/li !cs/research/COP 20 I 4-U-007345-Final. 
pdf. 

13. Works uch c1s .. The lerminator," "The Matrix." or .. ,. Rnhot'' illustrate this point Sc-e L RoBoT 
( 201 h Cc-ntury l·ox 200 t); 1111 M ,rn,x (Warner Bros. Piclllres 1999 ): Tm, Tl!IU,11NAfOR (Orion Pictures 
1984). Oppo11cnt\ posit that humanity v-. ill hccomc the archi1cct ol its cm n destruction by mcreasing 
AW tcchnologicc;; availabil1ty. As uch. critics 11tili1c these fears as fodder for intense debate in an 
,11tcmpt lo curtail or climin,ilc their development and usage. This premise docs not discount the 
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cems are compounded by civilian causalities borne from drone strikes in areas 
such as Pakistan, Yemen, and Somalia. 14 Their focused criticisms revolve 
around the idea that mere robotic e1nploy1nent on the battlefield is legally. 
ethically, and morally un~upportable. For exa1nple, Hunrnn Rights Watch (HRW) 
released a report concluding that AWSs. by their very nature. shock the public 
conscience and will dehmnanize warfare. 15 HRW, along with several other 
noteworthy participants, including robotici~t Noel Sharkey, ~ ent on to release a 
separate report positing that A WSs 'will undermine Hurnan Rights Law by 
depriving people of the rights to life, remedy, and dignity. 16 In contrast. A WS 
proponents note that such preempti\e criticisms have actually detracted fro1n 
healthy debate regarding the potential utility of A WS de\ elopment. They also 
argue that AWSs would actually be 1nore humane than human soldiers and 

I 

would neither be programmed nor armed with the capacity for widespread 
destruction. 

Notwithstanding either side of the debate. governments continue to develop 
AWSs as part of their national defense strategies, driven largely by two forces: 
public opinion and fiscal considerations. In the United States, political and 
strategic considerations coupled with public opinion have pressured leaders to 
reduce combat and civilian casualties. 17 In the Vietnam conflict, images of 
civilian cau~alities resulting from bombing campaigns reduced domestic sup
port for the U.S. war effort. Over the past two decade':,, public access to 
information skyrocketed with the dawn of the Internet, and the general public 
now has a more "up close and personal" insight into the horrors of war. A1;-, a 
result, public opinion pressures have greatly increased both in volume and 
impact, gaining n1omentum by the public's ability to quickly disseminate its 
praise or censure. 18 

Contemporaneously. the costs of maintaining personnel. readiness and ex
tended military campaigns have swelled defense budgets. Further compounding 
this issue are the immeasurable costs incurred from wounded personnel and loss 
of life. In response. U.S. military commanders are seeking cost-effective means 
to create safer distances between human operators and targeted belligerents on 

instances when debates have led to positive outcomes. Their opinions served to curtail horrific weapons 
that ultimately required regulation or outright prohibition. Examples include the binding international 
treaties banning the use of particular weapons ,;;uch as the Biological Weapons Convention. 

14. Karen J. Greenberg. Tlvo Books Explore The High Cost Of Killing B-' Drone, WASH. PosT. Mar. 
20, 2015, available at http.//www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/the-moral-and-physical-destruction
wrought-by-drone-warfare/20 I 5/03/20/ba580eb4-bb88-l le4-bdfa-b8e8f594e6ee_story.html. 

IS. Losing Humanitv. The Case Against Killer Robots, HLM. RTs. W.\TCH (No\ 2012). available at 
http://www.hrw.org/sites/default/files/reports/arms I l l 2ForUpload_O_O.pdf [heremafter Losing Human

ity]. 
16. Shaking the Foundations: The Human Rights Implications of Killer Robots, HlJ,1. RTs. WATCH 

(May 2014). available at http://www.hrv...org/sites/default/files/reports/arrm05 l4_ForUpload_O.pdf [here
inafter Shaking the Foundations]. 

17. Waxman & Anderson, supra note 3, at 2. 
18. David D. Perlmutter. Just Hmv Big an Impact Do Picturefi of War Hare on Public Opininn ?. 

HtsTORY NEWS NETWORK (Feb. 7. 2005). http://hnn.us/art1c1e/9880. 
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the battlefield. while concurrentlv safeguarding civilian life. 19 The increased use 
~ ~ .... 

of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and drones in modern warfare has been the 
result. While drones. mostly remote!} controlled by human counterpart, became 
significant over the past decade of warfare, autonomous technological develop
ment that removes human p,trticipation from specific functions has already 
begun. It is likely that rnajor powers will continue this trend towards develop
n1ent and implementation of more autonomous robotic technology on the 
battlefield. Russia, China. Iran. and Israel are a11 currently undertaking sin1ilar 
development of A WS technologies. what to many has been perceived as a new 
international arms race. 20 

Elevated interest in these technologies has sparked calls for international 
regulation and prohibitions surrounding the use of AWSs. and discussions are 
underway. As with the development of any new weapon, questions arise under 
International Humanitarian Law (IHL), which governs the means and methods 
of war.

21 
On its surface, IHL does not directly address AWSs. There are no 

international treaties or settled areas of custon1ary international law that speak 
directly to AWS usage. Nevertheless, A WS use does not require a new legal 
paradigm because these machines are weapons systems at all tin1es, not sentient 
beings. Thus, like all weapons, A WSs should be analyzed under the existing 
IHL paradigm, in order to address their potential utility. The United States. for 
its part. has already acknowledged this requirement and institutionalized it into 
the research and development parameters of A WSs. Assuming that these require
ments are met, A WS utility will be aligned with the goals of other weapons 
development: improving the protection of civilians and safeguarding against 
widespread destruction. 

This article posits that AWSs will perform warfighting functions in compli
ance with IHL norms more effectively than humans, thereby reducing collateral 
damage and avoiding unintended harm. In support of this argument, this article 
first highlights the background of A WSs. In particular, Part II provides a 
baseline understanding of robotic autonomy, the historical evolution of AWSs, 
and the expected outlook for continued A WS employment. Part III addresses the 
law applicable to AWSs, mentioned earlier. As a collateral legal consideration, 
this section also discusses the application of chivalry to the use of AWSs. Part 
IV discusses the key technological requirements and assumptions necessary to 
support this article's conclusion. Part V summarizes and discusses the various 

19. Dan Parsons, BudRets Permi1tin1:, Marines Could Be F1Rht111g Alonxside Robnts by 2020s, NAT'L 

DH MAC,. (Jan. 2014). http://www.nationaldcfcnsemagatine.org/archivc/2014/January/Pages/Budgets 
Perm i lti ng, Mari ncsCou Id Be Fi ghti ngA longside Rohotshy202(b.aspx 

20. David Wood, Amem on Drone\ IKIIII<' New Arm.\" Race .fm111 Ga-;.a to Iran to China, HUFFINGTON 

Pos1 ( Nov. 27. 2012). http://wwv,.huff1ngtonpost.com/2012/l l /27/american-drones_n_2199 l 93.html. 
21. International Humanitarian Law is also referred to as the "Law of Armed Conflict'· (abbreviated 

as ·'LOAC" ). 
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criticisms espoused by human 1ights groups and scholars?~ Part VI describes 
and illustrates the reasons that AWSs can surpass humans in IHL compliance. 
Finally, Part VII will highlight the long-tenn strategy that should be i1nple
mented to realize this goal. This article's in lent is to refocus the debate on the 
benefits AWSs can offer by surpassing human compliance with IHL: preventing 
unnecessary loss of life and destruction. 

l. BACKGROUND 

A. Understanding "Autonomy" 

Several terms tossed around when discussing AWSs merit explanation. There 
are various interpretations of "autonomy," which confuse the technical under
standings and realistic application. Often the discussion derailed by philosophi
cal debates that apply our understanding of hun1an autonomy on a robotic 
systen1. Human autonomy finds its historical underpinnings in ethics and n1oral
ity based on human choice - a significant disparity. Highlighting this issue, 
ethics and philosophy authors Merel Noorman and Deborah Johnson note: 

[A]utonomy implies acting on one's own, controlling one ·s self, and being 
responsible for one's actions. Being responsible for one's action in particular 
requires that the person had some kind of control over the outcome at issue. 
Thus, framing robots as becoming increasingly autonomous may \uggest that 
robots will be in control and that human actors will, therefore, not be in control.::!3 

Clearly, the term "autonomy" is clouded by interpretations that conflate or 
equate human free will and behavior with the concept of robotic independence. 
As we will discuss later, the conflation of human autonomy with robotic 
autonomy underscores many of the criticisms against A WSs, including the 
question of who is responsible for mishaps. To distinguish these, one must 
analyze the relationship between human control and robotic autonomy. 

To begin with, robotic autonomy is more fundamentally understood in terms 
of automation. Roboticist Thomas Sheridan describes automation as "the mecha
nization of well-defined processes, in which routine tasks are translated into 
some formalized structure that allows human operators to delegate some level 
of control to an automated system. "24 Thus, automated systems take over part of 
a process previously done by humans, potentially performing it more efficiently, 

22. Admittedly. this article ·s conclusion is premised upon the technolog1cal development and 
availability of sophisticated sensors and artificial intelligence capable of carrying out functions critics 
claim are cu1Tently impossible. Throughout history, humanity has accomplished feats that were 
considered impossible until they were accomplished (e.g. inventing the airplane, breaking the sound 
barrier, space travel. landing on the moon. etc ). 

23. Merel Noorman & Deborah G. Johnson, Negotiating Autonomy and Responsibility in Military 
Robots, 16 ETHICS & INFO. TECH. 51. 52 (2014). 

24. Id. at 57 (discussing THOMAS B. SHERIDAN & WILLIAM L. YERPLANK. Hu.,1AN A:-.o COMPUTER 
CONTROL OF UNDERSEA TELEOPERATORS 6-12 ( 1978)). 
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faster, or more accurately.25 Sheridan and Verplank ( 1978) proposed a scale of 
automation where, on the lower end of the scale, automated systems are directly 
controlled humans .. and on the higher end of the scale, hwnan choices and 

'-

control are n1ore limited. ~6 For example, in the early twentieth-century .. car 
assembly line~ employed automated railings and conveyor belts to better enable 
direct human production of the auton1obile. In contrast. more modern car 
assen1bly plants employ a variety of machines that assemble the auto1nobile 
along the various stages of the production line. Sheridan and Verplank conclude 
that automated system~ achieve autonomy when all of the machine\ processes 
no longer require human interaction or control. 27 However, hu1nans do remain a 
part of the design, programming, and upkeep of the automated sy~tem. 

Sheridan and Verplank's automation scale serves as the foundation for current 
interpretations of robotic autonomy.28 Author P.W. Singer describes robotic 
autonomy as ''the relative independence of a robot ... f that] is measured on a 
sliding scale from direct human operation at the low end to what is known a~ 
'adaptive' at the high end."29 This definition also describes a range of robot 
behavior where, on the lowest ebb, the machine's ability is under full control of 
its human counterpart. Terms such as "remote controlled" are often associated 
with this degree of autono1ny. Graduating along this scale, hmnan operation 
recedes and robotic independence increases. Certain functions become auto
matic or, in some cases, chosen by the machine, based on the program1ned 
decision-processing capability, which utilizes data received fron1 sensory inputs. 
The ··adaptive" behavior noted on the high end refers to an AWS's ability to 
gather information in new ways and to learn, update. or change what it should 
search out.30 However, this learning ability must be distinguished from hurrian 
adaptive behavior. Adaptive behavior in humans suggests an indeterminate 
number of possibilities influenced by free will. For robots. probabilistic algo
rithms enable a system to adapt and learn to perform particular tasks and the 
extent to which its behavior can vary is constrained by its human developers 
and operators.

31 
While some inherent uncertainty about the nature of robotic 

adaptjve behavior remains, the distinction from its human counterpart is more 
readily apparent: robotic behavior parameters are controlled by humans - who 
remain a part of the process, whether at the developmental, operational. and/or 
maintenance phases. 

For their part, the DoD described autonomous systems as ''self-directed 
toward a goal in that they do not require outside controL but rather are governed 

25. Id.: see aim THOMAS B. SHERIDAN. TELEROBOTICS, AUTOMATION. I\~[) Hul\1 ,\1\ SL Pf·R\ !SOR) Co'\TTROL 

< 1992). 
26 Noorman & Johnson. wpra note 23, at 57. 
27 Id 
2~. Id. 
29. S1N(,f·R, rnpm not<.: 4. al 74. 
30. Id. 
JI . Noorman & Johnson. wpra note 23. at 58. 
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by laws and strategies that direct their behavior."32 According to the DoD. ··[a]n 
autonomous system is able to make a decision based on a set of rules and/or 
limitations. It is able to detennine what inforn1ation is important in 1naking a 
decision."33 The DoD's understanding of autono1ny is distinct from automated 
behavior where an automated machine acts 1nore repetitively along a prepro
grammed path toward an anticipated outcome:~4 However. the Defense Science 
Board's (DSB) report on the role of autonomy in DoD syste1ns identities the 
need for a separate understanding of robotic autonomy fron1 human application. 
The DSB defined autonomy as a "capability (or a set of capabilities) that 
enables a particular action of a systen1 to be automatic or. within prognnnmed 
boundaries, ·self-governing.' " 35 The report further explained the need to con
strain the definitional understanding, because 

the word "autonomy" often conjures images in the press and the minds of 
some military leaders of computers making independent decisions and taking 
uncontrolled action. While the reality of what autonomy is and can do is quite 
different from those conjured images, these concerns are - in some cases - lim
iting its adoption. It should be made clear that all autonomous systems are 
supervised by human operators at some level. and autonomous systems· 
software embodies the designed limits on the actions and decision~ delegated 
to the computer. Instead of viewing autonomy as an intrim,ic property of an 
unmanned vehicle in isolation, the design and operation of autonomous 
systems needs to be considered in terms of human-system collaboration.16 

Therefore, in its Directive 3000.09, Autonomy in Weapon Systems, the DoD 
explicitly provided that AWSs shall be designed to allow for humans to exercise 
judgment over the use of force. 37 Taking the DSB 's report into account, the 
DoD framed the understanding of autonomy within the directive as one of 
human involvement within the various stages of development (e.g .. design, 
manufacturing. programming, and testing) and subsequent operation. 38 

While the notion of a human-system collaboration is easier to conceptualize 
in the development stage, such collaboration becomes more complex during the 
operational phase. Within this phase, the decision-making process for AWSs (as 
with military personnel) is commonly referred to as the "Observe. Orient, 

32. U.S. DEP'T oF DEF., REFERENCE No. l 1-S-3613. UN,1ANNED SYSTEMS INTEGRATED RoAD\1AP FY2O11-
2036. 43 (2011) (quoted in Noonnan & Johnson. supra note 23. at 58). 

33. id. 
34. Norman & Johnson. supra note 22. at 58. 
35. DEF. Sc1. Bo .. U.S. DEP.T OF DEF., TASK FORCE REPORT. THE RoLE OF AUTONO\tY IN DoD S'tSTE\1S I 

(July 2012). 
36. Id. at 1-2. 
37. U.S. DEP'T OF DEF., DIRECTIVE No. 3000.09. AL'TO~OMY '"' WEAPON SYSTEMS 2 (Nov. 2. 2012) 

[hereinafter DoD DIRECTfVE 3000.09] ("Autonomous and semi-autonomou<; weapon systems shall be 
designed to allow commander and operators to exercise appropriate le\e)s of human judgment over the 
use of force.''). 

38. Id. at 7. 
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Decide. and Act (OODA) loop, .. or ··the loop·· for short.39 Within thi~ loop, a 
human can pla) a direct role in directing or affecting one or all of the categories 
within a robotic ) stem. For example. a human can direct!) control 'where the 
robot focuses its sensors or what action the machine will take remotely. 
Howe\ er. as technology impro\ es. tht: robot could take on function~ related to 
each stage. For l:ach stage. a human·~ role may bccon1e limited to .. deciding 
\\ hether to override and\ eto a machine-initiated jactionj."40 In this. the human-
) stem collaborati \ e relationship becomes apparent: "the greater the machine's 

abi I ity to obsen t:. orient, decide and act 1 without human input or direction}. the 
greater its autonon1y. "41 Returning to Singer\ sliding \Cale. the loop\ .... cale 
rdati\ e to autonomy range~ from direct human operation ( "in the loop"). to 
human monitoring and affecting AWS decision-making proces~e~ ("'on the 
loop"). to the absence of human interaction ("out of the loop")."L' 

There are several tenns used in mihtary and robotic parlance to describe how 
autonom1 is measured. "Remote-controlled" or ··tele-operated" systems refer to 
machines controlled or directed from a distance (...,uch a~ ~ ithin a 1nilitary 
facility) by hun1an operator who is in the loop, controlling most or all of the 
operations of the robot. 4

' Ba~ic examples of remote controlled machines in
cluded model boats and airplanes. More modem military example~ of tele
operated rnachines would be unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). -.,uch as the 
Reaper and Predator drones.--l4 Earlier versiom, of these syste1ns involved humans 
directing each action within the decision-making process. For example, a hun1an UAV 
operator would sit in a land-based cockpit controlling all functions of in-flight 
operations no differently than would a pilot of a conventional aircraft. 

Semi-autonomous systems. on the other hand, can perform some tasks with
out human intervention. but they still require a human operator to undertake 
certain functions. 4

s So a human operator is more removed from the robot's loop. 
but still retains monitoring and override capabilities in some instances.46 Ex
amples include UAVs that can automatically take off, conduct in-flight refuel-

39. John R. Boyd. The Essence of Winning and Losing (June 28. 1995) (unpublished lecture notes), 
http://tobeortodo.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/11/essence of winning_ losing.pd! For a more detailed 
cliscus-;ion l)ll the "OODA loop" as applied to robotic sy<;tcms. <;CC William C Marra & Sonia K 
~1c cil, U11denw11di11~ "The Loop··: R<''{lllatinl{ the Nell Generarwn of \\'cu- M{l( l1111c ,. 36 HAR\. J .L. 
& Pt.:B. Po1.'v 1139 (2012) (intcrnul citation, omitted) 

40. Kenneth Ander,on. Danil!I Reisner & Matthew Waxman. Adaptin~ the /..(111• rf Armed Cmtflic t to 
A111011omnllS Weapu11 .SHte,m, 90 l:-,.;1·L L. Sn..o. 386. 389 (2014). 

41. farra & 1cNcil. wpm note 39. at 1150: S1N<.F.R. supra note 4. al 74. 
42. Id. at 1144. 
41. Bcnpmin K.istan. Autmwmnm ika11011 .S\.,tcm'i: A Coming I t'gal "Sin~ularit, .. ?, 2013 U. h L. 

J L. l I Cl--1. & J'l)l 'y 45. 49 (20 I 1). 

44. Id. 
45. DoD D11<1 <:"TWI 1000 O'J. wpm nolc 17, at 14: U<' a/.,o Tyler D. Evans. Note. At War With The 

Robots: Au1011011wus Wwprm 5)ffr'lll\ and the Mmll'll'i C/(l(t\l', 41 HrnSlRAL R1 v. 697,699 (2013). 
46. E,ans. wpro note 4S. at 702. 
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ing, and subsequently land without direct human interaction.47 Other semi
autonomous platforms include ship-based self-defense systems. which we will 
discuss later on. DoD Directive 3000.9 clarities the concept of "semi
autonomous," as applied to AWSs. as being able to "only engage individual 
targets or specific target groups that have been ~elected by a human operator.''48 

This explanation implies a con~trained relationship, \\ here the A WS has preset rules 
and parameters and the htm1an operator is available to 1nake the ultirnate decision or 
to intervene if the circumstances warrant:-w With fev. exceptions. semi-autono,ny 
would slide right on the autonomy scale, from in the loop to on the loop.so 

Full autonomy is more c01nplex and remains the subject of n1uch debate at 
legal and philosophical leveb.51 Full autono1ny i1nplie~ that the robot can act 
without hun1an direction, assistance, or input, and can adapt to its environn1enl 
independently.52 More extreme interpretations suggest that a 1nachine that has 
full autonomy will become "self-aware" and may choose to go rogue because of 
free will.53 Undoubtedly, these interpretations are derived from the conflation of 
human with robotic autonomy, as unpacked in Part V. However. the DoD 
directive does not go to this extreme. The directive defines a fully autonomous 
weapons system as able to ··select and engage target~ without further interven
tion by a human operator."54 Furthennore. the directive defines AWSs a~ 
inclusive of both ''human-supervised [AWSs] that are designed to allow human 
operators to override operation of the weapon system [and those that] can select 
and engage targets without further human input after activation."55 Placing this 
in the context of autonomy scale and the loop, the directive in1plies that a 
human operator is on the loop for monitoring and overriding purposes, but 
sliding to the right, toward "out of the loop" where there is no human interac
tion.56 Still, the directive's overarching theme of human supervision involved in 
the development, testing, and operation of AWSs suggests that the DoD has no 
immediate plans to place itself '"out of the loop.''57 

47. X-47B Operates Aboa,d Theodore Roo,;e,•elt. NAV'r NEws SERvICE (U.S. NA\Y) (Nov. 10. 2013), 
http://www.navy.mil/submit/display.asp?story _id= 77 580. 

48. DoD DtRECTlVE 3000.09, supra note 37. at 14. 
49. Marra & McNeil. supra note 39. at l l 79. 
50. StNGER, supra note 4. at 123-26. A related investigation on semi-autonomy includes the USS 

Vincennes downing of Iranian Airbus in 1988. In that event. the on-board computer defense system 
(Aegis) was operating in semi-automatic, in which human operators interfaced with the system in order 
to verify the nature of detected threats. The Aegis system relayed to the human operators that the Atrbus 
as an '·unidentified assumed hostile'' aircraft. When the Airbus failed to respond to repeated challenges 
over both the military and international emergency distress frequencies, the Vincennes shot down the 
Iranian Airbus. See U.S. DEP'T OF DEF.. FoR~1AL 1:-ivESTIGATION INTO THE ClRCL\1STANCES SuRRou:--01NG THE 

DOWNING OF !RAN AlR FLIGHT 655 ON 3 JLLY 1988. at --L 44. 49-50 (Aug. 19, 1988). 
51. ARKIN. supra note 5. at 8. 
52. SINGER. supra note 4, at 74-75. 
53. Robert Sparrow. Killer Robots, 24 J. APPLIED PH1L. 62. 70 (2007). 
54. DoD DIRECTIVE 3000.09. supra note 37. at 13-14. 
55. Id. 
56. Id. 
57. Id. at 2. 
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Clashing viewpoints have ser\'ed to obfuscate and misrepresent the practical 
reality of the term --full autonomy" in current technologies, as applied to 
AWS'::J. "8 

As \Ve will see in Part IV, fully autonomous AWSs, as described by the 
DoD, will require a more ,ophiqicated \)'stem architecture and artificial intelli
gence (Al) in order for the system to carry out ih objectives without human 
intervention and be IHL compliant. w Thi'::, level of AL let alone more advanced 
AL where a robot is capable of exceeding human counterpart~. is currently not 
available.

60 
Recognizing this technological gap. which i~ compounded with the 

ongoing confusion surrounding robotic autonomy, the United States does not 
plan to pursue or employ out-of-the-loop machines in the near term, with the 
possibility of a policy change when technology evolves.61 In the interim, 
humans will remain involved to some extent in the machines' processes, if for 
no other reason than to monitor AWS progress.62 Even if AWS capabilities 
evolve to a sophisticated level exceeding human capabilities, humans will still 
be needed to design, program, deploy, and debrief AWSs.63 Moreover, as a 
precautionary measure, AWS programming will undoubtedly include human
developed restrictions on the AWS AI to preclude mishaps or malfunctions 
leading to unnecessary death and destruction. Notions suggesting that evolved 
A WSs will become self-aware, ''go rogue," or overtake humans in functions or 
policy decisions is pure science fiction; they should be disregarded in any 
serious AWS discussions.64 For the foreseeable future, humans will never be 
fully out of the loop and the term "autonomous weapons system" should be 
interpreted in light of the DoD's directive.65 

B. Historical Development and Usage 

Use of unmanned or robotic systems is not a novel concept in warfare. 66 

Since the 1970s, the U.S. Navy has employed a variety of mounted defensive 

58 Michael N. Schmitt & Jeffrey S. Thurnher. "Out of the Loop": Autonomous Weapon Systems 
and the Lcrw of Armed Conflict. 4 HARV. NAT'L SEC. J. 231. 268 (2013). 

59. ARKIN, supra note 5. at 39; see also Evans. supra note 45, al 706. 
60 S1NGER. supra note 4, at 79 ("This idea of robots. one day being able to problem-solve, create. 

and even develop personalities past what their human designers intended is what some call "strong AI." 
That is. the computer might learn so much that, at a certain point. it is not just mimicking human 
capabiliues but has finally equaled, and even surpassed, its creators' human intelligence."). 

61. DoD DIREcrrvE 3000.09, rnpra note 37, at 7-8; see also Hum. Rts. Watch & Int'] Hum. Rts. 
Clinic. Renew of rhe 2012 US Polic) on Auronomy in Weapon\' Systems, HLM. Rn. WATCH (Apr. 16. 
2013 ). available ar http://www.hrw.org/news/2013/04/ 15/review-20 I 2-us-policy-autonomy-weapons
systems. 

62 Schmitt & Thumher. wpra note 58, at 280. 
61 Id. at 235. 

M Id. at 242. Such philosophical debates about the limitations on implementing machines as a 
suh~t1tution for humanity as a general practice arc heyond the scope ol this article. 

65 Id at 235. 
66. fhc first attempt to develop unmanned aircraft included the "flying bomb" or "aerial torpedo'' 

from 1913-1918 by Elmer Sperry in coordination with the U.S Navy (later dubbed the Curtiss-Sperry 
Flying Bomb). The concept involved using an aircraft to fly in an automatic mode to deliver explosives 
to a designated target. Although the program was largely considered unsuccessful. on March 6, 1918, 
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systems to safeguard against fixed wing aircraft and anti-ship 111issiles. For 
example, the Phalanx Close-in Weapons System (CiWS) employs a mounted 
gun drive with detection sensors and can operate in auton1:..1tic modes without 
intervention by a human operator.67 The SeaRAM syste1n is a successor to this 
weapons platform, replacing the CiWS gun rnount with an I I-missile launching 
system with enhanced sensor capabilities and semi-autono1nous mo<les.68 The 
Republic of Korea has employed a defensive robotic sentry known as the 
Samsung SGR-A 1 along the demilitarized zone (DMZ).69 This n1achine en1-
ploys K-4 machine guns and contains sensors capable of selecting hu1nan 
targets entering the DMZ.70 It also contains non-lethal capabilities such as 
rubber bullets.71 The SGR-Al currently operates at the direction of a human 
controller, but it can also operate in an automatic mode capable of engaging 
targets independently. 72 A key limitation of this technology, however, is that the 
SOR-A 1 cannot distinguish combatant and civilian.73 Thus, when a human 
bypasses the numerous warning signs into the DMZ, the system auton1atically 
considers that person an enemy.74 Still, the system can detect differences 
between shapes and certain behaviors.75 For example. the SGR-A 1 can interpret 
a human's arms held high, indicating surrender. and will thus not fire at the111.76 

Additionally, the syste111 can issue verbal warnings at specified distance~ prior 
to firing, as a means of promoting surrender.77 Despite the availability of these 
automatic features, however, humans cuffently still retain firing authority. 78 In 
essence, the SOR-A 1 serves as a sophisticated, "on-the-loop:· area-denial weapon 

the "flying bomb" made the first stabilized flight. which was conducted by automatic control. See Lee 
Pearson, Developing the Firing Bomb. NAVAL H1sT. & HERIT\GE COM',1AND, http://ww~.history.navy.mil/ 
download/ww 1-1 0.pdf. 

67. John Pike. MK 15 Phalam: Close-In Weapons S_Htem (CJWS). FED''III OF A. Set. MIL ANALYSIS 
NETWORK (Jan. 9. 2003). http://www.fas.org/man/dod- IO l/sys/ship/weaps/mk-15.htm 

68. Product Description of SeaRAM Anti-Ship Missile Defense System Technical Specifications. 
RAYTHEON COMPANY. http://www.raytheon.com/capabi I itie /products/searam/. 

69. Jean Kumagai, A Robotic Sentry for Korea's Demilirari::,ed 'Zone, IEEE SPECTRUM (Mar. I. 2007). 
http ://spectrum. ieee. org/robotics/m i I itary-robots/a-robotic-sen try-for-koreas-demi li tari zed-zone ( com
menting on the SGR-Al ·s utility in the DMZ) ("Unlike the border between the United States and 
Mexico or even those separating Israel from the occupied territories. the demilitarized zone that 
stretches for 250 kilometers between South and North Korea is patrolled along its entire length.''). 

70. Seoul Deploys Anned Robot in DMZ. CHOSIN lLBO ENGLISH EDITION (July 14. 2010). http://enghsh. 
chosun .com/site/data/html_dir/20 l 0/07 / 14/20 l 0071400403.html. 

71. Erik Sofge, Top 5 Bomb-Packing. Gun-Toting War Bors the U.S. Doesn 'r Hm·e. POPULAR 
MECHANICS (Oct. l. 2009), http://www.popularrnechanics.com/technology/military/4249209. 

72. Seoul Deploys Armed Robot m DMZ. supra note 70. 
73. Samsung SGR-Al Sentry Guard Robar. GLOBALSECLRITY.ORG, http://ww'w.globalsecurity.org/ 

military/world/rok/sgr-al.htm (last updated Nov. 7.2011). 
74. Id. 
75. Id. 
76. Id.; see also ARKIN, supra note 5. at 93-94. 
77. Id. 
78. Sofge, supra note 71. 
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with mnre safeguards than the ordinar) landmines employed in the DMZ.79 

Another notewonhv machine is iRobot'~ PackBot. developed in coordination 
with the Def en t: Ad, an~ed Research Pro jells Agcnc) ( DARPA) in I 998. 80 

O\er time. subsequent work O) outside entities expanded DARPA's original 
re ean.:h leading to \ ariations in design. The iRobot corporation's 510 Series 
PackBot performs numl!rous functions such as bo1nb disposal and sin1ilarly 
dangerous missions for forces engaged in ground warfare. 81 The Pa~kBot has 
eight separate payload ba! s and hookups to enable users to adapt the machine to 
be a variety of things. such as a n1inc detector and chemical and biological 
\\: eapons sensor.82 The explosi\ e ordinance di~posal (EOD) \ ersion of the 
PackBot used in Iraq contained an extendable arm 1nountcd with a high
powered zoom camera and a cla\v-like gripper. 81 Newer PackBots arc equipped 
with semi-autonomous capabilities such a'-> ··retro-tra\erse," \\lhich allows the 
machine lo automatically retrace its previous path to restore comn1unications 
with human operator'-> in the event of di\ruption.84 Other PackBot variants 
include gun-sighting optic~ and weapons systems further enabling wartighters.x5 

No discussion about A WSs i~ complete without addressing the widely used 
UAVs. These de\ ices made their first. albeit ineffective. appearance in the 
American Civil War, where both sides launched balloons loaded with explosive 
de\ ice"i.86 In World War IL the Japanese launched 9.000 similar balloon bombs 
between . ovember 1944 and April 1945.87 Of the balloons bombs launched. 
1,000 made it to North America.88 On May 5, 1945, one of the last Japanese 
balloon bombs landed near a church picnic in Oregon. killing a pregnant woman 
and five children.89 On June 13, 1944, Nazi Gern1any employed the more 
advanced V-1 rocket/flying bo1nb system. which killed over 6.000 people and 

79. In light of the Ottawa Treat}. the SGR-A I can serYe as a technological alternative or replace
ment to traditional landmines See The Convention on the Prohibition of the Use, Stockpiling. 
Production and Transfer of Anti-Personnel Mines and on their Destruction. Mar. I. 1999. 2056 U.N.TS. 
241. 

80. StNGI R. wpra note 4. at 22. 
81. 1Rcmo1 CoRPOR \'I ION. ,RoRoT 510 Sri c 1HrATIONS MANUAi 3-4(2011-2012), http://www.irobol.com/ 

w,./leam/delt.:n,e//mcdia/3D0E32280AC94r52BC2C95E I B5988 IA8.ashx [hereinafter iRobot Pad,bot 
Manual!. 

82. Id 
83. Sl!'if;I R. rnpra note 4, at 22. 
84. iRohot Packbot Manual, supra note 81. at 4 
85. Ed Grabianowski, Hnw Militaf) Rohots Work. HowSTt r f WoRKs.c OM. http://scicnce howstuffworks. 

com/military-robotl.hlm. 
86. Jim Garamone. Fmm U. S Cn ii ifor tn Afglw11iw111: A Shorr Hi.Horr of VA\''°• DHE.."ISI:.Gov 

(Apr. 16. 2002), http '/"' v.. wdcfcn,e gov/~ewsf'-:cw,Articlc aspx '>JD -i..i 164. 
X7. Johanna Rizzo . .Japan\ Sef'ret WWII Weapon: Bol/0011 Hom/H NAT.I Gr nC,RAPHlf DAILY Nr ws. 

(May 27. 2013). http //n~v..<:. n.i11onalgcograph1c com/ne,\ <:./2013/05; 130527-map-, ideo-balloon-bomb
wwi 1-Jap,mcse-a1r-cu1 rent-jct-stream/. 

88. /ti. : \c'e aim Bill Miller, Jo/>tmc·.H' Bol/{}(J/1 Rmnh Killed 7, MAIi. TRIR. (Nov. 22, 2009), 
hllp://wv. w mailtrihunc.com/app /pbcs.cJll/articlc'! AID=/20091122/NI-WS/9 I I 220338/- I /life. 

89. David Kravets. Mo) 5, /9-15: .lapan,•se Hal/mm Romh Kill.\ (j 111 Oregon. WIRED (May I 0, 1945), 
hltp://wwv.. v, 1rcd.com/2(J I 0/05/0505 JaparK·,c-hal l11011-kilb-orcgon/. 
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injured 17,000 during the war.90 ln September of 1944, the Nazis launched the 
V-2 as a successor platform capable of travelling at 3,500 miles per hour with a 2.000 
pound warhead.91 After WWII, the United States developed surveillance drones such 
as the U.S. Army's SD-2 (MQM-58 Overscer).92 Employed from 1958 to I 966. this 
platform was designed as a reconnaissance drone that was later wea{X>nized by adding 
the capability to distribute a chemical or bacteriological agent.!-H 

More sophisticated UAV~ caine into service during the U.S. campaign in 
Vietnam. For example, the Firebee drone (AQM-34), equivalent in size to a 
modern day Predator, "flew more than 34,000 [Intelligence. Surveillance. and 
Reconnaissance or ISR] sorties over Southeast Asia during the Vietnain 
War - from Japan and China to Vietnam and Thailand.''9..i Later successors 
include the Tomahawk missile system which currently uses "a two-way data 
link, allowing it to be remotely piloted like a UAV and guided tov. ards its target 
from any of its on-board sensors."95 However. unlike these pre\ ious platforn1s, 
UAVs only gained notoriety within the past 10-15 years. during the U.S. 
campaigns in Iraq and Afghanistan. In addition to surveillance functions, n1ore 
modern UAVs with offensive capabilities were deployed to target ene1ny combat
ants. For example, the General Atomics Predator C ("Avenger") employed in 
Afghanistan in 2011 contains significant payload capacity for multiple sensors 
and an internal weapons bay that houses 3,500 pounds of precision munitions.96 

The use of offensive drones has also expanded to include the targeting of 
members of ten-orist organizations such as the 2013 drone strike that killed 
Adan Garar, an al-Shabab member linked to the Westgate Mall massacre in 
Nairobi, Kenya that killed 67 people.97 Additionally, these offensive platforms 
now incorporate functions such as autonomous functions such aerial refueling 
and take-off and landings. For example. Northrop Grumman's X-47B program 
is capable of fully autonomous flight and can carry increased payloads.98 The 
X-47B has been undergoing testing aboard aircraft carriers such as the USS 
Theodore Roosevelt (CVN 71) as of November 2013.99 

90. Tony Long, June 13. 19./.4: V-1 Rocker Ushers in a New Kind of Wa,jare, WJRED (June 13, 2007), 
http://ww'v\.wired.com/science/discoveries/news/2007 /06/dayintech_0613. 

91. Id. 
92. John D. Blom. Unmanned Aerial Svstems: A Hrstorical Perspective. OccASIOl'<AL PAPER 37. 51 

(Sept. 2010). amilable at https://www.hsdl.org/?view&did=9595. 
93. Id. 
94. Andrew Tarantola, The Ryan Firebee: Grandfather of the Modem VA V. G12Mooo.coM (Aug. 22. 

2013 ), http://gizmodo.com/the-ryan-firebee-grandfather-to-the-modern-uav- I 155938222. 
95. Andrew Tarantola. The Newesr Tomahawk Is a Mighry Morph in· Cruise Missile. G1Z\10DO.COM 

(Mar. 6. 2014). http://gizrnodo.com/this-tomahawk-is-a-mighty-morphin-cruise-rnissile- l 536509027. 
96. General Atomics Aeronautical, Predator C Ai•enger VAS Specifications. http://www.ga-as1.com/ 

products/aircraft/predator _c. ph p. 
97. Jim Michaels. Drones: The Face of the War on Terror. USA Today (Mar.20.2015). http://www. 

usatoda y.com/story /news/world/2015/03/ 19/drones-pakistan-i raq/2503 3955. 
98. Northrup Grumman. X-./7B UCAS Specificatrom. http://www.northropgrumman.com/Capabilit1es/ 

X47BUCAS/Pages/default.aspx. 
99. X-47B Operates Aboard Theodore Roosei·elt. supra note 47. 
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C. Future Outlook 

s legal scholars Kenneth Ander:-;lm and i\latthew Wax.1nan suggest, A WS 
de\ elopment and use are ine\ itable. 100 The International Committee of the Red 
Cn)ss (ICRC) a~rces that A \VSs attract "considerable interest and research 
f d . t .... } b ~ . f . h f. •. I O I un mg so uc 1 v. eapons ma~ \\ e 1 ~ a teature ot war are 10 t e uture. 
U.S. leaders \\ill continue to pursue more Gvolvcd AWSs for a variety of 
reason". If A \VSs could reduce military personnel and civilian casualties. then 
p Ii tician might be able t > rnaintain heightened domestic public ~Llpport during 
LOnllicts. Equally important. austere fiscal times call for innovative ~olutions 
and employment of cost-effecti\ e weapons ">) terns. If AV/Ss can .... erve as 
cost-effective force multipliers to human counterparts, then mjlitary leader~ 
v. ould find them more de5irable within constrained budget~. The cost of an 
explosi \ e ordinance disposal (EOD) technician is approxinu1tely $ 1.0 million. 
whereas EOD robob onl) cost approximately $ 117,000. These estimates do not 
include the high cost\ for maintaining military readiness and specialized train
ing the-.,e technician..., receive over the long term. 10

·' More i111portantly, these 
estin1ates do not include the long-term costs fo1 medical care for injured 
technician"> or the immeasurable cost associated with the loss of a human life. 
All things considered, an AWS could provide a life and cost-saving solution by 
relie\·ing warfighters of certain tasks O\ er time. 103 As discussed in Part VI. .... '--' 

A \\'Ss capable of offensive attack could serve in a variety of con1bat roles in 
more hazardous environments, thus safeguarding military personnel. While 
de\ eloping an A WS is expensive. it is not nearl1 as costly. time-consuming, or 
resource prohibitive as nuclear weapons development. 104 While developing 
nuclear weapons requires vast resources and a robust infrastructure, artificial 
intelligence research can be done in a fairly constrained environment with more 
modest resources. '05 Moreover, once the technology is developed, mass produc
tion of these machines would lower the cost drastically. For these reasons. the 
situation is analogous to any other arms race. 106 State and non-state actors will 
certainly pursue such technology since the barriers to entry are much lower. 
with greater tactical advantages readily available. 

A variety of institutions are investing heavily in AWS development. Recent 
analysis suggests that current market<; for military robotic5 were at $4.5 billion 

JOO. Waxman & Ancler~on. rnpra note 3. at 2. 
I U I. ICRC Re~ource Center. Autm101110us Weapons: States Mu\/ Addres., Majo, llumaniram111 

l~t/,1( of Challen~e, ( Sept. 2, 2013 ). http://www.icrc.org/cng/rcsourccs/documents/foq/q-and-a
,1Uto11omou<;-Y.eapon htm [hereinafter ICR Autonomous Weapons FAQI. 

I 02 Sarah Barb,111, An !!lite Group of \irmc11 Call Dol"er Home. DoH~r Post ( .\pr 19. 2013 ). 
hll p://ww v...dcH erpos1.com/art1de/20 ! 30419/NEWS/I 10419746/100 I/NI~ WS; sec also Sebastian Ru
pley. !Jomh-rnij/111~ /Jot, PCM AG.com <Sept. I 3 2006). http://wv. ,,._punag.corn/,trt1de2/0.28 I 7.20 I :no 
2.00 asp#d1squ,_thrcad 

I 03. /ti; \f'l' o/\n S,1 011/ !),•pin \ Arm,·d Rn/){)/ Ill /JM7. "'f'l"ll note 70. 

I 04. John O l\,h;(i1nnis. A,, l'!emrin~ 1\/. I 04 N\\. L. L. R1 v. 1253. I 262 (20 I 0). 

105. Id 
I 06. Id. at 126 7 
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in 2013 and will reach $12 billion by 2019. '07 DARPA invests extensive 
resources into developing more advanced military mechanisms as a part of their 
overall 2014 budget of $2.8 billion. 108 Along with the PackBot mentioned 
earlier, another technology born of this research is the Counter Rocket
Propelled Grenade and Shooter System with Highly Accurate Immediate Re
sponse (CROSSHAIRS) program. 109 Through this progran1. DARPA sought to 
develop a vehicle-mounted detection and weapons unit capable of locating 
enemy ground forces and snipers, whether it is moving or stopped: 10 This 
system was capable of destroying incoming threats such as rocket-propelled 
grenades and mortars by firing directly on them using automated. radar-guided 
weapons. 111 Similar projects included the U.S. Army's Counter-Rocket, Artil
lery, and l\.tlortar (C-RAM) program utilized in asymmetric en\ ironrnents such 
as Afghanistan to counter indirect fire threats. 111 DARPA also periodically 
supported competitions for roboticists and engineers. to help promote autono
mous systems development. 111 The DARPA Urban Challenge in 2007 was 
premised upon making "one-third of all military land vehicles be autonornous 
by 2015 and two-thirds by 2025." 114 DARPA supported open competitions from 
2012 through June 2015 for developers to explore the development of semi
autonomous robots with the endurance and strength to operate within non
permissive conditions such as natural disasters. 115 

Aside from DARPA's develop1nents. nurnerous companies continue to com
pete for government contracts to fulfill robotic military require1nents. Four 
companies. including HDT Robotics. iRobot, Northrop Grumman, and QinetiQ 
Robots, recently ran their M240 machine gun-armed robots through a live-fire 
de1nonstration at Fort Benning, GA - an event that has been dubbed the .. Ro
botic Rodeo.'' 116 Northrop Grumman's Carry-all Mechanized Equipment Lan-

107. Winter Green Research, Milirary Ground Rohot Mobile Platform Systems of Engage
ment - Mark£1ts Reach $ I 2.0 Billion By 20 I 9 (May 22. 2013 ). hltp://ww\.\ .reponsnreports.com/reports/ 
2487 54-mi Ii tary-robot-mobi le-p larform-s ystems-of-engagement-market-shares-strategies-and-forecasts
worldwide-2013-2019.html. 

108. DARPA. DARPA 20/4 Budget Projections. arailable at http://www.darpa.mil/New<,Events/ 
Budget.aspx: see also Tonia Sudiano. \,Vil/ the 21th Century Become the Age of Killer Robots ? (Oct. 17 
2013 ), http:/ /www.united-academ1cs.org/magazi ne/design-technology/wil l-the-21 th-centuI)-become-the
age-of-kil ler-robots/. 

109. Zak Rose, DARPA: A Glimpse of All Tomorrow's Weapons. GEOPOLJTICALMONTTOR.COM (Dec. 3. 
2012 ). http://www.geopoli ticalmoni tor.com/darpa-a-gl impse-of-all-tomorrow-..-weapons-4 7 58/ 

110. Id. 
111. Id. 
112. U.S. Army. COUNTER-ROCKET. ARTILLERY. MORTAR (C-RAM). a\'ailable at http://www.msl. 

army.mil/Pages/C-RAM/default.html. 
113. DARPA. DARPA Robotics Challenge~. m ·ailable at http://w\l,w.darpa.mil/Our_ WorkfTTO/ 

Programs/D ARPA_Robotics_ Chai lenge.asp x. 
114. DARPA. DARPA Urban Challenge Media Fact Sheet (Mar. 2. :W07). arnilable at http:// 

oshkoshdefense.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/DARPA_Media_Fact_Sheet_3- l 3-07 pdf 
115. DARPA Robotics Challenges, supra note 113. 
116. Allen McDuffee. Killer Robots With Automatic R(fler; Could Be 011 the Barrie.field in 5 }ears. 

WIRED (Oct. 18. 2013).http://www.wired.com/dangerroom/2013/10/v.eaponized-military-robots/. 
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drover (CaMEL) can be fitted \\ ith auton1atic \\ eapons, anti-tank missiles and 
grenade launchers. 

117 Il can run for more than 20 hours on 3.5 gallons of fuel, 
according to the com pan!. and can carry a load of 1,000 pounds. 1I8 It also can 
produce power to charge batteries or power other systen1s. 119 

Academic institutions are equall) engaged in developing related technology. 
The Massachu-.. etls Institute of Technology (MIT) is developing a syste1n 
capable of tracking people through walls with impre...,sive accuracy by using 
radio wa\ es. 

120 
Their tean1 demonstrated the systen1. which uses low-power 

signab to track hun1an n10\ ement and to decipher motions behind walls, at 
MIT'~ Computer Science and Artificial Laboratory (CSAIL) in October of 
20 I 3. 

111 
AWSs with anti-sniper capabilities would greatly benefit from this 

technology's utility. To some extent. certain companies have refused working 
with DoD to focus on potentially more lucrative comn1ercial opportunities. In 
one recent instance, the robotics firm Schaft developed an award-winning 
bipedal robot capable of performing di~aster response tasks including navigat
ing debris, clin1bing ladders and turning off a valve. 122 But after acquiring 
Schaft as part of its larger c01nmercial robotics strategy, Google withdrew the 
robot frorn further participation in a multi-year, DARPA-sponsored con1petition 
ai1ned at accelerating the development of robots for disaster relief. 123 As other 
companies follow suit, it n1ay be the case that the greatest technological 
developments occur in the private sector and then become acquired by defense 
contractors such as Northrop Grumman or Lockheed Martin for military applica
tions, whether for the battlefield or for peacetime priorities such as disaster 
relief and humanitarian assistance. 

Roboticist and AWS proponent Ronald Arkin concludes that "the trend is 
clear: warfare will continue and autonomous robots will ultimately be deployed 
in its conduct."

124 
Even critics like Robert Sparrow and Human Rights Watch, 

who are one the other side of the debate, agree with this conclusion. 125 The idea 
is that as the technology gradually evolves, "the loop [ will get] shorter and 
shorter ... [and as a result] there won't be any ti1ne in it for humans.'' 126 As this 
evolution happens within the technology, human involvement in the loop will 
eventually become obsolete, which means AWSs will need to make some 

117. Id. 
118. Id. 
119. Id. 
120. Nancy Owano. MIT Team Shnw\ Sy:..tem That Tracks Pcnple Through Walls. P1ws.ORG (Oct. 

l 6, 201 3 ), http://phys.org/ncw'i/2013-10-mit team-trach-people-walls.html. 
121. hi. 

122. Mike Hoffman Gom~le Rejects Militarr F1111di11g in Robotics. D1-rL"ISFTF.CH.ORG (Mar. 25. 
2014 ). http://dcfcnsctcch.org/2014/03/25/googlc-rc.1ects-mili1ary-funding-1n-robo1tcs/. 

121. Id. 
I 24. ARKIN. \/(pm note 5. al 6 
125. Id. at 8: S{'(' aim Lo\111g /111mrmil_). ,u,,ra note I 5. at I. 
126. S1N1 ,I:K. wpm note 4, at 64 
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decisions independently. 127 Altogether, this means that A WSs offer an opportunity to 
safeguard against unnecessary loss of life while also extending humanity's reach 
beyond biological limits. This amazing potential ought to i1npcl participants in 
this debate to seize the opportunity to focus on developing AWSs that surpass 
humanity's ability to comply with IHL norms. Since the United States will 
undoubtedly be a forerunner a1nong competing nations. the United States ought 
to shape the debate around this goal. 

II. AUTONOMOUS WEAPONS SYSTEMS AND l~TERNATlONAL LAW 

Currently. there are no treaties that specifically address or govern the use of 
AWSs. 128 In the absence of specific treaty prohibitions. however. parties can 
look to IHL (also known as the Law of Armed Conflict. 129 or the LOAC) to 
sufficiently address the issue of A WS employment. 130 In particular, in order to 
evalµate the overall lawfulness of AWSs, one n1ust review two discrete areas of 
IHL: weapons law and targeting law. 1 

'
1 This conclusion is generally accepted 

among scholars. and these two areas become the legal litmus test for AWSs. 1 
'

2 

The ICRC similarly interprets that new weapons should be evaluated through 
the lens of "means" and ''methods." 111 The IHL's weapons law evaluates the 
AWS's lawfulness in and of itself (the means). 114 Targeting law, on the other 
hand, evaluates whether AWS employment (the methods) would violate the 
general principles of the LOAC. 13

" The future utility of AWSs depends on 

127. Schmitt & Th umber. supra note 58. at 238. Thts premise is based on the as,;,umption Lhal 
technology will evolve. In Lhc near term. humans will remain ''on the loop," gi\en technological 
constraints. 

128 However. certain treaties (e.g., Geneva Conventions IV) and LOAC concepts (e.g .. prohib1t1ons 
against unnecessary suffering) ce11ainly govern the use of AWSs. 

129. RICHARD P. D1MEGLIO E.T. ,\L .. U.S. AR\tY. LA\\ OF AR\tED CONFLICT OESKBOOK 7 (William J. 
Johnson & Wayne Roberts eds .. 2013). a mi/able at http://v.,.,,w.loc.gov/rr/frd/Militar1 _Law/pdf/LOAC
Deskbook-2013.pdf [hereinafter LOAC Deskbook] (The law of am1ed conflict (LOAC) "1s the ·custom
ary and treaty law applicable to the conduct of warfare on land and to relationships between belligerents 
and neutral States.'"): see also id. at 19 ("While there are LOAC treaties in force today. most fall 
within two broad categories. commonly referred to as the 'Hague Law· or 'Hague Tradillon' of 
regulating means and methods of warfare. and the 'Geneva Law· or 'Geneva Tradition· of respecting 
and protecting i-ictims of warfare."). 

130. ICRC Autonomous Weapons FAQ. rnpra note lO I 
131. Jeffrey S. Thumher, The law That Applies to Autonomous Weapon Systems. As1L l'ls1GHTS (Jan 

18. 2013 ). http://w\\wasil.org/insights/volume/17 /issue/4/law-applies-autonomous-weapon-systems; see 
also Waxman & Anderson. supra note 3. at 8-11. 

132. See Thurnher. supra note 131: see also Waxman & Anderson, supra note 3, at 8-11. 
133. Int' 1 Comm. of the Red Cross (ICRC). A Guide to the Legal Review of New Weapons, Means 

and Methods of Wa:fare: Meas1,res to Implement Article 36 of Additional Prc>tocol l of 1977, 88 INT
0

L 

REV. RED CRoss 931. 932 (2006). available at http://www.icrc.org/eng/assets/files/other/irrc_864_tcrc_ 
geneva.pdf [hereinafter ICRC Article 36 Guide]. 

134. Waxman & Anderson. supra note 3. at l 0: see also Thumher, supra note 131: Evan Wallach. 
Chapter Three: Means and Conduct of Hostilities. LAW OF WAR, a\'Orlable at http://www.lawoh1,,ar.org/ 

Hostilities.htm#Conventional Weapons. 
135. Waxman & Anderson. supra note 3. at 11: see also Thumher. supra note I 31: Wallach, supra 

note 134. 
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\\ hether eaLh ") ten1 i de, elopt:d and empk>) cd in compliance with these two 
areas of la\,. 136 In addition. chi, alric norms. which are not directly related to 
\\ eapon or targeting. remain rde\ ant to A \VS employn1ent for the reasons 
di L u~~ed below. 

. Artie le 36: \Veupon., LaH 

\VS are suhjL:ct to a t\\ o-parl LOAC test, applicable to all weapons. under 
rticle '"'6 of dditional Protocol I (AP I) to the Geneva Convention.' r Article 

'16 provide~. 

In the stud 1. de\ dopment. acquisition or adoption of a new weapon. means or 
method of \\ arfare. a High Contracting Party is under an obligation to 
determine \\ hether its employment \\ ould. in some or all cin:umst~nces. be 
prohibited by this Protocol or by any other rule of international law applicable 

h H. h C · p I l8 to t c 1g ontractrng arty. ' 

Thi~ section codifies a customary international law obi igation to conduct a legal 
re\ ie\\ of nev. means of \\-ad"are before introducing it into warfare. 119 To pass 
muster. both prongs of the test must be satisfied. 140 

The first prong of the test prohibits indiscriminate weapons. I41 Indiscriminate 
\\ eapons are those means of warfare which cannot be directed at a specific 
military objective and consequently strike military objectives and civilians or 
civilian objects without distinction. 142 Evaluating a weapon against this prong 
requires a focu~ on how the weapons system i~ designed. 143 All lawful weapons 
can be used in an indiscriminate manner, and thereby violate the IHL principle 
of Ji tinction. I44 But a weapon is considered inherently indiscriminate if it 
cannot be aimed at a target. Relevant assessment factors include the accuracy 
and reliability of the targeting mechanism. the type of munitions used. and the 

136. See ICRC Article 36 Guiuc. wpm note 111. at 933 
137. See id. While the U.S. has not ratified Add11ional Protocol I. the U.S. recognizes that many ot 

AP I's principle rellcct customary international lav. as reflected in the U.S. Commander's Handbook 
on the Law of Na\al Operations. Sec l' S. 1 ,w,. L.S \1 \Rl!'\E CoRPS & U.S. CoAsr Gi \Rn. THE 
Cow,t \NDER·s HX\f)BOOK o:--. nu L\\\ or N \\ •\I Qp1 RATIO!',S (2007). <11·oiloble m http://www.usnwc.edu/ 
l!ela1tachment/a9h8c92u-2c8u-4779-9925-0defea93325c/ 1-l 4M (Jul 2007) (NWP). .... - - -

138. ICRC Article 36 Guiue. rnpra note 133. at 933 kiting Protocol Additional to the Gene\'a 
Co11\cnt1011<; ol 12 August 1949. and relating to the Protection of Victims of International Armed 
C'ontlicts. arl. 16. June 8. 1977, 1125 U.NT.S. 3 [herem,ifter AP I]). 

139. Id. al 938: ~t'e olrn LOAC De khook.. wpm note 129. at I 54-5'l: Sd1rnit1 & Thurnher. rnpra 

note 58. dt 250. 
I HJ. St'<' 'J hurnhcr. 111pra note 131. 
141. Se, "' (citing AP I. \/lfJm note 138. at an. 51 (4)(h)). 
142. Set' IC RC Article :16 Guide, supra note 133, at 943: \t'C a/w 111/ra note I 6t1 and accompanying 

text , rt1e pnnuplc nl d1<.,tinguishing hct\\cCn military ohjccll\C<., (people and objects) and civilian 
people.: ,md ob1ccts (i c. lhc pnnciplc ot distinction) lics at the heart nf IHI .). 

143. See T hurnher. supra note 131. 
144. !;,,e Schm111 & ·r hurnhcr, \llf'm note 58, al 246. 
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area covered by the weapon. 145 When applying this test there is nothing 
inherently indiscriminate in AWSs. If an AWS can process data received from 
its sensors in order to properly target a military objective, then the \\ eapon is 
not indiscriminate. Moreover, nothing suggests that military developers. particu
larly the DoD, would create indiscri1ninate AWSs. Of course, fully autonomous 
weapons systems will require on-board sensors. resident AL and 'Aeapons that 
are sophisticated enough to properly target a military objective independent of 
human interaction. 146 However, given these require1nents. there is no evidence 
that AWSs would fail this prong of the test. 

There is, of course, another dimension to indiscriminateness. A\\ eapon may 
also be indiscriminate if it has "uncontrollable'· effects. 147 ··1 ndiscri1ninate .. in 
this context means ''whether the weapons' foreseeable effects are capable of 
being limited to the target or of being controlled in time or space (including the 
degree to which a weapon will present a risk to the civilian population after its 
military purpose is served).',1 48 Therefore. the rule prohibib weapons systems 
that have uncontrollable or unpredictable effects despite their ability to strike a 
target accurately. 149 Generally, biological weapons and arguably chemical weap
ons are classified as indiscriminate in this context because the ensuing effects 
cannot be readily contro1led and will likely cause further collateral damage. 1 

"
0 

The preamble to a UN General Assembly resolution adopted in 1969 declares 
that biological and chemical weapons ''are inherently reprehensible because 
their effects are often uncontrollable and unpredictable.'' 1 "

1 

However, there is no evidence to suggest that an AWS would violate this rule. 
To do so, an AWS would first have to be armed with on-board weapons or 
munitions which cause uncontrollable effects. This is possible but highly un
likely, given the blanket prohibitions against such munitions (e.g .. biological 
weapons), regardless of the delivery system. And arguments which suggest that 
AWSs are by nature ··uncontrollable" or "unpredictable." further discussed in 

145. See ICRC Article 36 Guide, supra note 133, al 946. 
146. See Thurnher. supra note 131. 
147. See, e.g., AP I, supra note 138. at art. 51 (4)(c) (noting that "[i]ndiscriminate attach are ... [t]hose 

which employ a method or means of combat the effects of which cannot be limited a~ required by this 
Protocol.") (emphasis added): see also Schmitt & Thurnher. supra note 58. at 250 ("A second fonn of 
prohibition on indiscriminate weapons is codified in Article 51 (4)(c) of Additional Protocol I. and 
reflects cu<;tomary international law. It disallows weapon systems that. despite being able to strike their 
targets accurately. have uncontrollable effects."). 

148. ICRC Article 36 Guide. supra note 131. at 946. 
149. See Schmitt & Thurner. supra note 58. at 250. 
150. See lm'L COMM. OF THE RED CROSS. WEAP0:-.1S THAT MAY CALJSE UNNECESS.\RY Sl!FFFRJNG OR HAv£ 

INDISCR1MJNATE EFFECTS 16 ( 1973). available at http://www.loc.gov/rr/frd/Militaf) _Law/pdf/RC-Weapons. 
pdf [hereinafter ICRC Weapons Guide]. Indeed. chemical weapons are largely considered unlav. ful for 
a variety of other reasons. However. the ICRC points out that the effects of chemical weapons unlike 
biological weapons can be better controlled and the time-lag before their effects become manifest rarely 
exceeds a few hours. See Schmitt & Thurnher. supra note 58, at 250. 

151. G.A. Res. 2603A. U.N. GAOR, 24th Sess .. Supp No. 30. at 16 C.N. Doc. N7630 (Dec. 13. 
l 969). amilable at https://disarmament-library.un.org/UNODA/Library.nsf/b2966aadffd77423852578ae 
00675e2a/3b3ba l 689f8 fda02852578fc006643e4/$FILE/ A-7890. pdf. 
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Part IV, do not appl) here. since the rule focuses on uncontrollable effects 
caused by A \VS . and not an uncontrollable A \\'S itself. '5::! A~sun1ing arguendo 
that, by extension. this prohibition applie to the AWS itself as an uncontrol
lable or unpredictable \\ eapon is also not a sustainable counter. since hu1nans 
\\ i)I still exerL i e influence O\ er A \VS de\ eloprnent. Through algorithm n1odel
ing, hun1an de\ eh>pers \.\ ill design the model of behavior upon which the AWS 
\\ ill operate within. constraining the A WS to onl) those tasks it must accon1-
plish.15°' De\elopers \\ill also set acti\t~ rules and nonns that restrain the AWS's 
bl!havior from performing any potential actions that Lhe A WS cannot· or should 
not do. 154 Finall). A \VSs \\ ill undergo \ enfication and validation testing. as 
described in the DoD directi\ e. in order to de\ elop predictability. 1 

"'
5 Put plainly. 

if the weapon s) sten1 cannot be controlled. it will not be deployed. And since 
human~ will ren1ain a pa1t of the development, testing, and operational pha~es. 
AW Ss are not, as a rule. uncontrolled. 

The second prong of the te~t prohibits weapons that cause unnecessary 
suffering or superfluous injury. 1 sc, Determining whether a weapon causes unnec
essary suffering involves "weighing the relevant health factors together against 
the intended military purpose or expected military advantage." 1

" .. While the 
interpretation of underlying factors varies, states generally agree that any 
suffering serving no legitimate military objecti \e is unnecessary. 1 

"
8 Examples 

of weapons prohibited on this basis include those that are hard to locate in the 
human body after impact, like glass. or those that cause unnecessarily severe 
wounds, like expanding bullets. 1 

"
9 Without question, the horrific health-related 

considerations of certain chemical and biological weapons put them in this 
category. However, this concern appears simpler to resolve in AWSs. As 
discussed earlier. this issue will be readily resolved if developers and leaders do 
not arm the AWSs with otherwise prohibited weapons and munitions capable of 
superfluou · injury or widespread destruction. 160 Undoubtedly, the DoD will 
develop AWSs outfitted with conventional weapons delivering permissible muni
tions. because DoD must still comply with other legal regimes that require it to 
responsibly and lawfully am1 its weapons systems regardless of whether they 
are autonomous or not. Thus, an AWS is not per-se prohibited unless it cannot 
comply with this test. 

152. St c Ander on. Rei,ner & Waxman. rnpm note 40, at 400. 
I 53. Sc'e Noorman & Johno.;on. supra note 23. ut 58. 
154. St'(' id. at "9. 
155 See ul.: S"ee a/w) DoD DtRECTIVl 1()()0.09. '"I'm note 37. at 2. 
156. Se( ~I hurnhcr. \llf'ra note 131 (citing AP I. \1/fJm note 138. ,Hart. 35(2)). 
157. ICRCArtidc16Guidl!, rnpmnotc 131.at947. 
158. St>e id 
159. See ICRC \\capons C,111dc. rn111a note 150. at 21. 
160. Sl'e ·1 hurnhcr. \llf'rtl note 131. 
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B. The LOAC: Targeting Law I61 

The next step is to analyze how the weapons system will be used (the 
methods). This analysis falls squarely within LOAC targeting principles. 162 As 
noted earlier, a weapon which is otherwise lawful by design can still be used in 
a way that violates the foregoing principles. Targeting principles include mili
tary necessity, distinction, proportionality, and feasibility of precautions. 163 

Assuming these can be satisfied, an AWS will be in compliance with LOAC 
targeting law. 16➔ 

1. Military Necessity 

f'.Ailitary necessity means combatants may only employ force against legiti
mate military objectives. 165 Article 52(2) of AP I, which reflects customary 
international law, provides that "military objectives are lin1ited to those objects 
which by their nature, location, purpose or use make an effective contribution to 
military action and whose total or partial destruction, capture or neutraliza
tion ... offers a definite military advantage." I66 Expressed differently, military 
necessity means that combatants may use the requisite force necessary to 
achieve a legitimate military objective. 167 Thus, military commanders must act 
in a manner necessary for advancing military objectives and must ensure that 
their actions are not otherwise prohibited by the LOAC. 168 Accordingly. AWSs 
may only target legitimate military objectives which result in a military advan
tage, and they cannot engage in wanton or unnecessary killing or destruction. 169 

To satisfy this principle, combatants would program an AWS to engage only 
lawful military targets. While it may sound simplistic, this concept gets some
what complicated since it directly correlates to distinction and proportional
ity. 17° For example, if an AWS targets a civilian instead of a military objective, 
then the AWS violates both the principles of military necessity and of distinc
tion. So military necessity, while conceptually and academically distinct, is 
foundationally interconnected with the other A WS targeting considerations 
under the LOAC, and therefore requires no further independent evaluation. 171 

l6l. Id. 
162. See IAN HENDERSON, THE CoITTEMPORARY LAW OF TARGETING: Mn.rrARY OBJECTIVE.5. PROPORTIONALITY AND 

PRECAUTIONS IN ATTACK UNDER ADDITTONAL PROTOCOL I 7 (2009). 
163. Id.; see also Thurnher, supra note 131. 
164. See Thurnher, supra note 131. 
165. HENDERSON, supra note 162., at 35. 
166. AP I, supra note 138. at art. 52(2); see also Schmitt & Thurnher, supra note 58, at 252. 
167. See HENDERSON. supra note 162. at 35. 
168. See Kastan, supra note 43, at 59. 
169. See id. 
170. See Schmitt & Thumher. supra note 58. at 259. 
171. See id. (stating that military necessity "has little or no independent valence when assessing the 

legality of autonomous weapon systems or their use.''). 
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2. Distinction 

Distinction mean per~on~ t:mplo) ing forLe must distinguish between lawful 
n1ilitar) targets (e.g .. uppo. ing combatant~. e4uipment. or facilities) and pro
tected persons (e.g .. civilians. medical p\!rsonncl. chaplains. or persons who are 
hor de c01nbat) and pro pert). 172 Distinction i~ the most operationally vital 
comp rnem. sinu:: A \VSs must b~ abk to di1.,tinguish between con1batanh and 
Ci\ ilians if they are to be la\A. full) emplo) ed. Beyond aiming ability. as required 
by Article 36. \VS sensors and AI \\ ill need to understand and appreciate the 
differences between combatants and civilian persons and object~ in order to 
avoid collateral da1nage. Of course. distinction re'its on the objective and 
subjccti ve factors as ociated with hu1nan behaviors. This analysi~ becomes 
exceedingly difficult to conceptualize. even for soldiers. \A.hen civilian::,. directly 
participate in hostilitiel_) or \A. hen facilities are utilized by both militar) personnel 
and civilians. For example. in a counterinsurgency environment, where combat
ants do not always wear uniforms or ha\ e di.~tinguishing feature5, an AWS will 
need to ,bcertain whether a targeted individual is indeed the de~ired target 
dctennined by human counterparts or whether that individual is engaging in 
hostile ach or has den1onstrated hostile intent. 1 

' 

Complicating matter~. factors involved in di5tinction wi ll vary depending 
upon the environment. The number of civilians present at the time of targeting 
i~ a relevant factor. In urban scenarios, civilian presence significantly increases 
as compared to aerial and maritime combat venues. 174 Even in maritime environ
ments. ch ilian sea traffic pattern~ may differ depending upon the location (e.g .. 
internal and territorial waters). A further challenge is that AWS technology n1ust 
be able to make these determinations in dynamicall) evolving environments. 
For example. military planner1.i may believe that an AWS will encounter no 
civilians during an operation; however. if civilians become present during 
execution. an A WS will need to be able to adapt its analysis and action~ to avoid 
excessive collateral damage. Critics· arguments for banning AWS development 
hinge on this necessity. pointing to cun-ent technological limitations. 17

"' Whether 
or not an A \VS can perform di~tinction succe1.,sfully and independently will 
depend on the technological evolution of sensor strength and AL as discussed 
below. At a minimum. AWS':-t programrning could initiall) allov.. for more 

172. See id. at 251-52. While distinction is rooted in customar) international law. these notions of 
protecting ci-.. ilians ,ind related object~ arc codified in Articles 51 (2) and SI (I) of Additional Protocol I. 

171. Se<' U.S. DEP.T OF THE ARMY, FLELD MANUAL 1-24. COUNTERINSURGl NCY para. 
7 35 (Dec 2006). [hereinafter F~l 3 2~].fstating that m countennsurgcnc) \\,trfan:. particularly in 
urban env1ronmenh. '11 is ditt,cult to distinguish insurgenh from nnncomhatants. It is also difficult 
to determine whether the slluation permits harm to noncombatants. Two levels of discrimination 
arc ncccss<1ry Deciding between targets; Determining an acccptahk risk to noncombatants and 
b) stander<. .. ) 

174. St'<' ,d par.i 2-1, 2-4. H'<' a/\o Waxman & Anderson. wpra note 1. at 12. 
175. /,,(}\ill}; I /11m11111t\, rn1,r<1 note I 5, at IO; Jl'<' alw Nol'i Sharkey, GmH11<l\· for Di.\criminatirm: 

Aut1mn11101B Rohot Hcapull\, 11 RUSI 1)1 FENl E SY~TE.Ms 86 (Oct. 2008), ami/ahle at http://rusi.org/ 
dm\ nload-,/,1-,sc1 /23..,h.,rkey.p<ll 
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conservative actions until the technology evolves. As discussed further in Part 
VI, AWSs could be programmed not to fire unles~ fired upon. perhaps 1naking 
them more protective of civilians than human soldiers. who experience fear or 
have lapses of judgment or perception. 

3. Proportionality 

Proportionality requires that the anticipated harn1 (to civilian person .. objects, 
or a combination thereof) 1nust not be excessive, in proportion to the concrete 
and direct military advantage anticipated. 176 A "concrete and direct rnilitary 
advantage" by itself is subjective and scenario-driven. For example. a com
mander may deem the destruction of an enemy's military logistics facility in 
one scenario more effective in accomplishing the mission than another co1n
n1ander who wants to preserve it for future occupation at a different pomt in the 
campaign. Determining excessive haim is also subjective and become~ case
specific, based on the value of the military objective. 177 A strike which re~ults m 
a select number of civilian casualtie1., n1ay be legally acceptable it the target is a 
high-ranking leader of an enemy force. Given these variables, comparing 
military advantage against civilian losses or dan1ages is somewhat dependent on 
the subjective value judgments of military commanders and political deci~ion 
makers, who must evaluate reasonableness within specific ~cenarios. 178 This 
potential subjectivity is the target of routine attack by critic5, who argue that the 
ability to program an AWS appropriate to perform this kind of subjective 
analysis is highly improbable. 

Philosophically speaking, for an AWS to be fully autonomous, it would 
conduct the analysis via AI. 179 And it is true that technology has not evolved to 
this stage yet, especially in objectivizing the concept of "reasonableness'' in 
AWS terms. Military lawyers, developers, and operational professionals will 
need to work with roboticists and humanitarian experts to develop program
mable objective criteria to enable AWSs to conduct proportionality analyses. 180 

While this may seem like a far-fetched goal, a collaborative effort could create 
more widely accepted legal standards and parameters for A WS employment. 
Practically speaking, a human operator will soon be able to program a value 
assessment of a military objective prior to mission execution. This assessment 
may need to be revisited by a human counterpart during mission execution for a 
variety of reasons, such as changes in the mission campaign. 181 Similarly, 
programmers will be able to input preset values consistent with national thresh
olds for collateral damage. To the extent that an A WS could not identify or 

176. See AP I. supra note 138. at arts. 51 (5)(b). 57(2)(a)(ii1): ~ee also Sassolt. mpra note 3. at 4. 
177. See Schmitt & Thurnher. supra note 58. at 255-56 (providing that 1f a target } ields a greater 

military advantage, the more likely collateral damage will be tolerated under LOAC) 
178. See Sassoli, supra note 3. at 4: see also Thumher. supra note 13 l. 
179. See Sassoli, supra note 3. at 4. 

180. See id. 
181. See Thurnher, supra note 131 . 
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distingui~h noncombatanb on a particular rnts':.ion. the AWS programming 
could have a preset default to c.:ount tho c per~on~ a~ civilians. Moreo\er. public 
opinion concern alone"· ill moti\ ate leaders to seek to further avoid collateral 
damage b) directing lowl.!r pro~ramrned thresholds. 1 

Rl Additionally. leaders will 
program restrictions on the use of force using rules of engagement. including 
lirnitations on what \\eapons an AWS will employ. As IHL \Cholars Michael 
Sc.:h1nitt ancJ Jeffery Thurnher ha\ e nokd. it may also be possible to progra1n the 
collateral dan1age e timation methodology (CDEM) for assC\ising chc likelihood 
of collateral damage based on several factor\ (e.g .. types of weapon\, en1ploy
mcnt tactic~. prox1mtty of civilian structure~). 1 

x' If A V..'S':. can objecti \ el) 
conduct all of the aforementioned anal) ses. and the .. case-by-case·· assess1nents 
n1cets specified. programmed parameters developed during the 1nis\ion
planning phase. then an A \VS can complete the mission., is➔ U A WS Al confronts 
an event that faib to sat1\fy programn1cd restraint parameters. rules of engage
ment. or LOAC considerations such as distinction of protected persons. then an 
AWS can request clarifying guidance from a military comn1ander on-the-loop, 
return to it\ point of origin. or pLir\ue a secondary m1\\ion. 18

,; 

4. Feasible Precautions 

La tly. it is customary under IHL principles to take all feasible precautions in 
an attack.'% Codified in Article 57(1) of AP I, '"feasible precautions" 1nean that 
combatants shall undertake all possible measures to target only military objec
tives \\ hile also safeguarding against incidental loss of civilian life. injury to 
civilians, and damage to civilian objects. 187 This obligation is very fact
intensive and subjective. For example. if an AWS is confronted with a targeting 
scenano complicated by the unanticipated pre~ence of civilians - a crowd in an 
urban scenario, a civilian fishing vessel in a 111antime environment - it can 
choose to loiter or await the dispersal of the ciYilians. employ lower-yield 
weapons, or not engage at all. Since humans will remain in or on the loop for 
the near term. human operators will supervise A WSs in making these determina
tions in dynamic environments. Human planners and operators will also deter
mine whether AWSs have the requisite capabilities (i.e., sensors. AL on-board 
weapons) to effectively carry out their objectives with precision and minimi1e 

182. "Public perception and diplomatic sensiti\ ity put reins on the initiati, e ol the !Commander). 
The 'fog of war' hroadcast around the world significantly altered the targeting autho1 Hy of the held 
commander." William G. Adamson. The Effect\ of Real-7imt Ne111 Cm·e,w~e 011 .H,/11u1y Dec I\IOII

Mak.1111: (t\larch 1997) (in partial fulfillment or the graduation requirements of Air Commnnd and Staff 
Col lcge ), ffrnilahle t1t http://wwv..au.af.mi I/au/aw c/awcgalc/a<:sc/adamsnn .pdf'. 

181. s·ee Schmitt & Thumhcr. 111pra note ~8. al 254. 
184. AIR h1R<E ftDGI ADVO<ATI G1"-ilR\1·~ Dtl'\RTMl'd, AIR FoRCI 0Pr.K\1JO"IS AND Tiff Lw,· A 

Gurm t OR AIR AND SP\C I FoRt rs l <J (2014) '" mlahlc at http://www.afjag.af.mil/shared/mcdia/documem/ 
AH)- I 005 IO oscJ.pdl I hercinalrc, AtR h >l<C, OP1 K ,110Ns \Mi L,~ Gu11>1• I. 

185. Set• Kastan. Wf ,ra note 4'.\, at 59 
186. Sf e AP I. rnpro note 138. ut art 57( I); ~ee ,,!w Schmitt & Thurnher, rnpra note 58. at 259. 
187. Set' AP I. "'I'm noti: f'.\8, ,H art 57( I ). 
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civilian harm in a given scenario. 188 As discussed in Part VL A WSs will be able 
to take additional precautions, precisely because a hu1nan pilot or operator is 
neither present nor at risk. 189 

C. Chivalrv 

Contrary to popular belief. chivalry is not dead. Negotiations to end hostili
ties become difficult if a perception of untrustworthiness or dishonor exists on 
either side. 190 Although technology and industrialization have perhaps made 
war appear less knightly or gentle1nanly, chivalry is at the foundation of the 
LOAC. As such it is germane to any discussion of v. arfare and certainly bears 
on A WS utility. 191 While not all chivalric norms have sun i\·ed the passage of 
time, 192 core medieval virtues such as courage, mercy, justice, and honor endure 
throughout the U.S. military's service cultures and acadernies. 19

' And while 
chivalry is not used directly in legal reviews for operation planning or analysis. 
its principles are inextricably interwoven into the DoD Law of War Manual. 194 

More importantly, chivalry beco1nes even n1ore relevant post-n1ission, when 
LOAC violations are addressed by the Uniform Code of Military Justice 
(UCMJ), where chivalric norms remain intact. This notion remains important 
considering that military courts martial evolved from medieval courts of chiv
alry designed to uphold honor, loyalty, and high morals. 195 Although chivalry 
overlaps at points with IHL, these norms are not subsumed. 196 To illustrate. IHL 
does not always require action, while chivalry mandates action and punishes 
inaction. 197 In fact, the United States enforces this requirement through Article 

188. See Schmitt & Thurnher. supra note 58. at 260; see also Thurnher. supra note 131. 
189. See Sassoli. supra note 3. at 5. 
190. Sa E\an J. Wallach. Pray Fire First Gentlemen of Frunce· Has 21st Century Chivcll1:\' Been 

Subsumed b:r Humanitarian law?, 3 HAR\. NAT.L SEC. J. 431. 450 (2012). 
191. See AIR FORCE OPERATIOi\S -\ND LA\\, GUIDE, supra note 184. at 19. 
192. See Sassoli. supra note 3. at 2 (suggesting that traditional notions of "fairness" are no longer in 

force). 
193 See Wallach. supra note 190. at 433. 
194. See E-mail from E\an Wallach. Judge. Fed. Cir. (Apr.4.2013) (on file with author) (based on 

audience participation at an ICRC panel discussion. where a senior DoD attorne} directly responded to 
Judge Wallach·s query confirming chi\alf) ·s incorporation into the forthcoming DoD Law of War 
Manual). 

195. See generally Da\ id A Schlueter. The Court-Martial: An Historical Sun·ey. 87 MIL. L. RF\. 

J 35 ( I 980). 
196. See Wallach. supra note 190. at 433. 
197. See id. at 445. 462 ("The failure of the Dutch troops to act swiftly. decisive!}. and courageously 

was not a violation of international humanitarian law. Nothing in IHL spec1ficall} requires that militar)
personnel, even those assigned to protect civilians. are required to risk thei1 li\'es or units to fulfill that 
obligation. The Dutch failure was certain!}. however. a \iolation of the principles of chivalry."). 
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99 of the UC~IJ.1
% For U.S. military per~onnel. chivalry is not limited to the 

prohibitions against pertid} alone. 199 As Judge Evan Wallach writes that 

[U.S. militat") personnel] arc prohibited from CO\\ ar<l]y failure to fulfill interna
tional bankficld ohligatinn,. that U.S. officers are go\ erne<l by a strict (if 
intcrnionall) amorphous) code of chivalric conduct, that the quality of mercy 
goe-.. be! ond the mandates against den1 ing quar1er. that certain promises. even 
tl> an cnem1. must be kept. and that "iolation of all the'>e requirements still 
infers a penal response.200 

With the ine\ itable approach of A WSs. some believe that chivalry will be 
eliminated. that as machine~ engage other n1achines. war will become dehuman
ized. 201 Thi~ does seem possible, given that UAVs will engage other UAVs in 
combat. Neverthele~s. to quote Clausewitz, "war is nothing but the continuation 
of lhumanity's] politic~ by other means."202 In other words, war will always be 
instigated and carried out by human~ who in turn seek to affect or influence 
other humans. Warfare will always be influenced by human political, legal. 
diplomatic. and economic factors - humanity's role as the decision maker will 
not change. 203 The idea that international disputes will be determined by 
bloodless wars fought by AWSs duking it out in a boxing-ring setting, manned 
by video game controllers is simply absurd - it is pure science fiction. Human 
civilians will always be the victims of war. This does of course raise the 
question of whether compassion or empathy will decrease as A WS usage further 
lengthens the distance between human combatants and the battlefield to a 

198. See id. at 445: see also U.S. DEP'T OF DEF., MANLAL FOR CoLRTS-MARTIAL UNITED ST.ATES art. 99 
(2012) 
( .. Any member of the anned forces who before or in the presence of the enemy -

( I ) runs away: 
I 2) shamefully abandons. surrenders. or deli, ers up any command. unit. place. or military property 

\\ hich it is his duty lo defend: 
(.3) through disobedience. neglect, or intentional misconduct endangers the safely of any such 

command. unit. place. or military property: 
(4) cash av,ay his arms or ammunition; 
( 5) is guilty of cowardly conduct. 
16) quits his place of duty to plunder or pillage: 
( 7) cau-.es false alarms in any command, unit, or place under control of the armed forces: 
18> willfully fails to do his utmo<,t to encounter, engage, capture. or destroy any enemy troops, 

comh:llants. \.Cssels. aircraft. or any other thing, which it is his duty so to encounter. engage. 
capture. or destroy: or 

19J dol:~ not afford all practicable relief and ass11:,tance to any troops. combatant-.. \es-.els. or aircraft 
of the armed forces belonging to the United States or their allies when engaged Ill battle: shall be 
rnmnhcd h, death or such 01her puni<;hme111 as a cnurt-martwl mar dircc t. ") (emphasi-. added). 

199. Sr'e Wallach. rnprn note 190. at 464. 
200. Id. at 465. 
20 I Sr'<' R1:.m llal'Ckl'r, Chmdt) in the ARe of Autonomous ~-\.'c•apom [Jtl, TRANSHUMAN TRADmONALISM 

HI oc, I Mar. 6. 2008 J. http:/ /tran-.hu rnantrad it ionali i,m. hlogspot.com/2(X)8/0.3/ch 1 valry-i n-agc-of-autonomous
\,\,l'apon-;. h tm 1. 

202. C ARI vn" ( 1 \ U ',1\\11:t, 0-.i WAK 69 (Michael I-:liot Howard & Peter Paret eds .. trans .. 1989). 
203. See Waxman & ,\ndcr~on. 1upm note 3. at 18. 
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degree. It is also plausible that people will express fear and disgust with A WSs 
in the same manner they protested nuclear weapons in the twentieth century. 204 

Since human victims will always be central to warfare, chivalric values will 
likewise always be relevant, regardless of the technological advances.20

" Goven1-
ments must avoid dehumanizing enen1ies into the 1neans that "fuel the cogs of war." 
by employing A WSs in a just and respectful manner consistent \\ ith the modern 
notions of chivalry incorporated into the U.S. military 1nanuals and traditions?X> 

Ill. KEY TECHNOLOGICAL REQUIRl:.\fF~TS 

Generally, AWSs contain three key components common to robotics: sensors. 
processors (or AI), and effectors_2<>7 Sensors monitor the environment and detect 
changes in it. 208 Processors interpret the information received fro1n the sensor 
and decide how the robot will respond.209 Effectors are the robot's mechanisms 
that then take action in its physical environment. based on the processors· 
decisions.2

10 
When these three parts act together, a robot gains the functionality 

of an artificial organism. 211 Each of these components must be e, ohed, both 
individually and collectively, to make AWSs lawful within semi-autonomous or 
fully autonomous modes of warfare. While some argue the legal standard for 
AWS perfonnance should be "no worse than humans." the purpose of A WSs. as 
with robots in general, is to assist and ultin1ately surpa'is humans in carrying out 
lethal actions that are IHL compliant. 212 Humanity should stri \'e for thi'i higher 
standard, and these technologies must be greatly advanced if they are to exceed 
the expectations of AWS proponents and critics alike.211 In other words, AWS 
technology must be able to surpass human biological ability to properly assess 
and respond to threats while concurrently safeguarding innocent lives. 

In order to do this, A WS sensors must first function like human sensory 
receptors and be able to ascertain differences between sizes. objects, sounds, 
move1nents, and physical behavior. For example, sensors must be able to detect 
the physical differences between a stick and a rifle. 214 Similarly, such sensors 
will need to be able to distinguish between the visual and acoustical signatures 
of that stick being thrown versus a rifle being fired. Sensors· potential ability to 
determine physical distinctions between age, gender, height, and related factors 

104. See Haecker. supra note 20 I. 
105 See id. 
206. See id. 
207. See S1\/GER. su11ra note 4. at 67. 
208. See id. 
209. See id. 
210. See id. 
21 l. See id. 
212. See Kastan. supra note 43. at 6-1- (citing AR:-.1li'- KRtSHi\AN. KlLLER RosoTs: LEGAL 1n A.'\D 

ETHICALITY OF AL T0Nor-1ous WE •\PO'\<; l 10. 110 (2009) ("An [AWS] that "'as not a~ good as a human in 
makino taroetino decisions \.\ould be illegal under international la\\.")) . e .:, b ~ 

213. See ARKIN. supra note 5. at 57. 
214. See SINGER. supra note -1-. at 76 
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would lend lhemsehe!:> favor;ibly to a distinction and propo1tionality analy!:>is by the 
A WS AI. More con1plex exmnples include sensors that can exceed hmnanity ·s 
biological lin1itations. such as infrared or thermal imaging technologies that not 
only can detennine the physical attribute~ of objecb. but abo can a:-,ce11ain the 
object's current physical condition. Should an AWS with ~uch ~ophisticated 
sensors encounter an enemy combatant. the re1.,icJent sensors ought to be able not 
only to <letern1ine the individual's body temperature, but also to a\certain heart 
rate and other \ ital :-,igns. Such factor\ may a~~i\t the AWS AI to interpret 
whether the individual is hon, de combat or potentiall) committing an act of 
treachery. More ~ophisticated ~en~ors and AI would not only proce~" :-,cnsory 
data received, but would also concurrently proces~ and reconcile \ arious intelli
gence inpub ( e.g., signals. imagery, electronics, human intelligence). 

Second, the AWS AI must be capable of distingui~hing between an enemy 
co1nbatant and a civilian who is not taking direct part in ho~tilitie~. Soph11.,ti
cated, or ··strong," AI i~ regarded a~ "the creation of n1achines with the general 
human capacity for abstract thought and problem solving."2I5 The availability 
of this adaptive AI is critical to AWS\, expanded usefulness in the furure. "' 1<· 

Proponents and critics generally agree that if ~uch AI were available, robot~ 
would surpass humans and their cognitive abilities. because the same proce~se!) 
that created it could rapidly improve it. 217 This level of artificial intelligence 
may be unavailable for the near term.218 Singer notes that while cmTent robots 
may be able to ''calculate faster than any hun1an being ... they lack the 
common sense of a two-year-old."219 Under these AI conditions. an A WS would 
not be able to process the differences between a rifle and a stick that its sensor~ 
had detected; so an AWS would not be able to distinguish these objects without 
human assistance. This ability is even more critical when an A WS must 
distinguish between civilians and combatants. where subjective factors don1i
nate. The concern is that the AI must not only interpret distinctions in clothing, 
weapons, or other physical attributes, but it must also discern the often subtle 
differences in human behavior. While the current technology does not posses\ 
this ability, its limitations do not foreclose the possibility of 1nore highly 
developed AI at some point in the future. Even noted AWS critic Noel Sharkey 
concedes that several European universities are presently invested in developing 
AWS AI abilities that interpret the distinction between humans and inanimate 
objects. 

220 
While the attempts are very rudimentary, they forecast de\"eloper~ · 

intentions for pursuing technologie~ capable of these distinction~. Nonetheles,, 

215. Mt:Ginnis. rnpra note 104. at 1256. 
216 . . See S1--.r,1-1~. rnpra note 4. at 77. 
217. See McGinnis. wpm note I 04. at 1256. 
2 I 8. Se,, S1.•,ir,1 R, wpra note 4. at 78; \ee alw Evans, s1111m note 45. at 706. 
219. S1N< ,, R. w1m1 note 4. 76. 
220. See lntcrvrcw by Alt.:x .lone-. with Dr. Nod Sharkey. Emeritus Professor of Artificial Intelli 

gence and Roboti<.:s. Univ. nf Sheffie lei ( Aug. 28, 2013 ), m·ailahle at http·//wv. w.prisonplanet.corn/the
case-against-kil ler-rohot-.-with-dr-nocl-sharkcy.html I here, naftcr Sharkey J ntcrvicw J. 
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since humans will continue to be either in or on the loop. monitoring machine 
actions, any concerns about distinction will be mitigated?21 

The programming proportionality of AI is partl) a technical issue: that of 
designing systems capable of measuring predicted collateral ci\ ilian harm. But 
it is also partly an ethical issue of attaching weights to the variables at stake.222 

Thus, at least for now, acceptable collateral dainage becon1es case-specific.223 

This is very true for air or sea-based warfare, where civilian presence is 
distinctly lower than in land and urban warfare settings. 224 Sharkey and Human 
Rights Watch retort that it is improbable that one could program an AWS with 
an infinite number of potential scenarios to be able to interpret a situation in real 
ti1ne. 

225 
This is a reasonable concern, not just for deliberate targeting. but also 

for dynamic situations where uncertainty is prevalent. While the U.S. Air Force 
proposes preprogramming scenarios, an AWS 's Al may encounter situations for 
which it does not have a planned response, or in other words. a .. brittleness·· 
problem.226 Thus, more advanced Al algorithms must be available in order to 
adapt to dynamic situations while still complying with IHL - although. as a 
failsafe, AWSs can always refrain from employing kinetic force when uncer
tainty is an issue. 

In fairness to AWS proponents, AWS Al's social utility does not depend on 
predicting the future with absolute precision?~7 Since uncertainty is a universal 
principle, predictions accounting for every possible scenario are unreasonable. 
no matter how sophisticated the level of Al.228 Even if humanity were to 
continue warfare without AWSs, this uncertainty will still exist for soldiers on 
the battlefield.2

?
9 However, with increased calculation powers beyond human 

capacity. if AWS AI can assess the likelihood of future contingencies. then an 
AWS system can address them or request a decision from its human counterpart 
in an on-the-loop scenario.230 Over the long term. 1nilitary and humanitarian 
expe1ts will need to partner with roboticists to objectively identify what indica
tors and criteria are required to evaluate proportionality. and to make the 
subjective judgments required to determine proportionality slightly more 
objective. 231 

22 l. See DoD DIRECTIVE 3000.09. supra note 37. at 7-8 (requiring high level approval for full) 
autonomous weapons): see also Kastan, supra note 43. at 65. 

222. See Schmitt & Thumher. supra note 58. at 256: see also Sassoli, supra note 3. at 4. 
223. See Schmitt & Thumher. supra note 58. at 255. 
224. See Waxman & Anderson. supra note 3. at 6. 
225. See Losing Humanity. supra note 15. at 32. 
226. See id.; see also Kastan. supra note 43. at 51 (quoting Michael L. Anderson et al.. A Se(f-Help 

Guide for Autonomous Srsrems. 29 Al MAGAZI\/E 67 (2008)). 
227. See McGinnis. supra note I 04. at 1260. 
228. See id. 
229. See id. 
230. See id. 
231. See Sassoli. supra note 3. at 4. 
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ln addition to the A \VS AI requirements, ce11ain AI safeguards will enable 
enhanced compliance with IHL. Arkin propose" the use of the ··ethical gover
nor" model. 232 This process would require the A\,\, S to evaluate the sensory 
information and determine \\ hether an attack. i~ prohibited under IHL or under 
the applicable rules of engagement (ROE).2''.1 If an attack ,iolates progran1n1ed 
constraints. "uch as distinction or proportionalit) thresholds, the AWS will not 
fire.

2
~i If the attack does not\ iolate a constraint, the AWS can only proceed if 

attacking the target is re4uired under programmed operational orders.235 Thus, 
the AI must not only be capable of calculations or algorithms associated with 
di~rinction and proportionality, the AI must also interpret whether such actions 
are lawful under preprogrammed constraints. :no Additionally, as a part of this 
ethical-behavioral control process, Arkin proposes the use of an "ethical adap
tor'' that would analyze and address any A WS errors regarding the use of lethal 
force. 237 If the AWS AI perceives its actions violated preset legal and ethical 
constraints. the ethical adaptor's a~~ociated algorithm could further restrict the 
AWS's ability to employ lethal force (e.g., raising sensory confidence leveh).238 

Thu~. the AWS beco1nes more restrictive or potentially ceases to be able to 
deploy lethal force. 219 

Another safeguard connected to the ethical governor is Arkin 's "responsibil
ity advi or" model.240 This AI model would assist with mission planning by 
advising human military counterparts of their ethical responsibilities and manag
ing subsequent overrides.241 For example, if the AWS were programmed with a 
set of rules that would violate baseline programmed constraints (e.g., LOAC 
principles), then the machine would query the human programmer and poten
tially the commander for override authorization.242 Similarly, when the AWS's 
AI (its ethical governor) confronts a combat scenario that falls below preset 

232. See ARK1:s.. wpra note 5. at 63. 
233. See id. at 63-64. 
234. See id. at 64 (suggesting that the Al will "always [act] in the most conservative manner to 

ensure that the [Law of War] 1s adhered to. while progressively migrating from a conservative to a more 
aggressive method as obligations are evaluated."). 

215 See id. 
236. Id. 
237. Id at 72. 
218. See id. 

239 See id. Arkin notes that an A WS ''will never be perfect. but it is designed and intended to 
perform heuer than human soldiers operating under similar circumstances. The ethical adaptor will 
operate in a monotonic fashion. acting in a manner that progressively increases the rec;trict1ons on the 
use of lethal force:· 

240. Id. at 61. 

241. 'iee id. ("ft advises in advance of the mission. the operator(s) and commander(-.) of their ethical 
rcspons1hilitit:s should tht: lethal autonomous sy-.tem he deployed for a specific baltleheld situation. It 
requires their explicit acceptance (authnrvat10n) pnor to 1l\ u-.e. It al-.o informs them regarding any 
changes in tht.: :-.ystcm cunf1guration. csreually in regards to the constraint set C. In addition. it requires 
operator rcsponsihility acceptance in the cvrnt nr a deliberate override of an ethical constraint 
preventing the autonomous agent trom acting."). 

2cl-2. 5<1<' id at 77. 
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confidence levels or that conflicts with its program1ned constraints (e.g .. LOAC 
norms, ROE, etc.), the AWS will cease further action and request clarification 
from its human operator/commander counterpan.241 The human counterpart 
retains the ability to override the A WS 's constraints on a case-by-case basis. ln 
both scenarios, the hun1an counterpart's responsibilities are clear and explicit.244 

Lastly, the A WS actions, or ··effectors," will require evaluation. A WS effec
tors refer not only to an AWS's onboard weapons systen1s. but also to the nature 
and results of weapons usage based upon sensory infonnation recei\ ed and 
processed by the AI. 

245 
As part of a gradual implementation strategy. A WSs \\ ill 

be properly fielded and tested to carry out these acttons:~40 This will of course 
require AWSs to undergo trials under numerous conditions while ob~erved by 
experts fro1n n1ilitary, technical, health, and environmental disciplines. :-4 - These 
tests will not only address the characteristics of a weapon. but also the n1ethodol
ogy behind its employment, since the weapon ·s effects are the direct result of 
these two factors combined. 248 As the ICRC suggests. the empirical evidence 
derived from these tests should be evaluated to assess whether specific prohibi
tions or restrictions apply or whether the A WS contravenes one or more of the 
general rules of IHL, as applicable to weapons. and means and methods of 
warfare.

249 
Evaluations by U.S. military leaders are required and already oc

cur.750 As the technology evolves, military and political leaders should make the 
empirical evidence illuminating the weapons' effectiveness in compliance with 
IHL available to the public, consistent with necessary secrecy. since this would 
help further sophisticated developn1ent and quell the critics· opposition. 251 

IV. CURRENT CRrTICISMS OF AUTONOMOUS WEAPONS SYSTEMS 

There is a wide array of concerns that undergird many of the arguments 
posed by critics. Some of these concerns appear well founded. Selected roboti
cists believe that robots will be incapable of carrying out those functions 
required under IHL. Ad1nittedly, a deployed fully autonomous weapon simply 
being unable to distinguish civilians from combatants would alarm political and 
military leaders alike. let alone the general public. Others argue that the mere 
notion of a robot conducting warfare would be as shocking as the use of 
biological or chemical agents. In fairness, there are misconceptions that under
score many of the various arguments that critics of A WS development pose. 

243. See id. 
244. See id. 
245. SINGER. supra note 4, 81. 
246. See JCRC Article 36 Guide. supra note 133. at 953: see also Waxman & Anderson. supra note 

3, at 25. 
147. ICRC Article 36 Guide. supra note 133. at 945 
248. Id. 
249. See id. 
250. See DoD DIRECTIVE 3000.09. rnpra note 37, at 2: see alw McDuffee. supra note 116 (in\'ohing 

the Robot Rodeo mentioned earlier where AWSs were ernluated for. inter alio. weapons accuracy). 
25 l. See Waxman & Anderson. supra note 3. at 25. 
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Many of these misperceptions stem fron1 fears that. as one scholar notes, date 
back .. to the Ron1antic Era and [ were J first represented by the Frankenstein 
monster who symbolized the idea that all scientific progres~ is real]y a disguised 
form of destruction."25

~ As mentioned in Pan II. many of these criticisms 
emanate from a conflation of our understanding of human autonomy with that 
of a robot. In short critics fear human~ developing and subsequently losing 
control over AWSs (and the underlying AI), making machine the inaster.253 By 
extension, critic~ argue, AWSs will be incapable of following programmed 
instruction~ a~ designed and will cause unnecessary death. Various groups and 
scholar~ attempt to play it safe and, as Singer points out, "often try to knock 
down anything that feels too unfamiliar" on the basis of emotional subtexts 
rather than engage in a meaningful discussion about how to ensure greater IHL 
compliance. 

254 
Prompted by these underlying fears, critics call for international 

prohibitions on the development and employment of AWSs, citing a variety of 
reasons, such as the Martens Clause.255 While this article cannot highlight every 
criticism, a few key points must be addressed. 

First, some critics argue that AWSs raise accountability concerns over LOAC 
violations. Specifically, they argue about who should be held accountable in the 
event that an autonon1ous weapon causes civilian deaths. Philosopher Robert 
Sparrow (cited in the HRW report), argues that no one, including the machine as 
a sentient being, can "justly be held responsible for the actions of these systems, 
[and thus] it will be unethical to use them in war."256 By his logic, many 
weapons currently considered lawful would be illegal if a human being isn't 
controlling every aspect of their use. Sparrow fails to acknowledge that A WSs 
always remain a weapons system that the commander ordered into action and for 
which the commander re1nains ultimately responsible.257 Sparrow's argument fails to 
recognize that humans will develop, test, deploy, and maintain oversight for A WSs. 
Deficiencies in A WSs resulting from human error in design, manufacturing, and 
employment will dictate responsibility analogous to tort or crinunal liability theory, as 
is done currently with non-AWSs.258 As will be discussed more thoroughly in Part VI, 
this article proposes that command responsibility in the A WS realm will actually 
improve by using current accountability notions. 

252. McGinnis, supra note J 04. at 1260. 
253. See id. 
254. SrNGER, rnpra note 4. at 9. 
255. See Lo~inR Humanity, supra note 15, at 35-36; see also Evans. supra note 45. at 699. The 

'"Martens clause" i~ derived from the Hague Convention Article IV and states: "Until a more complete 
code of the laws of war has been is..,ued, the High Contracting Parties deem it expedient lo declare that, 
in cases not included in the Regulations adopted by them, the inhabitants and the belligerents remain 
under the protection and the rule of the principles of the law of nations, as they result from the usages 
established among civilised peoples. from the laws of humanity, and the dictates of the public 
conscience." Evan Wallach. Chapter Fil'e. Pmterted Person~. Lw, OJ- WAR, http://lawofwar.org/ 
Protected% 20Persons.htm. 

256. Sparrow, wpm note 53, at 66 
'257. See Schmitt & Thurnher, rnpm note 58. al 258. 
258. See id. 
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Critics like Sparrow also contend that AWSs may "go rogue:· kjlling inno
cent civilians "to strike fear into the hearts of onlooking cornbatants ... to test 
its weapon systems, or because the robot was ~.eeking to revenge the ·deaths· of 

b d ")59 S , · ro ot comra es. - paffow atten1pts to analogize or pro1note the con1parat1ve 
notion of future A WS autonomy to human autono1ny in a rnetaphorical or 
philosophical sense, thus conflating two separate understandings. He assumes 
that AWSs will n1ake their own independent choices the way humans do and 
will therefore be unpredictable. :>60 His argument is fatally flav. ed for se, eral 
reasons. First, he accepts current technological notions as predictive of future 
outcomes. Sparrow accepts selected AI research as dispositi ve on how all A \VSs 
will perform in the future.261 Next his argument assumes that developers will 
program AWSs with humanity's flaws. 262 Further. he ignores the requirement 
that tn'ilitary and political leaders will demand programmed IHL and ROE 
constraints within the systen1s · Al architecture, as discussed earlier. While fully 
autonomous weapons wil1 act without further input from their hmnan counter
parts, nothing suggests humanity will enable a fully autono1nous/adaptive mode 
without the baseline restriction of .. do no harm'' to civilians as Arkin sue-

'-' 

gests. 
261 

Lastly, his argument dismisses the extensive A WS te~ting to safeguard 
against mishaps that will occur before any AWSs would be employed. 

Critics also argue that AWSs will be incapable of di~criminating between 
combatants and innocent civilians. Robotics professor Noel Sharkey argues 
robots could not be programmed to understand the difference between a civilian 
and a combatant. 26

..i HRW's report which Sharkey advised on. expounds on this 
point by arguing that "'fully autono1nous weapons would not have the ability to 
sense or interpret the difference between soldiers and civilians especially in 
conten1porary combat environments."265 Thus. Sharkey and HRW advise that 
further AWS development should be prohibited. Their ''take-our-word-for-if' 
approach is based on the current state of technology, excluding the possibility of 
innovative developn1ents over the long haul. and it is currently inaccurate in 
limited environments (e.g., no-fly zones). In short. critics argue that AWSs will 
never distinguish between civilians and combatants, basing this conclusion 
solely upon cuJTent empirical data or theories, rather than participating in a 
debate to ensure that the inevitable development in A WS technology meets or 
exceeds the para1neters set by IHL. 

Critics also argue that n1ere possession of AWSs will lower the barriers to 
warfare. Philosophy professor Peter Asaro argues that the aim of military 
technology is to develop tactical advantages while lowering combat risks and 

259. Sparro>w, supra note 53. at 66 
260. Id. at 65. 
261. See Noorrnan & Johnson. Htpra note 23. at 53. 
262. See ARKl:'-l, supra note 5. at 2. 
263. See id. at 39. 
264. Sharkey. supra note 175. at 87. 
265. Losing Humanity. supra note 15. at IO. 
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casualties. 
206 

He contends that by reducing the negative consequences of war. 
~ovemments with advanced technologies v. ill be incenri,ized to start wars with ~ ~ 

other states.
267 

He funher argue-., that even war bee:ins with the actions of 
~ . ~ 

unjust nations. and that -.,uch nations will ~eek to use these technologies to 
impo:se their will on other-:, . .:(,8 He states that nations \\ ill argue that using AWSs 
is a .. safe" form of fighting that limits casualties, to .... trategically justify belliger
ence.2til) Si1nil:.1rly. Sharkey argues that t) n.mnical despots or terrorists can u...,e these 
weapon-., to kill civilian-.,.2

""'
0 These argun1ents. however, are flawed for t,\o re:.bons. 

First, Asaro ·s argument ignores the greater political. economic, and legal 
implications a~sociated with war.271 Technological superiority alone has ne\ er 
served as the impetus for war. If this were true. the United States v.iould have 
engaged in expansive warfare simply for being technologically ~uperior to other 
nations. Moreover, the power of public opinion has grown through the Internet, 
as mentioned earlier. Any loss of life through AWS warfare on either ~ide can 
sway that public opinion. So while one party to the conflict may enjoy lower 
causalities through technological superiority, that nation's populace may ~ti II 
disapprove when it sees the results. Secondly, all military technological advance
ments have made the process of warfare ea~ier . .2n. In the eleventh and twelfth 
centuries, crossbows allowed a peasant to kill a professional knight more 
effectively and from greater distances.273 Because of this. Pope Urban II banned 
the use of crossbows in 1096, and other leaders ordered that captured cro~shov.i
men were either to be dismembered or killed.274 However, a weapon·~ ability to 
kill an opponent more effectively or from greater distances does not embolden 
terrorists or provide justification for war under jus ad bell um. Although A ws~ 
offer the ability to kill at greater distances, that proposition would also be true 
for missiles or cannon fire. Similarly, if a terrorist or rogue state has the ability 
to develop an A WS, then it likely has the ability to develop any weapon, nuclear 
bombs included. In essence, AWSs are simply subject to the same ''general 
problem of disarmament" applicable to all weapons. 275 Arguments that the 
possession or usage of AWSs will in itself lower baITiers to warfare or further 
embolden tyranny and terrorism are fatally flawed. 

266. See Peter Asaro. HoH Jur;t Could a Robot War Be?. in Cl'RRI:.l'-ff hsL cs J:-J Cm1rL n:s;r, \'\D 

PHrLosorm 50 (Adam Briggle. Katinka Waelbers & Philip A. E. Brey ed ...... ~008). 
267. See ,d. 
268. See id. at 5. 
269. See id. 
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271. Waxman & Anderson. rnpra note 3. at 18. 
272. See .Sas,nli. rnpm note l al I 
273. See N.H. Mallcll, Th<1 rmnhnw - A MNliem/ Don111,day DC'i'icc '. M11 !TARY H1smRY Nm\ 

( May 23.2012 ). http://militaryhr...,torynow com/2012/05/2-Vthc-crosshow-a-medie\ al-wmd. 
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275. See C:,a,..,oli . . \11/Jm not1.; J. at I. 
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Some critics may also argue that the use of A WS systems would be unfair. 
given other nations' limited access to such technologies, at least cuffently. :.?76 

Chivalry notwithstanding, the notion of fairness in weapons equality among 
knights is no longer a binding principle.277 While chivalric courtesy dictated 
that knights fought on "essentially equal tenns." as a practical 1natter. "strategic 

d " f' d "78 o· . . . 1 d b d pru ence was avore .- 1stance tactics usmg air-. sea-. and an - ase 
systems such as artillery are rooted in catapults or archery.279 Parties to conflicts 
employed these distance measures even when the opposition had not been 
equally equipped. During the battle of Agincourt, the heavily annored French 
outnun1bered the English opposition.280 Howe\er. the English use of highly 
1nobile archers led to victory.281 One nation's failure to develop or possess an 
AW S does not preclude another nation from using its O\\ n. 282 As a present 
illustration, U.S. military doctrine has long abandoned fairnes~ on the battlefield 
through the employment of advanced weapons, combined arm~. and joint 
military warfare to overwhelm the adversary, thus creating an unequal fight. 

Moreover, technologically superior military force does not guarantee a success
ful campaign.283 Contemporary conflicts, such as Vietnan1, Iraq, and Afghani
stan, illustrate that the technologically weaker sides 1nay have other advantages. 
utilizing tactics that prevail over their n1ore technologically advanced oppo
nents. In Iraq and Afghanistan alone, Coalition forces suffered extensi\ e losses 
of arn1ored vehicles to insurgents' low-cost, improvised explosive devices. 284 

Moreover, technologically weaker opponents often compensate by breaking the 
laws of war.285 However, according to IHL, such risks do not imply a party is 
not allowed to use technology not available to the enemy. 286 In sun1mary. 
nothing within IHL generally requires both sides in a conflict to limit them
selves to the weapons available to their opponents. 

A final criticism is that AWSs will undermine Human Rights Law (HRL), an 
argument put forth in a report published by HRW. 287 The report contends that 
AWS use would violate HRL principles, many of which underpin or inherently 
exist within IHL. 288 The report points out that during an armed conflict. IHL is 
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the governing law (lex speciali">): the report goes on to interpret certain human 
rights provisions. ~~9 \Vhile it i'l true that HRL and IHL overlap in certain 
respects. the forn1er does not con1pri~e the latter. The IHL remains lex specia
lis - and that debate is beyond the scope of this article. Ignoring this consider
ation. their report tirst argu~:-i that AWS-... \.\ ill undennine the right to life by 
engaging in arbitrary ki II ing. 2l'() In their word~. the HRL understanding of 
arbitrary killing refers. b) extension. to unlawful killing under IHL. 291 Second, 
HRW argues that A WSs will \ iolate the right LO a remedy because no one could 
be held accountable for AWS mishaps resulting in unlawful injury, death, or 
destruction and reiterate') that current accountability measures are wholly inad
equate. 292 Lastly, HRW po\its that the use of AWSs violates the principle of 
dignity, further dehumanizing warfare by delegating the use of lethal force to 
inanimate objects.291 

As with similar critiques. the problem with their entire analysis is that HRW 
makes notional and very speculative assumptions about the development, evolu
tion, and employment of future technology not yet currently available. Further
more, HRW assumes law1nakers ' and commanders' decisions will arbitrarily 
allow wholly unpredictable or unmanageable weapons to be employed. Driven 
by this assumption. HRW calls for an outright ban on the technology and, by 
extension, immediately dismisses any possibility of collaboration that could 
shape A WS development toward greater humanitarian protections. Many of 
these considerations have already been addressed. Nothing in AWS technology 
alters the law or negates accountability, whether HRL or IHL. In fact, the role of 
humans will remain the key factor in this entire debate. Designers, developers, 
human operators and managers, regulators, and policymakers, will all set 
con<;traints on A WS actions. 294 Giving humans son1e credit, the DoD has 
already institutionahzed the need to keep humans in the AWS decision loop and 
the need for humans to thoroughly test AWSs to safeguard against mishaps. 295 

As the technology continues to progress, further U.S domestic legal or policy 
debate and revisions will likely occur. 

V. AUTONOMOUS WEAPONS CAN P ERFORM W ARFIGHTING FUNCTIONS IN 

COMPLIANCE WITH INTERNATIONAL H UMANITARIAN LAW MORE 

EFrECTIVELY THAN H UMANS 

Assuming technological requirements (such as Al) are fulfilled, AWSs offer a 
distinct opportunity to surpass human counterparts at complying with IHL and 
at safeguarding against unnecessary loss of life. As scholars note, the common 

289 Id at 14. 
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problem with a per-se prohibition against AWS development is that it would 
preclude the eventuality of any positive outcorne from such develop1nent. 
including the possibility of mitigating collateral damage.296 Scientists and 
developers have often stumbled upon better ideas and technological develop
ments, to the great benefit of society, while re"iearching entirely unrelated 
matters. One well-known example is the rnicrowave O\en, ,vhich "a disCO\
ered by a Raytheon engineer while testing a new vacuun1 tube knov. n as a 
magnetron and discovering that his candy bar had n1elted in his pocket in the 
process. 

297 
Similarly, X-rays, were accidentally discovered by a Gennan physi

cist testing cathode tubes with cardboard. 298 The development~ made by n1erg
ing technology with weapons, making firearms more precise, have also led to 
·'smart guns'' that require bion1etric recognition of their original owners before 
firing.

299 If Sharkey and HRW have their way, developers would be foreclosed 
from any technological benefits A WSs would offer, including the ability to 
further reduce collateral Jan1age better than humans can. The below discussion 
illustrates some of the reasons AWSs can surpass humans in this capacity. 

A. A WSs Will Remain Objective through the Conflict 

Warfare carries a heavy cost on the human psyche. Feelings of anger, anxiety, 
and frustration among armed forces are magnified in theaters of combat. A WS 
Critics, such as the ICRAC, argue that emotions such as con1passion or empathy 
are a critical safeguard against JHL violations among warfighters. Howe\ er, 
they forget that anger and fear are equally probable responses that cannot be 
divorced from their more po 'itive counterparts in the emotional repertoire. As 
author Ivlichael Walzer observes, "Fear and hysteria are always latent in com
bat ... and ... press us toward fearful measures and criminal behavior."'00 

Psychologically speaking, "en1otions infuse into a cognitive task. and influence 
memory and judgment."301 Since emotions and cognition are not mutualJy 
exclusive, e1notions ultimately influence hu1nan actions.30

:; Conversely. AWS 
platforms will not be programmed with human emotions that will influence 

296. See Schmitt & Thumher. supra note 58. at 281: Waxman & Anderson. supra note 3. at 15. 
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judgment and resultant actions. 30
-' Singer notes that "[robots] don't carry all our 

wonderful 'human baggage.· They don't show up at work red-eyed from a night 
of drinking. they don't think about their sweethearts back home when they are 
supposed to be on 1nission, and the; don't get jealous when a fellow soldier gets 
a promotion.'' 1°

4 Similarly. the ICRC highlights the human-robot comparison 
by stating that emotion emanating fro1n a ·'loss of colleagues and personal 
self-interest is not an issue for AWS, and the record of respect for IHL by 
human soldiers is far from perfect."305 Relying on surgeon general reports, 
Arkin states that the ethical governor component of AWS Al, discussed earlier, 
will not programrnatically involve emotion because empirical evidence suggests 
that emotions impede the ethical judgment of humans in wartime.306 

·'Fog of war" scenarios in Iraq and Afghanistan illustrate this point. During 
these campaigns, U.S. soldiers and Marines conducted house and building 
searches for insurgents. Undoubtedly, tensions and adrenaline levels ran high, 
and fear of uncertainty became pervasive. Notwithstanding their bravery and 
extensive training, soldiers' emotions can and will impact their actions. Thus, 
the potential for LOAC violations, such as killing those hors de combat, 
remains present. Take, for example, a U.S. Marine in Fallujah, Iraq, who was 
suspected of killing a wounded insurgent in a mosque.307 U.S. Marines were 
involved in intense fighting throughout the previous several days and the day in 
question. 308 As a result, there were numerous physical and psychological factors 
that the U.S. Marines endured at the time.309 While in the 1nosque, a marine 
corporal observed a wounded insurgent lying on the floor with his left arm 
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concealed behind his head.3 
'
0 This marine already experienced an act of 

treachery during a previous incident, where an insurgent feigning serious injury 
rolled over while lying on the ground. apparently injured or dead. and shot his 
weapon in the corporal's face, wounding hiin.3 11 Upon approaching the wounded 
insurgent in the mosque, the marine corporal shouted repeatedl) , "He· [ exple
tive deleted] faking death!" and then shot the insurgent.~ 12 Other than the fact 
that the insurgent's left arm was concealed. there were no i1n1nediate indicators 
suggesting the insurgent's treachery. "\I 1 While initially suspected of a LOAC 
violation. the corporal was cleared of any wrongdoing in the incident. since he 
had observed that the wounded Iraqi posed a threat and had acted in self
defense.1 14 Regardless of the actual outcome. the marine corporars situation 
illustrates the impact of emotions on hmnan warfare. 

On the other hand, DARPA\ conceptualized insect drones could conduct 
initial surveillance of the mosque. 115 These insect drones, \\ hich resemble 
mosquitoes, could conceivably employ video cameras and microphones assi\t
ing human counterparts in distinguishing civilians fro1n enemy con1batants. 110 

More evolved PackBots with advanced telemetry could be deployed into the 
mosque to determine the presence and status of the insurgents. The benefit 
would be that these machines could assist in identifying the pre~ence of 
weapons and explosives and could distinguish between wounded or dead person
nel and those treacherously "playing dead." For example. if an insurgent is 
wounded or incapacitated, then the information these machines pass on regard
ing the location of weapons and other insurgents would render the situation 
more certain. On the other hand, where potentially a treacherous insurgent is 
present. A WSs can warn their human counterparts or take action. Other techno
logical con1panies and their designs could conceive weaponized insect drones or 
robots similar to PackBots which could neutralize a perceived threat upon order 
fron1 their human counterparts. If this alternative insect drone or robot is 
attacked. nothing precludes either of these systems from employing on-board lethal or 
nonlethal capabilities in either semi-auton01nous or autonomous modes.317 What this 
all means is that fog of war in these instances will be mitigated. 

The maltreatment of detainees in Abu Ghraib also illustrates the problems 
posed by human susceptibility to unethical, emotion-based actions. The military 
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personnel in que-.,tion did not adequate}~· recei, e appropriate con-ections training 
prior to mobilization and thu~ relied heavily on the personnel with civilian 
experience.31 

b \Vithout exploring the P") chological underpinning~ too deeply, 
the participants in the Abu Ghraib crirne~ were influenced by en1otions and 
other psychological factors. which. when coupled with a lack of training. led to 
the dehumanizing treatment of the detainees."\ 19 The Taguba report found that 

psychological factors . ..,uch a~ the difference m culture. the Soldiers' qualit1 of 
life. the real pre ... ence ot mortal danger o, er an extended time period. and the 
failure of commanders to recognize these pre..,sure.., contributed to the pen er
sive atmosphere that existed at Abu Ghraib (BCCF) Detention Facility and 
throughout the 800th MP Brigade .120 

The report also concluded that the abu~es detainees suffered were wanton ach 
based on the complex interplay of 1nany psychological factors for soldiers in an 
unsupervised and dangerous ~etting. 321 An analogous example of this problem 
is the Stanford prison experiment in 1973.322 In that experiment re~earchers 
found that over time, prison guard~ harassed and tormented the prisoner~ and 
ultimately became "brutal and abusive'' through a breakdown of , arious e1no
tional and psychological factors. 323 In the case of Abu Ghraib, the en1otional 
and psychological underpinnings of war further enabled this behavior, along 
with the same kinds of psychological factors found in the Stanford experiinent.124 

A possible solution would be to employ a prison guard robot, developed by 
the government of the Republic of Korea together with the Electronics and 
Telecommunications Research Institute and the manufacturer SMEC.325 Unlike 
a human guard, a robotic guard would not suffer the long-tenn psychological or 
emotional stress associated with either war or the relationship between guards 
and detainees. The guard would undertake such functions as providing food. 
escorting. and overall monitoring of the detainees. If the detainees riot or 
become unruly, nothing precludes the robot guard fron1 employing non-lethal 
measures, provided such measures are lawful in nature and employ1nent. If for 
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no other reason, the robot guard provides an additional buffer between human 
guards and detainees, thereby reducing or precluding the emotional effects. 
While the events of Abu Ghraib are not representative of the behavior of 
U.S.-run detention operations, these events are illustrative of why robots could 
be a better solution to such concerns. 

B. A WSs Can Act with Greater Caution 

In theory, AWSs will have greater ability to act more conservative!) than 
humans.126 This point will remain fundamentally important for future urban 
conflicts, where civilian presence is prevalent.327 In such environments, de
escalation tactics are desired, as has been found in Iraq and Afghanistan. J~s To 
understand this benefit within the context of AWSs and IHL, we n1ust explore 
the doctrine of self-defense briefly.129 Generally, con1batants can defend against 
hostile acts or demonstrated hostile intent. 310 While an A WS can be pro
grammed to interpret hostile acts, interpreting demonstrated hostile intent be
comes exceedingly difficult to conceptualize, even for a hun1an.331 Under 
certain circurnstances, human combatants need not wait to be attacked first and 
may engage the enemy when faced with demonstrated hostile intent.132 How
ever, even if sufficient AWS Al were available to interpret human behavior and 
demonstrated hostile intent, an AWS has no inherent need for self-defense, other 
than to preserve its ability to complete the mission_:u, Even in such an instance, 
nothing precludes military commanders fro1n directing an AWS 's progra1nming 
to wait for a hostile act to occur before responding. 

To support this proposition, humanity's self-preservation instincts would not 
necessarily be programmed into AWS AI.334 Thus, an A WS could "actively 
feITet out the traits of a combatant by using a direct approach ... or other 
risk-taking (exposure) methods [ which] further illuminate[s] what constitutes a 
legitimate target or not in the battlefield. "335 In short, a machine can take the 
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330. See id. at 37-38. 
331. See id. at 38: ARKIN, supra note 5. at 58. 
332. See LOAC Deskbook, supra note 129. at 37-38. 
333. See ARKIN, supra note 5, at 6. 
334. See id. at 11 ("[r]obotic systems need make no appeal to self-defense or self-presen ation in this 

regard, and can and should thus value civilian lives above their O\\ n continued existence. Of course 
there is no guarantee that a lethal autonomous system would be given that capabilit1. but to be ethical I 
would contend that it must."). 

335. Id. 
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first or se, eraJ shots fron1 the enemy in an effort to better distinguish between a 
combatant and a civilian. Such actions would better protect accompanying 
soldiers and A WS counterpans by drawing out the enemy. Thus, the greater 
benefit of using the AWS is realized: "fog of war" en-ors resu]ting in civilian 
deaths, which v.. t,uld othen\. ise be tolerated for hu1nan combatants, are dimin
i..,hed or eliminated.~ ' 6 In similar situations. AWSs can abo undertake n1ore 
precautionary measure" than can human soldiers to ascertain a legitimate target. 
An AWS can re4ucst authority to tire from its human counterpart for a variety of 
reasons. Moreover. an AWS could respond to lethal force with non-lethal 
1nea ·ures (e.g., flare\. dazzlers, rubber bullets, foaming agents, or nets). 337 

AWS':, can employ non-lethal measures in more hostile or uncertain situations 
than can their human counterpart'). While employing non-lethal measures in 
response to lethal force may seem dangerous for humans, an A WS will not have 
self-preservation instincts.118 In the end, military co1nmanders n1ight well prefer 
that an A WS be destroyed through enemy fire rather than run the risk of potential 
LOAC violations. Alternatively, if the AWS AI perceives an accon1plished action in 
violation of the LOAC, the "ethical adaptor" algorithm can exercise caution by 
restricting the AWS's lethality for the remainder of the mission.319 

To illustrate this benefit, take for example a roadside checkpoint in Iraq or 
Afghanistan, where soldiers or marines must inspect oncoming vehicles for potential 
terrorist occupants or related munitions. Throughout both conflicts, U.S. forces con
fronted insurgents who attempted to evade capture or commit suicide attacks with 
explosive-laden vehicles at these checkpoints. On the other hand, the U.S. forces 
faced circumstances where civilians at checkpoints were killed because they failed to 
heed warnings. In 2003, U.S. forces killed seven Iraqi women and children in Najaf 
when their vehicle approached the anny checkpoint but did not stop after signals, 
warning shots, and disabling fire.340 U.S. Central Command indicated that 
soldier~ followed the rules of engagement to protect themselves and "exer
cised considerable restraint to avoid the unnecessary loss of life. " 341 

An A WS system can address checkpoint scenarios with more caution. For 
example, QinetiQ's Modular Advanced Arn1ed Robotic System (MAARS) car-

336. See id. al 12 (''We will stnve to hold the ethical autonomous systems lo an even higher 
standard. invoking the Principle of Double Intention. [Walzer] argues that the Principle of Double 
Effect is not enough. i.e .. that it is inadequate to tolerate noncombatant casualties as long as they are not 
intended. i.e .. they are not the ends nor the means to the end1,. He argues for a stronger stance - the 
Principle of Double Intention. which has merit for our implementation. It has the necessity of a good 
being achieved (a military end) the same as for the principle of double effect. but instead of simply 
tolerating collateral damage. it argues for the necessity of intent1onally reducing noncombatant casual
ties as tar as possible."). 

137. This argument as.;;umes that the non-lethal measures employed do not violate the prohibitions 
against unnecessary suffering. 

138. See ARKIN. \llfJ/'/J note 5, al 6. 
339. .See ,d. at 72. 
340. Jaime Holguin. 7 lmqi\ Kill<'d At Chcckpomt, CBS Nrws (Apr. I. 2003). http://www.cbsnews. 

cnm/news/7-i raq i s-k i l lcll-at-c hcdpni nl/. 
341 . Id. (internal quotations omitted). 
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ries day and night cameras, motion detectors, hostile tire detection systems, 
machine guns, 40mm grenade launchers, a green laser "dazzler," tear gas, and a 
loudspeaker to warn oncoming insurgents. 142 Assutning the availability of 
advanced sensors and telemetry, the MAARS ( or next-generation platform) 
could theoretically detect the presence of weapons or explosives in the vehicle 
at greater distances, whether moving or stopped. tvloreover, should the l\1AARS 
system detect weapons within preset confidence levels, the MAARS can disable 
the vehicle through gunfire or other means, at greater distances. If for any 
reason it could not detect, the MAARS platform could otherwise engage in 
escalation-of-force methods such as flares and laser dazzlers in quicker succes
sion and at greater distances than its human counterparts. If the \ ehicle did not 
stop, the MAARS could be used to disable the vehicle with great precision. 
while human military counterparts were able to remain at a safe distance. If the 
AWS sensors detect weapons, the A WS ·s system can warn human counterparh 
and employ escalation of force up to non-lethal measures to con1pel surrender. 
At worst, if the AWS is fired upon, then either the A WS or a human counterpar1 
will have positively distinguished between an insurgent and a Ci\ ilian. This 
example is not meant to be a one-size-fits-all solution, but rather an illu...,tration 
of the positive possibilities based on historical examples within the past decade 
of war. 

C. A WS Capabilities Will E:i.:ceed Humanity~- Biological Limitations 

There is no doubt that the human body is capable of great feah. However, 
like any system, there are limitations. Humans try to compensate for such 
biological limitations through risk-taking, relying on gut instincts, intuition, or 
other intangible factors. Technology has assisted hun1ans. especially in combat. 
Simp]e inventions like telescopic sights mounted on rifles serve as an example. 
If we aspire to lower or eliminate collateral damage, then A WSs with capabili
ties exceeding humanity's limitations may be a proper solution. One reason is 
that the development and use of robotic sensors will conduct battlefield ob~erva
tions more effectively than humans.3-n At the same time, AWSs can integrate 
and process information derived from sensory observations and other sources 
more rapidly before responding with lethal force than a human possibly could in 
real time.344 The following examples illustrate this point. 

First. AWSs can be more accurate than humans. In Iraq and Afghanistan, 
enemy snipers plagued n1ilitary units by finng from civilian-populated build
ings. Through targeting analyses that include proportionality, on-scene command-

342. See SINGER. supra note 4. at 111: see also Adam Clark Este<;. The Next Gene rat inn Drone~ Will 
Carn- Gear and Machine Guns Imo Bartle. G17MODO (Oct. 15. 2013). http://gizmodo.com/these-next
gene~ation-drones-carry-gear-and-machine-gun-1445664557. 

343. See ARKIN, supra note 5. at 6. 
344. See id at 7. 
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ers could opt for de~troying the relevant section of the building or, in extreme 
cases, the entire building if circumstances warranted. While current technology, 
such as the Robotic Enhanced Detection Outpost with Lasers (REDOWL) 
systems,345 can \ isually and acoustically detect enen1y snipers in a post-shot 
scenario, such reactive detection ,y\ten1s are largely ineffective if targeted 
troops are killed by sniper fire. 146 One proposed technology is an AWS outfitted 
with PRE-Shot Photonic Autornatic Linking System - Sniper Detection (PALS
SD ), capable of proactively detecting enemy snipers or JED trigger teams prior 
to their impending actions. 347 Similar capabilities could identify snipers through 
locations and weapons optics that read heat signatures. The A WS can subse
quently target the sniper, assuming either the system AI or a human counterpart 
on the loop positively identified the target. 

In terms of precision, using the same example, an AWS would not have the 
biological impediments of human snipers aiming at the target. As Singer writes, 

The robot's Loom lens not only extends the ~hooter's sight, but matches it 
exactly to the weapon's. Rather than trying to align their eyes in exact 
symmetry with the gun in their hand, it is as if the soldier's eagle eye was the 
gun. The weapon also isn't cradled in the soldier's arms, moving slightly with 
each breath or heartbeat. Instead, it is locked into a stable platform. As army 
staff sergeant Santiago Tordillos says, "It eliminates the majority of shooting 
errors you would have."348 

More recently, Texas gun manufacturer TrackingPoint created a $25,000 smart 
rifle with a "networked tracking scope," that uses a color heads-up display, 
which monitors factors such as wind speed, direction, target distance, gravity, 
the rotation of the earth, and calculations of how and when to accurately fire.349 

TrackingPoint's smart rifles also employ Wi-Fi capability, allowing them to 
transmit live video of their shots to other digital devices. 350 With this technol
ogy, an A WS can objectively consider environmental factors that would other
wise affect the shot.351 Coupled with the pre-shot indicators, the AWS would 
have better accuracy and a smaller margin of error than a human sniper 
consistently could achieve. AWSs can also transmit live video signals to human 
counterparts who can then intervene if circumstances warTant. In hostage 
scenarios, these accuracy-enabling technologies would be critical. 

345. S1NGER. rnpro note 4. at 111, 145. 
346 Press Release. Advanced Anti-Terror Tech. Corp. (A2-T2). Photonic Automatic Linking System 

-Sniper Detection (PALS-SD). Proposal No. N2-1 I 58 I (on file with author). 
347 .See id. at 7. 
348. S1NC,f·R, mpra note 4. at 31. 
349. Dara Kerr. Nrm You 're a Sharpshooter: The Smart Rifle Anfres, CNET (Sept. 25, 20 I 3 ), 

htrp://www.cnct.com/ncws/now-youre-a-sharpshooter-the-smart-rifle-arrives/ [ hereinafter Kerr). For fur
ther information on the manufacturer's website sec TRACKINGPOINT, http://tracking-point.com. 

J:<ff). See id. 
35 I . Sl'e id. 
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In sea-borne scenarios, AWSs have demonstrated great utility. If an A WS is 
programmed to engage only military targets. a fully autonomous weapons 
system could be effectively employed in the maritin1e environment, given the 
lower likelihood of collateral damage in the ocean. To illustrate utility. the 
so-called Spartan Scout performed surveillance. patrolled harbors, and in
spected suspicious vessels, armed with .SO-caliber machine gun.35

.:! This plat
form was utilized in Iraqi waters in 2003.353 DARPA is alread) developing a 
new unn1anned underwater vehicle (UUV) progran1 kno'vvn as "Hydra."'354 

DARPA envisions that the Hydra platform would use .. develop modular pay
loads that would provide key capabilities, including Intelligence, Surveillance 
and Reconnaissance (ISR) and Mine Counter-Measure."355 DARPA initiated 
this program to help address the challenges the U.S. Navy faces o\er \ast 
regions coupled with ongoing force reductions and fiscal constraints. ' 56 This 
cost-effective platform would serve critical functions ''to develop distributed 
network of unmanned payloads and platforms to con1plement manned ves
sels."357 Similarly, DARPA is pursuing a UUV program (Distributed Agile 
Submarine Hunting or DASH) capable of tracking undersea threats. 358 

More aJvanced sea-borne A WSs could further exceed hu1nanity 's limitations 
in this area. Over the past several years, the U.S. Navy has participated in 
anti-piracy operations in the Gulf of Aden, off the coast of Son1alia. ' 59 While 
these efforts have been successful in this region, piracy has shifted into areas 
such as the Gulf of Guinea, where 966 sailors were attacked during 2012. 360 

Given the vastness of the ocean alone, the U.S. Navy would either be spread too 
thin or potentially play whack-a-mole, chasing after pirates when trending 
locations change. Also, the amount of infrastructure and upkeep ships and personnel 
require renders continuing these 1nissions long term a costly proposition. On the other 
hand, the availability of a Sea Hydra or analogous Sea Predator AWS platform, 
capable of undertaking surface and undersea surveillance and kinetic military opera-

352. StNGER. supra note 4. at 115. 
353. Id. 
35-L See DARPA.mi !Hydra, http ://www.darpa. mi I/Our_ Work/ITO/Programs/H ydra.aspx. 
355. Id. (internal quotations omitted). 
356. See id. 
357. Id. (internal quotations omitted). 
358. Press Release, DARPA, Distributed Agile Submarine Hunting (DASH) Program Completes 

Milestones (Apr. 3. 2013), available at http://www.darpa.mil/NewsEvents/Releases/2013/04/03.aspx 
(''The second prototype is Submarine Hold at Risk ('"SHARK"), an unmanned underwater vehicle 
('"UUV") developed by a team led by Applied Physical Systems (APS). SHARK intends to provide a 
mobile active sonar platform to track submarines after initial detections are made. APS team member 
Bluefin Robotics recently deployed the prototype to depth in February 2013."). 

359. See. e.g .. Somali Pirates Jailed in US orer American Deaths. BBC NE\\S (Nov. 15. 2013). 
http://www.bbc.co.uk /news/world-us-canada-24954 797. 

360. Alan Cowell, West African Piracy Exceeds Somali Attacks, Report Says, N.Y. TIMES. June 18. 

2013. 
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tions, could be dispositive.361 

With ma s production. the navy can deploy a multitude of sea-based A WSs 
capable of long-term loitering and patrol. These AWSs can be stationed at 
designated locations and tasked to protectively escort 1nerchant vessels upon 
their entrance into an AWS's vicinity on the high seas. If armed pjrates in fast 
boats approa<.:h the es<.:orted \ essels. then the AWS can assist by initially 
querying these vessels through \ arious means (e.g., radios, flares. loud speak
ers). This scenario presumes that Lhese AWSs would be able to distinguish such 
\.essels and their behavior fro1n other ordinary sea traffic. If Lhe fast boats 
continued to approach, then an A WS could notify a hun1an counterpart for 
further guidance or subsequently disable the fast boats· engines. Merchant 
\.essel distress signals would also assist the AWS's interpretation in this regard. 
Once disabled. the A WS can notify its human counterparts for search and 
detention operations. The resulting benefit is obvious: the navy·s reach is 
extended by covering larger areas of the ocean for extended durations otherwise 
unattainable by human-piloted vessels. 

Similarly, airborne AWSs can surpass humans on a variety or missions, 
including reconnaissance and targeted strikes. For the most part, many of the 
benefits of airborne AWSs were already demonstrated by cuITent UAVs. B) 
example, the increased loitering capability of UAVs allowed human teams to 
relay real-time tactical information from the UAV s to aid con11nanders · deci
sions during ground operations. 362 AWSs would also be able to "loiter·· in the 
air far beyond traditional manned aircraft, since even the most well-trained 
human pilots would eventually suffer from fatigue. 303 AWSs. like UAVs. can 
remain airborne for up to 30 hours based on current technologies.3

M More 
importantly, AWSs can loiter and perform more precisely during surveillance 
and attack missions under constrained enviromnental or otherwise hostile condi
tions without human biological limitations. During a targeted strike operation. 
an AWS can loiter high above an objective until such time when the nu1nber of 
civilians present decreases below collateral damage thresholds. Also. the next 
generation of the X-47 platform could conceivably employ DARPA's "Excali
bur'' program which could produce "functional and lethal effects [ with] surgical 
precision against certain air and ground targets."165 Combined with other 
technologies, such as advanced over-the-horizon radar. the loitering X-47 would 
act as a missile or enemy UAV interceptor. 

361 Dr. Ray Widmayer & Dr. Scott C. Truver. Sea Preda/or a \lision .for Tomnrroll' ·,_ A11to110111m,s 
Undenea ¾eapnns. 7.6 Ur-;DE-R'iEA W,,RFARC 12, 12-15 (Winter 2006). m·ailahle at hltp:/fo\~v .. nU\).mil/ 
navydata/cno/n87/usw/issue_29/predator2.html. 

362. Chri<, Powell. We Are Not Drones, ArRM,\N (Oct. 21, 20 IJ). hllp://airnrnn.<ln<ll1vc mil/2013/10/ 
we-arc-not-drones/. 

163. Id. 
364. s,,e DARPA.mil. /;XCAUBUR, http://www.darpa.md/Our Workflv1TO/Programs/EXCALIBUR. 

aspx. 
365. Allen McDuffcc. D1\RPA Plans In Arm IJrrme\ With Minile-Rlcming L.(t.\en-. Wrn1.D (Nov. I, 

2011 ). hllp://w\.\ w wircd.com/2013/ I I /dronc-lm,crs ( rnternal quotations omitted). 
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D. A WSs Will Improve Accountabilin· 

Contrary to the arguments posed by critic~ like Sharkey. Sparrow, and HRW. 
AWS accountability is a solvable issue. 100 Accountability and "command respon
sibility" are well established principles in both the LOAC and the U.S. mili
tary. 

367 
Parties potentially liable for AWS 1nishaps are as follows: designers. 

programmers, manufacturers. technicians, and military comn1anders. While this 
list is not exhaustive, noticeably absent is the AWS itself. Arguments by 
Sharkey and Asaro that AWSs will de\ elop "a mind of their own'' and .. go 
rogue" are nonsensical. As a machine, an autonomous weapon could not itself 
be held responsible for a violation of international humanitarian law. Further
more. Sparrow's assertion that AWSs are the technological equivalent of a child 
soldier, where accountability is concerned, is equally absurd.108 At all ti1nes, the 
AWS remains a weapon that is tasked by, under comn1and of. and subsequently 
debriefed by humans. 369 As discussed herein, comn1anders who directed the 
employment of AWSs in warfare can be held accountable for LOAC violations 
consistent with traditional understandings of command responsibility. 

As humans will remain in the loop, or on it, for the near term, current civil 
and criminal liability mechanisms would adequately addre~s tho~e specific acb 
that result in AWS mishaps, whether negligent or intentional. 17° For the pur
poses of this article, command responsibility remains the focus. In I 945, a U.S. 
military commission held in United States v. Yamashita that .. a commander is 
liable for the criminal misconduct of subordinates which the com1nander or
dered, or about which the commander knew or should have known, and failed to 
take reasonable action to prevent."371 The principles of Yamashita and Nurem
burg endured and are incorporated into the Geneva Conventions, the Statutes of 
the International Criminal Tribunals for Yugoslavia and Rwanda. and customary 
international law. 372 Under international criminal law, the concept of command 
responsibility provides that "an accused is alleged to have been in effective 
control over those who personally committed war crimes or crimes against 
humanity, to have known or have had reason to know that these crimes were 
being committed or had been committed, and to have failed to either prevent 

366. See ARKIN, supra note 5. at 8-I 3. 
367. See, e.g.. Evan Wallach & Maxine Marcus. Conunand Respons1b1/ity, in INTERNATIONAL CRIMlNAL L AW, 

VouJME l SoURCE.5, SUBJECTS AND CONTENTS (M. Cherif Bassiouni ed .. 3rd ed. 2008) [hereinafter Wallach & 

Marcus]. 
368. Sparrow. supra note 53. at 73-74: see also Kastan. supra note 43. at 67-68 C lt is ironic that 

Prof. Sparrow compares AWSs to children. for. at Roman la\\, children \\ere treated similarly to 
inanimate objects, slaves, and animals for purposes of tort liability For all of these entit1es. the owner. 
the master, or the parent was held liable for its actions through surrender of the offending obJect or 
payment of damages."). 

369. See ARKIN, supra note 5, at 80. 
370. See Kastan, sllpra note 43, at 78-8 1 (internal quotation omitted). 
371. Wallach & Marcus. supra note 367. at I. 
372. See id. at 10-11: Appl. of Yamashita i·. Sryer. 327 US. 1 ( 1946); Agreement for the Prosecution 

and Punishment of the Major War Criminals of the European Axis. Aug. 8. 1945. 59 Stat 1544. 82 
U.N.T.S. 279; 3 Bevans 1238; 39 A.J.I.L. 258. 
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their comtnis\ion or to puni\h tho\e directly respon~ible. "373 Although the 
United States has not ratified AP I or AP IL it follow\ these underlying precepts 
as reflecti\ e of customary international lav. and incorporates these principles 
into its n1ilitary manuals. 174 For example. L .S. Army Field Manual 27-10 
further pro\ ides: 

The commander i~ also responsible if he has actual knowledge. or should 
ha\ e kno\i\ ledge. through reports rece1 ved by him or through other means. 
that troops or other per-..on\ \Ubject to his control are about to commit or have 
committed a war cnme and he fails to take the necessary and reasonable steps 
to insure compliance with the law of war or to punish \ iolators thereof. 175 

Therefore. military con1manders are assigned responsibility even if they do not 
control the outcome. because they are accountable for the creating conditions 
under which their subordinates act.176 Although an AWS is not a subordinate. 
stricto senso. because it is a weapon and not a sentient being, a com1nander 
nevertheless retains effective control over this weapon and subsequent employ
ment on the battlefield no differently from any other military equipment. This 
idea is incorporated into naval culture through the maxim that "if a ship runs 
aground. it is the captain's responsibility."377 Similarly, a commander could 
foreseeably be held accountable for no other reason than ordering the deploy
ment of an AWS into a battle in which LOAC violations occur. Whether he or 
she will be criminally accountable depends upon satisfaction of the knowledge 
element required by both domestic and international criminal law standards. 378 

Similarly, Article 92 of the U.S. Uniform Code of Military Justice (which 
addresses dereliction of duty) requires proof of a knowledge element that is 
satisfied through criminal negligence or actual intent. 379 This requirement finds 
support in the International Criminal Tribunal for Yugoslavia, which found that 
command responsibility does not impose strict liability on a superior for the 
offenses of subordinates. 380 Therefore, a co1nmander can be held criminally 
liable if he or she was actually or constructively aware of LOAC violations by 

373. Wallach & Marcus. rnpra note 367. at 11 (internal citation omitted). 
374. See id. at 9. 
375. l S DFr·T OF AR:--.1v. THE LAW OF L AND WARFARE: DFPARTMENT m THF ARM'r F1u n MANUAL No. 

27-101 501. at 178-79 ( 1975). m·ailahle w http://www.loc.gov/rr/frd/Military_La~/pdf/law_warfare-
1956.pdf. 

376. S"ee Nnorman & Johnson. rnrm note 23. at 59. 
377. Joe Doty & Chuck Doty. Command Responsibi!itr and Acrmmtahilitv. MIL. RFv. 35 (Feb. 29. 

2012). m·oilable or hitp://usacac.anny.mil/C AC2/M1lttaryRcview/ Archives/English/MilitaryReview _ 
20120229 art009.pdf[hcrcinaftcr Doty & Doty j. 

378. For examples of those standards sec Wallach & Marcus. surra note 367. al 2 1. 
379. See MA~I AI H>R Cm 1ns;-M 'RltAt. rnpro note 198. at art. 92. 
380. See Wallach & Marcus;. rnprn note 367, at IJ. 
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an AWS, due to malfunction, and failed to take corrective actions. 381 

Alternatively, even if a commander is not criminally liable, accountability is 
administratively possible and in most cases probable. The idea that a com
mander is responsible for the actions his or her unit does or fails to do is 
philosophical in nature. Administrative accountability carries consequences in
cluding censures, reprirnands, non-judicial punishments. relief for cau. e. and 
poor performance evaluations.382 For example, in Septe1nber 2013. the comman
dant of the Marine Corps relieved two generals for not adequate!) protecting a 
U.S. base in southern Afghanistan that Taliban fighters attacked in 2012. 
resulting in the death of two marines and the de..,truction of six U.S. fighter 
jets.

18
.1 Upon being relieved, Major General Gurganus told the Commandant. 

''As the most senior commander on the ground, I am accountable."'s4 Thus. a 
commander could be held administratively re-.,ponsible for the actions of an 
AWS if criminal liability falls short. 

Should any philosophical questions remain, Arkin proposes that use of what 
he terms the responsibility advisor throughout all aspects of AWS u'-le. ranging 
from pre-deployment progran1ming to post-deployment debrief. will suffice. 
This responsibility advisor will consistently query human counterparts for 
authorization where instructions come into contra\ ention with programmed 
constraints, whether during the pre-deployn1ent phase or in action. In th1~ 
instance, once human override authorization is provided. respon~ibility become'-) 
further transparent and explicit. Override authorizations could be audio- and 
video-recorded. 385 If commanders override AWS ''resistancr to executing an 
order which it deems unethical. he or she ... assurne[s] responsibility for the 
consequences of such action.''380 The responsibility advisor thus places addi
tional notice of their potential liability on designers. programmers, operators, 
and commanders. creating incentives to ensure that AWS actions are in compli
ance with the LOAC. 387 

In practice, the above solution is not a panacea for the ''fog of war" or 
collateral damage. Arguably. there are circumstances where. notwithstanding all 
the feasible precautions employed, an A WS could commit an eITor resulting in a 
LOAC violation. For example, assume an X-47B aircraft is on mission to strike 

38 l. Conceivably. an AWS mishap that results in the loss of ci\ iii an life could be described as an 
accident or malfunction vice a LOAC violation. However. militaf) commanders could be held similarly 
responsible for such incidents analogous to Na\'y ships running aground. 

382. See Doty & Doty. supra note 377, at 37. 
383. Rajiv Chandrasekaran. Two Marine Generals Fired for Security Lapse5 in Afghanistan. WASH . 
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386. See ARKIN, supra note 5, at-+. 
387. Stephen E. White, Brare New World: Neurowa,fare and the Limits of !ntemational Humanitar

ian Law. 41 CORNELL INT'L L.J. 177, 209-210 (2008) [hereinafter \Vh1te]: see alw ARKI"-. supra note 5. 
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battlefield by all parties and reporting infractions of human soldiers that might he obsened. Th1s 
presence might possibly lead to a reduction in human ethical infractions.'') . 
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a targeted insurgent leader based on facial and voice recognition parameters. 
Thi~ ~cenario also assumes that the X-4 7B conducts a CDEM analysis inclusive 
of proportionality and the X-47B determines it can act autonomously. However, 
suppose the A \VS errs by killing an innocent 1nedical doctor. the twin brother of 
the targeted insurgent leader, who \\,a~ visiting the area. While this may seem 
like a simplistic or irrational example. it illustrates that there may be scenarios 
where no design. programming. n1anufacturing, or command-planning and 
execution error was con1mitted. However, these cases may still undermine 
public support for respective U.S. military campaigns depending on the circum
stances. Practically speaking, cornmanders may still be held accountable for 
such events through the administrative measures discussed earlier. Thus, con1-
manders must exercise additional care in AWS usage to ensure LOAC 
compliance. 

As a part of command responsibility, military commanders have a duty to 
investigate allegations of LOAC violations. This rule is also founded upon 
customary international norms and codified in various military manuals. 388 

Certainly, investigations into unmanned weapons systems are not new. For 
example, an investigation was conducted in the aftermath of the USS Vincennes 
mishap, where the onboard Aegis Combat System shot down an Iranian Airbus 
flight over the Strait of Hormuz.389 The United States ultimately compensated 
Iran $131,800,000 for the civilian casualties.390 Thus, military commanders will 
bear the same responsibility to investigate A WS mishaps causing LOAC viola
tions, regardless of the sophistication of the technology or other underlying 
circumstances. 

In theory, AWSs will improve command responsibility. In ordinary LOAC 
violation inquiries, an investigator often interviews military personnel to pro
vide statements articulating their recollection of the events. Often, these state
ments and underlying observations are heavily subjective or influenced by a 
myriad of psychological and emotional factors. For example, witnesses may 
fear reprisal for having cooperated. In other cases, a sense of loyalty to fellow 
combatants may ovenide objective observations. Subsequently, investigation 
results can be skewed. In the case of AWSs, data, audio, and video recordation 
logs will provide indispensable objective records of the events as they occurred. 
This is not to suggest human statements lose their value, but rather that 
investigation processes and results will be based on more objective evidence. 391 

In practice. one concrete example is taken from a United Kingdom military 
case in which British marines allegedly executed a wounded Afghan insurgent 

388. See United Stater of America Practice Relarinf.: to Rule I 53. Command Re.\f>0ns1bility for 
Failure 10 Pre\'mt. Pw1i5h 01 Reporl War Crimes. INT't COMM. OF THF RED CROSS, http://www.icrc.org/ 
customary-ihl/cng/docs/v2_cou_u~ rule 1 'i3 

389. S1M,r.R, rnpra note 4, at 124-25; \ee a/w Schmitt & Thurnhcr. supra note 58, at 248-49. 
390. See The Ca<;c Concerning the Acnal Incident of 3 July 1988. Settlement Agreement. 1996 LC.J. 

649. 1 I (Feh. 9), al'adahle at hllp://www.icj-c1J.org/dockct/files/79/l l l31.pdf. 
391 . See Sassbli. rnpra note 3, al I 
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on September 15, 2011.392 Avoiding aerial detection under the cover of trees. a 
marine taunted the insurgent in front of other marines about not providing 
medical aid and then shot the insurgent dead. 'N 3 Even more damning. the 
marine acknowledged his illegal acts when he ordered the other marines to not 
repeat anything, stating, "Obviously this doesn ·1 go anywhere, fellas. l just 
broke the Geneva Convention."194 The 1narines discussed covering up the 
killing to appear lawful.195 Paramount to our discussion, the audio and video of 
this damning evidence was captured by the helmet cameras of the marines 
involved.396 The Royal Military Police launched an investigation after initially 
recovering a video clip showing the Afghan national being roughly h::mdled 
across the field. 397 Eventually, the investigators reco, ered footage showing the 
killing and the marine was convicted.198 While this incident did not involve an 
AWS, it illustrates the benefit a video and audio-enabled A WS could provide in 
upholding accountability. At a minimurn, if militar) personnel attempted to 
work around the AWS, through disablement or other means, nothing preclude~ 
the AWS from notifying higher headquarters of these events or enabling recorda
tion logs or similar "black boxes'' to remain active. 

E. AWSs Will Uphold Chivalric Norms More Effectii·ely 

AWSs are weapons, not sentient beings. Thus, an AWS would not be chival
rous in and of itself, any more than a sword or a firearm can be chivalrou~. 
However, the manner in which the weapon employs itself can better enable 
chivalry. As applied, an AWS with programn1ed restrictions will reinforce 
chivalric norms through use and programmed restrictions and thus can act in 
a chivalrous manner. To illustrate, this section focuses on the norms of mercy, 
courage, skill, and trustworthiness when applied to A WSs in present-day conflicts. 

Mercy remains very relevant in contemporary warfare. and it underscores 
many precepts of IHL. 399 Commenting on current concerns, Wallach notes that 
''mercy raises questions of conflict with duty centered on when the target 
becomes hors de combat.''400 The utility of AWSs here can be illustrated by an 
Iraq scenario taken from the video entitled Apache Rules the Night,401 in which 

392. Anna Edwards. Raval Marine ls Convicted of Murder of Taliba11 /11surgent Wlw Was Shot in 
the Chest at Close Range - But T~m Comrades Are CLEARED. DAILY MAIL (Nov.8.2013). http://www. 
dailymail.co. uk/news/article-2492816/Royal-Mari ne-cor. victed-murder-Tal 1ban-i nsurgent-shot-chest
close-range-comrades-CLEARED.html. 

393. See id. 
394. Id. 
395. See id. 
396. See id. 
397. See id. 
398. Id. 
399. See, e.g .. Wallach, supra note 190. at 450-5 I (noting "[i]t is, perhaps. at the core of IHL. and 

yet it is, again, more enforceable as a military requirement than one go, eming ci, 1lian conduct."). 

400. Id. at 451. 
401. ARKIN, supra note 5, at 88-91. 
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Apache helicopter pilots engaged a wounded insurgent after an initial attack that 
killed two others.402 In that instance, after confirming the insurgent was wounded, 
the senior commander instructed the pilot to target the wounded insurgent. who 
was still crawling.40

' De,pite showing initial reluctance, the pilot targeted and 
killed the insurgent.404 While it i, difficult to know whether the insurgent 
retained the ability to tight (e.g., detonate an IED), it is at least conceivable that 
an A Vv S could address th1, ~ituation differently. Assuming the AWS. as either an 
air or ground a~set. has the necessary advanced capabilities, the A WS can 
fu11her asses\ whether the insurgent re1nains a possible threat through sensors 
on a variety of factors ( e.g., health, weapons proximity). Thus, an A WS can 
refuse or second-guess senior commanders· order to target the wounded insur
gent when it conflicts with baseline program1ning not to kill a person who is 
hors de combat. The AWS can afford to wait and verify the threat status of the 
crawling insurgent through his/her follow-on actions, and the AWS can request 
that humans or another AWS secure the wounded insurgent.405 Thus, AWSs 
uphold mercy by preserving life and ensuring that an ene1ny receives medical 
treatment. 

The next example involves courage. As reflected earlier, A WSs will not 
endure the consequences borne from emotions or instincts of self-preservation. 
Notwithstanding the gallantry of today's warfighters, AWSs will not "fear'' 
uncertainty. be cowardly, or fail to rescue and provide aid to U.S. forces and 
allies in violation of Article 99 of the UCMJ.406 Similarly, Wallach notes that 
provisions such as those found in Geneva Conventions I and III "require succor 
to certain enemies who are hors de combat," while not necessarily criminalizing 
inaction.407 Returning to the Apache example above. a ground-based AWS 
could not only retrieve the wounded insurgent, but could do so during ongoing 
hostilities. An AWS need not worry about avoiding gunfire or explosions. 
Similarly, in the case of a small A WS such as a PackBot, the device could 
physically reach the insurgent even if environmental conditions, such as rubble 
or debris. would not allow human access. At a minimum. the A WS can identify 
the insurgent as hors de combat until conditions permit movement or further assis
tance anives. Thus, as a by-product of the AWS's actions, courage is upheld. 

402. ld. 
401. ld. 
404 Id. 
405 Conceivably. AWSs can request other robotic counterparts, such as a DARPA'.., ChemBot. The 

ChemBot resembles a gelatinous globule capable of changing shapes. carrying heavy payloads, and 
could conceivably be u<;ed for medical purposes by providing stabili1ing aid and transportation out of 
hostilities. See Katie Drummond, DARPA'.'> Creepv Rohn-Bl oh Lea ms ro Crawl. WIRED (Dec. 2. 2011 ), 
http://www.wired.corn/dangerroorn/2011 / I2/darpa-chembol/, F11wris1ic Chem bots Squeeze Through Small 
Spcue\, Lrvf S< ll·NCf <June ~0. 2008), http://m.livescience.com/5003-futuri..,tic-chcmbots-squeeze-small
space,.htrnl. 

406. Id. at 444-45. 

407. Id. at 445 (citing the Geneva Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded 
and Sick in Armed Forces in the Field (f-ir'il Geneva, Convention), Aug. 12, 1949, 75 U.N.T.S. 31). 
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The third example involves skill as a chivalric norm.408 Returning to the 
earlier example of an urban sniper, an A WS may achieve greater results than a 
human counterpart at eliminating the threat. In this scenario, the AWS, devoid 
of emotions and human biological li1nitations, can - with ad\ anced tele1n
etry - detect and engage the enemy sniper at greater ranges than a hunrnn sniper 
could. The AWS would be able to employ a single shot to kill the target in the 
most non-permissive conditions. In such circumstances, an AWS would not 
need to "'spray" the building area with gunfire or use artillery to destroy the 
building's area of concern. An immediate benefit is the safety of civilians 
co-located in the building. In effect, the AWS has demonstrated an inhmnan (but 
not inhumane) level of skill. 

Lastly, an AWS could also uphold trustworthiness as a chivalric nom1. As 
Wallach notes, knightly oaths were ·'economically important, and vital to 

planning for combat."409 Modem analogues of loyalty oaths occur with U.S. 
n1ilitary members entering into service.410 Indeed, tn1st remains at the .. core of 
the honor codes of all three military academies. "411 Perceptions of distrust 
perpetrated by acts of treachery or violations of IHL can prolong hostilities and 
hinder negotiations between parties to a conflict.412 The actions of fonner U.S. 
Army staff sergeant Robert Bales are examples of how dishonorable acts 
undennined U.S. efforts in Afghanistan.413 In that matter, the defense's argu
ments were that Bales was psychologically ''crazed'' and snapped under the 
pressures of warfare, leading to the death of 16 Afghan civilians.414 Afghan 
public opinion worsened when Bales did not receive the death penalty. because 
they believed it was warranted as vengeance.415 As suggested earlier, A WSs 
would not go rogue (assuming sophisticated technology and proper safeguards 
are employed). A WSs will be more compliant with programmed restrictions. 
Arguably, advanced AWS AI can be configured to enable greater restrictions if 
the AWS is unable to address a given scenario. At a minimun1, an AWS will not 
commit acts of treachery, contrary to the arguments posed by critics, who 

408. See id. at 438. 
409. Id. at 448. 
410. See, e.g., 10 U.S.C. §§ 502. -B-t6. 
411. Wallach. supra note 190. at 449. 
412. See 1d. at -+50. The ongoing civil war and negotiation in Syria illustrates this point. See Patrick 

Cockburn. Geneva II Negotiations: Gravediggers Will Stay Busy in Syria as Peace Talks End in 
Failure. THE INDEPENDENT (Jan. 31, 2014). http://www.independent.eo.uk/news/world/nuddle-east/geHeva
ii-negotiations-gra vediggers-stay-bus y-in-syria-as-peace-talks-end-in-failure-9100210.html . 

..J. 13. See Gene Johnson. Soldier to Admit Afghan Massacre. AssocJATED PRESS (May 30. 2013 ). 
http://www.military.com/daily-news/2013/05/30/soldier-to-admit-afghan-massacre.html [hereinafter John
son]: Khadija Ibrahimi. The Understanding of Honor In Afghanistan. AFG. O"KLL~E PRESS (May 5. 2009). 
http://www.aopnews.com/opinion/khadija_honor.shtml. 

414. Johnson, supra note-+ 13: see also Sta.ff Sgt. Bales Sentenced ro Life in Prison.for Murdering 16 
Afghan Cii·ilians. PBS (Aug. 23.2013). http://www.pbs.org/newshour/bb/military-july-dec 13-bales_08-

23/. 
415. See. e.g .. Gabriel Rodriguez. Robert Bales: U.S. Soldier to Admir to Harri.fie Massacre Of 16 

Afghan Civilians, PoucYM1c (May 30. 2013). http://www.policymic.com/articles/4540 l/robert-bales-u
s-soldier-to-admit-to-horrific-massacre-of-16-af ghan-ci viii ans. 
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presume humanity's flaws will be encoded into the AWS AI. 

YI. L O~G- I ER~l l~lPLEMENTATIO~ 

O\er the next several decades, AWS development wi1l likely continue, given 
the large-scale investm~nt in re~earch by the United States and other countries. 
As suggested by authors like Singer, Anderson, and Waxman, the employment 
of fully functional AWS":> will be a gradual or incremental approach over 
time.

41
<> Current technologies will continually evolve, and with each progressive 

·tep, human":> will slowly be removed from the loop.41 7 Unlike beliefs grounded 
in fiction, governments will not push a button unleashing an autonomous army 
tantamount to a " March of the Wooden Soldiers" approach at a given mo
ment.41 ~ As stated earlier, the idea that AWS armies will fully replace humans or 
engage in bloodless wars is implausible, if for no other reasons than humanity's 
aggressive nature or an innate distrust of robots.4I9 

In light of present limitations on technology (such as AI) and persistent 
criticisms over legality, technology companies will continue to research transi
tional technologies, such as robot-based devices that enhance human perfor
mance (e.g., Human Assisted Neural Devices).42° For example, such companies 
will pursue man-machine ·'symbiotic systems," such as suits designed for pilots 
that let them ··feel" parts of the plane. In this example, these systems will enable 
hun1an pilots to feel vibration, heat, or heaviness in their corresponding arm if 
there is an overload in the plane's wing.421 Other examples include an exoskel
eton program, where Raytheon's XOS2 Exoskeleton Robotics Suit allows hu
man operators to carry heavier payloads or punch through heavy obstacles.422 

Weaponizing and employing armor on such devices is not far-fetched. 
Over time, incremental employment of AWSs will involve humans being 

supported by fully autonomous systems in logistical settings. Military personnel 
will work side-by-side with drones that will enhance lift capabilities no differ
ently from manned machines. For example, DARPA has developed an "autono
mous pack horse" known as the Legged Squad Support System, or BigDog.423 

Thi" autonomous quadruped can carry 400 pounds of military gear travelling at 

,l} 6. Waxman & Anderson. supra note 3, at 19. 
417. SINGER. rnpra note 4, at 64, l 23-34. 
418. See MAl<CH OF THE WOODEN SOLDIERS (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer I 934) ln thi:-. film, Laurel and 

Hardy"s last resort to ward off the Bogeymen mob involved pushing a button, thus activating the 
wooden soldier army. 

419 See White, wpm note 388. at 185. 
420 Id 
421 Sn-..c,r R. rnpra note 4, at 69-70. 
422. Sec Mike Hanlon, Ra-:,therm XOS 2: Sffond Generarion Exoskele1011, G17MAG (Sept. 28, 2010), 

http://www gizmag com/raythcon .,,gnihcantly progrcs,;;cs-cxoskclcton-dcsign/16479/. 
423. Kelsey D. Atherton, DARPA Spendr $JO Million To Make BigDng Stronger And Stealthier, 

PoPL 1 \R Sur£Nu (Sept. 27. 20 I 3 ), http://www.popsc1.com/article/lechnology/darpa-spends- l 0-million
make-higdog-strongcr-and-stcal th icr. 
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7-8 miles per hour and is capable of quieter modes and voice recognition:e➔ 
More advanced versions include a strong arm capable of throwing cinder blocks 
across great distances.425 Carrying wounded soldiers out of combat appears 
plausible.

426 
DARPA's next generation robot. known as the WildCat. is being 

developed with the capability to run at speeds up to 50 miles per hour on all 
types of terrain.427 Such capabilities could enable faster resupply operations to 
troops in combat. Other possible enhancing options for si1nilar platforms could 
involve smaller-scale versions capable of bomb or narcotics detection analogou 
to a military working dog. More aggressi\e versions could invoh e a weap
onized quadruped robot. 

Lastly, employing fully autonomous weapons systems working without hu
man counterparts will be a gradual incremental step. once the technology and Al 
have fully matured. Technological advancement and field testing alone support 
this conclusion. However, given criticisms and DoD's own hesitancy to enable 
these lethal systems in fully autonomous modes, initial platfonns will be n1ore 
defensive in nature, resembling measures such as more advanced ballistic 
missile defense systems, perimeter security drones or anti-UAV robotics similar 
to a former DARPA program called Peregrine."u8 Once these defensive capabili
ties establish reliability in preventing unnecessary loss of life or destruction. 
technological advancements will eventually graduate to fully autonomous offen
sive measures over time. However, in the near term, defensive and offensi\e 
AWSs will likely require that human operators approve any decision to use 
lethal force to avoid the dilemmas posed by critics.429 Moreover. employing 
AWSs to intercept missiles, drones, or similar unmanned devices is a logical 
progression. 

Nevertheless, roboticists and critics will continue to resist change. Singer 
notes that "while many roboticists are happy that their systems are being used to 
save lives, when it comes to talking about other military outcomes ... most of 
the field demurs."·00 Thus, many roboticists do not want to take part in weapons 
development for perceived ethical reasons. Academics insist that governments 
ban the development of these machines rather than promote a rational debate on 
the issue, taking into account the inevitability of A WS development.4 31 Taking 

424. Id. 
425. See id. 
426. See id. 
427. Sebastian Anthony, Meet DARPA s WildCat: A Free-Running Quadruped Robot That Will Soon 

Reach 50 MPH Over Rough Terrain. EXTREMETECH (Oct.4.2013). http://www.extremetech.com/extreme/ 
168008-meet-darpas-wi ldcat-a-free-run ni ng-q uadru ped-robot-that-w i l l-soon-reach-50-mph-over-rou gh
terrai n. 

428. Noah Max. DARPA ·s Drone Killer. DEFENSETECH (Mar. 23. 2005). http://defensetech.org/2005/ 
03/23/darpas-drone-k.iller/. 

429. Sparrow, supra note 53. at 68. 
430. StNGER, supra note 4, at 175. 
43 l. Charles J. Dunlap. Jr., umfare Today . .. and Tomorrow, US N A\AL WAR COLLEGE 1:--:T·L. L. 

STUDIES 115,324 (2011). 
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an unreasonable position that seeks a prohibitive ban will only alienate the 
governments they wish to con\ ince. Thus, they miss an opportunity to make the 
inevitable arrival of AWSs safer and more con1pliant with IHL than humans to 
date . 

The U.S. governn1cnt can \teer this debate toward a compromise. First, in 
addition to cautious policie..,, the Lnited States can provide assurances that A WS 
developrnent will not be geared toward autonomy as a threat to mankind."u2 

Arguments for "friendly Al" begin by the United States rejecting the argument 
that Ulh anced AI research will incorporate the negative attributes of human 
tendencies.

413 
This proposition will eliminate the misconceptions underpinning 

many criticisms. Second, the United States can partner with roboticists, interna
tional entities, and allies to develop common standards analogous to the Tallinn 
Manual effort for warfare in the cyber domain."n 4 While this argument is 
potentially limited by the feasibility associated with constraints of classified 
information or export controls, the United States ought to develop creative ways 
to enable access to the development of these technologies.4 35 Future demonstra
tions that allow for observation by international organizations like the ICRC and 
the International Committee for Robot Arms Control might placate some of the 
criticism. Lastly, if the United States continually reinforces these common 
standards through practice in partnership with key allies, this will foster interna
tional practice and perhaps crystallize these standards into customary interna
tional law or codify them in an international treaty. Assuming this worthy goal 
can be accomplished, concerns over rogue states programming A WSs to kill 
civilians will be better satisfied beyond the current offerings of IHL. In sum
mary, the United States can shape the debate by ensuring that these technologies 
are being developed to promote the supposition that AWSs can comply with 
IHL standards better than humans. 

CONCLUSION 

This article concludes with the same notion stated at the beginning: War is 
unavoidable. Yet AWSs may actually make warfare more humane by better 
enforcing IHL norms and holding military commanders accountable. Concerns 
about A WSs undoubtedly reflect cultural bias. Yet some cultures actually revere 
robots. For example, Japan and other Eastern cultures generally regard them as 
soc iety's protector and as a "friend of humans."436 The Japanese word for 

432. McGinnis. rnpra note I 04, at 1263-65. 
433. Id. 
434. Waxman & Anderson, .wpra note 3. at 22-23: ~ee generally INT't GROUP 0r EXPERTS, TALLINN 

M ANI AL 0:--1 nm fNTT·RNAT10:-,.A1 LA\\ APPUCABJ E TO CvnFR W.\RFARE 1-6 (Michael N. Schmitt ed .. 2013). 
435. Arguably. the U.S. could also he limited by International Traftic in Arms Regulations (ITAR). 

the Export Administration Regulations (EAR) or other laws regarding the -;hanng of defense related 
technology. Conversdy, such restraints could he waived or excepted. Waxman & Anderson, supra note 
3. al 25-26. 

436. S1Nu:R. rnpm note 4, at 167. 
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"crisis" is represented by two characters that individually denote "danger" and 
"opportunity." Similarly, the development and employment of A WSs in warfare 
may appear dangerous at first glance. However_ the AWS controversy may 
reveal a hidden opportunity to make warfare less horrific on hunrnnity notwith
standing the bleak outlook as"ociated with war's persistence. Since ~eapons 
development is a causal effect of hun1anity's "inability to live at peace," an 
opportunity exists to shape AWS development to exceed the performance of 
human counterparts in IHL compliance.4

~
7 One counterargument insists that 

while building smarter or more precise weapons has historically reduced casual
ties, these weapons could also be used to target civilians with greater accuracy. 
But thi~ argmnent is true for all weapons. Besides that. this argument also 
discounts the possibility that technological advancements could involve robot
based·safeguards that could mini1nize or eliminate collateral damage by pre\ent
ing their users from en1ploying a weapon in a manner contrary to IHL. Smart 
handguns requirmg biometric imprinting to enable usage sen e as an obvious 
exan1ple.438 Developing AWSs with appropriate safeguard ... and re!-.trictions with 
an end goal of protecting civilians will serve to counter this proposition. 

Critics' argun1ents against A WSs reflect fear of uncertainty or their poten
tially indiscriminate nature. These arguments share the same criticisn1s as other 
weapon advances, including nuclear weapons development. The International 
Court of Justice found that there were no comprehensive and universal prohibi
tions against nuclear weapons but that their use should be in compliance with 
IHL.439 Thus, nuclear weapons still do exist and calls for per-se prohibitions 
proved unsuccessful.440 Yet critics such as Sharkey claim that a per-se prohibi
tion on development is needed to forestall any disastrous effect caused by 
A WSs. Does Sharkey imply that technology in warfare is a bad thing? If so, 
then one would imagine he could pose a robotic solution to quell humanity's 
violent nature. At the same time, Sharkey contends that if AWSs were capable 
of functions such as distinction, he would have no criticism.441 Perhaps this lack 
of sound reasoning supporting the proposed ban explains why the ICRC has not 
joined these calls for putting an end to AWS development.44

:? The ICRC has a 
long-standing history of advocating against indiscriminate weapons, such as 
landmines. Unlike landmines, if an AWS demonstrates unparalleled results 
while protecting civilian life, the ICRC presmnably would abstain from criticism. 

437. Id. at 5-6 
438. Whiteside. c;upra note 299. 
439. Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons. Ad\ isory Opinion. 1996 I.CJ. 226. 91 I 05 

(Jul) 8). 
440. Jd.: see also Ra) Acheson & Beatrice Fihn, High-level Meetin~ /'iS,te'i Reso1111dinf!, Call f or 

Banning and Eliminating Nuclear Weapons. REACHl:-.G CRITIC.\L Wru (Sept. 26. 2013). http://v, ww. 
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If humans are to continue to strive to eliminate collateral damage in warfare, 
military technological ad\ ancements \.\ ill be required. Scholars should remain 
open to a healthy debate on future A WS utility rather than adhere to Western 
film1naking notions that A WSs will overtake their human creators. Major pow
ers will undoubtedly pursue AWS technology: roboticists and scholars alike can 
play an integral role in ensuring humane A WS development. Like any other new 
weapon, better \afeguards can be introduced during the developmental phase. In 
this case. such measure~ can aho ensure that A WSs perform better than humans 
at the very tasks deemed impossible. If conceivable, A WSs capable of exceed
ing their human counterparts in IHL compliance will certainly be the work of 
people, ushering in a new era. 
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